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LAKft ( Baden ^

48 ° 20 * N* 7 ° 55 * E : 420 miles : ( 17,000)

Lahr is between Karlsruhe and Freiburg on the main railway lineto Basle * It lies in the foothills of the Black Forest , aid. is
a tourist resort * The town 1 s activities include cardboard , leather,
and wood manufacture * Hone of these is of importance*

— —— 0Q0 - — ——

LANDAU ( Bavaria ^

49 ° 10 * N* 8 ° 5 * E: 400 miles : ( 20,000)

Landau is a railway junction of some importance to the railwaysystem of the Bavarian Palatinate * It lies on the line from Karlsruhe
and Bruchsal to the Saar Territory * This line is crossed at Landau
by the North to South line from Mainz to Strasbourg . The town is in
the wine - growing district of the Palatinate , and is also an important
cattle market and agricultural centre * There is no noteworthy
industry*

LANDSBERG- ( Brandenburg)

52 ° 45 * W. 15 ° 15 ' E : 660 miles : ( 46,000)

Landsberg an der Warthe is East of K&strin , and within 10 miles
of the former Polish frontier * It is on the main railway line from
Berlin to Insterburg and the Eastern Front * It has a small inland
port for the barge traffic on the River Warthe * The town is mainly
an agricultural centre , but there is a jute mill , which is
mentioned below , and there are reports that the Agfa photographic
film concern has established a new factory here*

Transportation

Inland Port Landsberg ( - )

This small inland port , which before the war
handled some 120,000 tans per year , mostly
agricultural produce , deals with the barge traffic
on the River Warthe , which flows into the Oder at
Kdstrin , 6 mile3 to the West*

\

Chemicals and Explosives

Agfa Landsberg ( - )
The A. G-* fftr Anilin Fabrication ( Agfa ) a
subsidiary of the I . G> Farben , and the largest
photographic film making concern in Europe , are
reported to have planned the erection of a branch
factory in Landsberg an der Warthe * This branch,
which was originally intended to go into production
by 1938 , was to be equipped for the entire process
of film manufacture , with a capacity equal to
of the main Agfa plant at Wolfen ( near Bitierfeld ) *
Reports suggest that the factory was erected during
the early part of the war and that it is now in
operation*

/Textiles
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LANDS BERG- ( contd. )

Textiles . Ravon . Pulp and Paper

Max Bahr A. G. Landsberg ( • )

The Jutespinnerei & Weberei , Plan &
Sackfabrik Max Bahr A. G-. have a Jute
spinning and weaving mill at Landsberg
which employed some 1 , 800 workers before the
war . There are reports indicating that a large
textile mill was under construction 4 miles to
the Northwest of Landsberg which was expected to
go into production in September 1943 * but these
reports have remained without satisfactory
confirmation . The present activity of the Max
Bahr A. G-. factory is hot known.

————oOo - - - ——

LANDSHPT( Bavaria)

J»S0  30 ' H. 12 ° 10 * E: 580 miles : ( 32,000)

Lanishut is on the river Isar and on the main line from Munich to
the Czech frontier . It is also on a cross country line from Regensburg
to Salzburg and Upper Austria . It is a market town and there are
several small industries , including flour milling , sugar refining,
and the making of agricultural implements . None of these is
individually of importance.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Landshut ( 3)

These are medium sized repair shops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons.

Food Stuffs

KunstaoKhlen Landshut ( ~ )

The Ver . KunstmQhlen Landshut Rosenheim A. G-.
are flour millers , and have a grain storage
plant in Landshut with a capacity for
40,000 tons.

— ...oQq—-

LANG-ENBIBLAU ( Silesia ')

50 ° 40 * N. 16 ° 35 * E: 730 miles : ( 20,000)

Langeribielau is 3 miles from the town of Reichehbaoh in Lower
Silesia . Its industry , which is on a small scale , is mainly textiles.

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Christian Dierig A. G-. Langexibielau
G-. F . Flechtner «

Xtatfftaann Meyer A. G-* Wttstegiersdorf
These are three examples of a number of cotton
spinning , weaving , and textile finishing firms in the
Langeribiel &u district.

—— ..oOo— ~ —.

Langenfeld/
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LANGENEELP ( Rhineland)

51 ° 5 ' N. 6 ° 55 * E ; 485 miles ; ( 17,000)

Langenfeld is 9 miles Southwest of Solingen , and is a municipalitywhich was formed by amalgamating several small settlements , includingHardt and Immigrath . Apart from the engineering works mentioned below,there are no industries of importance.

Engineering and Armaments

Kronprinz Iasaigrath ( - )

The Kronprinz A. G-. fhr Metallindustrie of Solingen-
Ohligs have a small factory at Immigrath , with
rolling mills and wire - drawing plant . This firm,
which makes principally steel tubes , M. V.
components , S . A. A. , etc . , is described under
Solingen.

- - - oOo — —

LAKGEREELD ( Rhineland)

See under WUPPERTAL

—-

LAUBAN ( Sile sia)

51 ° 5 * N. 15 ° 15 ' E : 665  miles ; ( 17,000)

Lauiban is on the railway line between G-Brlitz and Breslau . In
peace - time textiles are the main industry , and the town specialises
in the manufacture of handkerchiefs . There are over 100 factories,none of individual importance , w hich in 1938 employed between them
some 4,000 workers . Lauban is a market town for cattle and horses,and there are large railway - repair shops.

Transpor tat ion

Railway Repair Shops Lauban ( 3 )

These repair shops are believed to employ
some 1,500  workers and undertake the repair
of electric and steam locomotives and rolling
stock.

LAUCHERTHAL ( Hohenzollem)

See under SIGMARINGEN.

LAUENBURG( Pomerania )/
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LAUEKBOBGr (Pomerania)

54° 35* N* 17° 45* E: 775 miles : (19,000)

Laueriburg is in the Eastern part of Pomerania within 6 miles of
the former Polish frontier * It mast not be confused with Lauenburg
in Schleswig - Holst ein * It is on the main  line from Stettin to Danzig
«rvi  is the Junction for a branch line leading to Leba , a small
fishing harbour on the Baltic * 20 miles to the North * The town *s
activities are mainly agricultural * and there are a number of
furniture and barrel making factories*

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Laueriburg ( 3 )

These are medium - sized repair shops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons*

— — — oOo— —

LADTA ( Brandenburg^

51 ° 30 * N. 14 ° B : 615 miles : ( 6 *000)

Lanta is near Senfteriberg in the extreme South of the Province
of Brandenburg * close to the border of Lower Silesia * It is 21 miles
South - east of Finsterwalde * The surrounding area has extensive
brown - coal deposits * and adjacent to one of the brown - coal mines
is a very large electric station supplying power to the highly
important ali ^sinium plant described below*

Public Utility Services

Power Station * Lantawerk ( 1)

This thermal power station is owned by Vereinigte
Aluminium Werke A*G. and has an installed capacity
of 222 MV* It forms part of the site of the largest
aluminium works in Germany * ( see under Non - ferrous
Metals ) * The electrical output of the station is
mainly * if not wholly * supplied to the alumnium
works whose maximum demand is estimated to be at
least 200 Mlf end whose annual requirements are
about 1 *500 million kSVh*

The station is connected to Trattendorf * Golpa*
and Niederwartha stations by 110 k ? lines , via which
the requirements of the aluminium works can be
supplemented*

Power Station LAUTAWEEK N0ED ( 3)

There is a smaller power station attached to
the Erika brown - coal mine owned by the Ilse
Bergbau A*G* * It has an installed capacity
of 30 MW*

solid Fuels/
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Solid Fuels
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Grnibe Erika Laut&werk Word (3)
The Erika brcrwn~coal mine belongs to the Use
Bergban A. G-. , and had an annual output of about
2,800,OCX ) tons in 1937 ® A large briquetting
plant adjoins the mine # Approximately 1 , 000
workers were employed before the war#

Non «fferrous Meta l Manufacture a nd Fabrication

VAWA& Lautawerk ( 1)

The extensive works of the Vereinigte
Aluminium Werke A#G# are situated one mile
to the East of Lauta and on the Northern
side of the railway from Ruhland to Liegnitz
and Lower Silesia , which passes through this
neighbourhood in an easterly direction # The
works have a capacity for 70,000 tons of
aluminium and 140,000 tons of alumina per annum#
The works have been repeatedly extended in recent
years # Several thousand workers , including a
large proportion of foreign labour , are employed
at this plant , which is one of the most important
of the German non -ferrous metal industry#

—— o0o — — —

LSGHFELD f Bavaria)

48 ° 10 * N# 10 ° 50 * E# 555 miles:

Leohf eld is a railway halt on a branch railway whioh follows
the course of the river Lech to the South of Augsburg # On the
”Lechfeld H, which is the name given to wide plain through which
the river flows , is an aircraft experimental station#

Aircraft and Aero - engines

Airfield Leohf eld

The Messerschmitt concern of Augsburg have ah
aircraft experimental station on the G-. A. F . Airfield
at Leohf eld # It is believed that the experimental
station is mainly engaged on the development of
aircraft proto - types#

LEHRTE (Westphalia V
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LSHKPE (Westphalia)

52 ° 21 * N* 9° 58 * E. 435 miles : ( 11,000)

The town of Lehrte is situated 10 miles East of Hanover#
The main Berlin - Ruhr Autobahn runs East -West Just North of the
town and the MitteUand Canal makes a broad sweep 5 miles to the
South and meets the branch canal from Hildesheim # Lehrte is
an imp ortant railway Junction ; it stands at a point where the
main heavy -goods route from Berlin to Paris via Hanover and the
Ruhr is crossed by Germany ’ s most important North - South line
leading from Hamburg to Frankfort/ilain and Munich # The town
has seme light engineering works , a sugar factory , and a
chemical works#

Transportation

Marshalling Yard Lehrte ( 2)

The marshalling yard is situated West of the town
and at its Eastern end merges into the railway
Junction # The yard has a capacity for 4,000 wagons
in 24 hours # The important locomotive depots are
in the centre of the Junction#

Public Utilities

Transformer station W*of Lehrte ( 2)

The 220/110 kV open - air transformer and switching
station is situated 3 miles West of Lehrte and 7
miles East of Hanover in open country immediately
adjacent to the Hanover - Lehrte railway line # It
is owned by Preussische Elektrizitats A. G-. and is
an important link in the electricity supply system,
controlled by that company ; it is the Junction of
the East -west North - south 220 kV line and is the
main load -distributing station in the whole net¬
work of the company*
The plant is in two main sections ; one section is
for 220 kV and the other for 110 kV, 50 kV , ani
lower voltages # The 220 kV lines connect to
Harbke , Bielefeld , and possibly Hamburg#
A 220 kV line runs South to the Borken brown - coal
station and Bringhausen pumped - storage plant , both
owned by the Company , thereby providing for large
extra sources of supply of power#
The 110 kV lines connect to Ahlem and other
districts , but details of these are not available#
There is most probably a 220 kV connection to the
large private station at the H. G-bring works at
Hallendorf # The station is the main standby
for supply of current to the town of Hanover#

Chemicals and Explosives/
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IEHRTE( contd . )

Chemicals and Explosives

Chendsche Fabrik Lehrte G *m. b *H « Lehrte ( 3 )
Hanover.

This firm is one of the chief manufacturers
of chlorinated solvents in Germany*
Main product is Trichlorethylene.

LEUHE3M (’Bavaria ’)

See under UIM

LEIPZIG ( Saxony ’)

51 ° 20 * N . 12 ° 20 * E : 5¥ > ndless ( 720,000)

Leipzig is the largest town in Saxony * It is highly industrialised,
particularly in textiles and engineering * Prior to the war the
famous Leipzig Trade Fair draw a large commercial public from all
parts of the world * Leipzig ’ s main railway station is the largest
in Europe * The Supreme Courts of Law of the Reich are established in
the city and Leipzig is also the centre of the German publishing
industry . Railway lines radiate from the city in all directions ., and
there are extensive marshalling yards which form an important base for
the traffic to the Eastern Front * Leipzig ’ s industries have been devel
oped chiefly on the outskirts of the town and can be divided into two
main groups * The first extends from the main station to the North East
and South of the city * This area contains several important
engineering plants , spinning and weaving mills , and the Northern power
station * The second industrial group is on the Western outskirts*
This district includes some of the largest wool and cotton spinning
mills in Europe and a number of big engineering works * During the war
important aircraft assembly plants have been established on the
airfield at Mochau on the North - eastern edge of the town area * The
city also contains a number of chemical works , mostly engaged on the
man ufacture of soap and dyestuffs*

Transportation

Railway Centre Leipzig ( 2)

Shis terminal station , which is the largest
building of its kind in Europe , is an important
centre serving many parts of Germany and the
Continent * In particular there are lines leading
from Leipzig to Berlin , Breslau , Dresden Frankfort,
Halle , and Southern Germany * The area includes
marshalling yards , postal sidings and storage
depots •

Marshalling Yards/



LEIPZIG ( contd * )

Marshalling Yards Paunsdorf

These marshalling yards , which are situated in
the Eastern suburb of Paunsdorf , can handle up
to 3,500  wagons per 24 hours*

Marshalling Yards Wahren

These yards are in the North - western suburb
of Wahren * They have a capacity of 4,500
wagons per 24  hours*

Railway Repair Shops Delitzsch

At Delitzsch , 10 miles North of Leipzig , there
are railway workshops formerly employing seme
1,200  workers and undertaking chiefly the repair
of goods wagons*

This very large thermal power station is owned
by the A*G. Sachsische Werke ( A5W) and has an
installed capacity of 393 'MW* It is situated
on the brown - coal deposits at Bhhlen , 11  miles
S * of Leipzig , and is part of a large industrial
complex which includes , besides the power station,
a synthetic - oil plant ( described below under
Liquid Fuels ) , a low temperature carbonisation
plant , ( described below under Solid Fuels ) , and
a gas - works ( described below ) * The station is
operated on base load and supplies current to the
grid system and the city of Leipzig and is also
the source of power to the synthetic - oil plant,
whose estimated maximum demand is 75 MW with an
annual consumption of over 500 million kWh*
Five long - distance double - circuit 110 kV lines run
to Chemnitz , Gossnitz , Zeitz , Lausen , and Leipzig
respectively and another probably connects with
the neighbouring double station of Espenhain-
Molbis * Local 30  kV supplies connect to Leipzig
by underground cables and at lower voltages to
neighbouring industrial works*

Gasworks Bohlen

The gas works is part of the ASW complex at
B&hlen and was erected in 1939 by the Company
for the supply of domestic gas to Leipzig and
the surrounding district * It operates the
Luigi complete - gasification process , using
brown coal * Capacity is belived to be about
5,000  million cu *ft * per annum*

Power Station Bohlen

Power Statiary ''
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LEIPZIG ( contd . )

power Station Bspenhain - MBIbis ( 1)

This large power station belongs to the AM  and
has an installed capacity of 297 MI. It is
situated between the villages of Espenh &in and
MBlbis , on the brown - coal fields about 5 miles
Bast of the Bfthlen station , and forms part of an
industrial complex which includes a low - temperature
carbonisation plant and a large new works as yet
unidentified . It is a double station with
duplicate generating plants 250 yards apart
arranged opposite and parallel to each other*
There is one switching and transformer station
common to both sections , and it is assumed
that a large part of the electrical output is
supplied to the nearby industrial plant , to

v which steam is also supplied . The station
was under construction at the beginning of the
war and details are therefore incomplete.
There are at least 4 long - distance overhead
transmission lines , 2 running South - east
(possibly one to Dresden and one to Chemnitz ) ,
one North - east ( possibly to Leipzig ) , and one
West ( possibly to Bfthlen ) .

Power Station Kulkwitz ( 2)

This thermal power station is owned by the
Landkraftwerke Leipzig A. G. Kulkwitz , and is
situated on the brown coal fields 6 miles
South - west of Leipzig . It is an old station,
and up to 1938 was only of local importance,
with an installed capacity of 30 Mf. Since that
year it has been considerably extended and its
capacity increased to 105 MI, It is probable
that the station now gives additional supplies
to nearby industrial works and to the city of
Leipzig , and also to the high - voltage grid of
the A. G. S&chsische Werke.

StAdt , Gas werke Leipzig ( 2)

The municipal gasworks is the principal
distributing station on the Thuringian gas
grid , It now obtains all its supplies from
the BBhlen gasworks ( see above ) . In 1936,
the works made 1,950  million cu . ft . of gas
and purchased for re - sale a further 90
million cu . ft.

Solid Fuels/
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LEIPZIG ( contd . )

Solid Fuels

Brown - coal Mines Bbhlen

There are a number of brown —ooal deposit
adjacent to the small town of Bbhlen setae
10 miles South of Leipzig * They are open¬
cast mines and are exploited mainly by the
A. G. Sachsi3ohe Werke ( ASW) of Dresden * They
supply the two power stations , also owned by
the same company , which are mentioned above
under Public Utilities * The mine includes a
briquetting plant which produced 3,367,000
tons in 1937 * Seme 1,3 ^0 workers were then
employed.

The Braurikohlen Benzin A. G. whose headquarters
are in Berlin , have at Bbhlen a low - temperature
carbonisation and brown - coal tar - hydrogenation
plant for the manufacture of synthetic oil.
It is adjacent to the power station , mentioned
above under Public Utilities , It is estimated
that the hydrogenation plant has an annual
capacity of 300,000 tons and it is thought
pdssible that there is in addition a high - pressure
Fischer -Tropsch plant*

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Leiohtmetallwerke Rackwitz ( 3)

The Leipziger Leiohtmetallwerke is situated
in the outlying suburb of Rackwitz , some
6 miles to the North of the town * It
specialises in the production and fabrication
of light Hue tal alloys*

‘ Edmund Becker & Co* A. G. Leutzsch ( 3)

This factory is believed to have employed
some 1,200 workers in 1939 # on the manufacture
of lightHmetal castings for the aircraft industry*

Metallgussgesellsdhaft m*b *H* Leutzsch ( 3)

This is a subsidiary of Edmund Beaker & Co*
A. G. mentioned above . It is situated in the
Western suburb of Leutzsch , and is eng ag ed  on
the production of light - metal castings for the
aircraft industry . The plant is reported to
have been greatly enlarged since the outbreak
of war*

Liquid Fuels

Brabag Bbhlen (2)

Aircraft and Aero -Engines/
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LEIPZIG ( contd . )

Aircraft and Aero - Engines

Aircraft Assembly Plants

The former mwicipal airport is situated in
the North - eastern suburb of Mockau * Since the
■war A. T. G, , Erla and Junkers have all erected
assembly plants on the airfield and they are
closely interlinked with the components works
in other parts of the oity.

"Erla” Mockau (2)

"Erla” Heiterblick (1)

"Erla" Abtnaundorf (3)

"Erla" Leipzig proper
(Werk V) (2)

The Erla Masohinenwerk G. m*b . H* with its
various components factories forms a largely
self - contained complex capable of construction
and complete assembly of aircraft * In 1943
it became one of the three large assembly
units for Me* 109 under the fighter expansion
programme . The main assembly plant is situated
on the aerodrome at Mockau , a small suburb lying
a few miles to the North East of the town . The
chief components factory is in the North - eastern
suburb of Heiterbliok , and there is another in
Abtnaundorf , also to the North - east * The works
at Mockau are engaged on the assembly of Me. 109
fighters . The Heiterblick factory produces major
aircraft components , including wings and fuselages,
and various reports indicate that the plant was
employing up to 10,000 workers prior to the attack
by the VUIth Air Force . The Abtnaundorf factory
is also engaged on the manufacture of aircraft
components , probably wings * ( Werk V was the
former Kaamgarnspinnerei and is believed to be
engaged on press work and machining . )

A. T. G* Moctk&u (2)

A. T . G. Grosszsahodher (2)

A. T. G. Eutritz (2)

A. T. G*. Leutzsch (3)

The Allgemeine Transportanlagen G. m. b *H. is of
considerable importance as a bomber factory to
the Gorman aircraft industry * The main assembly
plant of this concern is situated on the aerodrome
at Mockau . It formerly produced He . 111 , but
gradually went over to the Ju . 88 . Some production
of Ju . 52 transports has been going on since before
the war*

It/
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LEIPZIG ( contd . )

It is reported to eaoploy some 5 >000 workers©
The chief branch factory is in the South¬
western suburb of Grosszschocher and
manufactures major aircraft components , including
wings and fuselages © A second subsidiary factory
at Grosszschocher is situated immediately to the
North - west of the above - mentioned plant © In the
North at Eutritz and in the West at Leutzsoh are
two further factories , one making fuselages , the
second other components . The Leutzsoh works were
formerly part of the Hupfeld Gebr © Zimmermann A. G.
makers of pianos and furniture©
A. T. G© have in addition 3 or 4 other small plants
in Leipzig or its vicinity but the exact location
and activity is not known©

Motorenwerke Seegeritz
(Taucha)

The Mitteldeutsche Motorenwerke is situated in
the North - eastern suburb of Seegeritz . It is
a subsidiary of the Auto - Union and carries on
the manufacture of the Juma 211 and 213 aero¬
engines «under licence © It is also important
for the mamfacture of crankshafts and other
aero - engine components , and may make the
Jumo 004 turbine unit©

Junkers Mookau

The Junkers concern have a works on the aerodrome
at Mockan , which is reported to be engaged on
the repair , maintenance , and assembly of Ju © 88
and Ju © 52 aircraft©

World Pair Leipzig ( 3)

The buildings of the Leipzig World Pair ( Leipziger
Messe ) are on the Ausstellungsgelande on the Western
side of the railway and South -west of the
Stott eritz Bahrihof * The Exhibition Halls axe said
to have been taken over and used as engineering
shops by the Junkers concern in particular for
the repair depot at Mockan©

Engineering and Armaments

Hugo Schneider A. G. Paunsdorf ( 1)

The parent works of this important engineering
firm are in the suburb of Paunsdorf on the
Eastern side of Leipzig . There are branch
factories in Berlin and Oberweissbaah in
Thuringia © They produce rods , sheets , wire and
constructional parts in copper , brass and
aluminium and in peacetime are makers of all
kinds of heating , lighting and cooking apparatus,
enamelled goods and vacuum flasks © They enployed
some 9 >000 workers before the war . They are now
reported to be making light arms , S . A.A. and armament
ocnponents . It is believed that a portion of the former
machine - tool production of the S chi ess A. G. of Lusseldorf
has now been transferred to these works©

(2)

Kollraann Werke A. G. /
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LEIPZIG - ( contd . )

Kollmann Werke A . G-. Torgauerstr . ( 3)

This firm , which in 1938 employed about 1 , 000
workers , manufactures gears , machine tools , and
torpedo components particularly propellor shafts
and gears . A recent report suggests that the gears
are destined for use in tlie Opel , Daimler -Benz,
and Autc - Dnion factories.

Kugellagerfabrik Leipzig ( 3)

Kugellagerfabrik Bohlitz - Ehrehberg ( 3)

The Deutsche Kugellagerfabrik G-. m. b . H . are
believed to have two plants in Leipzig , one in
the centre of the town , the other in the Western
suburb of Bohlitz - Ehrenberg • The company
manufactures a variety of types of ball bearings
including needle bearings , formerly used particularly
in aircraft and now probably in A . F . V . ’ s . It is
believed to employ 1 , 200 workers.

The parent works of this important undertaking
is in Brunswick . The Leipzig branch constructs
armoured cars and engines for A . F .V . * s and is
also reported to carry cut heavy repairs of
military vehicles . Reports suggest that seme
6 . 000 workers are employed.

Meier & Weichelt Weicheltstr . ( 2)

The Meier & Weichelt Stahlwerke are makers
of grinding and polishing machinery , steel
furniture , lathes and machine tools for the
metal - and wood -working industries . It has been
reported that their works have been enlarged during
the war and that a portion of the former machine
tool production of the Schiess A . G-. of Ddsseldorf
has been transferred to this fira . Meier &
Weichelt are also one of the leading German makers
of track shoes and links for tanks and semi - tracked
vehicles , and have also been reported to be making
gun parts . Reports indicate that in 1943 some
4 . 000 workers were employed.

Karl Krause Zweinaundorf erstr . ( 3 )

Tiie engineering firm of Karl Krause K . G-.
formerly manufactured machinery for the paper,
board , and printing industries . They are now
reported to employ some 1,500  workprs on the
production of tank and small - arms coupons nfcs.

Bfitssing - N . A . G-. Leipzig (2)

Pittler A . G. /
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LEIPZIG - ( contd . )

Pittler A . G-. Wahren (3)

Pittler A . G-. Plagwitz (3)

The Pittler Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik A . G-. have
two factories in Leipzig . The first is in the
North -western suburb of Y/ahren , the second in
the Western district of Plagwitz . The company
specialises in the manufacture of machine tools,
and in 1936  employed over 2,000 workers * Reports
suggest that parts of these works are now engaged
on the manufacture of machine guns and amminition
components.

Rohrleitungsbau A . G-. Leipzig ( 3 )

The Deutsche Rohrleitungsbau A . G. is a subsidiary
company of the Maimesmannr ^ hren 4¥erke at Dftsseldorf*
In 1939 it employed several hundred workers on the
manufacture of large metal containers , steel tubing,
and various other iron and steel installations.

Bieiohert G-. m. b . H. Kaiser -Priedrich ( 3 )
Str.

The Bleichert 4 Dransportaniagen G-. m. b . H* have
their main works in Leipzig and a branch factory
in Magdeburg . The Leipzig plant is engaged on
the manufacture of conveyors , electrical vehicles,
and trailers , and is believed to employ several
hundred workers*

Mflller & Montag Lutznerstr . ( - )

This firm , which enploys some 230 workers,
makes all types of lathes , boring and
grinding machinery.

G-ebr . Brehmer Karl Heine Str . ( 3)

•This firm employs some 800 workers on the
production of machinery for the printing
industry*

Horn Dieskaustr . ( 2 )

The engineering firm of Dr . Thee . Horn formerly
manufactured all types of meters , revolution
counters , and small electric motors . It is now
reported to be employing up to 3 *000  workers and
since the war has greatly expanded its aircraft-
instrument range , which now includes artificial
horizons , turn - and bank - indicators , rate - of-
climb indicators , etc.

Schumann & Co . /
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LEIPZIG(conta . )

Schumann& Go. Karl Heine Str . ( 5)

This company formerly made all types of valves
and heating apparatus . They are now reported to
employ some 450 workers and to manufacture
components for submarines, and shells.

Tura-WerkG. nub. H. Luppenstr. (- )

This firm normally makes cash registers and
slot machines and before the war employed some
500 workers. They are probably now manufacturing
war products suitable to this type of plant.

Kiesewetter Gutenbergstr . (3)

Rudolf Kiesewetter , Excelsior Werk are m&rruf&cturers
of all types of electrical measuring instruments,
including volt -meters and ammeters, from small
pocket instruments of single and combined types , to
larger switchboard types . They normally employ
some 400 workers.

Rudolf Sack K. G. Leipzig ( 3)

This firm is believed to employ over 2,000 workers
an the production of all types of agricultural tools
and machinery. In 1937 the plant had an approximate
daily output of 1,000 ploughs,

Chemicals and Explosives

Springer & lioller A. G. Franz Flemming ( - )
Str.

This company employed some 650 workers before
the war on the manufacture of varnishes and dyes.

Schulz A. G. Hadenbergstr. ( - )

The Fritz Schulz A. G. specialises in polishing
and cleansing preparations . They employed 450
workers before the war.

Otto Strumpf A. G. Bitterfelderstr . (- )

The Otto Strumpf A. G. are manufacturers of
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics . In 1937 they
employed some 700 workers.

Heine & Co. A. G. Leipzig ( - )

This is one of several firms in Leipzig which
specialises in the manufacture of soaps , perfumes
and cosmetics . It had a pre-war total of 250 workers.

Textiles , Rayon, Pulp and Paper.
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LEIPZIG ( contd,)

Textiles , Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Stbhr A. G. Plagwitz ( 3)

This large textile concern has its main works
in Leipzig and branch factories in Ch&nsiitz , and
the Ruhr , and also in Holland , The Leipzig
factory is situated in the Western suburb of
Plagwitz and includes one of the largest wool¬
spinning mills in Europe , Its equipment comprises
122 combers , 137 , OCX) spindles and 38,000 doublers.
In 1937 they employed a total of some 3,300 workers,

Wollkammerei Volbedingstr . ( 3)

The Leipziger Wollk &mmerei A. G. is a subsidiary
company of the Stohr concern . This wool combing

' plant , which is reputed to be the third largest
of its kind in Germany , is situated to the North - east
of the main railway station . In 1939 some 2,000
workers were employed,

Baumwollspinnerei Schonau ( 3)

The Leipziger Baumwollspinnerei A. G. is situated
in the Western suburb of Schonau , This cotton spinning
mill is also among the largest of its kind in Europe
and the equipment includes 237,000 spindles and
*2,270 doublers . The plant is reported to have an
annual capacity for 30,000 bales of cotton . In 1938
the company , which has a branch factory in Wolkenburg,
was employing a total of some 2,500 workers.

Rubber and Tyres

Zieger & Wigand A. G. Alfred Kindler ( - )
Str,

This firm , which before the war employed some 230
workers , normally manufactures all types of surgical
and medical rubberware,

Vulkan Guranriwarenfabrik Leipzig - Lindenau ( 3)
Weiss and Baessler A. G.

Prior to the war 500 to 600 workers were employed
in this factory in the manufacture of medical
goods ( including an important output of
prophylactics ) rubber gloves , hard rubber medical
products , and mechanicals,

Hans Werner , Vulcom - Pneu - Pabrik Leipzig ( - )

This is a government licensed re - treading
concern with capacity to process 1,000 tyres
per month including tractor , aero - , and motor tyres.

LETMATHE/
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LETMATHE (Westphalia)

51 ° 21 * N. 7 ° 28 * E : 335 miles : ( 26,000)

Letmathe , including its neighbouring town of Hohenlimburg,lies at the South - eastern end of the Ruhr area 12 miles SouthEast of Dortmund and 7 miles East of Hagen . Both towns have a
considerable number of small firms engaged in light engineering}and one or two larger firms listed below , which specialise in theproduction of wire and springs for railway wagons , locomotivesand motor vehicles . Other products are metal bands and nails.
Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Walter Voos Letmathe ( 3)

Believed to be numbered among the more '
important cobalt refineries in Germany,
this works has an estimated capacity of
3,000 tons of cobalt p . a . It is unlikely
to be working at anything approaching
capacity*

Engineering and Armaments

Gustav Schnadt Letmathe ( - )

This firm has a small foundry and
produces centrifugal casting machines.

DBhner A. G. Letmathe ( 3)
The firm of Stahl - u . Eisenwerke DBhner
A. G. has two works , one in Iserlohn and
one in Letmathe . The plants comprise cold¬
rolling mills , hardening , tempering and
tube works , and steel wire - drawing plant.
Strip , band , and sheet metal is produced;
also wire , machine - tool steel , moulds,
tubes and other metal goods.

Ver . Deutsche Nickel - Werke A. G. Letmathe ( 3)
The Letmathe branch of this firm is
built on a site of 106,800 sq . metres
and comprises smelting and wire - drawing
works , and sheet , rod and strip rolling
mills . Semi - finished metal goods are
manufactured.

Alfred Lbttes
GBrke und Steins
Tossicke Kettenfabrik

The above are three of the more important
metal works in Letmathe . They are engaged
on precision wire - drawing , production of
screws , and production of chains respective¬ly . None of these factories is of individual
importance.

Letmathe ( - )

Hoesch A. G. /



LEEMATHE( contd . )

Hoesch A. G. , Dortmund Hohenlimburg

This branch of the Hoesch works
consists of two separate plants
in Oege and Nahmer , two Southern
suburbs of Hohenlimburgo At Oege,
rolling mills and wire - drawing plant
produce iron and steel sections,
bands and wire ; Nahmer has a cold¬
rolling mill.

Wurag Eisen - u . Stahlwerke Hohenlimburg

Owned by the Vereinigte Stahlwerke,
Dttsseldorf , this works has cold¬
rolling mills and a wire - drawing
plant and is believed to employ some
900  workers.

- 0O0 -

LEyHBKUSEW( Rhineland ) ( incl . Sohlebusoh)

51 ° N. 7 ° E: 310 miles : ( 50,000)

Leverkusen is on the right bank of the Rhine 3 miles
North of K61n . The industry is almost entirely concerned
with the large chemical works described below , which are
immediately to the South of Leverkusen and occupy an area
almost as large as the town itself.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Leverkusen

The thermal power station forms part
of the chemical works of the I . G. Farben
and has an installed capacity of 100 MW.
The station supplies both electricity
and steam to the works , which utilise
the whole of the plant ' s production . It
is not known whether the station is
connected to the grid.

Chemicals and Explosives

I . G-. Parbenindustrie A. G. Leverkusen

The teverkusen Works of the I . G* concern
fere formerly known as Friedrich Bayer
& Co * and are still frequently referred -,
to as the Bayer Works . The plant , which
is responsible for a high proportion of
the total German production of a number
of important chemical products , is of
very considerable Importance in the German
chemical , industry.
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LEVERKUSEN( contd . )

I . G. Farbenindustrie A. G. ( contd,)

One of its main activities is connected
with the tableting and ampouling of
pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations,
serums and associated products . It is
by far the largest tablet ing and ampouling
works in Europe , and , apart from finishing
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
manufactured at the Leverkusen works , also
undertakes the tablet ing and ampouling of
practically the entire output of these
products manufactured at Elberfeld , the
largest German pharmaceutical plant , and
HBchst,
The heavy - chemical plant at Leverkusen
consists primarily of the sulphuric - acid
unit , which is estimated to have a capacity
of 300,000  tons per year or roughly llfo  of
the total German capacity . It is the largest
German sulphuric - acid unit . The plant is
also an important producer of electrolytic
caustic soda and chlorine.
Leverkusen is also one of the largest
German factories making dyes and associated
products, . Among other preparations made
here on a large scale are film base , films,
photographic paper , filters and photographic
chemicals . The works includes a synthetic-
rubber plant producing ’TPerdurine " rubber,
estimated to have a capacity of 4 ,OCX) tons
per annum. Several , apparently reliable,
reports indicate that toxic acids and smoke-
producing compounds are prepared at Lever¬
kusen , ‘ It is probable that the filling processwould be carried out in one of the several
filling stations situated within the Cologne
area . Situated within the works is the plant
of the Titanium G. m. b . H. , one of the leading
German producers of titanium pigments.
It is believed that the Leverkusen works
employs more than 20,000 people . The works,
which extend for over one mile along the
river front,occupies the whole area between
the river and the North - to - South railway
along the light bank of the Rhine , which
here runs parallel with , and approximately
1,100 yards from , the river . The works has
extensive rail sidings , rail storage depots,
and large harbour facilities.

lynamit A. G./



LEVERKUSEN( contd . )

Dynamit A. G. Sohlebusoh ( 2)

This factory was of considerable importance
in the last war . In 1918 it was one of the
most important T. N. T. factories in Germany
and produced more than 1,000 tons per month.
It was one of the few factories permitted
to continue the manufacture of T. N. T*
under the Versailles Treaty and was produc¬
ing 294 tons monthly in 1923.
Both ground reports and air photographs
suggest that the factory has returned at
least to its full former level of activity,
and certain extensions appear to have been
made . The factory has not only its own
nitric - acid plant ( as is common practice
in large explosives factories ) , but also its
own sulphuric - acid plant using the contact
process , which is unusual . It is apparent
that T. N. T. is still the chief product of
the plant , capacity being probably about
13,000 tons per annum. It is clear that
other explosives are also made at Schlebusch
but it is not certain what these are . It
almost certainly has plant for the manufacture
of nitroglycerine , which may now be used for
the production of diglycoldinitrate . In the
last war the factory produced & small quantity
of hexanitrodiphenyl - 3ulphide , and although
this explosive does not now appear to be used
by the German forces the plant would be suit¬
able for the manufacture of hexanitrodiphenylamine.

— — oOo

LIEG-NITZ ( Silesia)

51 ° 15 * N. 16 ° 10 » E: 700 miles : ( 78,000)

Liegnitz is in Lower Silesia , 40 miles West of Breslau
on the main line from Berlin . It is a function for four branch
lines and is the centre of a large agricultural district . There
is a considerable textile industry , and several engineering works,
one of which has been expanded during the war and is described
below.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Liegnitz

These are medium - sized repair shops
which undertake the repair of goods
wagons.

Public Utility Services

Municipal Gasworks Liegnitz

In 193 ^ the municipal gasworks made
220 million cubic feet of gas.

(3)

(3)

Engineering & Armaments/
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LIEGNITZ ( contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Henriettenh &tte Liegnitz ( 3 )

The steel works in Liegnitz known as the
Henriettenhdtte and Dorotheenhdtte were,
prior to the war , small foundries producing
baths , water pipes , and other castings . It
has been reported that these works have now
been considerably extended and that a white-
metal foundry has been added , together with
pl .ant for the working and finishing of
metal components . 2,500  workers are believed
t ;o be employed , and the products include
'components for aero - engines and for tanks,
in addition to shell forgings,

Teichert * Liegnitz ( - )

The Liegnitzer Eisengiesserei & Maschinenfabrik
Teichert & Sohn manufacture rnaxjy types of
wood - working machinery , and employed some
600  workers in 1939 .

Textile, ^ . Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Meircur Liegnitz ( - )

The Wollwarenfabrik Mercur is the largest
of several textile mills in Liegnitz.
Approximately 1,000 workers were employed
in 1937 . The products included many kinds
of wool , cotton , silk and rayon goods .,

LIMBACH ( Saxony)

50 ° 5Q * N. 12 ° 45 * E : 5 ^0 miles : ( 18,000)

Limbach is situated on a branch line 6 miles to tfte West of
Chemnitz . It is the centre of a district which was formerly well-
known for local hand knitted and woven products . This industry,
which was spread over a number of small towns in the neighbourhood,
bias now been modernised . Knitted and fabric gloves are among the
specialities . None of the firms is of importance.

- 0O0-

LIMBURG/



LTMBTTRG( Hesse ^Nassau)

50 ° 25 * N. 8 ° E: 580 miles : ( 12,000)

Limburg is on the river Lahn which flows into the Rhine
opposite Koblenz , 15 miles West of Limburg . It is on the
railway from Giessen to Koblenz and is the Junction for - several
minor branch lines serving the Nassau district of the province
of Hessen - Nassau . It is mainly an agricultural market centre
and its industries are not of great importance.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Limburg ( 5)

The Limburg railway workshops undertake
repairs of locomotives , passenger coaches,
and goods wagons and employ approximately
1,000 workers.

-o0o-

LINDAU ( Bavaria)

47 ° 35 ' N. 9 ° 40 ' E: 520 miles : ( 15,000)

Lindau is on the bank of Lake Constance , and is the main port
for the ferry services which cross the lake to Switzerland . It is the
terminus for a main railway line leading from Munich and Augsburg.
Apart from the Dornier aircraft works mentioned below , Lindau has no
industry of importance.

/

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Domier Rickenbach ( 3)

The Domier Werke G. m. b . H. have established
an airframe component factory near Rickenbach,
which is 5 miles to the East of Lindau and
are reported to employ 3,000 workers here.
The prroducts are believed to include various
light - metal sheet components , steering gear,
etc . and are supplied to the Lbwenthal and
Manzeil plants.

LEPPSTADT (Westphalia)

51 ° UO*  N . 8 ° 20 * E : 3 ^5 miles : ( 21,000)

Lippstadt is 15 miles East of Hamm on a main railway line which
leads from Saxony and Eastern Germany ‘to  the Rhineland . It is a
Junction for several minor branch lines . The town has several
engineering firms , the most important of which are mentioned below.

Engineering and Armaments/



LIPPSTADT ( contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

LippstadtVer . Stahlwerke A. G

These branch works of the Ver . Stahlwerke
A. G. employ some 3 >500 workers , and make
bodies for bombs , shells , and torpedoes*
They are also reported to be producing
gun barrels * It is believed that these
works are the former Domheim A„G.
of Lippstadt.

WestfMlische Union A. G. Lippstadt

(2)

(2)
The Lippstadt branch works of the Westfdlische
Union A. G. is a wire - drawing plant at present
engaged largely in the production of barbed
wire . Their other products include wire cables,
wire gauze , and nails . Westf &lische Union
belongs to the Ver . Stahlwerke A. G. , and have
several works in other towns of Western Germany.
They specialise , among other things , in welding
electrodes , and the Lippstadt ' works is believed
to account for approximately 20$ of the total
German output.

Met all indus trie Lippstadt ( 2)

The Westf &lische Metallindustrie A. G. are
makers of faxes , detonators , S . A. A, , and
torpedo components . They are believed to
employ some 2,500  workers.

LOBAU ( Saxony)

51 ° 5 ’ N. 14 ° 40 ' E : 640  miles : ( 15,000)

LBbau is in the Eastern area of Saxony , 15 miles South - east
of Bautzen . There are a variety of industries ? including spinning
and weaving mills , dyeworks , and makers of agricultural machinery.
The factories are all on a small scale.

———— 0O0 ———

LgHRACH ( Baden)

47 ° 35 * N. 7 ° 40 * Er 440 miles : ( 21,000)

LSrrach is - in the foothills of the Black Forest , close to the
Swiss frontier , and within 5 miles of Basle . There are several
minor textile firms making silk goods and sewing silks , a ohocolate
factory belonging to Nestle , and a number of small engineering and

.metal - working factories . None is of importance.

-oOo - -

lubegk/



LfeECK (jSchLeswig;- Hol at e in)

53 ° 30 * N. 10 ° 40 * E : 480 miles : ( 133 *000^

The Baltic port of Lttbeck , which has assumea considerable
importance as a base for the supply of the eastern Front and the
forces in Norway and Denmark , and is also a submarine building
centre , is JO  miles North - east of Hamburg * Lttbeck is the terminus
of the Elbe - Trave Canal which connects with the Elbe and Germany ' s
extensive inland - waterways system , and provides direct ccxnraunication
with Berlin and Hamburg * In recent years Lttbeck has grown in
importance as an industrial transport and trading centre owing to
the expansion of the Lttbecker Flenderwerke A. G. where submarines
and small merchant vessels are built , the construction of a lai ĝe
aircraft - component works , and the enlarging and modernising of the
harbour and transport facilities * The Elbe - Trave canal Joins the
River Trave some 2 miles to the South West of Lttbeck . The river
Trave breaks into several channels which completely enclose the old
inner town . It then flows Northwards for a few miles , turns East
and enters the sea at Travemttnde , which contains a seaplane base
and is also the terminus of a ferry route to Denmark . The industries
lie chiefly to the North and West of the town , the residential
areas to the South and East . Included in the town ' s administrative
area is the suburb of Schlutup.

Transport at ion

Inland Port Lttbeck ( 2)

The port area of Lttbeck extends from the
town centre to the large Industriehafen on
the left bank of the Trave one mile to the
North . The three arms of the river , which
surround the island on which the central
part of Lttbeck is built , are used as docks
as are also the banks of the Trave to the
North of the town . Railway sidings , warehouses
and loading facilities are provided for all
these various docks and quays and for the
Industrie hafen , which is a basin measuring
1000 yards by 200 yards.

Public Utility Services

Power Station Siems ( 2)

It is believed that tnis station is
owned by the Nordwestdeutsche Kraftwerk
A. G-. , controlled by the Preussische
Elektrizit &ts A. G-. It has been built
since the outbreak of war and very little
information about it is available . It is
situated on the River Trave about 5 miles
North of Lttbeck and about lp miles upstream
from the older station at Herremyk . It
has an estimated installed capacity of 80MW
and there is good reason to think that a
double circuit 110 kV connects it to the
Niendorf Substation , South - west of Lttbeck
and also that the station is connected to
lttbeck and district , to Hamburg by long¬
distance line , and to the generating
station at Herremyk.

Power Statior /̂
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Power Station Herrenwyk (2)
This thermal generating station lies
2 miles to the East of the Siems station.
It has an installed capacity of 28 MIT.
It is connected to the substation at
Schlutup and believed to be connected
to the generating station at Siems.

Substation Niendorf

This is a tertiary substation to the
South - West of the town of L&beck and
is connected to the Siems generating
Station , probably by 110 kV line.

Solid Riels

Hochofenwerk Ooking Plant Herrenwyk

This plant , on the site of the Hochofenwerk
I/ibeck A. G-. steel works , has 203 ovens
and a maximum ©st ’d dry coal capacity of
477,000 tons per annum.

Iron and Steel

Hochofenwerk Lttbeck A. G. Herrenwyk

The Hochofenwerk Lubeck A. G-. is situated
in the North - eastern Suburb of Herrenwyk.
The Hifttenabteilung includes 3 blast
furnaces and an ammonia and benzol plant.
This company has a branch factory in
Stettin , and in 1938 employed in the
two plants a total of some 2,700 workers.

(3)

13)

(3)

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Domier - Werke Curt Helm Str . ( 2)

The Norddeutsche Dornier Werke G. m. b . H.
are a subsidiary company of the main
Dornier concern . They have factories
in Berlin - Reinickendorf , Wismar and
Lubeck . The Lubeck branch was formerly
the Leichtkonstruktion Lubeck G-. m. b . H.
and is thought to have been taken over
by the Dornier company in the summer
of 1938 . In 1940 this plant was reported
t .o employ some 3,000 workers , and it is
said to be producing components and
fuselages for the assembly factory at
Wismar *.

Shipbuilding (See also under Engineering and
Armaments . )

Flenderwerke Herrenwyk ( 1)

The Iiibecker Flenderwerke A. G-. are
situated in the North - eastern suburb of
Herrenwyk . The yard has extensive

/facilities



LUBECK ( contd * )
Flenderwerke

facilities including 5 large slips,
between U60  and 520  feet in length*
It normally builds merchant ships of
medium tonnage , and also floating docks,
locks , pontoons etc * Since the war the
yard has worked mainly on 500 - ton U- boats,
but a number of 600 -ton mine - sweepers
have also been built * Three floating
docks , 310 - 530  feet in length are
available and a great deal of repair
work is done * In September 1943 * 16
U- boats were reported under con¬
struction and fitting out * The
Flenderwerke also have an important
structural steelwork and bridging
department.

Engineering and Armaments

Dragerwerke St *Lorenz - Suii ( 2)

The Dragerwerke , which are situated in
the Western suburb of St . Lorenz - Sud,
are manufacturers of under - water
diving and escape apparatus , service
respirators , life - saving appliances,
orygen breathing and regulating
apparatus , air life - jackets for
airmen , and welding and cutting
installations * In 1938 the plant
employed some 2,000 workers*

Maschinenbau Gesellschaft Karlstr * ( 2)

The Lubecker Maschinenbau Gesellschaft
is a subsidiary company of Orenstein &
Koppel A. G* It employs some 3,000
workers on the manufacture of all
types of dredging and excavating
machinery * The works are on the Eastern
side of the Wallhafen , and are served by
rail sidings * They include a shipyard
with three small slips ( up to 280 feet
in length ) where merchant vessels up to
3,000 tons gross , as well as dredges,
floating cranes , and tugs are built*
Their special wartime construction
includes 600 - ton minesweepers and escort
vessels*

/Maschinenfabrik



LUEECK( conta)

Maschinenfabrik B. Berghaus Umschlaghafen

The Berliner - Lubeoker Maschinenfabrik
Bernhard Berghaus is situated in the
Umschlaghafen , which lies to the North
of the town . It is reported to employ
several thousand workers on the
manufacture of rifles and light
machine guns.

Maschinenfabrik Beth A. G-. Kan al haf en

These works are situated to the North
of the town . They are engaged on the
manufacture of machinery for dust
elimination and recovery in factories,
and employed sane 350 workers in

' 1938.

"Lubecawerke " G-. m. b .H. G-lashiittenweg

This firm is engaged an the
manufacture of machinery for the
tin plate and canning industry.

D. W. M. Schlutup

The parent works of the Deutsche
Waffen - und Munit ionfabriken A. G-.
are in Berlin . The Lubeok branch is
situated in a large wood near the
North - eastern suburb of Schlutup.
Recent reports suggest that the plant
is producing shells of various calibres
and has a total of 2,000 employees of
several nationalities.

Chemicals and Explosives .

Guano -Werke Danischburg

This firm , whose parent works are
in Hamburg , has a branch factory In the
suburb of Danischburg . It lies to
the North of the town on the left bank
of the river Trave . The plant , which
has its own quay and loading facilities,
employs some 450 workers on the
manufacture of sulphuric acid and
superphosphates.

LUCKmVALDE/
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LUCKSNWALDE( Brandenburg)

52 ° 5 ' N. 13 ° 10 * E : 570 miles : ( 35,000)

Iuckenwalde is 30 miles South of Berlin on the main
railway line to Juterbog where the line divides , one
branch leading to Halle and Leipzig , and the other to
Dresden * The industries include cloth mills and
several engineering films , In peacetime Iuckenwalde
was well known for the manufacture of pianos,
furniture , and metal fittings.

Engineering and Armaments

Richard Matzke Iuckenwalde ( - )

The Luckenwalder Schraubenfabrik Richard
Matzke is one of several factories in this
town which produce nuts , bolts and screws.

A. Bart os ik & Co . Iuckenwalde ( - )

This film specialises in peacetime in
metal fittings for furniture and is now
reported to be making parts ( including
recoil springs ) for A, A. and machine guns.

Textiles , Rayon . Pulp and Paper

C. W. Fahndrioh Luckenwalde ( - )

These cloth manufacturers have the largest
Of several textile mills in this neighbourhood
and are believed to be important producers
of unifoim cloth.

>— ~ - o0O‘

iixDENSCHSID ( Westphalia)

51 ° 15 * N. 7 ° 35 * E: 335 miles : ( 40,000)

Lddenscheid is in the Sauerland , a hilly district of South
Western Westphalia , for which it serves as a tourist centre . It
lies near to the valley of the River Lenne , and like all the
numerous settlements in this district , has a large number of metal¬
working establishments . There are over 300 such factories in
Iiidenscheid , employing a total of some 10,000 workers . Small items
of military equipment are among the products , which also include
cutlery and small kitchen utensils , buttons , pins , and similar
metal goods . Three firms mentioned below are given as examples.

Engineering and Armaments

Wtlrt tembergische Metallwaren Fabrik A. G-. )

Ver . Deutsche Metallwerke A. G-. J ( 3)

Metallwerke Max Hamper A. G-. )

The above are three of a very large number
of light - engineering works , brass foundries,
And metal fitting manufacturers in Ifldenscheid 0

—— ——0O0
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LIOTIGSBURG ( Wurttemberg)

48 ° 55 * N. 9° 10 * E : 450 miles : ( 40,000)

Ludwigsburg is 6 miles North of Stuttgart and ms formerly a
residence of the Kings of Wurttemberg . It is immediately North of
Komwestheim which is dealt with separately . Ludwigsburg is mainly
a residential town hut there are a number of small scale industries,
some of which have been developed during the war . The thermal power
station at Marhach ( in the Neckar valley ) and the Stuttgart power
station are described under the heading "Stuttgart *.

Engineering and Armaments

Beru - Werk Ludwigsburg ( 3)

The Beru - Werk Albert Ruprecht are makers
of automobile components , in particular
of sparking plugs and ignition units.

Zahnradfabrik Solitudeallee ( - )

The Get rag Getriebe & Zahnradfabrik A. G.
are makers of gear boxes , cogwheels and
other automobile components . Before
the war they employed some 200 workers.

Excelsior Ludwigsburg ( - )

The Excelsior Maschineribauge s , Dr . 0 . Schneider
are makers of sifting and washing machinery
for sand , gravel and mineral ores.

Ziemann Ludwigsburg ' ( - )

The A. Ziemann A. G. are makers of machinery,
in particular for the brewing and chemical
industries , and of aluminium tanks and cooling
apparatus . Their works were formerly in *
Stuttgart but in 1936 they moved into new
factory premises in Ludwigsburg . They employed
some 250 workers before the war*

Armaments Factory Ludwigsburg ( - )

It has been reported that a large factory for
the assembly of small arms has been established
in the North Vest of the town near to the group
of four barracks.

LUDWIGSHAEEN ( Bavaria)

49 ° 30 ' N. 8° 30 * E : 400 miles : ( 150,000)

Ludwigshafen , which is on the left bank of the Rhine opposite
Mannheim , and the largest town in the Bavarian Palatinate , is dealt
with under the heading "Mannheim ".
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LUNEBURG- ( Hannover)

53 ° 15 * N. 10 ° 25 * E : 460 miles :. ( 32,000)

Luneburg is 30 miles South - east of Hamburg , and on the Northern
edge of the Luneburger Heide . It is on the main line from Hamburg
to Hannover , and is the junction for five branch lines of local
importance . In former times Luneburg was a large supplier of salt,
and it is now a health resort which is visited largely for its brine
baths . The Luneburger Heide has been developed into an important
agricultural district , and Luneburg is one of the principal market
towns . There are chemical works , one of which is mentioned below,
and a variety of wood -working factori .es making furniture , barrels,
parquet flooring , and similar products*

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Luneburg ( 3)

These are medium sized repair shops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons.

Chemicals and Explosives

“Saline Ltineburg Neue Sulze ( - )

The Saline Luneburg & Chemische - Eabrik A. G>
©Deployed some 300 workers before the war , and
produced soda , rock and table salt , and lime
fertilisers.

■—oOo— *

ilfrNEN ( Westphalia)
See under Dortmund L

L U N 0 W ( Brandenburg)

52 ° 55 * N. 14 ° 5 ' E : 610 miles : ( l,500)

Lunow is 8 miles South - east of Angemunde and 40 miles
North - east of Berlin . It is on the left bank of the river Oder
and has no importance apart from the Explosives factory mentioned
below.

Chemicals and Explosives

Dynamit A. G. Lunow ( 3 )

This factory was apparently under construction at
the beginning of the war and has certainly been
greatly enlarged since * There is very little
ground information concerning its activities , but
it appears to be important . Unfortunately the
Q*ily air reconnaissance of the region has provided
no more than a photograph of a small comer of the
explosives factory in which are some storage sheds.
The size of these does not contradict the impression
that the factory itself is not of considerable size.

It is fairly definitely established that penthrite is
made in this factory , and it was reported in 1940 that
jplant for the production of a new explosive for

torpedoes/
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torpedoes and bombs had gone into
production * The nature of this
new explosive is uncertain , but
it may be hexanitrodiphenylamine
(which is commonly used in German
torpedoes and mines ) , or it may
be hexogen * It is significant
that the site of manufacture of
hexogen in Germany has not been
positively identified , although
this explosive is now used by
the German forces*

The factory is reported to be
opened by IDynamit A*G* , but
its ownership has not been
confirmed * It lies 4 kms. from
Luniw on the west bank of the
river Oder.

LOTTRINGHA.USSN ( Rhineland)

See under Eemscheid*

LICK (East Prussia)

53° 50’ N. 22° 20* E: 955 miles ; ( 16,000)

Iyck is in the South Eastern portion of East Prussia,
within 10 miles of the Polish border * .It is an agricultural
centre with horse and cattle markets , and has no industries
of importance * It is on a railway line leading from
Konigsberg to Bialystok in Poland , and is a junction for
three branch lines serving the South Eastern district of
East Prussia*

MAGDEBURG/
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MAGDEBURG- ( Province Saxony)

52 ° 10 * N. 11 ° 40 * B: 500 miles : ( 320,000)

Magdeburg is the largest town in the Prussian Province of Saxony,
and contains heavy and general engineering works of the first order,
aero - engine works , an explosives factory , and a large synthetic —oil
plant . Its position on the River Elbe and on one of the main North
to South trade routes of Europe has given it from the earliest times
a commercial and industrial importance which it has maintained up to
the present day . It is one of the principal traffic centres of Central
Germany , and has a railway junction which is second only to Berlin
itself with lines radiating N. to Hanfcurg and Rostock , E. to Berlin
and the Baltic ports , S. E. to Leipzig and Czechoslovakia , S. to
Halle , Nttrriberg and Munich , and W. to Hanover and the Ruhr . The
central German Leipzig - Magdeburg lines have been electrified . The
mai n part of the town is on the left bank of the Elbe , and is a
closely built - up area * Industries and groups of industries are
situated round most of the town ’ s perimeter . One important group
is at Neustadt and Rothensee , on the northern outskirts , but the
Grusonwerk of Krupps , which occupies the first place in Magdeburg ’ s
industries , is in Buckau , the southern portion of the town.

There are large marshalling and goods yards both in Rothensee and
in Buckau . The Western quarter of the town , which is known as the
Wilhelmstadt , and the Eastern suburb of Friedrichstadt , which is on
the right bank of the Elbe , contain groups of industries . The Elbe
divides into two channels , forming an island which lies between
Magdeburg and Friedrichstadt . This island is itself intersected by
a third .narrow river channel ( the Zoll Elbe ) and contains an inland
harbour , with warehouses and storage depots.

The Mittelland Canal follows an E. - W. course 6 miles N. of the
town , but this important waterways route is broken where it should
be carried over the Elbe , due to the failure to complete the
aqueduct , and also by the double ship lift at Hohenwarthe .a mile to
the east of the aqueduct . Barges therefore have to negotiate the
40 - 60 ft . change in level to the river by the Rothensee shiplift,
pass down the N. - S. branch canal into the Elbe , and rejoin the
Ihle section of the canal by the locks at Niegripp , a distance of
some 8 miles by water from the Rothensee shiplift.

The town of Schftnebeck , 9 miles to the South of Magdeburg,
where there are aircraft , ammunition , and chemical factories , is
dealt with separately.

Transportation

Inland Harbour Magdeburg ( 2)

Magdeburg has extensive inland harbour facilities
for the Elbe traffic . The Handelshafen and the
Industriehafen , the two largest docks , are at the
Northern end of the town close to the industrial areas
of Neustadt and Rothensee . There are several smaller
docks and loading basins further downstream at Rothensee
and connected with the Weser - Elbe Canal by the N. - S.
branch canal and the Rothensee shiplift . This is part of
the Mittelland Kanal system , which is continued Eastward
from the Elbe to link up with the Oder . There is a further
large dock known as the Zollhafen on the island formed by
the two arms of the Elbe between Magdeburg and the suburb
of Friedrichstadt . Magdeburg handles up to 2 million tons
of waterborne goods per annum , including grain , sugar beet,
vegetables , coal and timber.

The/
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The shiplift is situated at the top of the N. - S.
branch canal dose to its function with the Mittolland
canal ; it can lift or lower barges up to 1,000  tons to
the maximum of 60 ft * required by the level of the Elbe*

Railway Junction Magdeburg ( 3 )

The main line from Hanfcurg to Halle and Saxony
passes through Magdeburg from North to South*
One of the principal routes from Berlin to the
Lower Rhineland crosses the Elbe at Rothensee
and continues westwards from Magdeburg to Brunswick*
Five other important branch lines radiate from
Magdeburg * The railway junctions are in the
Rothensee area and to the South of the main railway
station*

Marshalling Yard and Repair shops Buckau ( 2 )

The Buckau marshalling yard is the most important in
Magdeburg , and has capacity for handling 3,800 wagons
per 24 hours * It extends for 2 miles to the S * of
the town * There is a large loco , depot and loco repairshops which are possibly only partly active.

Marshalling Yards Rothensee ( 3)

These extensive marshalling yards are close to
the Industriehafen and to the junction of the lines
from Berlin and Hamburg * They have a capacity for
3,000  wagons per 24  hours.

Goods Station Magdeburg ( 3)

The main goods station , which includes a number
of large storage depots , i 3 immediately South of
the main railway station in the centre of the town*

Railway Repair Shops Salbke ( 3 )

These large and well - equipped repair shops are
believed to employ some 2,300  workers , and undertake

repairs and maintenance of all kinds of railway
rolling stock . They are in the South Eastern suburb
of Salbke , and close to the works of the R* Wolf A. G.

Public Utility Services

Power Station ‘Mikramag 1 Rothensee ( 1)
This thermal power station is situated N* of the
Industriehafen on the N. - S . branch canal of the
Mitt ell and Canal * Its installed capacity is at least
130 MW and it is designed for expansion to at locust
200 MW. The station supplies steam and electricity to
the adjacent synthetic - oil plant referred to below under
Liquid Fuels * the estimated requirements of which are
100 MW, and to the nearby electrolytic zinc works ( estimated
requirements 35 MW and 25 tons/hr steam ) , referred to below
under Non - ferrous Metals * Electricity is also supplied to
the city of Leipzig * One 110 kV long - distance transmission
line connects to the sub - station at Buckau S . of the town,
and via that sub - station to the sub - station afc Diesdorf,
referred to below*

Sub - station/
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Sub - station Diesdorf ( 3)

This sub - station is situated 2 miles W. of Magdeburg
and is probably owned by Preussenelektra . It is
on the 220 - kV line linking the Ruhr - Westphalian area
with Berlin and is the junction point for several lines
connecting to the brown —coal —field stations in the
Leipzig area*
110 kV lines connect to F8rderstadt , Golpa , Mikramag
via Buckau , and Brandenburg.

Gasworks Rot hensee ( 2)

The Grossgaserei Mitteldeutschland A. G. , which
belongs to the Deutsche Continental -Gas - gesellschaft,
owns a large gasworks at Rot hen see which supplies the
local long - distance gas system , including the town of
Magdeburg and Aschersleben , Kttthen and Halberstadt.
The plant has 160 ovens having an estimated dry - coal
capacity of 870,000 tons per annum. The works include
a tar - distillation plant . The largest of the gasholders
has a capacity of 100,000 cu . m. In 1936 the works made
2,100 million cubic feet of gas.

Gasworks Magdeburg ( 3)

The municipal gasworks at Magdeburg buys the bulk
of its gas from Rothensee , but also makes water gas
on its own works . Total sale s in 1936 were 1,050
million cu . ft.

Gasworks M&gdebur g- Sfldo st ( - }

This small works , owned by the Gas - und Stromversorgun
Magdeburg Sbdost A. G* , buys gas for re - sale from the
local grid.

liquid Fuels

Braunkohle - Benzin A. G* ’Magdeburg ( 2)

One mile to the North - east of the Rothensee
marshalling yards is the large synthetic - oil
plant of the Braunkohle - Benzin A. G* , operated
by the Bergius process for hydrogenating brown-
coal tar . These works have been much enlarged
during the war , and are estimated to have attained
a capacity of 250,000 tons per annum. Further
expansions are still being carried out.

Oil Storage Neustadt ( - )

Between the Hands Is hafen and the Industriehafen , and
close to the Rothensee marshalling yards , are large
petroleum stores . Seven large and four smaller tanks,
occupying an area of some 50,000 sq , yds . , are estimated
to have a storage capacity for 50,000 tons . There is a
s maller group of storage tanks on the Eastern side of the
Industriehafen.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication/
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Non - Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

G. von Giesches Erben Rothensee

The non - ferrous metal works of Georg von Giesches
Erben include a zinc smelting plant , and produce
zinc alloys , sulphuric acid , and electrolytic
cadmium * The output is believed to be approximately
60 . 000 tons of zinc , 65,000 tons of sulphuric acid,
and 180 tons of electrolytic cadmium per annum* The
production of this plant was originally calculated
for 200,000 tons of zinc annually , with possibilities
for expansion to twice this amount * Some 800 workers
were employed in 1938 * The principal sources of raw
materials are the Georg von Giesches Bleischarley mines
in Beuthen * The works have their own loading quays on
the Elbe , and are adjacent to the Mikramag electric
power station*

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Junkers Rothensee

These large aero - engine works are nearly equal
in importance to the Junkers engine works at KB then,
in point of production capacity , but in addition
have special departments for airscrews and fuel-
injection pumps . The number of workers employed is
believed to exceed 15,000 , including a high proportion
of foreign labour.
Aero - engines of the Jurao 211 type have been the primary
product of these works . Since the beginning of the war
V. D. M. - type propellers have been made in considerable
quantities from rough blade forgings supplied from out¬
side . The works occupy a large area ( approximately
190 . 000 sq . yds . ) in the Neustadt quarter of the town,
within half a mile of the Rothensee marshalling yards.
They include the plant of the Magdeburger Werkzeug-
maschinenfabrik which has for many years been a
subsidiary of Junkers.

Engineering and Armaments

Krupp -Grusonwerk Buckau

The highly important works of the Friedrich Krupp
Grusonwerk A. G. are in Buckau , the Southern quarter
of Magdeburg , where they occupy an area of approx¬
imately 900,000 sq . yards . They include a large
steel plant with open - hearth furnaces and Bessemer
converters , foundries , forges , pressing plant , and
rolling mills . They produce armour plating , bow
castings for submarines , heavy anchors and chains,
and specialise in drilled castings . The machine
shops cover a wide range of heavy machinery - for
crushing , ore dressing , grinding , cement making,
etc . j cranes and conveyors are also made . According
to reports the armaments produced include A. A. guns,
gun mountings , and heavy naval shells . They are
the main tank assembly plant for the 23 - ton PZ. Kpf
u. IV. , being supplied with certain components by
Krupp , Essen.

These/
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These works were already employing at least 10,000
workers before the war , and it is believed that this
number may now have increased to as many as 35, 000 #
In addition to the heavy steel and engineering plant,
the Grusonwerk undertake various types of lighter
engineering work , and have one section which
manufactures gear - wheels of all types and sizes*

Schaeffer und Budenberg Schttnebeckerstr . ( 2)

The Schaeffer & Budenberg G. m. b . H. , whose works
are in the suburb of Buckau , are important
specialists in measuring instruments , gauges of all
kinds , valves , pumps , injectors , and signalling
installations . They employ some 1,600 workers.
The works include a large steel foundry with electric
arc furnaces . It is reported that this firm is now
producing torpedo components , including engines and
generators , gyros , and depth setting gear.

polte Poltestr . ( 1 )

The Polte Armaturen & Maschinenfabrik are in the
Northern part of the town . These works have been
reported as now employing more than 10,000 workers.
Originally makers of S. A. A. and shells , they appear
to have extended their activity to include guns of
light and heavy calibre , including railway guns and
new types of extreme range large - calibre guns . A
variety of machine tools , valves , pipe fittings , etc . ,
are also made.

R. Wolf A. G. Buckau ( 2)
R. Wolf A. (4 Salbke ( 2)

The two separate works of the Maschinenfabrik Buckau
R. Wolf A. G. are situated about half a mile apart in
the Southern quarter of Magdeburg . The Buckau works
normally produce complete plants and heavy machinery
for briquetting works , and limestone quarrying , coal
elevators , dredging plant , and similar equipment.
They may also be machining and assembling gun barrels,
breeches , etc.
The Salbke works specialise in peacetime in boilers,
complete steam power installations , diesel engines,
locomobiles , tractors and pumps . It has been reported
that this firm is now largely engaged on naval work,
in particular the machining and assembly of the air
vessel and water bottles for air - driven torpedoes.
R. Wolf are also the leading German builders of
locomobiles for industrial use , and this department
is reported to be having to sub - contract outside
firms . Some 8,000 workers are believed to be employed
at the two plants.

Otto Gruson & Co. K. G* Buckau ( 3 )

This firm is a subsidiary of Maschinenfabrik
Buckau Wolf A. G. It is situated between the latter
firm and the Buckau marshalling yard on the opposite
side of the railway to Pried . Krupp Grusonwerk.
The works includes a foundry of considerable size,
and supplies gears and other components for A. P. V *s
as well as structural steel . It is known to have
been manufacturing mine , bomb and shell cases,
bow castings for U- boats , anchors and chains.

Mundlos A. G. /
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Mundles JUG*
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Lubeckerstr, ( 3 )

This firm normally makes sewing machines*
The factory is in the Northern quarter of the
town , and is now believed to be making small - arms
and machine - gun components . Some 1,500  workers
are employed*

Strube Porsestr . ( 3 )
The Maschinen & Armaturenfabrik vorm. C#Louis
Strube A*G. are general engineers . Their products
include valves and infection pumps. The works are
close to those of Schaeffer & Budenberg , Approximately1,000 workers were employed before the war.

Gelbke <£ Jaritz Reichpr &sidentenstr . ( 3 )
This firm of coachbuilders is now believed to
be an important M. T. ' repair works.

Chemicals and Explosives

Fahlberg & List Alt Salbke ( 2)
The Fahlberg & List A. G. Chemische Fabriken
are makers of superphosphates and other
chemical fertilisers , explosives , including
refined toluol and T. N. T. , saccharine , dyes,
and sulphuric acid . The capacity of the
sulphuric acid plant is believed to be 20,000
t . p. a. Their works are on the left bank
of the Elbe in the Southern quarter of
Magdeburg . Approximately 4,000  workers are
reported to be employed.

Thos . Goldschmidt A. G* Magdeburg - Buckau ( 3 )

(reported to be formerly Chem Fab . Buskau A. G. )
Producers of sulphuric acid . Their output is
estimated to have been 55 >000 tons per annum.
In 1938 * 760  men were then employed.

Foodstuffs

Hubbe Farenholtz Reichprasidentenstr . ( 3)

The vegetable - oil refinery of the Ver . OelfabrikenHubbe & Farenholtz is in the suburb of Friedrichstadt
on the right bank of the Elbe . There have been extensions
to these premises during the war , and indications that
the purpose of the oil - storage tanks may have been
changed . Before the war the plant had an oilseed crushing
capacity of 46,000 t . p. a.

Grain Silos Handelshafen ( - )

A number of grain warehouses , with a total storage
capacity of 25,000 tons , are grouped round theHandelshafen.

-0O0- -

MAINZ( Hesse )/
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MAINZ ( Hesse)

50 ° N. 8° 15 * E: 380 miles ; ( 145,000)

Mainz is on the left bank of the Rhine opppsite the junction of
the River Main with the mainstream . It is on the main North to South
railway line which follows the Rhine valley from Holland to
Switzerland and is an important railway centre . Two main - line
railway bridges cross the Rhine at Mainz and lead to Frankfort/Mainand to Mannheim , The town has an inland harbour and is one of the
largest transhipment centres on the *Upper Rhine , The industries of
Mainz include engineering , wagon building , and shipbuilding . The
town is the principal centre of the Rhine wine trade and of the
German champagne industry,

Tr ansportat ion

Inland Harbour Mainz ( 3)

There are two large inland harbours at the
Western end of the town and several smaller
docks and quays at the junction of the Neckar
with the Rhine in the suburb of Gustavsburg
opposite to Mainz , The pre - war tonnage handled
in the port amounted to some 2 million tons per
annum , largely grain , of which Mainz handled more
than any other Upper Rhine port . There are three
grain silos and many warehouses in the inland dock
area , A small lying - up dock for the Rhine bargesis at the Eastern end of the town.

Railway Junction ifoina (3)

Three important railway lines meet in the Western
part of the town , The main north to South railway
along the left bank of the Rhine is here joined by
the railway which crosses the Rhine by the Kaiser-
br &cke ( the Western railway bridge ) and links Mainz
with the right - bank railway route , and by a branch
line from Alzey and the district of Rhine Hessen.
The main line crosses the Rhine to the East of the
town , beyond the mouth of the River Main , by the
upper railway bridge.

Marshalling lards . Bischofsheim ( 3)
The outlying suburb of Bischofsheim is on
the right bank of the Rhine near to the
Eastern or Obere Rheiribrticke , on which the
main line crosses the river . There are marshalling
yards here which have a capacity of 3,200 wagonsper 24 hours.

Public Utility Services/
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Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Mainz

The Mainz electric power station , which has
& capacity of 45 MW* and is of the thermal
type , is at the Western end of the town on the

left bank of the Rhine*

In 1936, this gasworks made and sold 1,310
million cubic feet of gas*

Shipbuilding

The Schiffswerft & Maschinenfabrik G*m*b . H*
have their works on the right bank of the Main
near to its Junction with the Rhine*
The works of Christof Ruthof are on the right
bank of the Rhine in the suburb of Aradneburg

*at the Northern end of the Kaiserbrdcke*
Both firms are builders of river craft and
Ruthof is reported to make marine engines up to
2,000 h *p * and small coastal vessels*

Engineer ing and Armaments

M*A*N* Gust &vsburg

The Gustavsburg works of the Maschinenfabrik
Augsburg -Ntirnberg A*G* are normally engaged
on heavy steel constructional work for bridges,
steel buildings , lock gates , and gasholders*
They are believed to employ several thousand
workers * Gust &vsburg is an outlying suburb
on the right bank of the Rhine opposite Mainz,
and  immediately to the East of the Junction of
the Main with the Rhine . It is connected to
Mainz by the Eastern railway bridge,over which
the main line here crosses the river*

St &dt . Gaswerk Mainz

Stfldt . Gaswerk Mainz- CronaensldLm

In 1936 , the two Mainz municipal gasworks
purchased 810 million cubic feet of gas from
the company named below , for re - sale*

Kraftwerfce Mainz - Wie shade n A*G* Mainz

Christof Ruthof

Sdhiffswerft Gustavsburg

Amdneburg

Waggonfabrik/
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Waggonfabrik Mainz (3)

The Ver . Westdeutsche Waggonfabrik A. G. ,
of K81n- Deutz , have large railway - wagon
building works in the Western quarter of Mainzclose to the principal railway Junction . Theworks were formerly known as the Gebr . Gas tell.
Some 1,200 workers were employed here before thewar.

Chemicals and Explosives.

Budenheim Budenheim (3)
The Chemische Fabrik Budenheim A. G. are makers
of pharmaceuticals and chemicals for the food¬
preserving industry and for culinary purposes . -

Werner & Mertz A. G. An der Kaiserbrucke ( - )

This firm manufactures wax and turpentine products,including a well - known shoe polish . It is a firm ofimportance in this branch.

Rheinische Schellackbleiche
Ernst Kalkhof Untere Zugel-

Leimer Str.
(3)

This is one of the leading German bleachers ofshellac and makers of shellac wax and other
shellac preparations.

Dr . Thilo St Co. Weisenauer Str.

This firm is one of the principal German makersof ether and other anaesthetics.

Ver ©in ffir Chemische Industrie
(Degussa)

Mombach

(3)

(3)

This large works of the Degussa concern is
largely engaged on the production of methanol,
acetone , and solvents , oxalic acid , formaldehyde,cellulose acetate , etc.

50 ° 40 * N. 18 ° 20 * E;

MALAPANE ( Silesia)

805 miles: (1,200)
Malapane is 12 miles East of Oppeln and on the river Malapane.The only industry of importance is the plant of the V0HAG whichis described below.

Iron , Steel and Ferro Allnys

V0HAG
Malapane (3)

The Malapane works of the Vereinigte OberschlesischeH&ttenwerke A. G* include electric and open - hearth
steel furnaces . They have an annual capacity of50,000 tons of crude steel . Further particulars of thisconcern are given under the heading GIEIWITZ.

- - —oQo-
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530 44 * N. 12° 45 * E : 565miles : ( 7 , 300)

Mal ch i n is situated on the main Rostock - Neu- Brax^ riburg - Stettin
railway line , approximately 40 miles S*E. of Rostock * It is an
important centre for the production of sugar*

Foodstuffs

Vereinigte Zuckerf abziken Malchin u* Teterow

Trocknereien u* Sagewerk Aht * Malchin G*m*b *H*
e

These firms are large beet - sugar producers with
& capacity to handle 40,000 quintals of beet
per day each*

MALCHOW(Mecklenburg)

53 ° 30 * N. 12 ° 30 * E ! 530 miless ( 5 . 000)

Malchow is 25 miles East of Neustrelitz and is a small market
town * There are a few cloth factories , but before the war there was
no industry of note * The large munitions works mentioned below will
have largely increased the figure of 5,000 that represented the pre¬
war population*

Chemicals and Explosives

Dynamit A*6* Malchow ( 5)

Approximately 2 miles to the West of Malchow , in
the forest known as the Stadtforst , a large she 11-

. filling factory has been erected during the war * A
hutment colony has been erected on the Western side
of Malchow to accommodate the workers , the number
of which has been reported to be as high as 15 , 000 *
The railway line passes through this colony to the
filling factory , which is near to a lake and is
well camouflaged in the woods*

—oOo——
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490 30 * N* 8° 30* E: 400 miles : (430,000)

The twin towns of Mannheim and Ludwigshafen form an industrial
centre of great importance , which lies on either side of the Rhine
at the confluence of the Bhine and Neckar . Mannheim , which is itself
divided by the river Neckar , lies on the Eastern and Ludwigshafen on
the Western bank of the Bhine * The main railway lire up the Bhine
valley to Basle passes through Mannheim which is a Junction for a
branch leading through Heidelberg and the Neckar valley to Heilbronn
and Stuttgart * To the West a railway crosses the Bhine to Ludwigs¬
hafen , Kaiserslautern and the Saar * The harbour area is chiefly
concentrated on the right bank of the Bhine immediately North of
Mannheim * There are three main industrial areas * The first lies to
the North of Ludwigshafen and is entirely covered by the huge chemical
works of the I . G* Farbenindustrie concern * These works form the
largest industrial chemical complex in Germany * Opposite these works
and on the rigfrit bank of the Alt - Bhine are many engineering concerns,
including Daimler Benz and Brown Boveri . To the South of the City aid
in the suburbs of Neckarau and Bheinau are chemical and engineering
plants , marshalling yards and an airport * Frankenth &l , which is
situated some five miles North West of Ludwigshafen , is dealt with
separately*

Type and Description of Target Location Priority
Rating

Inland Port Mannheim ( 1)

The Mannheim port area is divided into two
sections which lie on either side of the Neckar
in the Northern quarter of Mannheim , The M&hlau-
Hafen is between the Rhine and the left bank of the
Neckar and contains numerous warehouses , loading quays
and rail sidings * The Industriehafen on the opposite
side of the Neckar contains , beside the usual quay aid
loading facilities , many small industrial undertakings 9
includ in g engineering concerns , oil storage plants,
and grain silos * This port is the main transhipment
centre on the Upper Rhine * .

Inland Port Ludwigshafen ( 2)

The in l a nd port of Ludwigshafen on the left bqnk
of the Bhine extends from the Southern extremity of
the I *G, Farbenindustrie Works to the Northern and of
the R&schig chemical plant , a total distance of three
miles * This is an important transhipment centre for
coal and handles a large proportion of the products
of the numerous chemical factories in the twin - towns*
The area includes warehouses , oil storage plants,
and grain silos , and is extensively served by rail
sidings*

Inland Port/
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Inland Port Rheinau ( 3)

The RheinaurHafen has nearly eight miles of
docks and extensive storage and bunkering
faoilitiese Next to the port of Karlsruhe it
is the principal coal transhipment centre on the
Upper Rhine*

Marshal l ing Yards Mannheim ( 2)

These important yards lie to the South East
of Mannheim and have a capacity of 7,000 wagons
per 24 hours*

Marshalling Yards Ludwigshafen

The yards at Ludwigshafen can handle up to
2,200 wagons per 24 hours * There is also a
railway repair shop in this area*

Railway Repair Shop Schwetzingen ( 3)

These important railway workshops employ 1,000
workers on the repair and maintenance of goods
wagons and locomotives * They are in the Southern
suburb of Schwetzingen.

Public Utility Services

Elektrizit &tswexk M&nnheim - Neckarau ( 1)

Built in 1923 to replace the existing three stations
at Mannheim , this thermal power station is owned by
"Grosskraftwerk Mannheim A. G-. " and has an installed
capacity of 162 MW. It is situated on the east bankof the river Rhine in the southern suburbs of Mannheim
and is only 2 miles West of the two important sub¬
stations at Rheinau and three miles East of the sub¬
station at Mundenheim , being connected to both by high
tension transmission lines * It is believed that it is
also connected , either directly or via Mundenheim , to
the nearby I . G> P&rben works at Ludwigshafen - Oppai*
The station has 11 turbo - generating sets , one of which
is housed underground * Cooling water is taken from
the river Rhine * Underground 20 k7 * lines connect the
station with the old Mannheim power station which now
serves as a sub - station , with the two other old stations
in the city with the old Rheinau station and with the
Badenwerke sub - station * ‘In addition there is a double
circuit 110 kV line to Mundenheim sub - station of the
Pfalzwerke and to the Rheinau sub - station of the
Badenwerke*

Kraftwerk Iudwigshaf en - 0ppau/
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Kraftwerk Iudwigshaf en-Oppau Ludwigshafen (1)

Owned by the I .G-. Parbenindnstrie, . this thermal
power station is situated between Ludwigshafen and
Oppan in the N.W. suburbs of Mannheim within the
site of the I .G. chemical works. Also within the
site but to the East of it on the west bank of the
river Rhine is a new station , which in 1943# was
still under construction . The total installed
capacity is estimated at 200 MW. The old station
had 6 turbogenerators and the new station is
believed to have one generator with a total of 75
MW. generating capacity . The source of water for
cooling is the river Rhine, the new station however,
though situated close to the river , has two cooling
towers . Power is supplied to the associated works,and the stations are believed to be connected with
the Mannheim generating station either direotly or
via the Mundenheim sub-station . Half a mile N.W.
of the chemical works an outdoor sub- station,
apparently designed for 3 transformers each of 40 MW*
capacity , is under construction . It will be connected
to three high voltage lines , with the object probably
of providing a means of incorporating the greater
part of the electricity requirements of the works in
the event of damage to the local generating plant.

Rheinau-Badenwerk Mannheim (2)

These are two sub- stations ^ mile apart.
They are situated in the wood about 5 miles S. E.
of Mannheim between the villages of Rheinau and
Priedrichsfeld . The most northerly one, owned
by R.W. E. consists of an open-air section with
plant for 220 kV, 110 kV, and possibly lower
voltages . The more southerly One, owned by the
BadenwerkA.G-. Karlsruhe , consists of an irkLoor
section with plant for 110 kV and 20 3s3T*

Prom the R.W.E. station :-
two 380/220 kV double circuit lines connect to
Kelsterbach and Hdheneok.
fair 110 kV lines connect to Heidelberg

Neiderhausen
Neckarsteinaoh

* Badenwerk
1 20 kV line connects along an unknown route
Prom the Badenwerk station : -
three 110 kV lines connect to Soheibenhardt

Schw&benheim
MannheimJ*/3

Three 20 kV lines oonneot to Mannheim P/S
Rheinau P/S
Schwab enheim

, Mundenheim/
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Mundenheim Mannheim (2)
This is a sub - station situated to the West of
Mannheim * Besides being connected by 100 -^ 50
1C7 line to the Mannheim main power station,it is connected also by a 100 - 150 kV line to
the power station at Homburg by a northerly and
southerly route , in the north via Kaiserslautern,and in the south via Speyer , Landau and Pirmassens*It is also believed to be connected with the I . Gr#
Farben works at Ludwig shaf en - Oppau.

Gaswerke Mannheim - ( 3)

In 1936 the Municipal gasworks of Mannheim
produced 1 ,230 million cubio feet of gas * They
are situated in the northern suburb of Luzeriburg,
directly east of the Industriehaf en and approximately2 miles North of Mannheim main station * Gas is suppliedby this works to seven other towns including Heidelberg,Vierriheim and Weinheim*

Iron and Steel

Stahlwerk Rhein &u ( 3 )
The Stahlwerk Mannheim A.G-0 iron and steel works
are engaged on the manufacture of steel pressingsand forgings * The Hutten &bteilung includes twobasic open -hearth and one Thomas converter * In
1938  the company employed some 600  workers*

Non - ferrous Metals

Gebr * GiulirrL Mundenheim

The works of this firm are situated in the Western
suburb of Mundenheim * Their last known ( 1939)alumina capacity was 80,000  tons but it is estimated
that the capacity had increased by 1943 to 90,000tons per annum * In 1938 the company employed some1,700  workers*

Aircraft <fe Aero - Engines

Schutte - Lanz Schwetzin &en ( 3 )
In the outlying suburb of Schwetzingen the
Schutte -ianz Holzwerke have a plywood factorywhich is reported to be making frames and
components for trainer airoraft*

Shipbuilding

Sohiffs & Masohinehbau A*G>* Mannheim ( 3 )
Reconnaissance photographs show that this small

building yard is now mainly engaged on the

Luzehberg

building of tank landing craft * In January 1944
at least three and possibly ten T*L*C* were buildingon the slipso

Engineering and Armaments/
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Engineering and Armaments

Brown Boveri Kftfertal (1)

The engineering concern of Brown Boveri & Co*
A. G. have their main German factory in the North
Eastern suburb of KJtfertal . This plant manufactures
electric motors and other electrical installations for
submarines , and was reported to employ sane 2,000
workers in 1942 . The works is also one of the leading
German makers of transformers , turbines and other plant

for power stations , as well as electrioal steam and air
compressors and a variety of other electrical equipment.

Heinrich Lanz A. G. Mannheim ( 1 )

Heinrich Lanz A. G. have their main works in Mannheim
and a branch factory in Zweibrttcken . They are believed
to employ some 8,000 workers and manufacture tractors!known as the“Bulldog")A.P.V.*sand tank components,possibly couplete tanks ) on a considerable scale.
Prior to the war Lanz was the principal German maker
of heavy agricultural machinery and it is believed that
certain parts of the Mannheim works are still engaged
on this activity.

Joseph Vttgfele A. G. Mannheim ( 2)

This company produces tank components , M. V. and
tractor parts and various types of machinery for the
chemical and food industries . In 1938 the factory
employed approximately 1 , 000 workers but ground reports
suggest that this figure had trebled by 1942.

Gebr . Shlser A. G. Ludwigshafen ( 2)

This is a subsidiary ooopany cf the Sulzer concern
of Switzerland . It is believed to employ about
1 , 000 workers on the manufacture of Diesel ergines
for use in naval vessels.

Mbtorenwerke Mannheim Waldhof ( 2)

The Mbtorenwerke Mannheim A. G. is situated in the
North Eastern suburb of Waldhof . It has been reported
to be engaged exclusively on the building of Diesel
engines for submarines , and is believed to have
eoployed seme 1 ,500  workers in 1941.

Daimler Benz A.G. Waldhof ( 1)

The Daimler Benz concern , the parent works of which
are in StuttgarIMJnterttLrkheim , have a large branch
factory in Mannheim . The Mannheim plant is believed
to be engaged mai nly on the manufacture of light army
cars , A. P . V*s , Diesel engines for heavy military trans¬
port , and a Variety of motor transport components . In
1938 -this branch enployed nearly 10,000 workers.

Bopp & Reuter/
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Bopp & Reuter Waldhof ( 2)

The Bopp & Reuter G. nub . H. are mainly engaged on
the manufacture of valves and gauges , control and
measuring instruments , flow meters , etc . and accordingto ground reports employed same 2,000 workers in 1938.

Horamelwerke G-. zn. b . H. Waldhof ( 2)

This plant is adjacent to the Brown Boveri works , andmakes a wide range of precision tools and instruments
on a large scale . Prior to the war this factory
employed more than 1,000 workers.

Neidig Sohne Industriehafen ( 3)

Franz August Neidig Sohne manufacture pumps foruse in submarines and other naval craft . In 1937
the company employed some 400 workers.

Stotz - Kontakt G. nub . H. Neckamu ( 3)

This is a subsidiary company of the Brown . Boveri
concern . It is making electric equipment for aircraftand submarines.

Chemicals and Explosives

I . G. Barbenindustrie A. G. Ludwigshafen - ( l + )
Oppau

From the Northern end of Ludwigshafen railway stationand stretching for some three miles along the left bank
of the Rhine as far as the small village of Oppau , isthe largest and probably most important of all the
German chemical works . It was formerly known as the
Badische Anilin - & Soda Fabrik but is now a part of the
great I . G. Barbenindustrie concern . Among its principalproducts are chlorsulphonic acid  which is believed to be
produced at a rate of 90,000 t . p . a . , or 75# of the total *German output ; onannol.  for which it is the largest
German producer ; sulphuric acid  and oleum,  made here ata rate of about 300,000 t . p. a . or 15# of the total
estimated German output in 1945 ; ammonia,  for which theplant has a capacity of 180,000 t . p . a . of which a consid¬erable amount is converted to ammonium nitrate  for
explosive s ; dyestuffs made at a rate of approximately15,000 t . p . a . or 30 - 35# of the estimated total German
output ; furthermore the Ludwigsbafer/Oppau works accountsfor a considerable proportion of the total German
production of other heavy and miscellaneous chemicals.

In the course of the war a very large new plant ( or
group of plants ) has been erected between what were
formerly known as the Ludwigshafen works and the Oppauworks . It is believed that a large part of the newworks is engaged on the production of Buna.

Buckau A. G. /
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Buckau A. G. Rheinau (3)
The Cheraische Fabrik Buckau A. G. in the Eastern
suburb of Rheinau employs some 700 workers on the
manufacture of explosives , toxic acid , metallic
salts , and sulphuric acid , of which the plant is
reported to have a yearly output of 20,000 tons.
This is & subsidiary company of the Theodore
Goldschmidt A. G. of Essen.

Rheinische Gummi-A Celluliod Fabrik Neckarau (3)

This very large works is owned "by  the Dynamit A. G.
and the Wes tf &lisch -Anhalti sche Sprengstoff A. G.
Before the war it ms mainly engaged on the
production of celluliod and cellulose and the
manufacture of celluliod and rubber goods such as
combs, toys , decorative ware etc . The plant is
reported to be fully active but its present range
of products is not known.

Strebelwerk G.m. b . H. Mannheim (3)

Prior to the war this firm specialized in the
manufacture of boilers and radiators etc , and
employed about 1,000 workers . It is now believed
to be mainly engaged on the manufacture of hand
grenades , and anti - tank and anti - personnel mines*
The Strebelwerk operate a total of four factories
in Mannheim situated at Hansa Str . , Franzosen Str . ,
Hbrabusch Str . and Diffene Str.

Suddeutsche Kabelwerke fa ) Rhenaina Str . ) f3}
(b ) Waldhof Str . ) (

These cable works are a subsidiary of the V. D.M.
company and make electric cables on a fairly large
scale.

* Carl Plate G.nub. H. Schanz Str . (3)

This film employed some 400 workers in 1939 on
the manufacture of machine *tools.

Kali -Chemie A. G. Wohlgelegen ( 3)

This large chemical undertaking has its head¬
quarters in Berlin and branch factories in many
parts of Germany. The Mannheim works are situated
in the North Eastern suburb of Wohgelegen, and
manufacture sulphuric acid , nitric acid , accumulator
acid , hydrochloric acid , and other similar types
of chemicals.

Zellstoff Fabrik/
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Zells toff Fabrik Waldlicf ( 2)

The Zellstoff Fabrik Waldhof A. G. is situated
in the North Eastern suburb of Waldhof , and
formerly manufactured chemical pulp , tanning extracts
and sulphite alcohol . The company has branch
factories in Prussia , Bavaria and Silesia , and in all
its plants employed in 1938 a total of some 14,000
"workers.

Knoll A. G. Ludwigshafen ( 2)

Cardlazol,  This is the product for which Kno ?JL is
most famous . It is from cyclohexanone purchased from
the I . G. Parbenindustrie,
Opiates.  Knoll do not produce - plant extracts but
purchase morphine , codeine , etc.
Diuretins
Barbiturates
Tenalbin
Icthiol

In general Knoll specialised in pharaceutical products
which were not produced from basic raw materials , but
from purchased intermediaries . . For this reason , the
importance of the factory ms very niuch greater than ms
indicated by the number of workers . Total personnel,
including clerical staff and packers , was 800 . It is not
known precisely what proportion of the manufacture was
destined for export , but it has been estimated that it was
more than 5C£u. A large proportion of the export trade was
with South America.

, A certain amount of the products was marketed direct to
hospitals , doctors , etc . , but there were branch establish¬
ments at Berlin and Munich for the purpose of warehousing
and propaganda.

Deutsche Bergin A. G. Rheinau ( - )

The Deutsche Bergin A. G. fur Holz - Ny&rolyse have their
main works in Heidelberg . The Rheinau branch employed
150 workers in 1938 on the manufacture of wood alcohol,
yeast , and wood sugar, , of which the annual capacity is
reported to be 6,000 tons.

Sunlicht A. G. Rheinau

This soap factory , which formerly belonged to the
Unilever concern , employed 1,900 workers in 1938.

Foodstuffs

Mannheim is one of the principal flour milling and grain
distribution centres in Germany and although a certain amount of de

Centralization has taken place , it is believed that a large proportion
of the undamaged milling installations and storage facilities are
still being utilized . Ground reports suggest the Ludwigshafener
Walzmuhle which is one of the largest flour mills in Germany is still
aotive.

Verein Deutscher Oelfabriken/
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Verein Deutscher Oelfabriken Indus triehafen ( - )

Situated in the Industrie - Kafen area this plant
produces and refines edible oils and fats and in
1938 had a capacity to handle 108,000 tons of
seed p. a.

Ludwigshafener Walzraxihle Ludwigshafen ( 3)

These worfcs are situated within the Ludwig - Hafen
area . They are believed to be among the largest
flour mills in Germany with a daily capacity of
8 . 000 tons of flour and storage facilities for
450 . 000 tons of grain.

Werner & Nicola
Germania Kuhlenwerke Mannheim ( - )

These mills are situated in the Lagerstrasse.
The milling capacity is 300 tons per day and
storage capacity is estimated at 20,000 tons.

Apart from the above , many flour mills and grain silos which
are all of considerable size are situated within the built - up area
of Mannheim ; no details as to their capacity are , however , available:

Pfalsische Muhlenwerke A. G.
6 Rheinroth Str.

Mannheim ( - )

Akti engesellschaft fttr
MfthleriLetrieb

68/70 Hafen Str.

Mannheim ( - )

Huber & Co.
4/6 Industries Str.

Mannheim ( - )

Hildebrand Rheinrauhlen
Weike A. G.

Industriehafen
5 Hambusch Str.

Mannheim ( - )

Erste Mannheimer Dampftnllhle_ _ _ _ _•#_ _ Mannheim ( - )
von Ed . K&uffmann Sohne G. m. b . H.

Hafenstr.

— — o0o ————i>

%

1&N5FELD/
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MANSPSLD ( Saxony)
See under Eisleben

MARBURG (Hesse Nassau)

50 ° 50 * N. 8 ° 45 * E: 390 miles : ( 29,000)

Marburg is on the main line from Kassel to Frankfort/Main,approximately halfway between the two . It is a university town.Its activities are connected mainly with agriculture * but inaddition to several small industries , including the manufacture ofwallpaper , there is an important chemical plant , which is mentionedbelow.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Marburg ( 3)
These are medium - sized repair shops undertakingthe repair of goods wagons.

Chemicals and Explosives

I . G. Farbenindust rie Marburg ( 2)

The "Behring Werke " of the I . G. Farben combine are inthe suburb of Marbach on the Northern outskirts of the
town . These works are among the leading makers ofserums and produce in addition pharmaceuticals and
medical products , as well as dyes and heavy chemicals.

MARIENBURG( East Prussia)

54 ° 02 * N. 19 ° 02 * E: 820 miles : ( 27,000)

Marienburg is in the extreme West of the province of EastPrussia close to the border of the former Danziger Freistaat , andis on the main line from Northern Germany to Kbnigsberg , forminga junction with a branch line leading to Danzig . It is on the riverNogat , which is a tributary of the Vistula , and navigable for smallcraft . In peacetime there were no industries of great importance,and the town was mainly an agricultural centre . Since the war,however , a Focke - Wulf aircraft works has been erected near the town.These works are mentioned below.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Focke - Wulf KSnigsdorf ( l)
These highly important aircraft works were erected
probably in 1941 - 42 as a result of the decision
by Focke - Wulf to transfer aircraft assembly fromBremen to what then seemed to be less vulnerable
areas in the East . They were built as an assemblyplant fed by components from Cottbus , Posen and
Kresinki . The works are solely engaged on the
assembly of the FW- 190 single engine fighter . The
works are at the village of KSnigsdorf , 4 miles East
of Marienburg ; and one mile South of the Marienburg-Elbing highway . Up to August 1943 the plant was
still in process of expansion , and more than 1,000workers , including P *s/W were engaged on the excavations.
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MARL (Westphalia)

51 ° W N. 7° 5 ' E : 310 miles : ( 36,000)

Marl is 6 miles North -west of Recklinghausen and the
municipality includes a number of small settlements lyingimmediately to the South of this stretch of the Wesel - Datteln
branch canal , which follows the course of the River Lippe . Thesesettlements include HtLls, where one of the largest of Germany *ssynthetic - rubber plants has been erected . There are alsoseveral coal mines in the area.

Transport at ion

Marshalling Yards Sinsen ( 3)
The marshalling yards at Sinsen , near Marl , are
capable of handling up to 2,000  wagons per 24hours.

Public Utilities

Power Station Mis ( 2)
The thermal power station , which forms part ofthe synthetic rubber works ( see under "Rubber
and Tyres " ) is owned by Steinkohlen -Elektrizit &tsA. G. , Essen , a subsidiary of the R. W. E. , and isleased to the Ohemische Werke Mis G. m. b,H , The
installed capacity is 150  MW. which is probablytaken entirely by the rubber plant , whose demandis estimated to be up to 125 MW. and whose annual
requirements are about $00  million kWh. Steam
as well as electricity are supplied to theworks.
At the pithead of the adjacent colliery ( see under
"Solid SUels " ) is a small station containing about10 MW. capacity of generating plant . A transformerstation is situated to the South - west of the main
station . A line , probably operated at 110 kv,
connects to the 135 MW. station at LQnen, possiblyvia Recklinghausen.

Solid Fuels

Auguste Viktoria Hills ( 3)
The coal mine of the Gewerkschaft Auguste Viktoriaat Mis has four pitheads , and in 1937  produced
1,200,000 tons of coal . There is a coking plant(230  ovens ) with an annual estimated dry - coal
capafity of 860,000 tons . Some 4,000 workers wereemployed in 1937 .

Rubber and Tyres

Ohemische Werke Hills G. m,b . H. Mis ( l)
Mis lies near the village of Marl , about tenmales East of Essen . Before the war a coke - oven
plant founded by Ruhrchemie and Th. Goldschmidt,
produced ethylene , ethylene chlorhydrin , ethylene
glycol , ethylene oxide and ethylene glycol ethers.This plant was acquired by Chemisohe Werke MisG. m. b . H. owned Jointly by I . G. Parbenindustrie and

/Bergwerksgesellschaft
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Chemische Werke Hdls G. m. b .H. ( contd . )

Bergwerksgesellsichaft Hibernia A. G-. ( which is
owned by the Prussian State ) . The original
capital in 1938 was EM. 30 >000, (XX) of which
EM. 22,200,000 belonged to I . G. and 7,800,000
to Hibernia.

Construction of a synthetic rubber plant was
announced early in 1937 and completed in 1940 . Unlike
the plant at Schkopau , HHls was designed to make its
acetylene from hydrocarbon gases by the electric arc
process ; otherwise the same four - stage process is used
It is believed that when production first started gas
was used from the existing coke oven plant , but at a
later date a pipe line from the Gelsenkirchen oil plant
was completed and presumably the waste hydrocarbon
gases from this plant are now used , either alone or
in conjunction with the coke oven gas.

It is believed that the styrene and acrylic nitrile
also required for Buna production are made within the
works . Power comes principally from a plant within
the works of about 150 MW. capacity which is owned by
Steinkohlen Elektrizit &ts A. G. Essen , ( Steag ) , a
subsidiary of the R. W. E. This plant has been leased to
Chemische Werke Mis for fifteen years . Steag has
also undertaken to supply any additional current
required from Its plant at LCLnen on the Lippe , and
a power line with transformer station is already
installed.

Coal for the coke oven and power plant is brought
in by conveyor from Shaft III of the Angqste Viktoria
Colliery owned by I . G. , which is situated at the
eastern boundary of tbs works.

There is little * doubt that the nominal capacity
of HHls is about 30,000 tons per annum and that output
was , at least approximately , restored to this figure
early in 1944 after ’ the successful attack of June 1943*

MAYEN (Rhineland)

50 ° 20 * N. 7 ° 15 * 350 miles : ( 16,000)

Mayen is 15 miles East of Koblenz in the hilly Eifel district.
Its main activities are concerned with the extensive basalt quarries
in this neighbourhood . The town is an agricultural centre and has
a large cattle market . There are no other industries of note.

— •— - 10Oo ————~

MECHERNICH( Eifel ) Rheinprovinz

50 ° 36 * N. 6° 40 * !E: 305 miles ; ( 6,800)

Mechernich is a amal 1 industrial town situated approximately 30
miles S . W. of K61n and 30 miles S. E. of Aachen , on the K81n - Trier
railway line . Lead and other minerals are mined and smelted to the
South of the town.

Gewerkschaft Mecherniche :r Werke Mechernich (3)

This company is own ed by Preussagj . They work their own
lead ore fields and also produce copper , iron , manganese,
cobalt and nickel . Their annual capacity of lead is
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estimated to be not less than 10,000 metric tonscrude and 10,000 metric tons refined lead
respectively . The company have a plaint for the
production of sulphuric acid , with am estimated
output for 1937 of 3,000 tons of 100j £ acid , risingto 3,600 tons in 1938 , and an estimated productionof sulphur trioxide of 2,600 tons per annum.

MEERANE (Saxony)

50 ° 50 * N . 12 ° 30 ' E : 550 miles : ( 26,000)

Meerane is 25 miles West of Chemnitz . There is a considerabletextile industry which is in the hands of a number of small , firms.There are several spinning mills , an example of which is mentionedbelow , and a number of weaving factories producing sailcloth andwearing apparel.

Textiles , Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Kammgamspinnerei Wilh . Wunderlichst r . ( - )

The Kammgamspinnerei Meerane A . G-. have a
spinning mill with 35,000 spindles , which
employed some 400 workers in 1938.

-oOo-

MBIEINGEN ( Thuringia)

50 ° 35 ' N , 10 ° 25 ' E : 460 miles : ( 20,000)

Meiningen is in the Western area of the Tfciiringer Wald on abranch railway which leads Southwards from Efisenach to Coburg.Apart from the railway repair shops , there are in peacetime noindustries of importance . It has been reported however that theHumboldt - Deutz concern have erected a factory here since the outbreakof war.

Transport at ion

Railway Repair Shops Meiningen ( 3)

These repair shops are believed to employ some2,300  workers and repair locomotives and allkinds of rolling stock.

Engineering and Armaments

Klttckne r - Humb oldt - Deut z
Meiningen

It was reported in 1942 that the K3 .ttckner - iiumboldt-Deutz Motoren - Werke A . G-. of K51n had . erected a new
factory in 1941 near Meiningen , to which part oftheir tank and motor 'vehicle production was said tohave been transferred . The reports , put the number ofworkers employed in Meiningen as hi gh as 13,000 , animprobable figure for a works in thiis town.

•- 0 O0 -

(- )
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MEISSEN (Saxony)

51 ° 10 * N, 13 ^ 30 J E : 390 miles : ( 47,000)

Meissen is on the River Elbe 10 miles North - west of Dresden,
The main industry in peacetime is the manufacture of Meissener ( or
Dresden ) china . The works of the Staatliche Forzellan Manufaktur
are in the town , and the pits from which the special china clay is
obtained are in the neighbourhood . There are various other porcelain
and stoneware manufacturers , and subsidiary factories making colours
and dyes for the ceramic industry . Insulators and similar technical
stoneware are also among the town ’ s products . Meissen has a number
of textile mills , engineering works , and metalware factories , but
apart from those mentioned below none is of iiiqportance,

Engineering and Armaments.

Ztinder Kabelwerke Meissen ( 3)

The Ver . Ztinder & Kabelwerke A. G-. are makers of
detonators and fuses , electric fuses , and insulated
cables . They have two factories in Meissen , a third
in Siebenlehn , 10 miles to the South - west , and a
fourth in Lage , near Detmold , They employed some
2,000 workers before the war.

Elektrow &rme S &mewitz ( 3)

The Siemens Elektrowfirme Gr. m. b . H. are makers
of electric heating apparatus and drying chambers
for both industrial and domestic purposes . In
1938 some 800 workers were employed.

Imperial Hainstr , ( - )

The Maschinenfabrik Imperial G-. m. b . H.
are makers of filters and drying apparatus.

oGo- -

M E L L E (Hanover)

52 ° 12 * N 8 ° ' 20 * E . 365 miles : ( 5,400)

Melle lies 12 miles East of Osnabrtick , on the Osnabrtick-
Minden railway line,

Chemicals and Explosives,

0 , Holtmeyer & Co * Melle ( - )

This firm makes sulphuric acid . Their production
of 100ji acid , is estimated to have been about 7,000 tons
in 1957.

Rubber and Tyres,

Melle Crummiwarenfabrik G-. m,b,H . Melle ( - )

This firm formerly employed 200 workers on mechanical
products ; they are now probably making fuel tanks,
before the war they were associated with Melos K. C,
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Melos K. G. Karl BBsch . Melle ( - )

This firm are producers of reclaim . i 'heir
pre - war capacity amounted to 150  tons per month.

MEMMINGEN( Bavaria )

48 ° N. 10 ° 10 * E : ( 520 miles : ( 17,000)
Memmingends in the South - western area of Bavaria , 25 miles

South of Ulm , and on a railway leading from Ulm to Kemp ten . Itis the market town for the surrounding agricultural district , in
particular for the dairy industry of the Northern pert of the
Bavarian Allgau . There are several small textile factories
making hosiery and knitted goods , but no industry of importance.

ME N DEN ( WestphaliaJ

51° 25 * N. 7° 50 ' E: 34^ miles : ( 17 ,CX>0 )
Menden - is 12 miles South of Hamm and is a tourist centre for

the Northern pert of the hilly district known as the Sauerland.
There is a considerable metal industry , which is in the hands of
numerous small firms and workshops , and produces all kinds of
small metal goods , such as brassware , harness buckles , small Moylefittings , and similar articles . None of the factories is
individually of importance . •

-OL/O-

MERSEBURG- (Province Saxony;

51 ° 20 * N. 12 ° E : 520 miles : ( 45,000)

Merseburg is 10 miles South of Halle on the main railway linefrom Berlin to Erfurt and Frarikfort/Mai ^* The town *s chief
importance is due to the Leuna Werke of the I . G-, Farben concern , asynthetic - oil and chemical plant which is of the highest value tothe German war effort . These works , which are situated near to
the village of Leuna ., one mile South of Merseburg , are describedbelow . The industries of the town of Merseburg itself include
paper and oardboard manufacture and a few engineering works , noneof which is individually of importance.

Transportation

Marshalling lard Merseburg ( 3)

The marshalling yard has a capacity of 2,000 wagons per24 hours.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Leuna ( l)

This thermal generating station forms part of the
Leuna Werke referred to below under Liquid Fuels.It is situated in the centre of the works and has
an installed capacity of 150 MW. There is a single
generator house but a group of buildings under con¬
struction to the South of the site is believed to be
for a new generating station which will have an esti¬
mated installed capacity of 100 MW. There is an
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indoor sub - station to which high - voltage overhead
lines are connected and are believed to connect to^Gross Kayna and Schkopau . Medium- and low- voltage
cables supply the works * Medium- voltage lines connect
to Ammendorf , Mlicheln and Poserna,

Liquid Fuels

Ammoniakwerke Merseburg Leuna ( l +)

The works of the Ammoniakwerke Merseburg G. m. b . H,,
which belong to the I . G. Farben concern , adjoin
the village of Leuna on its Southern side * The
Leunawerke is one of the largest industrial plants
in Germany and covers an area of about lj similes,
manufacturing ammonia , fertilisers , chemicals , synthetic
oil and other products . The production of synthetic
petrol was begun here on a large scale in the year
1932 , and since that date , both before and during the
war , the works have been continually extended . The
Bergius hydrogenation process is used for the treatment
of brown coal and brown - coal tar . Reports indicate
that in 1943 an annual capacity of 600,000 tons of
liquid products had been reached . The Leuna Werke
output of methanol was estimated in 1943 to be covering
three - fourths of Germany ' s requirements , A wide
range of other synthetic hydrocarbons is also made at
Leuna . Some 50,000 workers are engaged at the Leuna
works , more than half of this total being women. There
are workers ' colonies at Leuna and Merseburg , but a
large proportion of the labour travels daily from Halle.

Chemicals and Explosives.

I *G. Farbenindustrie A,G. Leuna ( l)
(Ammoniakwerke Merseburg G. m. b . H. ) near * Merseburg.

This synthetic Ammonia plant produces liquid
ammonia , ammonium sulphate , calcium nitrate,
sodium nitrate , etc . The plant has a capacity
of 750,000  tons of nitrogen annually , and the
estimated production in 1939  was 420,000  tons.
The works includes a small synthetic rubber plant
with an estimated annual capacity of 1,000 tons,

METTMANN(Rhineland)

51° 15 * N. 7° E : 310 miles : ( 14 , 000 )

Mettmann is -5 miles East of Dtisseldorf , The chief activity,
which is in the hands of several firms , is the manufacture of cutleryand similar small metal products . There are also a number of factories
specialising in weighing machines . Examples of these firm9 , none ofwhich is of great importance , are given below.

Non Ferrous Metals Manufacture & Fabrication

Hermann Kliss Mettmann

This firm manufactures galvanised sheets ( including
corrugated sheets ) and zinc products.
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Engineering and Armaments

W, Seibel Mettmann ( - )

The Mettmanner Britannia Warenfabrik
W, Seibel are manufacturers of steel,
stainless steel , aluminium and nickel-
plated cutlery#

Preudewald Mettmann ( - )

The Banner Waagenfabrik C, August Preudewaldis one of a number of firms in Mettmann
specialising in weighing machines and kitchenutensils.

MEUSELWITZ ( Thuringia)

51 ° 02 * N. 12 ° 17 * E : 540 miles : ( 10 , 600 )

Meuselwitz is a town 8 miles East of Zeitz and
West of Altenburg,

Rubber and Tyres ,

Heymer - Filz Sohne Meuselwitz ( 5)
This firm specialises in reclaim and solid tyres andmechanicals . They produced various kinds of rubbergoods such as hose and belting , and also produced-possibly 1,800 tons of reclaim per annum for sale torubber factories in addition to their own needs,

MINDER (Westphalia)

52 ° 15 * N. 8 ° 55 ’ E* 390 miles : ( 29,000)
Minden is on the main railway line from Berlin via Hannoverto Western Germany , It lies on the left bank of the Wesertwo miles downstream from the Porta Westfalioa , the narrow gapin the hills which divide Westphalia from the North German plain.The Mittellandkanal crosses the Weser at Minden * The town hasa variety of industries ( most of the factories being individuallysmall ) , including lead - pipe making , furniture , industrial porcelainand stoneware products , and clothing and uniform manufacture . Themost important industry in Minden is now the aeroplane worksmentioned below.

Transportation

Inland Harbour Minden ( 2)
The important junction of the river Weser and the
Mittelland Canal is in the North quarter of the town,and consists of a system of looks , a pumping station,the aqueduct carrying the canal over the river , andthe inland harbour . The locks overcome a 46 ft , headbetween the oanal tod the river . The Canal is thelink between the Rhine , Weser and Elbe and is the mainartery of the German inland waterways system.The level of the c &n&l is maintained by water pumpedfrom the Weser at Minden , Minden is an important
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transit centre for grain . Grain from Hanover is
shipped down the Weser to Bremen or by the Mittelland
Canal to the Rhine via the Dorfcrmind- Ekns Canal.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Peschke Minden

The Peschke Flugzeugwerkst &tten G. m. b . H. are
aircraft - repair shops . These works appear
to have been expanded , and it is possible that
they are now making some aircraft components on
the spot . The works are in the Northern part o:
Minden near to the inland harbour.

Engineering and Armaments

Schiltte A. G. Minden

The Sch &tte A. G. ftir Tonindustrie employed some
900 woikels in 1939 and are makers of porcelain
and stoneware products for building , drainage,
and industrial purposes.

MITTWEIDA ( Saxony)

51 ° N. 13 ° E : 570 miles : ( 19,000)

Mittweida is 12 miles North of Chemnitz on the River Zschopau,
which has been damn ted a few miles North of the town to form a large
reservoir . This is one of several such reservoirs on which the
industrial towns of ' Saxony ( where there is little ground water)
depend for their water supply . Textiles form the main industry of
Mittweida , and there are several spinning , weaving , and shirt - making
factories , of which an example is mentioned below . There are also
a number of small e ngineering works.

Weiss thaler Bahnhofstr , ( - )

The Weisst haler Spinnerei A. G. are cotton
spinners and weavers and employed some 400
workers in L937.

(3)

(3)

M 0 E R S ( Rhineland)

51 ° 25 * N. 6° 35 * E : 250 miles : ( 30,000)

Moers is 4 miles from the left bank of the Rhine at Homberg,
opposite Duisburg . ‘The population is mainly engaged in coal
mining . Uhere is a 1large colliery and a synthetic - oil plant to the
East of Moers , which are described under the heading Homberg , and
another colliery , which is mentioned below , at Neukirchen , 3 miles
to the West of Moers . Other industries of the town , which include
a few engineering works , are not important.

Solid Fuel s

Niederrheinische Btsrgwerks A. G. ' Neukirchen ( - )

The coal mine of the Niederrheinische Bergwerks
A. G. has one pithead , and produced 600,000 tons
of coal in 11937 * 1,300  workers were then employed.
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M ii H N E DAM

See under SOEST.

-oOo-

MOSBACH (Baden)

49 ° 21 * N. 09 ° 08 * E: 44C miles : ( 5,500)

Mosbach is a town some 12 miles South - east of Eberbach
and 16 miles North of Heilbronn , on the railway line Wflrzburg-
Heilbronn , in the valley of the Neckar . It is an old town
with mediaeval associations and buildings.

Engineering and Armaments

Gmeinder & Co . Mosbach ( - )

Gmeinder & Co . C. m. b . H. were among the
earliest manufacturers of narrow - gauge
diesel locomotives , for mining and
agricultural work . Since the outbreak
of war this type of loco has been almost
entirely abandoned except for export
purposes and details of the present
activities of the firm are not known.

-oOo-
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M&HLDORF (Bavaria)

48 ° 15 * N. 12° 35 * E : 620 miles : ( 8,000)
Muhldorf is on the River Inn close to the former Austrian "borderand on the railway line from Munich via Braunau to Austria . A numberof important industrial undertakings is grouped in the neighbourhoodof this town . The VAWAG- have an aluminium works 6 miles to the Eastin the small village of Toging . The administrative headquarters ofthese works are in Muhldorf itself * The pre - war population as givenabove has probably been increased owing to the expansion of theseworks . There is an explosives works at Kraiburg , 6 miles to theSouth - west , and further upstream on the River Inn . The works,described below , is one of a number of chemical and explosives factoriesdispersed over this part of Bavaria . Others are dealt with under theheadings Alt &tting , Burghausen , and Trostberg . Five miles bo the South¬east of Muhldorf , at the village of Steiner am Hart , on a branch rail¬way leading to Trostberg , there is a large calcium carbide and cynamideworks.

The stretch of the River Inn between ¥asserburg and Toging , adistance of 25 miles , is utilised for an important hydro - electricscheme.

Public Utility Services

Inn - Alz Hydro Scheme Toging ( l)n
Toging , which is 3 miles East of Muhldorf,contains the largest of a chain of fourhydro electric stations , which utilise thewater power of the River Inn , and supplyelectricity to the group of electro - chemicaland metallurgical plants situated in thisarea . This hydro scheme works in conjunctionwith the generating stations along the valleyof the River Alz , a tributary of the Inn . TheAlz stations are dealt with separately underthe heading Trostberg.

These stations along the Inn valley extend
from Wassjprburg , 20 miles upstream and South¬west of Muhldorf , to Toging , and include
generating stations at Wasserburg ( 65M/7) ,
Teufelsbruck ( 65MW) , Gars ( 65MW) , andToging ( 97MV) . A lateral canal 15 mileslong has been cut parallel with the riverfrom Jettenb &ch to Toging.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

VAWAG Toging ( l)
The works of the Ver . Aluminium Werice A. G.is situated at Toging , 3 miles to the Eastof Muhldorf . The administrative offices arein Muhldorf . The estimated capacity of theplant is 40,000 tons of aluminium per annum.In 1943 some 12,000 workers were reported tobe employed.



MfflLDORF ( continued)

Chemicals and Explosives

Explosives Factory Kraiburg ( 2)

This factory has be &n built during the
present war , and there is no reliable
information regarding its ownership or
its exact location . No photographic
cover of the factory exists . Reports
state that it is engaged on the
manufacture of propellant - powder , both
in the form of square flakes and rods*
It is stated that between 18,000 and
20,000 workers were employed in 1942,
and that the labour force has subsequently
been increased to 40,000 . It is probable
that the latter figure is somewhat
exaggerated , but there seems considerable
evidence of the existence here of a very
large propellant - powder plant , of which the
capacity may be upwards of 30,000 tons of
finished powder per annum

Bayerische Kraftwerke A. G. Steiner am ( 3)
hart

A large calcium carbide and cynamide
works , which works in conjunction with

the similar works at Tacherting near
Trostberg , is situated at the village of
Steiner am hart , 5 miles South - east of
Muhldorf . This company , which was
concerned with the development of the
hydro - electric scheme mentioned above,
took over the carbide plant at Steiner
am Hart from the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke.
Production figures are not available.

MJBLHAUSEN ( Province Saxony )

51 ° 15 ' N. 10 ° 25 ' E : 460 miles : ( 40,000)

M&hlhausen is a market town 30 miles North - west of Erfurt,
on the Northern edge of the Thliringer Wald . There are several
snail spinning and weaving mills , leather - goods factories , and
a number of makers of machinery , chiefly knitting machines for
use in the textile industry . None is individually of
importance*

— ———o0 o— —
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M&LHEIM/Ruhr ( Rhineland)

51° 23* N . 6° 55 * E ; 304- miles : ( 136,000)
Mftlheim is situated on both sides of the river Ruhr , and thearea considered here is approximately the administrative districtof Mftlheim. It should not be confused with M&lheim , a suburb ofCologne,

There are important marshalling yards which lie on the linesto Dortmund , Bochum, and Essen , and an adjoining locomotive - repairshop . North of the railway station lies an important industrialconcentration containing two steelworks , the Tbyssen works and theFriedrich Wilhelmshfttte , and also the large engineering works ofSiemens - Schuckert.

The river Ruhr is navigable by ordinary barges to about onemile beyond M&lheim , but by smaller barges up to Witten,
Transportation

Marshalling Yards Speldorf ( 3)
The yards are situated on the West bankof the river Ruhr , 1 mile West of Mftlheimstation , . The capacity of the yards is3,000 wagons per 24- hours and , before thewar , were being used to 40fo of theircapacity.
The importance of the yards is attributableto their position on one of the principallines from the great industrial cities ofDortmund , Bochum, and Essen , Though onlyof moderate size they are compact and moreoverdeal with traffic passing over some of themost important lines in the area.

Railway Repair Shops Speldorf ( 3)
The repair shops , including two round¬houses , are situated 1 mile West ofMtMheim main station , immediately Southof the marshalling yards . These are theonly shops in the Reichsbahn -DirektionEssen which deal exclusively with therepair of steam locomotives , 1,600workers were employed here before the war.

Public Utility Services

Municipal Gas Works Mfelheim ( 3)
The works are situated miles NorthEast of the main station and obtain their
supplies from the Ruhr gas grid , 335million cubic feet of gas were bought andsold in 1937 *
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MULHEIM( contd . )

Solid Fuels

Friedrich Wilhelm Mttlheim ( 3)

Owned by Deutsche Eisenwerke A*Gi. the coking
plant Friedrich Wilhelm is situated within
the steelworks complex , North - west of
Mftlheim station * There are 80 ovens having
an estimated annual dry coal capacity of
182,000 tons . Coal is obtained from local
sources*

Rosenblumendelle & Wiesche collieries Heissen ( 3)

Owned by M&lheimer Bergwerke A*Gr. ( Hugo Stinnes)
the collieries are situated about 3 miles
E. N. E* of MtULheim station and about J mile
South - East of Heissen station . The combined
output of the two collieries was 1,112,000 tons
of hard coal in 1937 * They have their own
power station with an estimated capacity of
12 MS.

•

Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fttr
Kohlenforschung Idfclheim

Mftlheim is distinguished by the presence
there of the K. W, I . fttr Kohlenforschung,
until recently directed by prof . Fr . Fischer.
The most notable achievement of this highly-
important research establishment has been
the development of the various synthetic
processes known collectively under the name
of Fischer - Tropsch.

Iron and Steel and Ferro - alloys

Stahl - und Walzwerke , Tlyssen Mftlheim ( 2)

Owned by the Deutsche ROhrenwerke A. G. group
of Vereinigte Stahlwerke A. G. , this works
is situated immediately North - East of the
Friedrich Wilhelmshtltte and 1 mile North-
East of MCklheim main station . There are 11
open - hearth furnaces having an estimated
annual crude - steel capacity of 200,000 tons.
In addition to the usual range of products,
the works specialises in boilers , and is
also engaged in sheet welding and zinc
working . Some 10,000 workers are said to
be employed . The works has its own power
station with a capacity of 12 MW.
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WLHEIM( contd. )

Friedrich Wilhelmshhtte Mftlheim ( 3 )

Owned by the Deutsche Eisenwerke A. G*
group of Vereinigte Stahlwerke A. G. , the
works is situated half - a - mile North¬
west of Mfilheim main station on the
northern bank of the river Ruhr * There
are 4 blast furnaces with an estimated
annual capacity of 350,000  tons of pig
iron * The firm specialises in engine
castings . For details of the coking
plant see under MSolid Fuels ”. Combined
with the Schalker Verein works at
Gelsenkirchen , the estimated capacity
of blast - furnace cement in 1939  was
600,000 tons . The works has its own
power station with a capacity of 13 HSf.

Engineering and Armaments

Siemens Schuckertwerke A. G* Mhlheim ( 3 )

Situated half a mile W. N. W. of Mtilheim
main station , the works covers an area
of 860,000 sq . ft . It was one of the
principal manufacturers of steam turbines
for driving generators and produced approx . 38 ^
of the total German output in 1937 * Generators,
turbo - pumps and condenser units were also
made . There is some doubt as to the present
rate and type of activity at this works and
it is believed that it may be partly inactive.

— — oOo1

M&LHEIM ( Rhineland)

This , an Eastern suburb of Cologne , is described
under ”K01n am Rhein ( Cologne ) ”. It should not be confused
with Mhlheim , a town of 136 ,OCX) inhabitants in the Ruhr , whichis described above.
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MDNGHEN(Munich) Bavaria

48 ° 10 * N. 11° 35 ' E : 570 miles *. ( 825,000)

Munich (Munchen) is the largest city in Bavaria and the fourth
largest in Germany* Prior to 1933 it was the seat of the Bavarian
Government. Munich is the birthplace of the Nazi Movement and has
become the headquarters of the Nazi party*

The city is in the Bavarian highlands , and is 1,700 feet above
sea level . It lies to the North of the foothills of the Bavarian
Alps , and is on the River Isar . Munich is the centre of an
important network of railways and has direct connection with Prance
(through Strassburg ) , with Austria ( through Rosenheim ) , and with
Italy ( through Innsbruck and the Brenner Pass ) .

Munich was the residence of the Kings of Bavaria . It is a
university town , and a cultural centre of European importance.
Traditionally the city has long been celebrated for artistic handi¬
crafts , including bronze founding , glass staining , silversmith *s
work , and wood carving , in addition to the manufacture of astron¬
omical and mathematical instruments . During the present century
a big development of Munich9s engineering industry has taken place,
and there are now several large works , which are of the highest
value to Germany*s war production , making railway locomotives,
aircraft and other engines , chemicals , and rubber tyres . The
larger of these firms are mentioned below , including the B. M. W,
aero - engine works and the four plants now established in Munich by
the Domier concern . In addition to these , there are reports of
further new aircraft and aero - engine factories having been opened
in the Munich area by Messerschmitt and Daimler - Benz.

Also included in the Munich area are the Oberwiesenfeld air¬
field district North - west of Munich (where the B. M. W. and other
works are situated ) , the suburbs of Moosach to the North East,
Pasing to the West and HBllriegelskreuth which lies about 5 miles
South of Munich. Wolfratshausen , 18 miles South of Munich, where
there is a large explosives factory and a reported new Dornier
plant , is described under its own heading.

Transportation

Railway Centre Munich ( 2)

Munich is a focal point in the German railway
system . The terminal railway station is
situated on the Western side of the city
centre . Direct trunk lines radiate to the North and
North -west Genaary via Nttrnberg ; to North¬
eastern Germany and to Czechoslovakia ; to
Vienna via Braunau and via Salzburg ; to the
South via Rosenheim and also via Mittenwald
to Innsbruck arid the Brenner Pass ; South
westwards to Liridau , Friedrichshafen and
Switzerland ; and to the West via Augsburg
to the Upper Rhine Valley and Strassburg.
Several minor branch lines lead Southward
from Munich and serve the Upper Bavarian
highlands . The main station is fully
electrified , as are all but one of the main
lines that radiate from Munich.
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Marshalling Yards Munich (3)
The chief marshalling yards lie to the Westof the main railway station and had in 1938
a capacity for handling 3,000 wagons per 24hours . The yard is fully electrified.

Goods Yards Munich (3)
In addition to the large goods station
adjoining the main passenger station , thereare also goods yards with extensive storagefacilities adjacent to the three suburban
stations ; MSnchen-Nord , MSnchen- Ost andMttnchen- SM*

Marshalling Yards Mttnchen ( Ost ) ( 3)
These yards , which lie to the East of thetown , had a capacity for handling 2,000wagons per 24 hours in 1938.

Railway Repair Shops Freimann ( 1)
These are extensive railway - repair shopswhich undertake the repair of main - line
locomotives , Diesel and electric loco¬
motives , goods wagons , heavy trucks , and
trailers . Some 4,600 workers are believedto be employed . The shops are situated inthe suburb of Freimann 3 miles North of the
city centre , and are believed to be the largestof their kind in Southern Germany.

Railway Repair Shops Neuaubing ( 3)
The railway workshops at Neuaubing 4 milesWest of Munich are situated immediately tothe West of the Bornier plant mentioned below.
They undertake the repair of passenger coaches andgoods wagons and employ some 2,500 workers.

Railway Repair Shops ' Munich ( 3)
These are medium- sized repair shops situated
immediately to the West of the main railwaystation.

Public Utility Services

This thermal power station is situatedbetween the Isartal Strasse and the Sch&ft-
larnstrasse in the South of Munich . The
installed capacity is 85 MW but the final
capacity of the station is planned to be100 MW. The station is believed to be
connected to other stations owned by theMunich Corporation.
A substation is attached and connects the
power station with the Ampenwerke A«G. andthe Bayemwerke A#G* grids.

Power Station Isartal ( 2)



MUNCHSN( contd . )

Hydro Scheme Middle Isar

Hydro Scheme Uppenborn

These electric power systems utilise the
water power of the River Isar and consist
of two groups of hydro - electric powerstations situated to the North - east of
Munich . Two diversionary canals are used.Seven miles North - east of Munich the Isar
is diverted into a large reservoir from
which a canal has been cut to rejoin the
river 18 miles to the North near Moosburg.
The four power stations of this ( the
Middle Isar ) group are at Finsing where
the canal leaves the reservoir at .Aufkirchen,
at Bitting , and at Pfrombach.
The capacities of these stations are 11,36, 32, and 28 MW. respectively.
Between Munich and Moosburg the Isar has
& course of 32 miles and gives a 290 1
head to this group of stations . The annual
electrical output of the Middle Isar group
is nearly 500 million kWh and is supplied
in approximately equal parts to the State
Railways and the city of Munich.
From Moosburg to Lands hut the canal is
continued close to the right bank along a
15 -mil © stretch of the river , giving a
head of 60 *. This second and smaller group
of power stations , known as the Uppenborn
group , includes the old Uppenborn station
of 8 MW. , the new Uppenborn I of 28 MW.
and the new Uppenborn II of 18 MW.

Gasworks Munich

In 1936 the municipal gasworks of Munich
made 2,100 million cu . ft . of coal gas and
bought a further 100 million cu . ft . of
sewage gas from the municipal sewage plant
at Grosslappen.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Bayerisches Leichtmetall Werk Neu Freimann

The Bayerisches Leichtmetall Werk E. Heymann
& H. Kayser produce aluminium castings and
pressings etc . They are believed to be
important suppliers of light -metal castings,
pressings etc . , to the German aircraft industry.

Vorderstermann & Steitz Dachauerstr.

This firm has an aluminium and silumin
foundry and produces aluminium castings
and pressings on a medium scale.
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MENCKEN( contd . )

Aircraft and Aero Engines

B. M. W.
Oberwieaenfeld ( l)

The main works of the Bayerische Motoren-
Werke A. G. are to the North of Munich dose
to the Oberwiesenfeld airfield . In 1942
some 5,000 workers were employed in this
plant . In addition to the manufacture of
aero - engines , these works also construct
motorcycle combinations and various types of
military transport . ( See also below under
Engineering & Armaments ) .
The aero - engine section manufactures the
14 - cylinder radial B. M. W. - 801 aero - engine on
a considerable scale . There is also still
acme production of the 9 - cylinder B. M. W. - 132,
Research work on new types of engines is
also carried out at the Oberwiesenfeld factory.
The plant operates in conjunction with theworks at Allach from which it receives a
proportion of its components.

The B. M. W. plant at Allach was erected in
1941 and was designed to undertake the chief
part of the serial production of aero - engines
for this concern . The capacity was planned
to reach 1,000 aero - engines per month , but
nothing like this rate of output has everbeen achieved and it is now believed that the
works is largely engaged on the manufacture
of aero - engine components for its own require¬
ments and for supply to other B. M. W. factories.Seven thousand workers are believed to be
employed at this plant which also includes a
large aero - engine repair department.

Dornier ( Assembly ) Oberpfaff enhofen ( 2)
Bomier ( Repairs ) Oberpfaffenhofen ( 3)
Dornier Neu Aubing ( 2)

The chief Dornier assembly plant is on the
Northern and Eastern sides of the airfield
at Oberpfaffenhofen , 6 miles West of Munich.
It is reported to employ some 5,000 workers,
and assemble the Do . 217 . A second Dornier
factory in Oberpfaffenhofen is engaged
entirely on repair work.
The Dornier factory at Neu Aubing constructs
major aircraft components , mainly fuselages
and wings , which are supplied to the Ober¬
pfaffenhofen works for assembly . Neu Aubing
is 5 miles to the West of Munich . The Dornier
factory is situated East of the Neu Aubing
railway repair shops.

B. M. W* Allach a)
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MfkCHEN ( contd . )

F. F,I , Oberpf aff en hof en ( 3 )

The FlugfUnkforschungsinstitut occupies the• group of buildings on the western boundary
of the Oberpfaffenhofen airfield . It is a
radio and Radar research and experimental
laboratory engaged , among other things , on
the development of airborne radio equipment.
Towards the end of 1942 and at the beginning
of 1943 experiments were being made in
connection with a radio altimeter . The
Institute was also working on the developmentof an automatic balloon - borne transmitter
for meteorological work,

Hans Hftusler Balerbrun ( 3 )

The works of the Flugmotoren Reparaturwerk
Hans H&usler are in Baierbrun , 6 miles to the
South of Mimich in the valley of the River
Isar , They are reported to employ some
2,000 workers on repairs of aero engines.

Junkers G-. m. b . H. Allach ( 2 )

The Junkers Motorenbau G-,m,b,H , are engaged
on the manufacture of Diesel engines and special
components for submarines of which they are
believed to be the leading German makers.

Engineering and Armaments

Maffei Allach (1)
Maffei Munich (3)
Maffei Freimann (3)

The Locomotivfabrik Kranss & Gomp. J,A,Maffei
A..G-. are highly - important producers of steam
and electric locomotives , turbines , compressed
air hammers , stationary engines , and other
heavy machine tools . They construct tractors
freon 5 tons upwards , and are also reported to
supply locomotive components to Henschel,
of Kassel , The output of locomotives from the
Maffei works has been estimated as 48  monthly.
They are now also engaged on the production of
armoured vehicles and tanks.
The main works of the Maffei concern , which
alone are said to employ some 10,000 workers,
including a proportion of foreign labourers,
lias immediately to the East of the railway
station of Allach , an outlying suburb 4  miles
to the North - west of the city centre . The
second plant is situated in the city area
immediately to the West - of the main Munich
goods station . The third plant , which is of
recent construction , has been built in the
Northern suburb of Freimann , 3 miles from the
centre of the city , *



MUNCHEN( contd . )

Sftddeutsche Bremse A. G. Moosacherstr.

The Siiddeutsche Brerase A. G. are mainly owned
by the Knorr Bremse A. G. of Berlin , and
normally produce railway vacuum brakes . Theirworks lie sin the suburb of Oberwiesenfeld near
to the B. M. W. plant . It includes a large
aluminium foundry . In 1930 the ittddeutsche
Bremse took up the production of Diesel enginesunder licence from the Daimler Benz concern.
They are now reported to be employing some
6,000 workers , and to be building Diesel engines
for tractors , tanks , lorries , and other typesof heavy military transport . In 1943 it was
reported that their production was especially
concentrated on engines for tractors.

Rathgeber Moosach

The Waggonfabrik Jos . Rathgeber A. G. are important
builders of railway goods wagons ( including
refrigerator wagons ) and heavy road vehicles.
They are now reported to be constructing chiefly
artillery tractors , limbers , and wireless
trailers . Their works have been greatly extend¬
ed during recent years . 1,500 workers were
employed before the war , but this number will nowhave been much increased . The works lies close
to the suburban railway station of Moosach,3 miles North - west of the city centre.

Hugo Kustermann Rosenheimerstr

Anton Schiilter Balanstr.

The Anton Schl &ter Motorenfabrik were makers
before the war of Diesel engines and pumps.
Their works are in the South - eastern quarter
of the town close to the foundry and iron
works of Hugo Kustermann , These two firms
are now believed to have been amalgamated , and
have greatly enlarged their plant during the
war . One section is reported to be making and
assembling light tanks complete with engines.
Another section manufactures shells ( including
A. A. ) and hand grenades . Before the war some
1,200 workers were employed by these two firms,but the number has now without doubt increased
considerably.

B. M. W. Oberwiesenfeld

A large section of the works of the Bayerische
Motoren Werke ( which are referred to above
under Aircraft and Aero - Engines ) specialises
in the production of motorcycle combinations
for the German armed forces . Types are produced
with 500 cc . , 750  cc . , and 1,000 cc . , engines.It is reported that in January 1942 this section
celebrated the completion of its 35,000thmachine since the outbreak of war.



Sendling (2)
MUNCHUN( oontd . )

Friedrich . Deckel

The works of this film are in Seedling,
a suburb 2 miles South of the city centre.
They make fuel - injection pumps , profiling
and engraving machines , and photographic
shutters . One section is devoted to the
manufacture of precision - grinding apparatus.
In 1943 it was reported that 1,800 workers
were employed by this firm.

Optische Werke G-. Roden stock Isartalstr,

This firm produces photographic lenses,
binoculars , naval telescopes , and surveying
instruments . Some 600 workers are reported’
to . be employed.

Carl Hftrth Holzstr.

The Carl Mirth Maschinen - & Zahnradfabrik
are makers of gears and complete transmission
units for motor vehicles . They also produce
grinding machines and other precision machine
tools.

I . G-. Farbenindnstrie A. Gr. Camera -Werk G-iesing.

These works , which belong to the I . G-. Farben
concern , normally produce the cheaper types
of Agfa camera . They are now believed to be
engaged on producing photographic appliances
for the armed forces.

Siemens Sohuckert Munich

The former premises of the Isaria Werke A. Gr.
have now been * taken over by the Siemens
Schuckert concern , and are being used for
the production of power units for the Siemens
automatic pilot . Sane 1,200 workers are
said to be employed here.

Askania Munich

The Askania Werke A. G. of Berlin , makers of
optical and precision instruments , have now

) established a large factory in Munioh which
is reported to employ several thousand workers.
The exact location of this plant in the Munich
area is not known , and it is possible they
have taken over the premises of an existing
firm . The Munich plant is reported to be
manufacturing chiefly automatic pilots,
compasses , and turn indicators . The works are
said to occupy a site of 70,000 sq . metres,
and to include an assembly workshop building
five storeys high.

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(-)
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Met all Papier Elsenheimerstr . ( 3)

The Metall Papier Bronzefarben Blattmetal
Werke A. G. are reported to employ approxi¬
mately 1,000 workers and are makers of
gold , silver , aluminium and copper foil.

Chemicals and Explosives

Lyfcamit A. G. Buchberg ( - )

According to ground reports the Dynamit
A. G. have erected a fairly large explosives .
works in the neighbourhood of Buchberg
where in 1942 some 5,000 workers were reported
to be employed.

Dynamit A. G. Wolf ratshausen ( 3)

This is a large and very widely dispersed ‘
plant probably working in conjunction with
the works at Buchberg . Ground reports
suggest that the Wolf rat shausen undertaking
employs some 5, - 6,000 workers.

Dynamit a .~G.  Kaufbeuren ( 3)

A further plant of the Dynamit A. G. is
reported to have been erected 3&a. North¬
west of Kaufbeuren and is said to cover an
area of 7 x 4 km. The reports suggest that
in May 1943 some 2,000 workers were employed
on the production of explosives.

Gesellschaft ftlr Linde *s Eismaschinen HBllriegelskreuth ( 2)

This is the parent works 'of the Wiesbaden
firm which also has factories at Aschaffen-

- burg , Pdrth , Augsburg , Nuremberg , Vienna,
and a number of other towns in Germany.
The HBllriegelskreuth works is mainly
engaged in research and development in
connection with refrigeration , liguefaction
of air and gases , preservation of foodstuffs,
etc . The works is also engaged on the
construction of apparatus and plant (mainly
of proto - types only ) for the production of
synthetic ammonia , purification and drying
of gas mixtures , electrolytic oxygen
production plant , etc.
Apart fran their own laboratories at
HSllriegelskreuth , Linde also use the
laboratories situated within the works area
of the Electrochemischewerke Mttnchen A. G.
whose works is practically adjacent to the
Linde plant . ( See below)
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Elect roc hemischewerke M&nchen A. G, Httllriegelskreuth ( 2)

This works occupies an area of 1,200 * x
350 * and prior to the war was mainly
engaged on the production of hydrogen
peroxide and derivatives . Little is known
regarding this firms present activitiesbut it is known that the works has been
enlarged since the outbreak of war and it
is believed to be fully active . ( See also
above tinder Linde ) .

Wacker G. m. b . H. Prinz Regenten
Str . ( 3)

The Dr . Alexander Wacker Gesellschaft ftir
Elektrochemische Industrie G-. m. b . H. are an
important chemical factory , among their
products being calcium carbide , chlorinated
hydro - carbons and chlorine compounds , butyl
alcohol , synthetic shellac , ethyl and methyl
acetate , acetylene , and cellulose acetate.Prior to the war Wacker was believed to be
the principal German producer of some of these
products . Some 1,000 workers are believed
to be employed at the Munich factory . The
firm ’ s main works is at Burghausen , 60 milesEast of Munich and close to the former
Austrian border.

Rheinpreussen Lindwuimstr . ( 3)

The Rheinpreussen G. m. b . H. make a glycerine
substitute which is used extensively in the
textile industry and for glossing and finishingin the rubber , plastics , leather and paper
industries ; and also as glue , dye and varnish.

Hauff A. G. Feuerbach ( 3)
The firm of Hauff A. G. is one of the better-
known German producers of photographic film
and paper . They manufacture plates , films,and photographic chemicals.

Krauseder & Gie . A. G. Munich ( - )

The Trockenplattenfabrik , Krauseder & Gie.
A. G. are well - known producers of photographicplates and films.

Rubber and Tyres

Metzeler Westendstr . ( 2)
Prior to the war the Metzeler Gummiwerke
A. G. were manufacturers primarily of motor¬
cycle tyres and tyres for small cars . They
were the principal source of the motorcycleand sidecar tyres used by the B. M. W. works
and their production of these was estimated
at 12,000 tyres and tubes per month.

/They
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Metzeler ( contd . )

They also made bicycle tyres and tubes
in quantities , it is reported , as high
as 50,000 a month . The plant has been
partly converted to heavier types of tyres
and it is believed that at present the
output consists mainly of truck and motor
tyres , which are being made at an estimated
rate of 10,000 per month . In addition a
very small number of aero - tyres are made
here . Among other mechanical rubber goods
the plant has a considerable output of
rubber hose*

Foodstuffs

Kathreiner Mtlhldorfstr . (

The Franz Kathreiner Nachf . A. G. are makers
of malt coffee - substitute . They are the most
important producers of this product in Germany.
They employed some 800 workers before the war.
Adjoining their factory in the Eastern quarter
of Munich are large warehouses belonging to
the Bavaria Lage rh .au s & Transport G. m. b . H.

Tivoli Jenserstr . (

The Kunstmdhle Tivoli A. G. own large flour
mills with grain - storage facilities for up
to 20,000 tons . Their premises are situated
near the Langefled Platz between the Isar
and the large park known as the Englischer
Garten*

- - oOo— -
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MDNCHEN GLALBACH( Rhineland)

51 ° 15 * N. 6° 25 * E : 285 miles : ( 130,000)

MQnchen - Gladbach is 15 miles West of Dftsseldorf , and is one of
the chief centres of the Rhineland textile industry . There are a
great number of spinning and weaving mills , cloth and clothing
factories in the town , but it is believed that a large part of their
trade was transferred early in the war to the textile districts in
Saxony and Eastern Germany . The town 1 s activity also includes a
number of engineering works , some of which are mentioned below.
MSnchen -Gladbach is a railway junction of importance to the Lower
Rhineland , and two main traffic routes pass through the town.

Transportat ion

Railway Junction MSknchen- Gladbach ( 3)

The direct lines to Aachen from the Ruhr and
from Dttsseldorf and the Wuppertal area meet
at MBnchen - Gladbach , and lead thence to
Aachen , 35 miles to the Southwest . . The main
line from Dhsseldorf to Venlo and Southern
Holland leads Northwestwards from Mftnchen-
Gladbach . A further branch line connects the
town directly with K51n , 30 miles to the South-
East . There are marshalling yards and a
goods station to the East of the main
railway station.

Public Utility Services

Gasworks M. - Gladbach ( 3)

In 1936 the municipal gasworks at M. - Gladbach
made 270  mill . cu . ft . of gas.

Engineering and Armaments

Meer A. G. Rarmannstr . ( 3 )

The Maschinenfabrik Meer A. G. , a subsidiary
of the Mannesmann -Rfthren concern of
Dftss eldorf , has a plant in MBnchen - Gladbach
which employed some 700  workers before the
war . They construct rolling -mill machinery
for iron and steel tubes , steam and lydraulic
presses , pumps and compressors of all kinds.

A. Mbntforts MBnchen - Gladbach ( 3)

This firm normally makes textile machinery,
particularly combing , cutting and finishing
machines . They are now reported to be
components for small arms.

W. Schlafhorst Blumenbergerstr . (3)
This firm , which makes textile machinery,
employed some 700  workers before the war.

-0O0
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MONSTER(Westphalia)

52 ° N, 7° 40 * E : 335 miles : ( 143,000)

MBnster is the chief town and administrative centre of
Westphalia and is an important railway junction * The Dortmund - Ems
Canal passes through the town , ( which has an inland harbour ) and
some 3 miles to the North , is carried over the River Ems by means
of a large aqueduct * There are a variety of industries which
include flour milling , agricultural machinery , and dye works . None
of these is of outstanding importance.

Transport at ion

Inland Harbour and Aqueducts Mflnster ( 2)

The inland harbour is in the South - eastern
quarter of the town , and consists of a
dock basin leading out of the Dortmund - Ems
Canal . Five miles to the North of Mftnster
this Canal crosses the River Ems by means
of two aqueducts , the newer and larger of
which is built of reinforced concrete in
three spans , and has a total length of
426  feet with a width of 98  feet *

Railway Junction Mftnster ( 2)

Mttnster is 20 miles North of Hamm, and
an important railway line runs from Hamm
through Mfinster to join the main railway
from North Germany into Holland at Rheine
23 miles to the North * A second main line
leads from Osnabr &ck through MBnster to
Wesel and the Lower Rhineland * A branch
line connects Monster direct with Gronau
to the North West , and two further branch lines
with the Eastern part of Westphalia,

Railway Repair Shops MBnster ( 3 )

These are medium - sized repair shops which
undertake the repair mainly of goods
wagons*

Public Utility Services

Gasworks MBnster ( 3 )

In 1936 the MBnster -municipal gasworks
bought 380  million cu * ft . of gas for
re - sale from the Radbod coking plant of
the Hoesch - K6 ln - Neussen A*G.



NAUMBURG( Province Saxony)

51 ° 10 * N. 11 ° 50 * E : 515 miles : ( 35,000)

Naumburg is on the River Saale 25 miles South - west ofHalle and on the main railway line through Erfurt to Frankfurta . Main and South - west Germany . The industry normally comprisestextiles , mostly hosiery and knitted goods , furniture making,and a few specialised manufactures , such as combs and millineryarticles.

Tran sport at ion

Railway Repair Shops Naumburg ( 3 )

These are medium - sized repair shops
undertaking the repair of goods wagons.

-- o0o - ‘-

NECKARSU1M( wiirttemburg)

See under HEILBRONN

——— oOo—— —■

NEHEIM ( Westphalia)

51 ° 25 * N. 7 ° 55 * E: 350 miles : ( 53,000)

Neheim is 15 miles South - east of Hamm and on the Upperreaches on the River Ruhr . It is on the border of the hillydistrict of Southern Westphalia known as the Sauerland . Thetown has a considerable light metal - ware industry and specialisesin peacetime in the manufacture of lamp brackets and lightingfixtures . There are a large number of factories and workshopsin this trade , but none is of importance*

-oOo-

HEISSE ( Silesia)

50 ° 30 ' N. 17 ° 20 ' E : 760 miles : ( 35,000)
Neisse is 50  miles South - west of Oppeln and within 5 milesof the Czechoslovakian frontier . It is a market town and thecentre of an agricultural district . In peacetime there are alarge number of bakeries specialising in a popular confectioneryproduct ( Honigkuchen ) . There is one engineering firm which ismentioned below , but otherwise no industry of importance.

/Engineering and Armaments
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NEISSE ( Contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Hahn & Koplowitz Neisse ( 3 )

The Neisser Eisenengiesserei & Maschinehbauanstalt
Hahn & Koplowitz Nachf • , who appear to have increased
their trade considerably in the years preceding 1939 *
are makers of lathes , boring and grinding machinery,
and other machine tools * They were employing some800 workers at the outbreak of war*

■■■oOo- - — —■

KSPBRAMDEMBORS- (Mecklenburg)

53 ° 35 * N. 13 ° 15 * E: 580 miles : ( 22,COO)

Neubrandehburg is in the Eastern , part of Mecklenburg 60 miles
North of Berlin * It is on the main line from Berlin to Stralsund,and is a railway junction of considerable local importance*
Mecklenburg is a valuable agricultural district and Neubrandehburg
is one of the chief market centres , in particular for cattle*
Apart from the firms mentioned below there are no importantindustries*

Aircraft and Aeroengines

R* Rihker G-. nub . H* Neubrandehburg ( 3 )

The Richard Rihker G,m *b *H* normally construct
wooden agricultural appliances , but are now
reported to be employing approximately 1 ,000
workers on the construction of wooden components
for aircraft*

Engineering and Armaments

Iffthall K«Gr* Neubrandehburg ( 3 )

The Mas chine nfabrik Lythall K.G-. are makers of
agricultural machinery * They are now reported
to be employing several thousand workers on the
manufacture of munitions , including bomb casings
and racks , and hand grenades*

NED' ISENBOSG ( Hesse^

50 ° 5 ' N. 8° 45 * Es 400 miles : ( 15,000)

Neu Isehburg is 4 miles South of Frankfurt a * Main on the
Southern edge of the forest known as the Frankfurter Stadtwald*
There are a number of furniture factories , but no industries
which are individually of importance*

— ■■p Oo — ———

NEOMSNSTER( Schleswig Holstein ) /
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NEOMBnSTER(Schleswig Holstein)

54 ° 5 * N. 10 ° E: U60  miles : ( 52,000)

Neumttnster is 20 miles South of Kiel of the main line from
Hamburg to Kiel * It is in the centre of the rich agricultural
district of Holstein , and is an important corn and oattle market.
Tanning and the preparation of leather are the main industries.

Transportation

Railway Junction Neumdnster ( 3)

The main line from Hamburg divides into two at
Neumdnster , one branch leading Northwest to
Flensburg , and the second due North to Kiel,
Pour other branch lines radiate from the town
and serve the district of Holstein.

Railway Repair Shops Neuradnster ( 3)

These are medium - sized repair shops which undertake
the repair of passenger coaches and goods wagons.
Approximately 1 , 000 workers are employed.

Aircraft and Aeroengines

Leiohtbau G>. m. b »H. Sedanstr . ( 3)

The Neumttnster works of the Land & See Leiohtbau
G-. nub . H. are reported to be making tail units and
components for He . 111 * They also undertake the
repair of aircraft.

Leather

Adler & Oppenheimer A. G-. Neumttnster ( 3)

The Adler & Oppenheimer A,G> are an important
leather concern which employed some 2,000
workers in 1939 on the tanning and preparation
of all kinds of leather . Their factories are at
Neumfinster , and at Neustadt - Clewe in Mecklenburg.

H. G-. Schmid * Neumdnster ( 3)

The firm of Herman G-, Schmid is an important
producer of sole leather*

— . - o0o-

NEONKIRCHEN( Sear)

49 ° 20 * N. 7 ° 10 * E: 355 miles : ( 41,000)
Neuhkirohen is in the Eastern part of the Saar coal mining area

and is 15 miles North - east of Saarbrtlcken . There are several large
coal mines near to this town . The main industry in the town itself
is the large iron and steel works mentioned below . Neunkirohen is
on a main line leading from Hamburg to Sa &rbrdcken and is the
function for an important branch leading North to Ottweiler and St.Wendel.

Public Utility Services/
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Public Utility Services

Gasworks
Neunkirchen ( 3)

The municipal gasworks in 1936 made 130 millioncu * ft * of gas and bought for resale a further 65million cu * ft * from the Neunkirchener Eisenwerk
(See tinder Solid Fuels ) *

Solid Fuels

Grube Heinitz
Neunkirchen ( 2)

This coal mine , which together with the other minesin the Saar territory , belongs directly to the GermanGovernment and is administrated by the officialSaargruben Yerwaltung , has six pitheads * The 1937output was 1 , 700,000 tons * There is a coking andby - products plant attached to the mine . There are129 coke ovens and in 1937 the plant had an esti¬mated dry coal capacity of 900,000 tons*
Grube Reden

These three mines , each of which has three pitheadsin 1937j had an output of 1 , 500,000 , 1 , 200,000 and600,000  tons of coal respectively*

Lying 1 m* West of Neunkirchen town , the cakingplant attached to this steelworks has 140 ovens,and an estimated annual dry coal capacity of 1 ,117 *000tons per annum (Sea also under Iron ani Steel ) .
Iron and Steel

Neunkirchener Eisenwerke Neunkirchen ( 2)
The Neunkirchener Eisenwerke A*G. vorm . Gebruder
Stumm is an important and very old - established ironand steel works . Before the war some 7 *000 workerswere employed and this number is now reported to havebeen considerably increased * There are six blastfurnaces , four Bessemer converters , four open -hearthand three cupola furnaces , and the capacity is estimatedas 700,000 tons of steel per armura*

Grube Neunkirchen

Grube Frarikenholz
Neunkirchen)

Neunkirchen J

(3)

Neunkirchener Eisenwerk A,G. Neunkirchen ( 3)

— -0O0

NEUKUEPIN( Brandenburg V
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NEURUPPIN (Brandenburg)

52 ° 55 * N. 12 ° 50 * E : 555  miles ; ( 24,000)

Neuruppin ' is 55  miles North - west of Berlin and at the northern
end of the Ruppiner See , one of the larger of the many lakes of the
northern Brandenburg and Mecklenburg district * In peacetime it is
a popular tourist resort , and specialises in various minor industries,
including lithography and picture frame making . An aircraft
experimental station is reported to be now established at Neuruppin*

Aircraft and Aero - Engines

Glider Works Neuruppin ( - )
*

An aircraft plant is believed to have been
built at Neuruppin which in 1942 was reported
to be constructing and experimenting with
giant transport aircraft of limited range
but great carrying capacity*

—— — —oOo— — —

NEUSALZ ( Silesia)

51 ° 50 * N. 15 ° 45 * E: 680 miles; (18,000)

Neusalz is in the northern area of Lower Silesia , 60 miles
North - west of Liegnitz * In addition to being an important agricultural
centre , Neusalz has considerable industry , which includes textiles
and engineering works*

Engineering and Armaments

Krause Werke Neusalz (3)

The Krause Werke G*m*b*H. employed some 1,200
workers before the war , and are makers of punps,
iron drainage pipes , stable fittings , wagon
parts and other building and agricultural
requirements*

Paulinenhtttte Mohr & Co* Neusalz (3)

The K* G* Eisenh &tte <& Emaillierwerk paulinen-
hfttte Mohr 8c  Co * have a large iron foundry,
and in peace time produce stoves , domestic
ovens , and enamelled goods*

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Grusohwitz Textil Werke Neusalz (3)
The Gruschwitz Textil Werke A. G* are cotton
and flax spinners * Their mill at Neusalz
has 50,000 spindles and in 1938 employed some
3,000 workers * They are large producers
of sewing thread and cotton*

-oOo-
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N E U S S ( Rhineland)

51 ° 12 * N. 6 °42 * E : 290 miles : ( 62,072)

Neuss , which lies South - west and within the administrative
area of D&sseldorf , is on the western bank of the Rhine , and is of
some importance as an inland harbour * All the normal industries of
a pert - such as flour milling , food and oil storage , etc . are carried
on here , and , in addition , the most important factory in Germany producing
nuts and bolts is situated at Neuss . Other industries include the
manufacture of radiators , sanitary fittings , and agricultural machinery.
The area under consideration extends for about 7 square miles.

Transportation

Railway Junction and Marshalling Yards Neuss ( 3)

The Neuss marshalling yards lie to the North
and South of Neuss main station and form an
important traffic - centre , having a capacity to
deal with 2,200 wagons per 24 - hours . To the
North of the marshalling yards lies the junction
of the lines to Krefeld , Dttsseldorf , Mflnchen-
Gladbach , Aachen and Kb In , and to the South
lies the Junction of the lines to Mftnchsn-
Gladh &ch , Aachen and X6In.

Inland Port Neuss ( 3)

Situated on the East of the town , with a water¬
front of 16,000 metres , this harbour is of some
importance , since it is the traffic port of
A&chen , Mfcnchen - Gladbach , Rehdt , Jiilich,
Stolberg , and Greveribroich . Plant includes
facilities for storage , various "types of
elevators , 7 electric cranes , 7 electric loading
bridges , gas - oil bunkering stations etc . The
harbour has its own tug service and in 1938
had an incoming traffic of 956,000 tons and an
outgoing traffic of 495 *000 tons.

Public Utility Services

St &dtische Gas - u > Elektrizit &tswerke Neuss ( 3)

The Neuss Municipal Gasworks , which is situated
on the Rheintorstrasse . West of harbour I.
bought 660,000,000 cubic feet of gas from the
Ruhrgas A. G* for resale in 1936 . Also included
on the site is a small electricity substation.

R. W. E . Transformer Station Neuss ( 3)

This transformer station lies at the southern
end of harbour III and North of the National©
Radiator Company.



NEUSS ( contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

International Harvester Go* G. m. b. H. Neuss

This branch of the American firm is believed
to employ nearly 4,000 workers on the manu¬
facture of 24 T. and tank components in
addition to its normal range of agricultural
machinery . Also attached to the site is a
plant for the manufacture of binder - twine.
The factory is situated between harbours I
and II of the inland port of Neuss and there
is a large storage depot on the opposite
side of the harbour II,

Nationals Radiator G, m, b , H» ) Neuss
Deutsche Standard ffir Sanitare Anlagen)

The two factories are operated by the
Nationals Radiator G. m. b. H. , a subsidiary
of the American Radiator and Standard
Sanitary Corporation , They are almost
adjacent and on the Eastern side of
Harbour II , The Nationals Radiator
G. m, b , H. manufactures cast - iron radiators
and malleable iron castings on a site of
about twenty - four acres ; the Deutsche
Standard works manufactures sanitary
installations of all types both of metal
and vitreous china , on a site of about
twenty - seven acres,

Bauer & Sch &urte Neuss

lying almost due West of and adjoining
the Neuss main station , this factory is
the leading German manufacturer of nuts and
bolts and probably the largest supplier of
these to the Reichsbahn , The firm also
Undertakes a limited production of small
type machine tools . It was reported that
600 - 800 workers were employed in 1942,

Peltz G,sub . H« Neuss

This firm , which formerly employed over
300 workers , is situated North - East of
Neuss main station , adjoining the mar¬
shalling yards . The factory produces
safes of all types,

Holsb &u A* G* Neuss

Situated between the International
Harvester Go. »s Factory and the Rennplatz,
this firm manufactures apparatus and
kinds of equipment for the erection of
barracks and portable huts.



NEUSS ( contd . )

Schraubenwerk Neuss Fissene & Co . Neuss

Situated on the Buderusche Strasse 1 mile
North of Neuss main station , the factory
manufactures nuts and screws . In 194 -3
it was reported to be employing 820 workers
and to be engaged on the production of bolts 4
rivets , and various small components for
aircraft,

Edelstahlwerk D&sseldorf - Heerdt G. m. b . H. Neuss

Situated 1j miles North East of Neuss
main station , this firm is one of 15  or
20 other similar small plants in western
Germany , It is a producer of crucible
steel in small quantities for restricted
specialised purposes , such as springs , etc.
Many of these similar small firms are still
privately owned,

Heinrich Koppers G. m. b . H. Neuss

The silica works of this firm lies 2g - miles
North - east of Neuss main station . It is
one of the principal German producers of
silica refractories of all kinds and
supplies industry , as well as Koppers * own
constructional activities ( for coke ovens,
etc, ) ,

Checdcals and Explosives

Chemische Fabrik Wesseling A. G. Neuss

The Neuss plant of this firm is situated
l -jr miles South - east of Neuss main station
between the KBIner and Berghauschenstrassem.
The factory occupies a fairly large site and
manufactures sulphuric acid , bleaching powder
and various ferro - cyanide compounds , partic¬
ularly for dyestuffs.

Chemische Fabrik Niederrhein G. m. b . H. Neuss

- The works lies on the Eastern side of the
Flosshafen , l ^ miles North - east of the main station.
It is engaged on the production of barium salts.

Chemische Fabrik Dr , Kurt Albert G» m,b,H . Neuss

The branch chemical works of Dr . Kurt Albert,
G. nub . H, , now known as Chemische Werke AlbertA. G*, whose main works are at AmBneburg bei
Wiesbaden , are situated 2 miles South of Neuss
main railway station . The firm manufactures
copper sulphate , synthetic resins , ,and plastics.
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NEtJSS ( contd . )

Peter Cramer , Standard - Seifen u.
Glyzerinwerke

Soap , washing ponders , and glycerine
are manufactured by this firm , which
lies two piles North - east of Neuss
main station on the Western bank of
the Erft canal*

Heerdt (
Am Hochofen

-ooo
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NBUSTADT ( Bavaria)

49 ° 20 * N. 8° 10 * B : 395 miles ; ( 24,000)

Neustadt an der Weinstrasse is 15 miles South - west of Ludwigshafenin the Bavarian Palatinate . It is a railway junction of some local
importance . There is a small textile industry , but activity is mainlyconnected with the wine - growing interests of this part of the Palatinate*

KEUSTADT- GLEWE( Mecklenburg)

53 ° 20 * N. 11 ° 35 * E ; 515 miles ( 4,000)

Neustadt - Clewe is 20 miles South of Schwerin in the eastern
area of Mecklenburg * The only industrial activity of note is aleather - tanning factory.

Leather

Adler & Oppenheimer Neustadt - Clewe ( 3)

The Adler & Oppenheimer A*6* are an important
leather concern which employed some 2,000
workers on the tanning and preparation of
all kinds of leather * Their factories are
at Neustadt -Clewe , and at Neumftnster in
Schleswig - Holstein*

—— *~«o0o — —*

NEUSTBTTIN ( Pomerania)

53 ° 45 ' N. 16 ° 40 * B ; 720 miles ; ( 20,000)

Neustettin is in the South - eastern portion of Pomerania and isthe market town for a large agricultural district . There are noindustries wortty of special mention*

— — oOo

NEUSTRELITZ ( Mecklenburg}

53 ° 20 * N. 13 ° 5 * B: 570 miles ; ( 24,000)

Neustrelitz is 60 miles North of Berlin and on the main lines from
Berlin to Rostock and to Stralsund , which diverge at Neustrelitz*It is the market town and administrative centre for the agriculturaldistrict of eastern Mecklenburg . There is no industry of importance.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Neustrelitz ( 3)

These are medium sized repair shops for
the repair of goods wagons.

—oOo
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NEUWIED ( Rhineland)

50 ° 25 * No 7° 25 f E : 340 miles : ( 25,000)

Neuwied is on the right hank of the Shine seven miles
downstream from Koblenz * The industries include the manufacture
of tiles and building materials from the porous stone quarried
in this neighbourhood , and there is a large iron works.

Iron and Steel

Rasselsteiner Eisenwerke Ges . A*G* Hasselstein ( 2)

This firm , now absorbed by the Otto
Wolff group , is situated one mile
outside Neiwied at Hasselstein in the
valley of the Wied , a small tributary
of the Rhine * Before the war , some
3,000 workers were employed and the
firm claimed to be the oldest tinplate
factory in Germany *. The plant includes
a steel foundry , 3 open - hearth furnaces,
an annealing furnace , and sheet and
cold rolling mills * The whole process
from steel - making to tinning is under¬
taken * The annual crude steel capacity
of the plant is estimated at 150,000 tons*

NZEDERMAHSBERG

51 ° 28 *N 8° 52 * E* 390 miles ( 5,800)

Niederm &rsberg lies approximate 20 miles West of
Warburg , on the right bank of the river Diemel , a
tributary on the Weser , It has no industries of any
importance , other than a copper - smelting plant.

Non - Ferrous Metals*

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Stadtberger Kupferhutt © Niedermarsberg ( 3)G, m»b »H«

This is . a smelting plant for the treatment
of ores from the Grube Oskar mine , near
Stadtberge * It has an annual output of
about 8,000 tons of blister copper*

MEKBURQ. a *d* WESER

52 ° 38 *N 9° 13 *E : 410 miles ( 12,000)

Nieriburg lies on the right bank of the River Weser,
about 22 miles North of Minden * It is a small town,
with little industry of any importance.

Chemicals & Explosives/
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NISNBURGa, d, WESER( contd.  )

Chemicals and Explosives

Kali Chemie A. G, (Egerstorff *s Salzwerke - u Chemische Fabrik ) ( 3)

The Nieriburg works of the Kali Chemie A, G,
Berlin manufactures sulphuric acid and soda ash
products . This plant is reported to have a
capacity for the production of over 20,000 tons
of 100$ sulphuric acid per annum by the lead-
chamber process,

- -— 0O0 - -

NIESKY ( O/IAUSITZ)

51 ° 17 ’ N. 14° 50 ’ E: 645  miles ; ( 7,800)

lying about 15 miles North - west of Gorlitz , this small town is
on the main road , from Gorlitz to Forst , There is only one factoryof any size in the town,

Christoph u Unmack A*G» Niesky ( 3 )

This is a wood and metal - working firm with
branch factories at Kalschewen and Berlin.
The Niesky works specialise in the manufacture
of wooden buildings , and also produce a small
number of wagons , trailers , boilers , etc . In
1939 s 600 workers were employed at Niesky.

- - “ — 0O0 - — —

N0HPBNHAM( Oldenburg)

53 ° 3O’ N. 8° 30 ’ E : 390 miles : ( 20,000)

Nordenham is a small port on the left bank of the Weser 4 miles
upstream from Bremer haven . It is principally a fishing harbour and
the headquarters of the Midgard fishing concern.

Liquid Fuel

Oil Storage Blexen ( 3)

There are large oil storage installations both
at Blexen , 4 miles downstream from Nordenham,
and in Nordenham itself . The Blexen tanks have
a capacity for 150,000 tons , and the Nordenham
tanks for 90,000 tons.

Non- ferrous Metals

Metallwerke Unterweser A. G. Nordenham ( 01denburg ) ( 3)

This plant is engaged on the working of ores
and the manufacture of chemicals , including the
production of sulphuric acid . In 1937 their
estimated output of lead was 8,000 tons , of zinc
20,000 tons and of sulphuric acid 32,000  tons.

Aircraft and Aero Engines/
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NORDENHAM( Oldenburg ) ( oontd ) ,

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Wesar plugzeugbau Blexen ( 3)

The Weser Flugzeugbau G-*m. b *H* employ some
1,500 workers mainly on the repair of flying
boats * Their works are at the seaplane
base on the left bank of the Weser 4 miles
to the North of Ncrdenham in the suburb of
Blexen.

Shipbuilding

Midgard Nordenham ( - )

The Midgard Deutsche Seeverkehrs A. G. are
the owners of a fleet of trawlers and
auxiliary vessels and are important suppliers
of fish to the German markets * Their
headquarters and chief coaling station is at
Nordenham where they own the jetties and
port facilities.

Engineering and Armaments

Seekabelwerke Nordenham ( - )

The Norddeutsche Seekabelwerke A. G* , which
is jointly owned by Felten und Guilleaume
and Siemens und Halske , have their factory
at Nordenham and in peacetime owned two
cable - laying ships which operated from this
port * They manufacture and carry out
maintenance of deep - sea cables ; in 1939
employed some 400 workers.

■“ *———qQO —******

N0KDHAUSI5N( Province Saxony)

51 ° 30 * N* 10 ° 50 * E: 470 ndlest ( 38,000)

Nordhausen is in the Southern area of the Hartz Mountains,
and is 60 miles West of Halle on the railway line from Halle to
Kassel * It is a market centre for the agricultural district which
lies between the Hartz Mountains and the Thuringer Wald , and it is
a tourist resort for the Southern Hartz . The town has largely
preserved its mediaeval character * There are several furniture
factories , printing works , and a small textile industry . The
engineering industry of the town has specialised in the making of
mining equipment and punping installations , and the chief firms
engaged cn this work are mentioned below.

Mabag/
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N0RDHAl T3EN ( Province Saxony ) ( Contd) .

Mabag

Tiefbau A. G.

Deutsche Schachtbau A . G.

Rotheriburg Str * j
Rotheriburg Str © ) ( 3)

Rothehburg Str . )

The Mahag Maschinen & App &ratebau A, G. , the
Tiefbau & Kalteindustrie A . G. vorm 0 Gebhardt &
Konig , and the Deutsche Schachtau A. G, are three
companies "which belong to the Deutsche Petroleum
A. G. and its parent company the Deutsche Erdol A. G.
The Mabag are primarily makers of oil , gas , and
water storage tanks , tank wagons , and similar
installations * The works of the Tiefbau A. G.
and of the Deutsche Schachtbau A . G* , which
construct oil - well boring equipment , in particular
“shaft freezing " installations , are now operated by
the Mabag * These companies undertake well - boring
operations on behalf of their parent company which,
in addition to its numerous brown - coal mines , is
one of the chief undertakings concerned in the
development of Germany ’ s natural oil resources in
the Hannover district and elsewhere * Some
1,800 workers were employed by these
three Nordh &usen firms before the war*

Maschinen & Bahhbed &rf A* G% Nordhausen ( 3)

This firm was formerly known as the Orenstein &
Koppel A . G* and in 1938 employed some 1,000
workers on the manufacture of ndrrow - gauge
locomotives and rail car engines*

H* Anger & Sohne Rothehburg Str * ( - )

This firm whose works adjoin those of the
Mabag , makes pumping installations for mines
and deep wells * Some 300 workers were employed
before the war*

Schmidt , Kranz & Co * A. G* Ullrichstr * ( 3)

The Schmidt Kranz & Co * A* G* ( "Normag " ) are
makers of elevators , machinery for mines,
sluice gates and weirs , and of Diesel - driven
agricultural tractors * They employed some
500 workers in 1939*
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NORDHORN (Hanover)

52 ° 25 * N. 7° 5 f B : 315 miles : ( 22,000)

■Nordhom is close to the Dutch frontier on a branch railway
which leases the main Berlin - Hano ver - Hb Hand line at Bent he im
10 miles to the South and leads through Nordhom to Coevorden
in Holland * The Vechte - Ems branch canal connects Nordhom with
the Dortraund - Ems canal 8 miles to the East , The peacetime
industry is almost entirely textile and it is reported that Nordhom
is now making a speciality of parachute manufacture . Much of
the labour now employed is drawn from the neighbouring districts
of Holland,

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Niehus & Dotting Nordhom

This spinning and weaving mill , which is the
largest of its kind in Nordhom , is now
specialising in parachute manufacture.
Some 6,OCX) workers are believed to be employed.

Povel &. m, b, H,

B. Rawe & Go,

Bussmate

Kistemaker & Schlieper

Nordhom

Nordhom

Nordhom

Nordhom,

The above are examples of a number of spinning
end weaving mills in Nordhom , which are now
believed to be largely engaged on parachute-

(2)

(3)

■— - oOo— —

I
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NUREMBERG- ( NURN3ERG-) - ( Bavaria^

49 ° 30 * N» 11 ° 5 * E : 5io milesj ( 450,000)

N&rriberg Is the second largest city of Bavaria and claims to
exceed Munich in the extent of its industrial development * It is& railway centre of great in^ ortanoe as it lies at the intersectionof the North - South and the East - West traffic routes#

ufirhberg was chosen as the centre of the annual Nazi Partyrallies and an area of over 2,500 acres to the South - east of the
walled city , on the South hank of the I»ake known as the Groser Butzend
Teich , was set aside for this purpose * The building schemes , which
were still in process of completion at the outbreak of war , included
numbers of vast public buildings , halls and offices , assembling
grounds and arenas , and a gigantic stadium dedicated to the supreme
manifestations of Nazi showmanship*

The old town is to the North of the main railway on either side
of the small River Pegnitz , and is surrounded by the original city
wall * It is a closely - built area , and its picturesque mediaeval
architecture is the chief attraction for Numb erg ’ a large touristtraffic*

The principal industrial area is to the South of the main railwaystation and lies between the suburb of Schwein &u and the Su &bahnhof*
.Among the industries are important makers of vehicle engines , tanks,
searchlights and electric motors * There are other industries at
Herrribfltte , an outlying suburb to the North East of the walled city*
F&rth , a town of 81,000 inhabitants , which almost Joins Nflmberg to the
West , is dealt with separately ( see page 255 ) *

Transportation

Railway Junction Nurnberg ( 2)

Two main railway lines coming from the North
and from the West through Bamberg and Wurzburg
respectively Join at Fiirth before entering
Nurnberg # To the East two lines , which run
parallel for some 20 miles , lead into Czecho¬
slovakia via Eger and Pilsen * To the South¬
east is a direct route via passau to Vienna;
To the South the main North to South line
continues via Ingolstadt to Munich ; and a
further line leads from Nirnberg Southwest-
wards to Or&ilshelm and Stuttgart * All these
are main railway arteries * The Junctions are
to the East and to the West of the main railway
station , approximately one mile apart*

Marshalling Yards sftdbahhhof ( 3)

The principal marshalling yards of Mrhberg,
which are of recent construction , are close
to the Sudbahnhof approximately one mile to
the south of the main railway station * They
are capable of handling 2,900 wagons per 24hours*
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NUR5MS0RG( nCrNBERG-) - (oontd * )

, Goods Yards Numberg (3)

The N&rriberg goods yards are to the West of
the main  railway station close to the
junction of the main lines from F&rih
and from the South -west and South*

■Railway Repair Shops N&rriberg

These are large workshops which maintain
and repair locomotives and all kinds of
rolling stock * Some 3,500  workers are
employed*

Railway Repair Works uSrriberg

A second railway repair works has been
built since 1942 to the West of the
above and it is believed to be engaged
on the repair of main - line locomotives*

Pubiio Utility Services

Power Station Gebersdorf

The thermal powfer station is situated 3i
miles South - west Of the main railway station
at Gebersdorf , and has an installed capacity
of 100 MW* It is owned by Grosskraftwerk
Franken A*G* in which company the N&rnberg and
Fflrth Corporations have the controlling interests*
The 100 kV switching and transformer station
attached to the main Gebersdorf plant is owned
by Bayernwerk A*G» ; it is located in the Southern
area of the plant and is important on account
of its focal position in the electrical supply
system of Southern Germany*

It is on the route that is being developed
to carry the 220 kV line from the Central Austrian
Alps to the Rhineland via Golpa and Dresdorf
(Magdeburg )*

It is believed to be a connecting point for
the line from the Bayernwerk to Central Germany*
Four long - distance 100 kV double - circuit trans¬
mission lines run to Bamberg , Kachlet , W&rsburg,
and Maitingen respectively * A 6c kV line runs
to Weisseriberg*

Local supplies are given at 20 kV and lower
voltages to iffirriberg and district*

(2)

(3)

(2)

Gasworks Nurriberg (3)

In 1936 the municipal gasworks made 1,600
million oubio feet of gas * A small quantity
of sewage gas was also taken from the city
sewage plant*
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NUREMBERG( NUHNBERG) - ( contd . )
V

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Alu mini umwerke Nopit schstr . ( 3)

The Aluminiuniyirerke Numberg G. m. b . H. whose
works are in the suburb of Schweinau , are
makers of die - oast aluminium , alloys , aero¬
engine pistons , cylinder heads , and of all
kinds of aluminium and Nural ( Electron)
castings * Their annual capacity before the
war was 2,500 tons*

Engineering and Armaments

M, A. N. Numberg ( 1)

The works of the Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-
Numb erg A. G. occupy a large area in the
southern part of the town immediately to
the North of the SJemens - Schuckert plant*In peacetime the Numberg M. A. N. plant
specialised in engines , turbines , boilersand accumulators * The iron and metal
foundry had 15 cupola and melting furnaces
with an estimated annual capacity of 10,000
tons . These works are second only in
importance to the Augsburg factory of the
M. A. N. concern and now have a similar range
of products . They are important builders
of Diesel engines and trucks and since 1936
or 1937 have devoted a large proportion of
their capacity to the construction of various
types of tanks . Approximately 6,000 workers
were ernplpyed at the outbreak of ‘war , but itis believed that this number will have been
increased*

S iemens - Schucke rt Katzwangenstr . ( 2)
Siemens - Schuckert Landgrabenstr . ( 2;

The Numberg works of the Sianens - Schuckert
A. G* are divided into two sections , one
(Katzwangenstr ) being immediately to the
South , and the other ( Landgrabenstr ) approx¬
imately 500 yards to the Northwest of the
M. A. N. works * The Landgrabenstr . works
construct electric motors of all types,
including those for U- boats . They also
manufacture and assemble sound - locators
and searchlights . In 1942 they were
reported as completing one searchlight
per day . Other products of these works
include dynamos , generators and electrical
firing devices for sea - mines.

The Katzwangenstr . works are the principal
German manufacturers and constructors of
electrical transformers , including those of
the largest size . These works were heavilydamaged by bombing in 1943 and a considerable
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Siemens - Schuckert ( conta,)

number of transformers , already filled with
oil and ready for despatch , were destroyed*
Sieraens - Schuckeri Birnberg factories are
estimated to employ more than 10,000 workers*

G*Muller ' Xussere
Bayreutherstr * ( 1)

The works of the Kugellagerf abrik Georg Miller
are in the Northeastern suburb of Herrrih &tte*
They are the leading German producers of
special ball -bearings for magnetos , and in
this particular high - quality type of bearing
they had a larger output than Kugelfisoher of
Sohweinfurt * In November 1943 they .were
reported to be employing 1,000 workers*
Their production will assume extra importance
owing to the damage to the Sohweinfurt plant,
and it is possible that they are increasing
their output of the heavier type of bearing,

Faunwerke Wachterstr * ( 1)

The Faunwerke G*m*b*H* , whose works are to the
North - east of the central city area , are makers
of heavy motor vehicles and tractors * Their
works have been greatly enlarged and the
number of workers employed has been reported
as high as 14,000 * In 1943 they were special¬
ising in 8 - cylinder Diesel tractors for use on
road and rail , and adjustable to both the
Russian and German gauges * The Diesel engines
for these tractors were largely supplied by
M*A*&

Z&idapp Dieselstr * ( 2)

The main works of the zfindapp Werke G*m*b*H»
are close to and South - west of the Sohweinau
railway station * Their products include
motor - cycles and sidecars , electrical components
for searchlights , small explosive - carrying
"tanks ” directed by remote control * There
is also a small 50 h»p« Zundapp aero - engine*
4,000 workers are said to be employed by this
firm , which has two other plants in Numb erg*
At one of their subsidiary factories munitions
and hand grenades are reported to be produced*

Triumph Werke Furtherstr * ( 2)

The Triunph Werke N&mberg A*G» , whose works
are to the West of the city on the road
leading to F&rth , are makers of motorcycles,
bicycles , typewriters , and calculating
machines * They employed some 2,000 workers
before the war , having greatly increased
their activity during the years 1934  to 1939 *

U‘:.V They are now believed to be making chiefly
motorcycles*
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NUREMBERG ( NflHNHERG) - ( oontd . )

Noris Zilndlicht
Maiachstr * ( - )

The Noris Zundlicht A*G» belong to the
Elektrizit &ts A. G* vorm * Sohuckert & Co#
one of the principal holding companies of
the Siemens concern * The Noris works arjs
in the Southwestern suburb of Sohwein &u*
They are makers of sparking plugs and ignition
systems for internal combustion engines*
Before the war they employed some 300 workers*

Chillingworth A. G* Walzwerkstr . ( 3)

The Press - , Stanz - , & Ziewerk Rud # ChillingworthA*Go are makers of steel constructional parts
for ships , railways , motor vehicles , and air¬
craft . Their works , which are to the North¬

east of the city near the Ostbahnhof railway
station , include a well - equipped plant with16 large hydraulic presses , stamping machines,
drop hammers , and electrical welding installations#
They are believed to be producing bomb - and shell-oases * This firm doubled the number of its
workers during the three years before the war,
and were employing some 500 people in 1939*

Sfiddeutsche Apparatefabrik Platenstr * ( 3)

The Siiddeutsche Apparatefabrik G* m« b * H* belongs
to the Standard Elektrizit &ts Ges * A* G* which
in its turn was mainly owned by the inter¬
national Telephone & Telegraph Co * of New York*
This Nilrnberg factory is to the South of the
oity near to the M*A* N» works * It special¬ised before the war in the manufacture of
selenium discs for wireless rectifiers * The
output was 4 million discs per month * In
March 1943 # the factory was damaged by bombing,
but is reported to be still partly operating
in the old premises and also in other buildingsin the town*

Numberger Sohraubenfabrik

The Numberger Sohraubenfabrik & Faoondreherei
are important makers of precision screws and
nuts for tanks and aircraft , and are believed in
1942 to have been producing 20 per cent * of the
German requirements . They are also reported to
be making shells and small arms ammunition parts*
The Paumgartnerstr . factory , which is in the
East of the city and near the road to Fflrth,
employed some 1 *300 workers before the war.The 0bere Kanal Str * works , which are a short
distance nearer to the oity , are important
makers of radio parts , and employed some 800workers.

Numberger Sohraubenfabrik 0bere Kanal Str . ) V^
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NUREMBERG( NURNEERG) - ( contd . )

Ardie Werk Preisslerstr . ( 3 )

. The Ardie Werk A, G. are makers of motorcycles
and components . They employed some 800
workers "before the mr.

Neumeyer A, G. Klingenhofstr . ( 2)

The Kabel and Metallwerke Neumeyer A. G. are a
subsidiary company of the Backethal Draht &
Kabelwerke A. G. of Hannover . Their works
are in the outlying North - eastern suburb of
Herrnhutte . Some 3,000 workers were en$>loyed
in 1939 . They manufacture electric wires and
cables , and in addition have a large press
works and foundry which produce wires , rods,
tubes and frames . Reports suggest that a
major war - time product is cartridge cases.

Suddeutsche Telefon Nonnenstr . ( 3 )

The Suddeutsche Telefon Apparate . Kabel &
Brahtweike A. G. are a subsidiary of Felton
& Guilleaume of Kdln . They employed approx¬
imately 1,000 workers before the war and manu¬
facture radio receivers , telephone - exchange
installations , and electrical signalling
apparatus.

Armaturen & Maschinenfabrik A. G. Glockenhofstr)
Armaturen & Ife -sehinenfabrik A. G. Pegnitz * ) ' '

The Armaturen & Maschinenfabrik A. G. vorra.
J . A. Hilpert ( Amag- Hilpert - PegnitzhSktte ) are
makers of centrifugal and piston pumps and
high - pressure steam fittings . They special¬
ise in pumps for deep wells and for use in
the heavy chemical industry . The Glocken-
hofstr . works are near the main railway
statical and produce mainly the pumping
installations . The Pegnitz works , which
include a foundry and three cupola furnaces,
specialise in steam pressure valves and
fittings . Some 1,500 workers were employed
before the war.

Eisenwerk Numb erg Ajissere
Sulzbacherstr . ( 3 )

The Eisenwexk Numberg A. G. vorm J. Tafel & Co.
are makers of iron frames and structures , bars,
fish plates , nuts , bolts and screws . Their
works are to the North - east of the city in the
suburb of St . Jobst . They employed approx¬
imately 1,000 workers before the war.



NUREMBERG(NUHNBERG) - ( contd . )

Sprengstoff A. G. Kirchenweg

The Rheinisch - Westfalische Sprengstoff A. G. ,
a firm belonging to the Dynamit A. G. , manu¬
facture S. A. A. , percussion caps , and prop¬
ellants . They are reported to have greatly
expanded their works . Several thousand
workers are now said to be employed.



OBERHAUSEN (RHINELAND)

51 ° 30 * N. 6 ° 30 * E : 300 miles : 194,000

The area covered here lies in the Western section of the
Ryhr industrial area and adjoins the areas of Duisburg in the West,
Mulheim in the South , and Bottrop in the East , It includes
Oberhausen in the South , Holten in the North west , and is bounded
by the Rhineland - Westphalian provincial boundary in the North - east,
More than half of the industries in the Oberhausen district are
concerned with coal , coke , and iron and steel : these include the
famous iron and steelworks of Gutehoffnungshutte Oberhausen A. G. The
town is served by the River Ruhr in the South and by the Rhein - Heme
Canal in the North.

At Sterkrade - Holten there is an important power station , a
tar - distillation plant , a Fisoher - Tropsch synthetic oil and a synthetic
ammonia plant , and part of the engineering section of Gutehoffnungshutte
Oberhausen A,G,

At Osterfeld there are important marshalling yards and the
Vondern colliery.

Transportation

Marshalling Yard Oberhausen - West ( 3)

The yard and junction are situated immediately North of
the main station and have a capacity of 3,100  wagons per
24 hours . This was assessed by the German railway
authorities as the most efficient yard in the country
before the war.

Marshalling Yard Oberhausen - West ( 3)

The goods station is situated 1 mile West of
Oberhausen main station and extends about 1 mile
East North East . The capacity of the yard is not
known.

Marshalling Yard Osterfeld - Sud ( 2)

The western end of the yard lies 2% miles North - east
of Oberhausen main station , thence it extends about
li miles to the East . The capacity is 6,800 wagons
per 24  hours.

Twin locks , 2nd set N. W. of Oberhausen ( 3 )

The second set of twin locks on the Rhine - Heme
canal is situated 1^ miles West North West of
Oberhausen main station.

Twin locks , 3rd set N. E. of Oberhausen ( 3 )

The 3rd set of twi ĵ locks is situated just South
of the Osterfeld - Sud marshalling yard , 3% miles
North - East of Oberhausen main station.

/Public
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Public Utility Services

Ruhrchemie power station Sterkrade - Holten ( 2)

The power station was originally built to supplythe steam and electrical requirements of the nitrateand chemical works of Ruhrchemie A. G. to whom it
belongs * It is situated near the village of Hoi ten,5 miles North - west of Oberhausen * It is sometimes
known as the HOberhansen - Holten ” power station * When
the Ruhrbenzin A. G. Fischer - Tropsch synthetic oil plantwas built adjoining it the power station was extended
to meet the requirements of the plant and the originalcapacity of 10 MW. ms increased to 80 MW. There isa substation in the North - west comer of the site.
Supplies are given to the adjoining works probably by
mediuo/and low -voltage underground cables . A 110 - kV
overhead transmission line connects to the 110/220 kVline to the Hamborn ( Duisburg ) substation*

Municipal Power Station Oberhausen ( - )

It is situated J mile South - west of the main station,
and is believed to have a capacity of 7 MW.

Municipal Gasworks Oberhausen ( 3)

The gasworks , situated J- mile North - west of the
station , i3 supplied by the Ruhr gas and Thyssen
grids , 428 million cubic feet of gas were boughtand sold in 1936.

Solid Fuels .

Concordia coking plant Oberhausen ( 3)

Situated J mile North - west of Oberhausen main
station , the plant is owned by the Concordia
Bergbau A. G. and is adjacent to Pits 1/3 . There
are 155 ovens having an estimated annual dry coal
capacity of 561,000 tons.

Osterfeld coking plant N. Oberhausen ( 3)

Owned by the Gutehoffnungshutte Oberhausen
A. G. , the plant is situated 2 miles North-North - East of Oberhausen station * There are
160 ovens having an estimated annual dry coal
capacity of 1,500,000 tons . Gas is supplied
to the Ruhr gas grid.

Jacobi coking plant N. N. E. Oberhausen ( 3)

Owned by Gutehoffmmgshutte Oberhausen A. G. , theplant is situated miles North -Nor th - East of
Oberhausen main station * There are 160 ovens
with an estimated annual dry coal capacity of
860,000 tons*

/Concordia colliery
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Conoordia colliery N. W. of Oberhausen ( 3)
•

Situated North - west of Oberhausen the output
of the colliery in 1937 amounted to 1,570,000
tons of hard coal . Some 2,860 workers were
employed in the coking plant and colliery before
the war.

Osterfeld 1/4 Colliery N. Oberhausen (3)

This colliery also includes Sterkrade 1/2 and
is pwned by Gutehoffhungshutte A. G. It is
situated North - east of Oberhausen station . In
1937 the output of these pits was 2, 320,000
tons of hard coal.

Vondern 1/2 Colliery Oberhausen (3)

The colliery ( including Jakobi Pit 1/2 ) is owned
by Gutehoffnungshutte Oberhausen A. G. and is
situated North - east of Oberhausen . The output in
1937 was 1, 723,000  tons of hard coal.

Liquid Fuels

Sterkrade distillation plant Sterkrade (3)

Situated at Sterkrade Pits 1/2 , 3§ N.N. W. of
Oberhausen main station . This tar distillation,
plant is owned by Gutehoffnungshutte Oberhausen
A. G. The factory has a purifying plant and
takes the raw material from many of the coking
plants in the surrounding area . The tar dis¬
tillery consists of 45 Otto ovens . 50 *000 tons
of tar were processed in 1929*

Rurchemie A. G. Sterkrade -Holten ( 2)

This Fischer -Tropsch synthetic - oil plant is owned
by Ruhrbenzin A. G. and is situated 4 miles North¬
west of Oberhausen main station and 1 mile East
of Hoiten : the works covers 27 acres . It has an
estimated capacity of 125,000  tons per annum and
storage capacity of 27,000 tons . The works has
its own power station ( see under "Public
Utilities " ) but also takes power from the grid.
The chief products are petrol , gas - oil and
lubricants . See under "Chemicals " for details
of the adjoining synthetic - ammonia plant.

Iron and Steel

Gutehoffnungshutte Oberhausen A. G. Oberhausen ( 1)

The iron and steelworks are situated 1 mile
North - east of Oberhausen main station.
There are 8 blast furnaces with an estimated
annual capacity of 900,000 tons of pig iron;
6 basic Bessemer converters and 12 open - hearth
furnaces with a capacity of approximately
1,200,000 tons of crude steel per annum . The
plant has rolling mills capable of absorbing

/the
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Iron and Steel

the whole of its steel output and the finished
products cover the usual full range . See also
under "Engineering and Armaments " • The company
has its own power station having an estimated
capaoity of 27 MW.

Non-Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

A. G. des Alteribergs fur Berghau Oberhausen ( 3)
und Zinkhiittenbetrieb

Situated % m . South - east of Oberhausen main
station , the firm has an estimated capacity
of 24,000 tons of zinc sheets annually , and
employs over 200 workers.

Engineering and Armaments

Gutehoffhungsh &tte Oberhausen A. G. Sterkrade ( 2)

The firm *s engineering seotions lie 2^ miles
North of Oberhausen main station at Sterkrade.
They are one of the principal manufacturers of
heavy equipment for steelworks etc . , and are
also important producers of steam turbines,
compressors , and pumps . Other products in¬
clude lifts and hoists , cable ways , coal-
oleaning and ore - dressing plant , and trams
for mines . See also under "Iron & Steel " .

Babcook & Wilcox W. Oberhausen ( 2)

Deutsche Babcock & Wilcox Dampfkesselwerke A. Gr.
are situated 1 mile West of Oberhausen main
station . They are one of the four principal
German makers of land boilers . Other products
are ventilators ( for mines ) and travelling
grates.

Chemicals and Explosives

Ruhrchemie A. G. Sterkrade -Holten (3)

The Casale - process synthetic - ammonia plant
lies adjoining the synthetic - oil plant , A miles
North - west of Oberhausen main station . The
ammonia - oxidation plant has 272 small Ostwald
convertors . The capacity is estimated at
34,000 metric tons of nitrogen per annum. In
addition , there is a nitric - acid plant ; other
products are ammonium sulphate , ammonium
nitrate , and sodium nitrate.
For the synthetic - oil plant see under "Liquid
Fuels " .

Kali Chemie A. G. Oberhausen

The works which make sulphuric acid are situated
immediately adjoining , and West of , Oberhausen
main station . They are important consumers of

/pyrites
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Chemicals and Explosives

pyrites , and it is probable ihat the pyrites
deliveries on the Rhine -Heme canal are mainly
for this company * The lead - chmber process is
used and the estimated annual capacity of 100,0
sulphuric acid exceeds 20,000 tons.

o0o-
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OBEKNBURGA&IN ( BAVARIA)

49 ° 50 * N. 9° 09 * E ; 425 miles ; ( 2,600)

Obemburg is situated on the river Main , 14 miles
south of Aschaffenburg . It is a small town with
only one large works.

Public Utility

Power station Oberriburg ( - )

The thermal power station is owned by the Vereinigte
Glansstoff - Eabriken A. G-. Wuppertal , and is believed
to have an installed capacity of 18MW.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Pape r

Clanzstoff A. G> Obemburg ( - )

The Vereinigte Glanzstoff - Fabriken A. G. are manu¬
facturers of artificial silk . The main factory
is in Wuppertal.

— — oOo-

0B5RMX3RF ( Wurtteciberg)

48 ° 15 * N. 8° 55 * E ; 445 miles ; ( 10,000)

Obemdorf is in the South - western area of W&rtteiriberg on the
upper reaches of the River Neckar , and on the eastern side of
the Black Forest . The main line from Stuttgart to Schaff-
hausen and Zurich passes through Obemdorf . The parent works
of the Mauser weapon concern are the industry of what would
otherwise be a remote market town . The population , which wasonly 6,000 in 1957 , will now have been greatly increased
through the wartime expansion of these works.

Engineering and Armaments

Mauserwerke Obemdorf ( l)

The Mauserwerke A. G. are an old - established weapon
factory which specialises in automatic pistols and
rifles . IXiring the interval period their plant
continued to be highly active and was partly
occupied by producing precision tools , textile
machinery , and adding machines . They were a valuable
potential supplier of armaments , and in 1938 were
already employing some 12,000 workers , having trebled
the number during the previous two years . A new
factory which went into production in 1940 has been
erected in the woods to the South of the Obemdorf,
and the old works are now said to be engaged largely
on repairs . The large numbers of imported labourers
are housed in newly - erected workers * colonies.

/The
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Engineering and Armaments

The range of production includes 15 ram. and

20 mm. cannon , machine , guns , automatic pistols,

rifles , and carbines . This firm is among the
leading specialists in the s ma ll -anas field,
and is of great importance to the German war
machine.

-oOo*

QHEBtoBOHEK (Hanover)

52 ° 15 * N . 9 ° 5 * E : 400 miles : . ( 4,000)

Obemkirchen is on a branch railway , 10 miles East of
Minden . It is the centre of a small coalfield , which pro¬

vides the chief industrial activity of the town . The

other industries , which include small glass factories and

brickworks , are of no importance.

Solid Fuels

Gesamtbergamt Oberkirchen ( 3)

The Gesamtbergamt Obemkirchen G . m. b . H . owns

four pits in the vicinity of Obemkirchen , which
before the war had a total annual output of about

400,000 tons of coal . * There is a ooking and by¬
products plant , and a briquetting plant which pro¬
duced 64,000 tons of briquettes in 1937 * Some

2,400 workers are believed to be employed.

oOo-

QBERSCHKLD ( Hessen - Nassau )

50 ° 45 * n.  8 ° 10 * E : 370 miles : ( 1,800)

Oberscheld is a small town three miles East of Dilleriburg

on the Siegen - Wetzlar railway line . Its importance arises

from the working of the Siegenland iron - ore deposits in the

vioihity.

Iron and Steel and Ferro - alloys

August Stoll on Mine near Oberscheld ( 3)

This iron - ore mine is situated in the Lahn - Dill

district and is one of six owned by the
Buderus *sche Eisenwerke A . G. In 1937 the output

of this mine amounted to 306,000 tons of iron - ore

and workers numbered 1,400.

Hoohofenwerk/
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Iron and Steel and Ferro - alloys

Hochofenwerk Oberscheld Oberscheld ( 3)

This works is owned by the Budenis *sche Eisen-
werke A . G-. Wetzlar . The plant has 2 blast
furnaces and its own power station of a capacity
under 10 MW. About 60,000 tons of pig - iron
are belleeved to be produced annually«

oOo-

OBERURSEL (Hessen - Nassau )

50 ° 10 'N . 8 ° 35 ' E : 390 miles : ( 12,000)

Oberursel is 6  miles North - west of Frankfurt a . Main
and near to Bad Hamburg in the Taunus district . Apart
from the motor works the industries , which include
leather and hosiery , are on a small scale.

Engineering and Armaments

Klockner - Humbol dt - Deut z Oberursel ( 3)

The former Motorenfabrik Oberursel A . G-. were
amalgamated with the Humboldt Deutz concern .in
1930 , and the works were closed down for some
years . They were reopened in 1935 and are now
believed to be employing some 1,500  workers and
manufacturing small Diesel engines and fuel-
injection pumps , as well as small troop - carrying
trucks.

0O0-

OELS ( Silesia)

51 ° 15 ' N . 17 ° 10 * E : 775 miles : ( 16,000)

Oels is 18  miles North - east of Breslau and 20 miles from
the Polish border . It is a garrison town and is the centre
of an agricultural district . The industries , whiph include
furniture manufacture , flour milling , and leather , are on
a minor scale , but include a large railway workshops.

Transportati on

Railway Repair Shops Oels ( 3 )

These repair shops , which are adjacent to the main
railway station , employ some 3,000  workers , and under¬
take the repair and maintenance of locomotives and
rolling stock of all kinds.

oOo-

/OELSNITZ



OELSNITZ (Vogtland)

50 ° 25 * N. 12 ° 10 * E : 540 miles : ( l6,000)

Oelsnitz (Vogtland ) is in the Southern area of
Saxony 10 miles South of Plauen . Textiles are the chief
industry , in particular the making of curtains , carpets,
shirts , and knitted goods . None of the factories are
individually of importance . This town must not be con¬
fused with Oelsnitz ( Erzgebirge ) , a coal - mining town 50
miles to "the North East * which is described above.

- - oOo-

OESTRIGH (Hessen -Nassau)

50° 5 ’ N. 8° 5 * E: 375 miles : (3 *200)

Oestrich in the Rheingau is on the right bank of
the Rhine , 4 miles upstream from Riidesheim and 10 miles
West of Wiesbaden . It is mainly concerned with agricul¬
ture and wine growing , and the only plant of importance
is the Chemical works.

Chemicals and Explosives

Koepp & Co . Oestrioh

Rudolf Koepp & Co . , A. G. are manufacturers of heavy
chemicals , including oxalic , formic , and prussic
acid and caustic soda . They employed some 300 workers
before the war.

o0o-

OPFENBACH ON MAIN (Hesse)

50 ° 5 * N. 8° 45 * E . 400 miles ; ( 86,000)

Offenbach is best known as the leading German leather-
goods manufacturing centre . It also has a reputation for
the manufacture of leather and boots and shoes , and during
the past 10  years has developed a modest engineering
industry , which is , however , still mainly confined to a
number of medium sized and smaller firms . The five en¬
gineering works listed below under "Engineering and
Armaments ” have all been extended in the course of the
war , but none is individually of outstanding importance.
In addition to the engineering works and the tanneries
and leather goods factories , there is one large chemical
plant , of the I . G. Farbenindustrie A. G. , which is mainly
engaged on the manufacture of dyes and colours.

Offenbach is a very closely built - up town of only
little administrative importance . From a general adminis¬
trative point of view , it is largely dependent on Darmstadt,
the centre of the State of Hesse.

As a railway centre Offenbach is of little importance.
It is situated on main lines but these are secondary to the

linea/.

(3)
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lines between Frankfort and Hanau, on the opposite bank of the

Public Utility Services

St &dt * Gas, Waaser und Elektrizitatswerke Offenbach

The municipal gas , water and electricity works
are situated on a corner site in the North¬
western area of the town* The gasworks
purchased 380 million cubic feet of gas in
1936 from the Main-Gaswerke at Frankfort*
The power station is reported to have an
installed capacity of 24 MW*

Engineering and Armaments

Mayer A Schmidt Offenbach

This firm is now believed to employ in the
neighbourhood of 800 workers on the manu¬
facture of grinding wheels and grinding
machinery . It is one of the largest German
grinding -wheel makers , and has a subsidiary
factory at Hheinfelden in Baden where crude
aluminium-oxide is produced*

Friedrich Schmalz Offenbach

Prior to the war this firm employed some 300
workers on the manufacture of grinding wheels,
tools , and machinery * It is believed to have
been extended in the course of the war, and
to be now employing roughly 500 workers * The
factory is situated close to the works of
Msyer & Sohmidt mentioned above*

Wilhelm St3hr Offenbach

The StShr factory is mainly engaged on the
manufacture of conveyors and similar trans¬
port installations . Prior to the war seme
400 workers were employed by this firm*

Masohinenfabrik Hartmann A*G« Offenbach

Hartmann specialises in the manufacture of
silo and storage -house equipment , vacuum
pumps and air purifying installations , and
similar equipment * It is believed that
some 500 workers are employed by this company.

river.

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Collet und Engelhardt/.
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Collet und Engelhardt A*G* Offeribaoh ( 2)

This is the largest of the engineering works
in the district of Offenbach , and specialises
in the manufacture of machine tools and
special machinery for munition factories*
Prior to the war at least one department of
this undertaking was engaged on the manufacture
of plant for aircraft works , and it has been
reported that certain minor components for
aircraft were at one time made here on a
small scale * The present full range of
products of this coop any is not known , but it
is believed that the factory is fully active
and reports suggest that in the neighbourhood
of 1,400 workers are employed.

Note : There are in addition in the Offenbach
area a number of small engineering works
employing between 100 and 300 workers
eaoh # The larger of these are:

Weintr &ud & Co . Making canning machines , bottle
washing , labelling and corking
machines.

Jahn G. m*b. H. Making rotating pumps , engine
regulators , eto.

Philipp Loos Making boilers , metal oont &iners
(drums ) , maohine benches , eto.

Wilhelm Fredenhafen Making special machinery fox
the tobaoco , soap and chemical
industries , etc.

Chemicals and Explosives

I . G%Farbenindustrie A. G* Offenbach ( 3)

This is one of the smaller works of the
I *G*Farbenindustrie concern , and it is
believed to be engaged mainly on the
manufacture of dyes and colours . It
operates in conjunction with the I . G* works
at Mainkur , on the opposite side of the
river*

Leather , Leather Goods , Boots and Shoes

J . Mayer St  Sohn Offenbach ( 3)

This is one of the largest German tanneries,
which prior to the war employed approximately
1,500 workers , mainly on the production of
\ipper and lining leathers*

August Hoffmamy '*
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August Hoffmann Offenbach

This medium - sized tannery specialises in
the production of upper and fancy leathers*

Lederfabrik Becker und Co* Offenbach

In 1939 this tannery enployed some 75 Q.
workers on the manufacture of box calf
and side leathers , as well as fancy kid
for leather goods*

0*Rugner Offenbach

Some - 200 workers were previously employed
by this firm on the production of book¬
binding and fancy leather for leather goods,
as well as the tanning of reptile skins*

A*N* Schmidt <& Co* Offenbach

Prior to *the war , this was the second - largest
German leather - goods faotory , employing
approximately 1,000 workers on the manufacture
of practically the whole range of leather
goods , including belting and saddlery ware,
suitcases , trunks , etc*

Ludwig JCrunmA*G* Offenbach

In 1939 this faotory employed about 1,200
workers , and was considered to be the largest
German leather - goods plant , specialising in
the manufacture of fancy and light leather
goods*

S*W*Brody Offenbach

This firm used to employ several hundred
workers on the manufacture of fancy leather
goods*

Sohuhfabrik Herz Offenbach

Before the war this firm employed nearly
1,000 workers on the manufacture of boots
and shoes * Ground reports suggest that the
factory was fully active during the early
part of 1% 3 , and was mainly engaged on the
manufacture of leather equipment for the
German any*

Note  s There are , in addition , some 300
tanneries and leather goods factories in
the Offenbach area , together employing
directly or indirectly as mazy as 30,000
workers * Those indirectly employed consist
mainly of home workers making up the out
materials supplied to them by the factories*

Centres/*
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Centre ® of home workers , which are generally
included in the Offenbach leather and leather
goods industry , are the nearby localities of
Bieber , B&rgel , Heusenstaam , eto.

-c0o~
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OFFENBURG ( Baden)

48 30 * N. 7° 55 * E : 415 miles : ( 20,000)

Offenburg is on the main railway line which follows the course
of the Rhine to Basle . It is 6 miles from the right bank of the river
and 15 miles South - east of Strassburg . An important branch line
diverges at Offenburg and leads through the Black Forest to Donaueschingen
and Southern Wttrttemberg . There is a large railway workshop . Offenburg
is mainly a market town for the surrounding agricultural and wine —growing
district , but has a number of textile and specialist industries,
including hosiery and knitted goods , cigars , leather goods , and enamelled
metal plates for signs and advertisements.

Transpor tation

Marshalling Yards Offenburg

The Offenburg marshalling yards are capable of
handling up to 3,200 wagons per 24 hours.

Railway Repair Shops Offenburg

(3)

(3)

These repair shops employ some 2,000 workers and
undertake the repair of main - line locomotives and
all kinds of rolling stock.

«»»»»—oQO'

OLDENBURG- ( Oldenburg)

53 ° 10 * H. 8° 10 * E : 370 miles : ( 78,000)

Oldenburg is 25 miles West of Bremen and is an important railway
junction on the routes to Emden and Wilhelmshaven . It is primarily
an agricultural centre and has a large cattle market . There are
several small - scale industries including a spinning mill and a number
of furniture manufacturers , but none is of outstanding importance.

Transportation

Inland Harbour Oldenburg ( 3)

Oldenburg is on the Hunte - Ems Canal , which
connects the Weser with the Ems . From Oldenburg
Eastwards this canal follows the valley of the
small tributary , the Hunte , to its influx into
the Weser . The Hunte is navigable for small
craft.

Railway Junction Oldenburg ( 3)

Oldenburg is on the main line from Bremen to
Emden . Inside the town area and immediately
to the West of the marshalling yards a line
diverges to the North and leads to Wilhelmshaven.
This forms the only trunk railway connection
with Wilhelmshaven . Two other branch lines lead
North and South to Brake and Osnabrttck respectively.

/Marshalling



OI33SNBUHG- ( Oldenburg ) ( Continued)

Marshalling Yards . Oldenburg ( 3)

The marshalling yards to the West of the main
railway station are capable of handling 2,000
wagons per 24 hours . Most of the goods traffic
to and from Wilhelmshaven must pass through these
yards.

Railway Repair Shops . Oldenburg ( 3)

These repair shops , which adjoin the main railway
station , undertake mainly the repair of goods
wagons.

OPLADEN ( Rhineland)

51 ° 5 * N. 7 ° E: 310 miles : ( 20,000)

Opladen is 12 miles North of Koln on the River Wupper 6 miles
from its influx into the Rhine . The town is on the railways connecting
Koln with Dus seldorf and with Wuppertal , and there are important railway-
repair shops . There are two engineering works , but apart from these
the railway Opladen has no industries , of note.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops . Opladen ( 2)

These are large repair shops which are believed
to employ some 4,000 workers , and repair passenger
coaches and all kinds of rolling stock.

Engineering and Armaments

J. & W. Muller Opladen ( 3)

The J . & W. Muller Metallwarenfabrik are makers
of electric welding apparatus and electrodes.
They specialised before the war also in sprays
and atomizers for clinical use.

Mersch & Neuss ♦ Opladen ( - )

This firm manufactures bicycles and bicycle
components.

•0O0 - —

0 P P A U ( Baden )

See under Maimheiin*

oOo— — —
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OPPELN (Silesia)

50 ° 40 * N. 7° 55 * E : 785 miles : ( 51,000)

Oppeln is the chief administrative town of Upper Silesia and is
40 miles North - west of Gleiwitz on the main railway line from Breslau*
It is a traffic centre of importance to the mining and industrial district
of Upper Silesia and is on the right bank of the river Oder , which forms
the chief inland - waterway connection for this part of Germany * Apart
from the large railway workshops , Oppeln *s chief activities are connected
with a number of large cement factories , the town being the administrative
centre for the important Silesian cement industry . There are no cement
works in Oppeln itself , but at least six large works with a total capacity
of about 1. 5 million tons , are located in the surrounding countryside.
The town is also an important market centre for the surrounding agricultural
district.

Transportation

Railway Junction Oppeln ( 2)

To the South - east of Oppeln the main line from
Breslau divides into two branches , of which one
leads to Gleiwitz and the Upper Silesian and Polish
coal mines , and the other through Kosel and Ratibor
to MAhrisch - Ostrau in Czechoslovakia . Three
branch lines lead Northwards from Oppeln and serve
the agricultural region of Northern Upper Silesia;
and a fourth branch connects the town with Neisse
to the South - west.

Railway Repair Shops Oppeln ( 3)

These are large repair shops which employ sane
2,500  workers and undertake the repair of passenger
coaches and all kinds of rolling stock.

Marshalling Yards Oppeln ( 3 )

These marshalling yards have a capacity for 2,500
wagons per 24 hours.

Miscellaneous Industries.

Cement Werke Oppeln ( - )

The Portland Cement Ss  Kalkwerke "Stadt Oppeln " A. G.
are one of several large cement works in Oppeln.

-0O0 - -

ORANIENBURG ( Brandenburg)

See under Berlin.

- — - 0O0 — - -
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ORTELSBURG- ( East Prussia)

53° 35' N« 21° E: 900 miles : (15,000)

Ortelsburg , which is in the Southern area of the province of
East Prussia , and in the region of the Masurian Lakes , is mainly
concerned with agriculture and apart from flour - milling has no other
industries.

-oOo

OSOHERSLESBEN(province Saxony)

Oschersleben is 20 miles West - south -west of Magdeburg and 10
miles North - east of Halberstadt . The only industry of note is the
important aircraft assembly works.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

AGO Oschersleben ( 2)

The AGO Flugzeugwerke G. m. b. H, which belonged
to the Gesellschaft fftr Elektrische Unternehmungen
A. Or, now in turn taken over by A. E. G. have a
fighter aircraft works in Oschersleben , of the
first importance . Several thousand workers are
reported to be employed . Early in the war it built
Me 109 *s under license , but was turned over in 1%-2
to F. W. 190 *s , for which it is now one of the
smaller assembly units . The factoiy is largely
self - contained as regards the manufacture , finishing
and assembly of the major airframe components.



OSNABRftCK (Hannover)

52 ° 15 * N* 8° 5 * E ; 350 miles * ( 100,000)

Osnabruck is a vital railway junction * It is on the main rail-
way line from Berlin through Hannover to Holland , which is here
orossed by a second main line leading North - eastwards from the Ruhr
to Bremen and Hamburg * The iron and steel rolling mills and the
non - ferrous metal plant are both of major importance , as are also
the blast furnaces and coking plant of the Klocknerwerke in the ind¬
ustrial settlement of Georg Mariehhutte , which lies 3 miles to the
South of Osnabruck * The town has several engineering works of lesser
importance , arkL also large cotton - spinning and weaving mills , and a
paper factory * There is an inland harbour which connects with the
Mittellandkanal*

Transportation

Inland Harbour Osnabruck ( 3)

The Mittellandkanal passes from West to East
approximately 9 miles to the North of Osnabrdck*
A branch leads from the inland harbour and joins
the main canal to the Northwest of the town*
The inland harbour is in the North - eastern
quarter of Osnabr &ok immediately North of the
main railway line to Holland * The annual
turnover before the war amounted to 500,000 tons*

Railway Junction Osnabrftck ( 2)

The main railway station is in the centre of the
town and is on two levels , the line from the
Rhineland to Bremen passing over the Berlin - Holland
line by means of a broad viaduct * Both of these
railways are highly important trunk routes , the
first being the most direct route from Northern
Germany to the Dutch seaboard , and the second
being the main connection of the Ruhr , the

Rhineland and Western Germany with Bremen , Hamburg
and the German North Sea and Baltic ports * The
two main tracks are also directly connected by
several subsidiary lines*

Marshalling Yards Osnabruck ( 2)

The chief marshalling yards , which have a
capacity for 5,000 wagons per 24 hours , are
situated to the East of the town centre along¬
side the main East to West track , and within half
a mile of the railway crossing * A goods station
with extensive loading facilities is adjacent to
the marshalling yards*

Railway Repair Shops Osnabruck ( 3)

These repair shops , which employ soma 1,400
workers and undertake mainly the repair of
goods wagons , are alongside the ' railway line
to Bremen to the North of and within half a
mile of the main railway station*

/Public Utility Services*
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Public Utility Services

Electric Substations Osnabruck

Osnabruok is served by three substations.
One is situated within the city area , one to
the North - east known as Sohinkel , and one to
the East of the city known as Lustringen.
Transmission from each of these substations
is as follows ;—

Osnabruok - 100 - 150 kV line to Sohinkel
Schinkel - 30 - 80 kV line to Ibbenbilren

- 30 - 80 ky line to Schwege

Lustringen - 100 - 150 kV line to Ibbenburen
- 100 - 150 kV line to Paderborn
- 30 - 80 kV line to Sohinkel
- 30 - 80 kV line to Ibbenbflren via

Lengerich

The important R . W. E . power station of Ibbenb \iren
lies only 15 miles to the West of Osnabruok and
supplies the latter city with its power through
the three substations mentioned above*

Power Station
Hutte

Situated within the site of the Klockner-
Werke A . & iron and steel works at Georgs-
Marien Hutte , this thermal power station*
is believed to have an installed oapacity
of 30 and to serve the steelworks and
the domestic needs of the village of Georgs-
Marion Hutte only.

Gasworks Osnabruok

Osnabruck municipal gasworks made 410 million
cubic feet of gas in 1936*

This coke - oven plant , whioh is situated 5
miles South of Osnabruck , and is part of the
Georgs - Marien Hutte iron and steel plant , is
owned by Klockner - Werke A. G. It has 100
coke ovens and a dry coal capacity of
346,000 tons per annum.

30 - 80 ky line to lustringen
100 - 150 ky line to OsnabrSck

rien •133

Solid Fuels

Coke - oven plant South of
Osnabruck

/iron  and Steel



OSNABK0CK( oontd # )

Iron and Steel

Klockner Georgs *Marien
Hutte

The Kl8ckner Werke JUG* have l r̂ge iron and
steel works at Georgs - M&rien Hutte , 5 miles to
South of Osnabruck * These include four blast
furnaces with adjacent Siemens - Martin steel plant*
The capacity is estimated to be 500,000 tons of
pig - iron and 850 *000 tons of steel per annum*
The works include a large coking plant ( see under
Solid Fuels ) and a 30 MW power station ( see under
Public Utility Services )* The rolling mills and
hammer works of the Klockner concern , which are
situated in Qsnabrflck itself , are mentioned below
under Engineering and Armaments.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

The works of the Osnabrucker Kupfer - & Drahtwerk
A«G* occupy an area of more than one square kilo¬
metre in the Northern quarter of the town*
They are now reported to belong to the KlSckaer
Werke JUG* This plant is one of the leading
German producers of electric cables of all kinds,
from telephone and telegraph to high - tension
overhead cables * The copper refinery has an
estimated annual capacity of 25,000 tons and the
plant is now also equipped for aluminium fabrication*
The works include rolling mills and wire - drawing
plant , both for copper and aluminium , and a rubber
and vulcanising plant , which manufactures the
insulation covering from the raw rubber * They
more than doubled the number of their workers
during the five years prior to the war and were
employing same 3 #500 in 1939 * A section of these
large works is now reported to be specialising
in brass shell cases and fuses#

The rolling mills and hammer works of the
Klfickner concern are on the Eastern side of
the town North of and alongside the main East
to West railway line . They include an open-
hearth steelworks , iron and steel foundries,
press and hammer shops , and rolling mills*
Their products include railway wheels , bogies,
and railway point installations , of which they
are one of the principal suppliers to the German
railways . They are now reported to be making
shells of all calibres , and gun mountings , chiefly

KUpfer & Drahtwerk Osnabruck

Engineering and Jtnnaments

Klockner OsnabrSck

They have also been identifiedfor naval use*
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OSNABRUCK( contd . )

Kldfekner ( contd . )

as makers of rough breech pieces for tank guns
and liners for anti - aircraft guns.

"KromschrBder
KromschrBder

The G. KromschrBder A. G. are specialists in the
manufacture of gas meters , and small gas
producers up to 25  h . p. , mainly for agricultural
use . They have two factories in OsnabrBck and
employed some 700 workers before the war.

Brftck Kretschel <fe Co. Klosterstr . ( 3)

This firm specialises in machinery for
briquetting plants and lime - stone quarries,
hydraulic presses , and water turbines.

Breyer OsnabrHck ( 3)

The Heinrich Wilhelm Breyer K. G-. is one of
several smaller engineering works in Osnabrfcck
making agricultural machinery.

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Hammersen Iburgstr . ( 3)

The F. H. Hammer sen A. G. are a large spinning and
weaving concern with factories in Osnabrftck,
Rheine,and Bocholt . They employed a total of
4 . 000 workers before the war . The Osnabrftck
factory is the parent works , and contains
63 .000 spindles and 1,500  weaving looms.

KSmmerer Quirll *s M&hle ( 3 )

The Papierfabrik G. m. b . H. vorm . BrMer
Kftomerer have a large paper mill to the East
of OsnabrQck and on the South side of the
railway line . They specialise in the
production of electrical insulating papers.

Jahnplatz
Parkstr. (3)

-0O0

OSTERNIENBURG ( Anhalt)

51 ° 50 * N. 12 ° E: 520 miles : ( 3,000)

Osternienburg is a small settlement 5 miles East of K&then which
is important as the site of the Solvay chemical plant . The pre - war'
population of 3,000 will probably have been largely increased , but a
proportion of the labour will no doubt be housed in and around KB then.

/Solid Fuels
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OSTERNIENBURG( contd . )

Solid Fuels

Wilhelm Osternienburg ( 3)

The Wilhelm mine near Ostemienburg belongs
(3) to the Deutsche Solvay Werke A * G . , whose

chemical works are described below . This is
an underground brown - coal mine , w hich employed
some 400 workers before the war,

Chemicals and Explosives

Solvay Werke Osternienburg ( 2)

The Deutsche Solvay Werke A, G-, had a pre - war
capacity for 20,000 tons of electrolytic
alkali and 18,000 tons of chlorine per annum.
It has been reported that the capacity has
been trebled in recent years , and several
thousand workers are now believed to be

3) employed.

— ——oOo

OSTERODE (Bast Prussia)

53 ° 40 * N. 20 ' E ; 860 miles : ( 19,000)

) Osterode is in the Southwestern area of the province of East
Prussia 25 miles West of Allenstein and on the main railway from North
Germany to Insterburg and the Eastern Front , Apart from the railway
repair shops , Osterode is mainly an agricultural centre with horse
and cattle markets and a small flour - milling industry,

Transpor tat ion

Railway Repair Shops Osterode ( 3)

These workshops , which are of some importance
to the Eastern sections of the German railways,
employ approximately 1,000 workers and under¬
take mainly the repair of goods wagons,

—— ——QQQ- - —

%
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PADERBORN( Westphalia)

51 ° 45 * N. 8° 45 ' E : 380 miles : ( 39,000)

Paderborn is in the Eastern area of Westphalia on an important
railway line which leads from Saxony and Central Germany to Hamm and
the Lower Rhineland * It is a junction for three minor branch lines
serving the agricultural districts of Lippe and Eastern Westphalia,
and there are important railway workshops in the town # Apart from
these the activities of Paderborn are mainly connected with the
marketing of cattle and agricultural produce.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Nordbahnhof ( 3)

The repair shops in the Northern part of
paderborn are alongside the branch railway
leading to Bielefeld . These workshops
employ some 2,400 workers and repair passenger
coaches and goods wagons.

Railway Repair Shops Paderborn ( 3)

The second repair shops are situated close
to the main railway station in the Southern
quarter of the town . These are chiefly
locomotive repair shops and employ some
1,500  workers.

Public Utility Services

Distributing Sub - station Paderborn ( 3)

An important distributing substation is
situated at Paderborn . It is the terminus of
a 220 - kV line , which , starting from the main
switching station at Brauweiler , West of KB In,
transits power to the substations at Wesel
(Nieder Rhein ) , Ibbenbftren , and Paderborn,
which are all distribution points . Paderborn,
200 miles distant by this route , is the terminus
of the line.

- - — oOo—

P A R C H I M ( Mecklenburg)

53 ° 25 * N. 11 ° 50 * E: 520 miles : ( 1.6,000)

Parchim is in the Southern area of Mecklenburg 25 miles South¬
east of Schwerin . It is a railway junction where two minor branch
lines cross , and is a centre for the surrounding agricultural
district . There is a large cattle market , but no industries of
importance.

-oOo — — ■
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PASSAU ( Bavaria)

hB 35 * N. 13° 30* E: 635 miles : (26,000)
Passau is on the Southern bank of the Danube at the point

where the River Inn flows into the main stream , A trunk railway
connection through Nttrnberg and Regensburg to Vienna passes throughPassau , which is on the frontier of Austria and was fomerly theCustoms Station for the traffic along this railway and on the Danube,There are a number of granite quarries for road metal and railwayballast , but there are few other industries.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Kachlet ( 2)

This is a hydro - electric power station with
a capacity of 56  MW, but designed for a final
capacity of 70 MW, The station is on an
island in the river Danube 2 miles upstream
to the West of Passau . It forms part of the
Rhe in -Ma in - Donau scheme . A 110 kV. line
connects to Ntlrnberg and a further line to
the Austrian system.

PEINE (Hanover)

52 ° 20 * N. 10 ° 15 * E : AA5 miles : ( 18,000)

Peine is 25 miles South - east of Hanover on the railway
line to Magdeburg . The principal industry is the large iron
works but there are a number of minor engineering works . Peine
lies South of the Hanover oilfields , and at Dollbergen , 6
miles to the North , there is an important oil refinery . The
exploitation of these oilfields is mainly carried out from .
Misburg , which is described tinder the heading Hanover.

Public Utility Services-

Power Station Cross Ilsede ( 3 )

The thermal power station of the Ilseder-
Bfltte has an installed capacity of 30 MW.
and is fired by blast - furnace gas . There
are 2 transfoimers for additional current
from the grid.

Liquid Fuels

Gasolin A. G-. Dollbergen (3)

A mineral - oil refinery belonging to the
Deutsche Gasolin A. G. , which was in
operation before the war , has been more
than doubled in size during the past four
years . At least one complete new
distillation plant has been installed and
the tank capacity greatly increased.

/iron and Steel
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EEXNE ( oontd . )

Iron and Steel

Ilseder Hfitte A. G> Peine ( l)

Ttie3e important iron and steel works have
6 blast furnaces and a coking plant . They
have an annual  capacity of 600,000 tons of
pigiron and 750,000 tons of crude steel,
and are equipped to produce special shapes,
piles , girders and joists and possibly also
shell forgings . This company which works in

‘ * close cooperation with the Hermann Goering
concern , owns and is the chief exploiter ofthe iron - ore resources of the Salzgitter
district on the Northern edge of the Hartz
Mountains # Salzgitter is 25 miles to the
South of Peine.

— -— oOo— -

FEHSKEBTSCHAM( Silesia)

50 ° 20 * N. 18 ° 35 * E; 820 miles : ( 8,000)

Peiskretoham is 5 miles North of Gleiwitz on the railway
line leading from Oppeln to the Upper Silesian mining district,Its importance is due to the large railway marshalling yards.

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Peiskretoham ( 2)

The Beiskretfchaia marshalling yards are
capable of handling up to 5,000 wagons per24 hours . Lines radiate from this focal
point at the entrance to the Upper Silesian
industrial district to the three neighbouring
centres of G-leiwitz , Hindenburg , and Beuthen
which all lie within a ten -mile radius from
Peiskretscham . A large proportion of the
Upper Silesian goods traffic passes through
these important yards.

PBTERSDORP( Silesia)

50 ° 50 * N. 15 ° 35 * E: 685 miles : ( 4,700)

? e tersdorf is 8 miles South - west of Hirschberg in Lower
Silesia . It is on a branch railway line from Hirschberg to
Schreiberhau in the Rieserigebirge , and is a tourist resort.Apart from the explosives factory , there are no industries ofimportance.

/Chemicals and Explosives
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PETERSDORF( conta . )

Chemicals and Explosives

Explosives Factory
Petersdorf ( 3)

It has been reported that an explosives
factory has been recently established at
Petersdorf on the South side of the rail¬
way line near to the railway station of
Nieder Petersdorf . The building which is
being used for this *purpose is said to have
been formerly an artificial - silk factory
and may possibly be the new factory which
the Schlesische Zellwolle A. G# of Hirschbergare known to have begun erecting in 1938.
In addition to the factory building thereare large bunker installations for the
storage of explosives . 800 workers are said
to have been employed in 1943*

48 ° 55 * N* 8 ° 40 * E : 430 miles ; ( 80,000)

Pforzheim is 15 miles South - east of Karlsruhe at the

line from Karlsruhe to Stuttgart , and is the Junction for twominor branch lines leading South into the Black Forest district.
Pforzheim is the centre of the precious , semi - precious,and imitation Jewellery industry . It is also one of the chiefcentres for clock and watch making , which is a speciality ofthe Black Forest region of Baden . These industries wereformerly carried out largely in the homes of the individualworkers , and it may be said that almost every house in thiscity is a small workshop , but there are two factories builton a larger soale . Gold and silver refining is carried outin Pforzheim in connection with this Jewellery trade.
As was the case during the 1914 - 1918 war , most of thefactories and workshops of Pforzheim will have now been turnedover to the manufacture of precision parts for instruments,small - arms components , fuzes , clockwork movements , and similarproducts for which this specialist labour and plant are suited.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

0O0

PFORZHEIM CBaden)

Northern end of the Black Forest . It is on the main railway

Heimerle & Meule

Scheideanstalt Altstftdtischer
Kirchenweg

8stl . Karl
Friedr . Str,

The Allgemeine Gold & Silber Scheideanstaltand the Heimerle & Meule K. G. are two of the
largest of several .gold and silver refining
factories in Pforzheim.

/Engineering & Armaments



PFORZHEIM( contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Rodi & Wienenberger A . G-

Kollmar & Jourdan A . G. Bleichstr.

Bleichstr, (3)

(5)

The above are the two largest of the factories
in Pforzheim , and each employed some 1,200
workers before the war . These two firms normally,
specialise in watch cases and watch chains and

•are also large producers of articles of jewellery,
real and imitation . Their works are close
together in the Southern quarter of the town:

Hohraann Moser A. G-. Westl . Karl )

These firms are all manufacturers of jewellery
and fine metal articles . They each employed an
average of 300  workers before the war and are
a few of the larger of several hundred similar
and smaller works , including many which can be
classed as home workshops . With the exception
of Wilhelm Wolff , whose factory *is in the Northern
quarter of the town , the above works are in the
central area South of the railway line.

All these plants are now believed to be engaged
on the manufacture of precision parts ofr
instruments , fine aircraft and armament
components , fuzes , and similar metal parts.

Weber & Aeschbach Museumstr . )

Ambros Nirschl Werner ) ( 3)

The above are examples of a large number of
watch manufacturers , mostly of small individual
size . These works are now mainly engaged on
making watches , clockwork movements etc . , and
safety i \ izes for military requirements.

Eugen Fessler
nFriedr . Str,
Ostl . Karl

Friedr , Str,

Moriz Hausch Durlachstr. (3)

Andreas Daub

Wilhelm Wolff A. G-,

Luisenstr,

Hohenzollern*
str . )

Siemens Str.

-oOo

/PXESTERITZ
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PIESTSRITZ ( Province Saxony)

51 ° 55 ' N. 12 ° 35 * E : 545 miles : ( 10,000)

Piesteritz , which is 2 miles West of Wittenberg , is
important as the site of the large chemical works , the adjacentelectric power station and a rubber factory.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Piesteritz ( 3)
The thermal power station belonging to the
chemical plant described below has a capacityof 40 MW.

Chemicals and Explosives

Stickstoffwerke Piesteritz ( l)
The large chemical works of the Mittel-
deutsohe Stickstoffwerke A. G-. were merged
into the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke A. G-,and are now associated with the Ammoniak-
Werke Merseburg G. m. b . H. a subsidiary of
the I . G. Farben concern . The Piesteritz works
are important producers of nitrogenous
fertilisers , notably nitro - phoska and
calcium cyanamide . Nitro - phoska is a combined
nitrogen - phosphorus - potash fertiliser . The
production of calcium cyanamide for the two
plants , Piesteritz and Trostberg in Bavaria,
is believed to be 125,000  tons per annum.
There is also a plant at Piesteritz for the
manufacture of concentrated nitric acid , of
which the production is 60  tons daily.
These works are also reported to be the
largest producers of phosphorus in Europe,
In 1932 it was reported that the annual
production was approximately 30,000  tons.
There are three 3- phase furnaces , each
consuming 12,000 kW. In normal times a
large part of this phosphorus was sent to
Wolfen for the manufacture of phosphoric
acid , itself used for making -nitro - phoska.
Phosphorus is used for the manufacture of
incendiary bombs , tracer/incehdiaiy S4A. A. ,

. simple tracer S. A. A. , and larger - calibre
tracer shells made with pyrotechnic
compositions . Fire - raising ammunition is
almost entirely dependent on phosphorus.
It is also used in smoke- producing shells
for ranging purposes . These chemical worksare on the Northern bank of the Elbe on
the Western side of Piesteritz.

/Rubber
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PTESTERITZ ( contd . )

Rubber and Tyres

Gummiwerke Elbe Piesterit2/Klein - ( 2)
' Wittenberg

The Gunmiwerke Elbe A. G-. have two factories,
one in Piesteritz and one in Kleinwittenberg
between Piesteritz and Wittenberg . Before
the war this film produced bicycle and motor¬
cycle tyres , footwear , and general lubber goods.
The plant is now believed to be making fuel-
tank covering , respirator face - pieces , and
protective clothing . The Piesteritz factory
includes a reclaim plant with a capacity of
2,500 tons per annum. At the end of 1943
seme 2,000 workers were employed . It is
thought possible that the civilian footwear
production has now been transferred to the
Kleinwittenberg factory.
The Gummiwerke Elbe A. G. is mainly owned by
Felten and Guillaume of Cologne.

-oOo-

FILLAU ( East Prussia)

54 ° 40 * N. 19 ° 55 * E: 860 miles : ( 16,000)

Pillau is some 25 miles West of Kdnigsberg on the
Frische Nehrung , the narrow tongue of land between the Baltic
and the Frisches Haff , a wide lagoon which forms the entrance
to the harbour of Kfinigsberg . Pillau serves as an advanced
port for Kdnigsberg . There is a ship - repairing depot as well
as a fishing harbour of some importance.

Shipbuilding

Schichau ' Pillau ( 3 )

The Schichau concern , of Danzig , which also
has important shipbuilding yards in the port
of Kdnigsberg , have a well - equipped subsidiary
yard at Pillau . There is a floating dock of
147 feet length , and the works are believed to
be mainly engaged on the repair of naval
vessels and auxiliaries.

—- - oOo

/PIKNBBERG
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FBTOBERG(Holsteial

53° W H. 9° 4S* B: 445 miles : (13, 000)
Pinneberg is situated 12 miles N.W. of Hamburg, onthe main Hamburg-Flensburg -Danish railway route*

Rubber and Tyres

C.Otto Gehrckens Leder u.
Riemenwerke Pinneberg ( - )

Pirmasens is in the South-western corner of the BavarianPalatinate and 15 miles East of Zweibr &cken . It is at theterminus of a branch railway line * The industry of the townhas been concentrated on the manufacture of boots , shoes , andleather goods, ' and it claims to be chief centre of the Germanleather industry . There are several hundred boot and shoefactories in the town, most of them small but in the aggregateforming a production unit of the greatest importance to thisbranch , and employing some 30,000  worker 's.Pirmasens manufactured in peacetime chiefly the cheaperand lighter varieties of boots and shoes , but it is believedthat the town is now an important supplier of footwear for thearmed forces . There are a number of makers of machinery andimplements for boot and shoe making, but no other branch ofindustry is represented on any large scale.

This firm employed 350 workers before thewar on leather and balata belting,electrical insultation , and mechanicalrubber goods.

■oOo

PIRMASENS(Bavaria)

49° 10 * IT. 7° 35’ E: 380 miles : (50,000)

Leather

Eduard Rheinberger A. G.

Neuffer Ago & Goodyear G.m.b.H. Pirmasens

Schachenstr. (3)

(3)
These firms are two of the largest bootand shoe factories in Pirmasens . They eachemploy some 2,000  workers , and are believedto be making army footwear.

Kaiser & Cie.
Bail Neuffer
Carl Semler

Gebr. Fahr A. &.
Ludwig Kopp A. G.

Gtlterbahnhof )
Bahnhofstr . )
Buc hsweilerst r ) ( 3)
Luisenstr . )
Allee Str . )

The above are examples of a large number ofmedium sized boot and shoe factories , each
employing from 200 to 4-00 workers.

-oOo

/PIRNA
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PIENA ( Saxony)

51 ° n * 13 ° 55 * S; 610  miles : ( 36 , 000 )

Pima is 12 miles South - east of Dresden on the left bank
of the Elbe , and on the main railway line from North Germany
to Prague and Vienna , In addition to the factories described,
there is a considerable glass -making industry , and a number of
manufacturers of paper , chiefly writing paper , *

Engineering and Armaments

DBhlen A. G. Pima ( 3)

The S&chsische Gusstahl Werke DBhlen A. G. ,
whose iron and steel works are in Dresden,
have a steel rolling plant at Pima.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Zellstoffwerke Pima ( 3)

The Aschaffenburger Zellstoffwerke A. G. the
parent works of which are in Aschaffenburg,
have a large factory in Pima producing
viscose rayon . This concern , which is an
important producer of cellulose for paper
making , has recently greatly developed its
production of viscose for artificial silk,
and two of its factories (Pima and Stockstadt)
have been largely concentrated on this trade.

Kftttner Heidenauerstr , ( 3)

The Pr , Kttttner A. G. have an important rayon¬
spinning mill in Pima , which is believed to
have employed some 3 >500  workers before the
war . Their output of viscose rayon and
cupramraonium yam was then estimated at 17
tons per day.

0O0

PLANITZ ( Saxony)

50° kQ'  N . 12 ° 30 * E : 550 miles : ( 25,000)

Plan it z is 3 miles South of Zwickau . The industry consists
mainly of textiles , in particular shirts and knitted goods , and
there is also a factory which specialises in the manufacture of
wire brushes of all kinds . None is individually of importance.

—“ —00 Q— ——

/PLAUEN
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PLAXJEN( Saxony)

50 ° 30 * N. 12 ° 10 * Et 540 miles ; ( 113,000)

Plauen is in the South - western corner of Saxony . It is
an important railway Junction on the routes from North to South
through Hof and Eger . It is the centre of the hilly district
of the Vogt land , and is built in the valley of the River Elster.
In addition to textiles ( in particular shirfc - making , knitted
wear , and lace ) , which are normally the main industry , and a
large rayon factory , there is an important engineering works
and a number of other industries , including printing works,
piano and furniture factories , and makers of leather goods.

Transport at ion

Railway Junction Plauen ( 3 )

At the main railway station , which is in the
Northern part of Plauen , the main railway line
from Leipzig and Dresden divides into two , one
branch leading to Hof and the other to Eger.
These are both main lines which lead through
the central German hills to Northern Bavaria.
A branch line leading from Gera follows the
River Elster and passes along the South¬
eastern outskirts of Plauen to Join the main
line to Oelsnitz and Eger 4 miles to the South.

The Vcmag Maschinenfabrik A. G. are an
important engineering works with a wide
range of products . They were originally
makers of printing , textile , and lace-
making machinery , but for some years
before the war were already noted for
their own type of heavy transport vehicle.
They are now believed to be making Diesel
engines and to be producing stationary
Diesel engines of 70 - 150 h . p . and possibly
also tanks and tank engines , and various
types of military transport , such as 18 ton
semi - tracked troop carriers , in addition
to machine tools and precision boring and
grinding machinery . Their works are on the
South -western outskirts of the town on the
right bank of the River Elster and on the
railway line from Plauen to Eger . They employ
seme 8,000  workers.

Public Utility Services

0) Gasworks Plauen (3)

In 1936 the municipal gasworks made 350
million cu . ft . of gas #

Engineering and Armaments

V0MAG Cranachstr , ( 2)

/Textiles
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PLAUEN ( contd . )

Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Zellwolle A. G. Plauen ( 3 )

The SSchsische Zellwolle A. G. are makers
of viscose staple fibre , of which their
works have a capacity for 60  tons per day.
The factory is built to the South - east of
the town between the River Bister and the
branch railway to Oelsnitz and Gera,

Baumwollspinnerei Hans Sachs Str . ( 3 )

The Plauener Baumwollspinnerei A. G. have a
cotton spinning mill with 50,000  spindles.
They employed some 400 workers before the
war.

—oQo —■

PLETTENBERG( Westphalia)

51 ° 13 * N. 7 ° 52 * E : 345 miles : ( 8,000)

Plettenberg is a small industrial town South of Hagen;
12 miles East of L&denseheid and 12 miles South - east of
Altena , on a short branch railway from the main Dortmund-
Hagen - Siegen railway route . Its situation is typical of the
industrialised valleys South of Hagen , with industrial under¬
takings situated along the valley manufacturing screws and
bolts , railway equipment , and other light metal products.

Non - Ferrous Metals

Messingwerk Plettenberg G. m. b .H, Plettenberg ( - )

This film are copper and brass rollers and
fabricators and prior to the war employed
some 300 workers . Nothing is known regarding
the firm *s present rate of activity.

•0O0 — - —

P 0 R Z ( Rhineland)

See under KOIN ( COLOGNE)

—0O0 — •

PgsSNEQK ( Thuringia)

50 ° AO* N. 11 ° 35 ' E : 510 miles : ( 16,000)

, . P Bss neok is 10 miles South - east of Saalfeld on the railway
*? <Jera- Tb« re is a small textile and leather

industry , but no factories of importance.

— — - oQo

/POTSDAM
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POTSDAM( Brandenburg)

52 ° 25 ' N, 13 ° 5 * E: 565 miles : ( 126,000)

Potsdam , which is 18 miles South - vest of the centre of
Berlin , was the chief residence of the Hohenzollerns , and duringthe reign of the Gennan Emperors was developed into an importantmilitary centre with extensive barrack accommodation , garrisonedmainly by the household troops . In more recent years many of thecentral administrative offices and archives of the German andof the Prussian Governments were established in Potsdam . Apartfrom the railway repair shops there are no industries , andPotsdam is mainly a residential town , with a large proportion ofretired military and governmental officials.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Potsdam (-2)
These are large scale repair shops which
employ some 3,500 workers and undertake
the repair of all kinds of rolling stock.

PHEtoNITZ ( Brandenburg)

52 ° 35 * N. 12 ° 20 * E : 535 miles : ( 4,000)

Premnitz is on the River Havel , 5 miles South of Rathenowand 45 miles to the West of Berlin . Large I . G. Farben works areestablished in this village , and the pre - war population of4,000 will by now have been greatly increased , though many ofthe workers are no doubt housed in Rathenow.

Chemicals and Explosives

I . G. Farbenindustrie Premnitz ( l)

The Premnitz plant of the I . G. Farben was
engaged in 192A/18  in the manufacture of
nitrocellulose reaching a peak production
of 1,163 tons monthly . After the last warit was converted to the manufacture of
artificial fibres and greatly enlarged . It
is believed that a great deal of nitro¬
cellulose for other than explosive purposesis still made and it seems almost certain
that the production of explosive nitrocellulosehas also been resumed to some extent . A
number of the explosives buildings were
retained . It is estimated that the total
capacity for the production of nitrocellulose
is approximately 15,000 tons per annum,
of which perhaps one half might be available
for explosives manufacture . The production
of finished propellant powders has been
reported here and it is possible that a powderplant of moderate size exists.
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FEEMNITZ ( contd . )

I . G-. Farbenindustrie ( contd *)

A comparatively small explosives factory
existed during the last war near to PLANE
on the river Havel 9 miles South - east of
Premnitz . It is now reported that an
explosives factory , said to be State owned
and on a large scale , is in operation at
or near this site . No reliable figures
are available as to production.
A small subsidiary plant of the I . G-. Farben
has also been reported as having been
erected during the war at Dbberitz , &
small village one mile South of Premnitz
(not to be confused with the military camp
of Dbberitz 30  miles East of Premnitz
and within 15 miles of Berlin ) .

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Paper

I . G. Parbenindustrie Premnitz

Before the war the Premnitz factory of the
I . G. concern was primarily engaged on
producing viscose rayon and staple fibre,
It had an output of 60  tons per day.
Ground reports suggest that the works was
still operating at full capacity in 1942.

PRENZLAU( Brandenburg)

53 ° 20 * N. 13 ° 50 ' E : 600 miles : ( 27,000)

Prenzlau is in that area in the Northern part of the
Province of Brandenburg which is known as the Uckermark.
It is 55 miles North of Berlin , and 23  miles West of Stettin.
It is an agricultural centre and has a large cattle market.
There are a few small engineering works and iron foundries,
and also a margarine factory , but no industry of Importance.

oOo— — -

(3)



QUEDLINBURG ( Province Saxony )

. 51 ° 45 * N . 11 ° 10 * E : 485 miles : ( 28,000)

Quedliriburg is 10 iniles South of Halberstadt and at
the Eastern end of the Hartz Mountain area . It is chieflyknown as the centre of the nursery - gardening and seed -growingindustries , and is particularly important as the largestproducer of sugar -beet seed . The manufacture of sugar frombeet ms first developed in the Prussian province of Saxony(largely by Gustav Adolf Dippe , the founder of Gebittder DippeA. G. ) and this is still one of the principal sugar -beet areas.There are a number of engineering works in Quedliriburg,

including several makers of theiraometers for industrial use,and a railway - wagon factory.

Engineering and Armaments

Ernst Meyer & Co . Quedliriburg

The Ernst Mayer & Co . Eiseribahn - Katerial
G. nub . H. Waggonfabrik are small builders
of railway wagons.

Wegener & Mach Quedliriburg
Baecker & Spengler Rambergsweg

Wegener & Mach and the Deutsche Thermameter-
fabrik Baecker & Spengler are two of several
firms in Quedliriburg specialising in thermo¬
meters of all types , including those for use
in furnaces and steam engines and for other
industrial purposes.

Food Stuffs

The above firms are two of the largest of
several seed growers in Quedliriburg . They
are important suppliers of sugar - beet seed,
of which Quedliriburg is estimated to produce
40 per cent of the total German requirements.

Gebr . Dippe A. G, Neuer Weg

Heinrich Mette & Co . G. m. b . H. Stumpsburger)
-str.

—oOo—
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RABBBERG( Saxony)

51 ° 5 * N. 13 ° 55 * E : 610 miles : ( 16,000)

Ra&eberg is 10 miles North - east of Dresden on the main railwayline from Dresden to Bautzen and Silesia . The principal manufactureis glass , particularly for use in lamp—fittings , mirrors , andfurniture . There are several furniture makers , and an engineeringfirm of some importance.

Engineering and Armaments

Eschebaeh Werke A. G. Radeberg ( 3)
The Eschebaeh Werke A. G. are makers of cooking
ranges , kitchen furniture and fittings , anddomestic appliances . Their works include an iron
foundry . They employed some 1,200 workers beforethe war . They are now reported to be large suppliersof field cookers , food containers , and other
similar equipment for the armed forces

RADEBEUL( Saxony)

51 ° 5 ’ N. 13 ° 40 * E : 600 miles : ( 37,000)

Radebeul is on the right bank of the Elbe 5 miles downstream fromDresden , and is one of a number of settlements which lie along theElbe between Dresden and Meissen . Radebeul , which now includes theadjoining suburbs of Kotschehbroda and Niederlossnitz , is largely aresidential offshoot of Dresden , but there is also considerableindustrial activity.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Niederwartha ( 2)
The Niederwartha or Elbtal pumped - storage stationof the Energie - Versorgung - Gross - Bresden A. G. ( EGRO) ,lies 6 miles North -west of the centre of Dresden on
the left bank of the Elbe . It is a peak - load and
emergency standby station with an average annualoutput of 160 million kWh and an installed capacityof 80 MW. There are two reservoirs , with a differencein altitude of 470 feet . Water from the upperreservoir passes through 4 concrete pipes to theintake chamber and from thence through a penstockto the power house.

In the generator hall 4 turbo - generator sets are
installed ( with provision for 8 ) . Bach generatormotor is connected to a generator transformer for
10 - 20 - 100 kV. An indoor 20 - kV substation supplies 8cables to Dresden municipality and the ASW plants,and 2 cables to Freital . An outdoor 100 - kV substationsupplies 4 direct double - circuit lines to ChemnitzNorth , Lauta , Hirschfelde , and Dresden South.

Gasworks/



RAIEBEUL ( Contd . )

Public Utility Service a (Contd . )

Gasworks
Radebeul

The Dresdner Gas - Wasser - u . Elektrizitatswexk A. G.(DKEWAG) supplies gas through the VerbandsgaswerkELhtal to Radebeul . Ill million cubic feet of gaswere sold in 1936.

Engineering and Armaments

Curt Hblzbei *ger
Kotitzerstr.

This fiim specialises in the manufacture of wrenchesand spanners , and is the leading German manufacturerof these articles.

Gebler Werke A. G. Martin
Mutschmann Str.

This firm of iron founders specialises in cast - andwrought - iron containers and apparatus , chiefly forthe chemical , oil , and food stuffs industries . Theyemployed some 500 workers before the war.

Auerbach
Stosch

Sarrasani Str.
The Dresdner Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik Carl Auerbach& Sohn G»m. b . H. are makers of precision lathes andmachinery , including apparatus for instrumentmaking and the optical industry.

August Koebig
Meissenerstr.

The Radebeuler Maschinenfabrik August KoebigG. nub . H. are makers of machinery for the paper - makingand textile - finishing industries . They employedsome 300 workers before the war.

Chemicals and Explosives

Von Heyden A. G.
Meissenerstr.

The Chemische 5hbrik von Heyden A. G. employed some2,000 workers before the war , arid are importantmanufacturers of pharmaceuticals and medicalpreparations , chlorine products , phenol , electrolyticalkali , and various other chemicals for industrial use.It was reported in 1942 that this firm mas making largequantities of phosgene gas , ostensibly for de - lousingpurposes.

RAGNIT ( East Prussia)

See under Tilsit.

———oOo— 1

RASTATT/



H A S I A I T ( Baden)

48 ° 50 * N. 8 ° 15 * E : 410 miles : ( 15,000)

R&st &tt is 12 miles South of Karlsruhe on the main North
to South railway line along the Rhine valley to Basle * It is
the Junction for a connecting line which crosses the Rhine
3 miles to the Vest of Rastatt and Joins the railway following
the Western bank of the river to Strassburg . A branch line
leads South - east from Rastatt into the Black Forest region*
There are a number of small industries , including the making
of special paper for blue prints and drawing —office use , coloured
papers , and stationery . There is also a clothing factory * None
of these is individually of importance , but the optical
instrument firm of Ernst Leitz G*m*b . H. of Wetzlar has a branch
in the town*

Engineering and Armaments

Ernst Leitz G. m*b *H* Rastatt

The important optical - instrument concern of
Ernst Leitz G*m*b . K», whose parent works are
at Wetzlar , have a branch factory in Rastatt
making frames , stands , and other accessories
for optical instruments.

Waggonfabrik Rastatt A. G. Rastatt

The Waggonfabrik Rastatt A. G* are makers of
main - line wagons and they also build tram-
cars * In 1938 some 500 workers were
employed*

■»- o 0o_ —

RAS TENBURG (East Prussia)

54 ° 5 * N. 21 ° 25 * E: 915 miles : ( 17,000)

Rasteriburg is 60 miles South - east of Konisberg in the
central area of the Province of East Prussia . It has a large
cattle market and is the centre of a rich agricultural district.
Other than a sugar refinery and a flour mill , there is no industryof importance.

Food Stuffs

Zuckerfabrik
Rasteriburg

The Zuckerfabrik Rasteriburg A. G. is a sugar
refinery whose annual output rose to 8,000
tons in 1938 . Seme 700 workers were employedduring the sugar -beet season.

•oOo— *

/RATHEN0W
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RATHENOW (Brandenburg)

52 ° 35 * N. 12 ° 20 * E : 535 miles : ( 31,000)

Rathenow is 40 miles West of Berlin on the main line to Hannover*
It is on the right "bank of the river Havel 20 miles South East of its
confluence with the Elbe at Havelberg * Rathenow ’s chief industry
is the manufacture of optical instruments and spectacles . The firm of
Emil Busch is one of the pioneers of the German optical industry.
During the last century this manufacture became a speciality of the
town , and there are now a large number of optical instruments ( and
particularly spectacle ) manufacturers . In peacetime no other indus¬
tries -are represented on any large scale , but the aircraft works have
now become important.

Five miles South of Rathenow at Premits there is an importnat
I . G. Farben plant , which is dealt with separately under , the headingPremnitz.

Aircraft

Arado Rathenow ‘ ( 2)

The Rathenow works of the Arado Flugzeugwerke
G. m. b . H. are an air frame components plant
producing wings , tail units and undercarriages
for Arado seaplanes ( ar . 95 and 196 ) . These
components are delivered to the Brandenburg
works of Arado for Assembly . Some repairs
are also carried out . The number of workers
employed in 1941 was 3,500.

Engineering and Armaments

Emil Busch Branderiburgerstr . ( 3)Emil Busch Am Stadthof ( 3)

The Sail Busch A. G. Optische Industrie is an
old established fiim of optical instrument
and lens manufacturers , which is now owned by
Carl Zeiss of Jena . Their normal range of
products include all kinds of camera and
other lenses , complete cameras , optical bomb-
sights , telescopes , field glasses , microscopes,
and other optical instruments . Their chief
works are in the centre of the town , and there
is a subsidiary factory chiefly for glass
moulding , which is situated "Am Stadthof ” on
the bank of the Havel.
The Busch works also make the precision metal
parts for the optical instruments.
Same 2 , OCX) workers were employed before the
war and although reports state that this
number has now been doubled , the Busch works
do not compare in importance with the various
Zeiss factories or with Leitz of Wetzlar.

Nitsche & Gunther IXuickerstr . ( 3)

The Nitsche & Gunther Optische Werke K. G. are
makers of optical instruments and special
machinery for this industry , including lens
polishing apparatus . They supply instrument
components to the Busch works . They are
believed to employ some 1,200 workers.

/Franz Rapsch
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RATHENOW ( contd . )

Franz Rapsch Jahnstr

The Franz Rapsch Optische Fahriken A. G.
employed some 250 workers before the war
and is an example of a large number of
gBiAii  undertakings in Rathenow which
specialise in the simpler forms of lenses
and other optical products , chiefly as stab-
contractors to larger firms . Such "manu¬
facturers' 1 frequently do no more than the
finishing processes ( grinding , polishing,
etc . ) which , however , are highly skilled
operations.

R A T I B 0 R ( Silesia)

50 ° 5 * N. 18 ° 15 * E : 805 miles : ( 51,000)

Ratibor is 30 miles South - west of Gleiwitz , within 3 miles of
the Polish border to the East and 6 miles of the Czechoslovakian border
to the South - west . The town is built on either bank of the Oder and
is on the main railway line from Oppeln to Oderberg . At Oderberg
this railway Joins the main West to East line connecting the Czecho¬
slovakian and Polish coal - mining areas . The Oder , $ hich is navigable,
forms an important inland - waterway connection with Mahrisch Ostrau.
The principal industry in Ratibor is the Siemens - Plania factory.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Ratibor ( 3)

These medium - sized repair shops undertake the
repair of goods wagons.

Engineering and Armaments

. Siemens -Plania Ratibor ( 2)

The Ratibor factory of the Siemens - Plania
Werke A. G. , whose parent works are in Berlin-
Lichteriberg , is now reported to have been
considerably enlarged and to be employing
as many as 5,000 workers . This concern is
the leading German producer of carbon
electrodes of all kinds.

Hegenscheit Sandstr . ( 3)

The Wilhe l m Hegenscheit K. G. are manufacturers
of screw - making machinery , lathes of all sizes,
and other machine tools . They were reported
to be employing seme 1,500 workers in 1942,
including P ' s/W . The main works of this firm
are in Ratibor , but there is a branch factory,
'which includes an iron foundry , at Ratiborhamner.
which is 10 miles North of Ratibor.

/Ganz
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Ratibor ( contd . )

Ganz & Co* Ratibor (3)

Ganz & Co, , Elektrlzitttts Maschinan Waggon& Schiffbau A. G. is a branch of the Ganz&
Co, , A, G, of Budapest . Their plant at
Ratiboe ccomprises an iron foundry and press
and hammer works . The products include
railway point installations , tank wagons,
components , plates and frames for railway
wagons and locomotives * They were reported
to be employing 1,000 workers in 1943.

Ravensburg is 10 miles North of Priedriehshafen on the direct
railway line from Ulm to Priedrichshafen . It is mainly a cattle
market and agricultural centre for the dairy products of this
area . In addition to the Escher Wyss engineering concern there
are a few smaller engineering works , saw -mills , and makers ofbrushes , in particular paint brushes.

Engineering and Anaament s

Escher Wyss Ravensburg ( 3 )

The area described here surrounds the town of Recklinghausenand lies on the northern edge of the Ruhr industrial area : it is
bounded by the Rhein - Heme canal in the South and by the Dortmund-Ems canal in the North - east . In the west it extends towards Marl
and Hills*

Recklinghausen lies about 15 miles North -west of Dortmund ^ andincludes the suburbs of Recklinghausen - Os t and Recklinghausen - Sud.
The town is concerned maihly with the production of coal and coke.
It is served by the Rhein - Herne canal.

RATINGEN (Rhineland)

See under Dusseldorf*

RAVENSBURG (Wurttqnberg)

47 ° 45 * N. 9 ° 35 * E: 505 miles : ( 33,000)

The Escher Wyss Maschinenfabrik G. m. b . H. ,
a branch of the well - known Swiss firm,
esrplpyed some 700 workers before the war
and are makers of pumps , water turbines,
compressors , and paper making machines.

0O0-

RE0KL1NGHA.HSEN (Westphalia)

51 ° 37 ' N. 7° 12 * E : 315 miles : ( 88,000)

Included in the area are the smaller towns of Herten with a
/population
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RECKLLNGHMJSEN(contd . )

population of about 33,000 and Oer- Erkenschwick with 16,000.

Transport at ion

Railway Repair Shops Recklinghausen (3)

These extensive railway - repair shops lie
to the South east of Recklinghausen about
halfway between the city and Recklinghausen¬
sed . They are engaged on the repair and
maintenance of goods wagons.

Recklinghausen Hafen Recklinghausen-
S&1 ( 3)

The municipal harbour serving Recklinghausen
and district is on the Rheine-Heme Canal
pust west of the sixth set of twin looks
(see also under Herne) .

Public Utility

St&dtisohe Gaswerke Recklinghausen ( 3)

Owned by V. E. W. , this municipal gasworks is
on the Ruhr gas grid . It purchased and
sold 161 million cubic feet of gas in 1936.

Solid Fuels

Ewald Fortsetzung coking plant 0er -Erkenschwick (3)

Owned by the Bergbau A. G. Ewald-KSnig Ludwig
(now part of Hermann Goring combine) , this
coking plant lies 3i miles North east of
Recklinghausen and just South west of Oer-
Erkenschwick , adjoining Ewald Fortsetzung
I & III colliery . The plant consists of
200 ovens having an estimated annual dry
coal capacity of 1,225,000 tons.

Konig Ludwig IV & V coking plant Suderwich ( 3)

This coking plant , also owned by the
Bergbau A. G. Ewald-Konig Ludwig, is sit¬
uated just South- east of the suburb of
Suderwich about 2 mi3.es East of Reckling¬
hausen station . It has 60 ovens and an
estimated annual dry coal capacity of
454. 000 tons . Gas is supplied to the
Ruhr gas grid.

Konig Ludwig I & II coking plant Rollinghausen (3)

The third coking plant of the Bergbau A. G-.
Ewald-K&nig Ludwig lies about 2§ miles
South east of Recklinghausen station at
Rollinghausen . It has 140 ovens and  an
estimated annual dry coal capacity of
300. 000  tons.

/Recklinghausen
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Recklinghausen I coking plant fiochlamark ( 3 )

This coking plant , owned by the Harpener
Bergbau,A . G. , lies 3 § miles due South
of Recklinghausen main station . It has
60 ovens and an estimated annual dry coal
capacity of 110,000 tons . Gas is supplied
to the Ruhr ^ .s grid . The adjacent coal
shaft is not working , see under Reckling¬
hausen II

Sc hag el & Eisen III & IV
coking plant Langeribockum ( 3 )

Owned by Hibernia A. G. , this coking plant
lies 3 -J miles due West of Recklinghausen
station . It has 184 ovens , with an
estimated annual dry coal capacity of
370,000 tons.

»!
Schlagel u - Eisen

i/ll , IIl/lV , and V/VI colliery Recklinghausen ( 3 )

Owned by the Bergwerksgesellschaft Hibernia
A. G. Heme , these pits are divided into
three groups lying about 4 miles to the West
of Recklinghausen and within miles of
each other . The coking plant mentioned
above adjoins pits II3/IV . The total out¬
put of hard coal from these pits in 1937
amounted to 1,112,000 tons , and the number
of workers was 2,500.

General Blumentahl Colliery Recklinghausen ( 3 )

The colliery is owned by the Bergwerks¬
gesellschaft Hibernia A . G. Heme . It
comprises pits i/ll/V/VI and III/IV which
lie within a mile of each other directly
East and South - east of Recklinghausen main
station . In 1937 the output of hard coal
amounted to 988,000 tons and the workers
numbered some 2,400.

Recklinghausen . H Colliery Recklinghausen-
Sud ( 3)

Owned by the Harpener Bergbau A. G. this
colliery lies 5 miles S . S . W. of Reckling¬
hausen main station . In 1937 , some
930,000 tons of hard coal were mined and
the workers numbered approximately 1,900.
The coking plant operated by this company
is situated at Recklinghausen I ( see
above ) . No coal has b .een hauled at this latter
pit since 1931.

/Ewald
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Ewald I/II ( Hilger & Hagedom ) ,
V, and IIl/lV ( Schureriburg & . Recklingbausen-
Waldthausen ) , VI . Sud ( 5)

Situated about 4g- miles South - west of
Recklinghausen main station , this colliery
is operated on two groups , Shafts i/ll/V
and III/IV/VI . It is owned by the Bergbau-
A. G. Ewald - Konig Ludwig . The output of
hard coal in 1937 was 2,366,000 tons and
workers numbered 4,500j Rail connection
is to Recklinghausen - Sud and water connection
is to West Harbour at Wanne- Eiekel.

Ewald Fortsetzung Colliery Oer-
Erkenschwick ( 3)

This colliery is owned by the Bergbau A. G.
Ewald -Konig Ludwig . In 1931 all shafts
were out of production . It was expected
to put I/II/III into production again in
1938 . In 1936 , the Konig - Ludwig IV/V
took over Ewald - Fortsetzung IV/V  and the
hard coal output for 1937 amounted to
15,000 tons . 940 workers were employed.
The colliery is situated about 3j miles
North - east of Recklinghausen.

Konig Ludwig Collieries Rollinghausen
and

Suderwich ( 3)

Owned by the Bergbau - A. G. Ewald - Konig
Ludwi & the colliery is divided into three
groups of shafts . Groups 1/ll/lIl/lV and
VIl/VTII lie about 3 miles South - east of
Recklinghausen main station and group IV/V
(which also hauls coal from Ewald Fortset-
zung IV/V - see above ) lies about 2 miles
East of Recklinghausen main station . The
output of coal in 1937 was 2,707,000 tons
and the number of workers employed was
7,000 . Water connection is to the Rhein-
Heme Canal.

Engineering and Armaments

Biscoff - Weike K. G.
vo rm. Pf ings imam - Werke A. G.

Recklinghausen-
Sud ( 3)

This plant is situated on the eastern side
and adjacent to Recklinghausen - Si[jd station.
Production includes wheel components , narrow-
gauge locomotives and waggons and goods
waggons , also metal mine trams.
The firm has another plant at Ludinghausen.

—oOo—— *

/REGENSBURG
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REGENSBURG- ( Bavaria)

49 ° N. 12 ° 5 * E : 570 miles : ( 87,000)

Regensburg is on the South bank of the Danube 60 miles North ofMunich , and is an important railway Junction and transhipment port.The Danube is navigable as far as Regensburg for barges up to 1,000 tons,and goods can therefore be carried from the Black Sea and the Ba lVanaup to Regensburg without transhipment . This port is now of particularvalue in view of the large amount of Ro uma n ian oil which is shipped toit up the Danube,

The pre - war industries of Regensburg also included shipbuilding,the manufacture of tiles , drainage pipes and stoneware , and severalsmall engineering works . There are a number of saw - mills , and theinland port handled a large amount of timber . The Regensburg worksof the Messerschmitt A. G. , have been greatly developed during the war.

The VAWAG have a large al umin a works at Schwandorf , 15 miles tothe North on the river Nab , which flews into the Danube 3 miles Westof Regensburg . These works are described under the heading ofSchwandorf,

Transportation

Inland Barbour Regensburg ( 2)

The inland harbour is to the East of the town and
on the right bank of the Danube . It has been
greatly extended in recent years . In addition to
the two original docks , there is now a system of
four large docks further to the East opening outof an entrance basin two miles upstream from the
town . This inland port is of great importance to
the traffic in oil from Roumania , a large proportionof which is transhipped at Regensburg.

Railway Junction Regensburg ( 3)

Two important main railway lines , from Nurnberg
eastwards to Passau and Vienna , and from Hof
southwards to Munich , meet in Regensburg and , after
passing through the railway station , diverge againto the East of the town.

Marshalling lards Regensburg ( 3)

The Regensburg marshalling yards are capable of
handling up to 2,000 wagons per 24 hours.

Railway Repair Shops Regensburg ( 3)

These are medium - sized repair shops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons.

Public Utility Service

Substation
Regensburg ( 3)

The 110 kV long distance double circuit line from
Landshut to Schwandorf , which connects to the gridof the Bayerawerk by a double circuit line to

/Arab erg
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Amberg , is linked to the 110 kV long distance
double circuit line from Kachlet to G-ebersdorf
(Nuriiberg ) at this substation.

The projected 220 kV long distance line from
Kachlet to G-ebersdorf will pass through this
substation . Fran G-ebersdorf it will branch
South to Ellwangen and North to the industrialized
areas of Leipzig and Bitterf eld , Golpa —Zschomewitz
and Diesdorf.

Liquid Fuels

Oil Storage Regensburg ( 2)

There are large scale oil storage facilities in
the port area of Regensburg , and the numerous tanks
have a total storage capacity of several hundred
thousand tons . Three small oil refineries of the
Ossag D. A. P. G-. and Danubia are now less important
as refineries than as storage depots for the large
quantities of Roumanian oil which pass through
this port.

Aircraft and Aero - Engine s

Messerschnitt A. G-. Prufening ( 2)

Messersebnitt A. G. Obertraubling ( 2)

The Messersebnitt concern of Augsburg built their
first big branch works in 1937 on a site occupying
a large area to the West of the town adjacent to the
former civil airport on the Southern bank of the
Danube inside the bejid which the river makes North
of the village of Prufening . Production began in
1938 and the plant has concentrated ever since on
successive models of the Me. 109 single - engined
fighter * With the expansion programme instituted
in the German aircraft industry in 1942 - 43 output
increased considerably until the effective daylight
air attack of August 1943.

A second Messersebnitt plant has been es tablished by
the conversion and extension of a former G. A. F.
station at Obertraubling , 4 miles to the South - east
of Regensburg . This works was engaged on the
assembly of the large Messerschmitt transport glider,
(the Me. 321 ) and of the powered version of the same
aircraft ( the 6 - engined Me. 323 ) . The August attack
on Prufening was so effective that Ms. 109 assembly
was for the most part transferred to Obertraubling,
while Me. 321 and 323 assembly began at Leipheim
where assembly space had been acquired * Reconstruction
of the Prufening works was vigorously undertaken and
production resumed * A series of raids in February
1944 inflicted such severe damage that the plant is
thought likely to be abandoned . Obertraubling was
bombed in the same February raids with equal effective¬
ness and no attempts at assembly repair work had been

/made
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REGENSBURG- ( Bavaria ) ( Continued)

made By early April , Same assembly hangars are,however , still usable.

The Regensburg complex was up to August 1943
employing some 10 , OCX) workers.

Shipbuilding

Ruthof
( 3)

The Regensburg yards of the Christ of Ruthof K. G.
are on the South quay of the Petroleum Hafen,one of the older docks of the inland teirbour
immediately to the East of the town . They buildand repair oil barges , tugs and other small craft,and the broadside slipway has a capacity for 6such craft to be under construction at the same time.

Hitzler
( 3 )

The shipyards of the Theodor Hitzler Schiffswerft& Mascihinenfabrik Regensburg are on the Northernside and at the entrance of the Luitpoldhafen and
nearly opposite to the Ruthof yards . They havetwo broadside slipways with water frontages of 220and 425 feet respectively . The types of craft aresimilar to those built by the Ruthof yards.

Chemicals and Explosives

Bayerische A. G. Kelheim ( - )
At Kelheim - Affecking , which is 11 miles downstreamfrom Regensburg on  the left bank of the Danube , theBayerische A. G. fur chemisehe & landwirtschaftlich-chemische Fabrikate have a chemical works manufacturingchiefly sulphuric acid by the contact process with anannual capacity of 16,000 tons.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Zellwolle A. G. Kelheim ( 3)
The S&ddeutsche Zellwolle A. G. have a works at Kelheim,11 miles South - west of Regensburg , making staple fibreand artificial wool . In 1938 the daily capacity ofthis works was 70 tons of staple fibre and 55 tons ofartificial wool . Some 800 workers were employed.

.— —0O0—

/feEICHENBACH
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REICHENBAGH( Saxony)

50 ° 35 f N . 12 ° 20 f E : 545 miles : ( 33 #000)

Reichenbach (Vogtland ) is in the South - western area
of Saxony 10 miles South - west of Zwickau on the railway
line from Zwickau to Plauen . The industry is mainly
textile , and there are a large number of spinning and
weaving mills and cloth factories which , though individually
of no great size , have a considerable aggregate production.
There are several small engineering works and a firm of
measuring instrument makers . There is also a large soale
printing works.

Engineering and Armaments

Mas s - Indus trie Zwickauerstr . ( 3)

The Mass - Industrie G*m. b. H. are makers
of micrometer gauges and precision
measuring instruments of all kinds.
They are of some importance in this branch.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Georg Sohleber Altstadt ^- )

The Pdrbereien St %)preturanstalten
Georg Sohleber A. G. are dyers and
textile finishers * In 1938 they
employed some 1,200 workers at their
two factories in Reichenbach and in
Greiz , which is in Thuringia and 5
miles West of Reichenbach.

- - - oOo- -

REICHENBACH( Silesia)

50 ° 45 1 K 16 ° 40 * E : 730 miles : ( 18,000)

Reichenbach am Eulengebirge is 30 miles South - west
of Breslau and is on the railway line from Liegnitz via
Neisse to Gleiwitz . It is mainly an agricultural centre
and has a large cattle market . There are a number of
cotton weaving mills , but the industry is not on a large
scale.

— — *o0o — —

RBIGERSFELD ( Upper Silesia)

See under Blechhammer

— — - oOo— *

EEINSD0BF

See under Torgau

oOo-
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51° 11 * N# 7° 10 * Ei 350 miles ; ( 124,000)

The Remscheid district is bounded on the East , Westand North by the river Wupper and extends South as far as
Wermelskirohen * Covering an area of about 40 square miles,it includes the following : Lennep , Ltlttringhausen , Bile ding-hausen , Lennep - Glocke , and Wermelskirohen#

Renscheid originated in a group of small villages whichwere gradually amalgamated by their common interest in light¬engineering into a city which has become an important centrefor machine tools . There are no large works in Rem sc he id withthe exception of the Alexanderwerk A# G» and the very importantDeutsche Edelstahl - Bergische Stahl Industrie complex . Otherfirms specialise in the manufacture of precision instruments,machine tools , as well as all types of iron and steel goods.
Transportation

Railway repair shops Remsoheid

The Remscheid railway - repair shops
enployed 300  workers on the repair
and maintenance of goods wagons before
the war # They lie adjoining the Remscheidmain station#

(3)

Public Utility Services

Stfidtisohe Caswerke Remscheid ( 3)

The municipal gasworks purchased and
sold 415,000,000 cubic feet of gas in
1936.

Iron and Steel and Ferro - Alloys

Deutsche Edelstahlwerke A. G. and Remsoheid ( 1)Bergische Stahlindustrie

These two adjacent plants , controlled
by Vereinigte Stahlwerke A. G* , operate
as one oonplex # They lie adjoiningthe southern side of Remscheid main
station and comprise rolling - mills,
drop - forging plant and shops for the
treatment of special steels . In addition
to the usual range of finished products,
the works specialises in the manufactureof tool steel in the form of oast and
high - speed steel , and the best quality of
malleable iron and forgings etc . for
aero - engines and crankshafts . It has
been reported that bombs and shells are
also being produced . During the war,
the plant has been enlarged and modernisedand the basic steel furnaces have mostly
been replaced by electric and open - hearthfurnaces . It is estimated that the

/total
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REMSCHEID (contd . )

Deutsche Edelstahlwerke ( contd . )

total special steel capacity of this
works is 38,000 tons per annum. The
complex is thought to be by far the
most important industrial concern in
Remscheid . The alloy - steels which are
manufactured include silicon - manganese,
chrome - tungsten , nickel - molybdenum
and vanadium - cobalt , as well as various
types of cutting steels . 5,500  workers
are believed to have been eaployed by
the two plants in June 1942.

Bergische Stahl , Walz - u . Hammer-
Werke Julius Lindenberg . Hasten ( 3)

This is a small works engaged on the
manufacture and fabrication of special
steel.

Gewerkschaft Reckhammer & Co. Lttttringhausen ( 3)

A small steelworks with a capacity of
18,000 tons of special steel per annum.

Engineering and Armaments

Alexanderwerk A® von der Remscheid )
Nahmer A. G* * 1 ) Kippdorfstr . ) ( 2)

2 ) KSnigstr . )

The plant is on a site of 301,000 square
metres with approximately 56,000  built - up,
Besides a branch factory at Witten , the
company has two plants in Remscheid which
produced , prior to the war , agricultural
machinery , machines for the chemical
industry , and machine tools . Workers are
now estimated to number 2,600 and production
is concerned with special machinery for the
chemical industry , M. To components , S. A*
components , and some agricultural implements.
It is also repcrted that aircraft parts are
being produced . The plant comprises casting
and tempering foundries , stamping and
pressing shops , enamelling and galvanising
works , and machine shops.
The two works are known as

1 ) Alexanderwerk
2 ) Luisenhfltte

Walter Hentzen & do , Remscheid (3)

This factory , formerly known as Bergische
Werkzeugindustrie W. Hentzen & Go . ,
occupies an area of 3,100 square metres
in a site of 15,300 square metres , South¬
east of Remscheid main station * Plant
includes machine shops and a tempering
foundry . Workers are estimated to number
some 700 . The works specialises in the
production of small precision tools*

/Westdeutsche
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KEMSCHEID ( contd . )

Westdeutsche Prflzisions
Werkzeugfabrik Remsoheid , ( 3 )

Vieringhausen

This plant specialises in the manufacture
of twist drills and small tools . It lies
North - west of G&ldenwerth station.

Fritz Htlrxthal
Remsoheid , ( - )
Kirchhofstr.

Plano milling machines , boring bars
and cutter heads all produced by this
firm , which occupies a site of 3,000
square metres in an area of 5,300  square
metres , just North of the Remscheid main
station . Approx , 150 workers were
employed before the war.

W. F. Klingelnberg Sflhne 1 ) Remscheid - Berg - )

This firm operates three factories in all.
Works I produces machine knives and shear
blades . Works II , iron and steel forgings,
grinding and polishing machines ; a third
works at Hdckeswagen , South - east of Remscheid
manufactures machine tools . Prior to the
war this firm made a special type of bevel
gear grinder . Prior to the war , 500 workers
were employed.

JU Ludwig Steinmetz A. G, Remscheid , ( 3)

450  workers are believed to be employed
here on the manufacture of precision tools.
These include milling cutters , reamers
centre and twist drills , threading tools,
and special measuring equipment,

David Kotthaus A. G* Remscheid ( 3)

A variety of tools and machine tools
are manufactured by this firm which is
situated just North of the Remscheid
main station.

Friedrich Wilhelm Daum Remscheid - ( 3)

This works makes railway equipment,
safety and other high grade apparatus,
railway switch points and machinery
for the mining industry . The works
consist of machine , wood - working , and
hammer works.

54/62
2 ) Remsoheid-

Preyersmflhle

hausen
Ber ghauser 3 tr.

Berghaus ers tr,
12a

Bliedinghausen

/Albert



Remscheid-
Ehringhausen

REM5CHEID( contd . )

Albert Strasmarm

Besides specialising in precision
tools , particularly polishers , tool
grinders , milling cutters , reamers
and threading tools , this firm
manufactures machines and equipment
for the production of locomotive and
■wagon parts . There are believed to
be about 1,000 workers.

Deutsche Spiralbohrer - /u . Remscheid
We rkz eugf &briken G. m. b . H. Vieringhausen

The plant specialises in the manufacture
of twist drills and other precision tools.
Plant consists of machine shops and
forging plant . 500 workers are believed
to be employed at the factory , which lies
South - west of Vieringhausen station,

Joh . Friedrich Ohler 1 & 2 ) Vieringhausen
3 } Reinshagen

This firm has three works in Remscheid : -

l ) Produces segoaantal saw blades;
2 ; Produces automatic saw - sharpening

machines;
3 ) Consists of machine shops producing

parts for the first two works.

Some 400 workers were employed before
the war,

J *Gottlieb Peiseler Remscheid-
Haddenbach

This plant comprises machine shops and
file works . Tools and files are
produced , and there were some 200
workers before the war,

Ernst von der Steiner & Co, Remscheid-
Hasten

This is a small works comprising
grinding , polishing , turning and
hardening plant . Circular saws,
and circula r  cutting knives are
produced . There were 150 workers
before the war.

Carl ifihlhoff ' Ranscheid-
Luttringhausen

This works is engaged on the
production of twist drills and
reamers . Some 150 workers were
employed before the war.

/ "Rhewum" Rheinische
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REMSCHEID( oontd . )

"Rhewtan” Rheiniache Werkzeug - und Remsoheid - ( - )Metallwarenf abrik G. m. b*H* Lftttringhausen

Pressing , stainping , drawing , and
turning tools , grinding and polishing
wheels etc * , are produced by this firm.
There were some 300 workers before the
war*

Mannesmannrdhren -Werke A» G» Remsoheid - ( 3)
Bliedinghausen

The Remsoheid branch of this firm is
situated just South - west of the Manning-
hausen goods station , Bie plant includes
three rolling mills producing steeltubes*

■oOo- —

RSNDSBURGr( Schleswig Holstein 1

54 ° 20 * JU 9° 40 » E ? 455 milesi ( 20,000)

Rendsburg is on the Kiel Canal 16 miles West of Kiel.The town is intersected by the River Eider , which joins th®Kiel Canal at this point * Rendsburg is on the main line
Northwards from Hamburg to Flensburg and Denmark , which herecrosses the Kiel Canal . It is an important agricultural centreand is the principal livestock market for the cattle producingarea of Schleswig Holstein . Apart from railway repair shopsthere are no industries of importance.

Transportation

Railway Junction Rendsburg ( 3 ) ^
The railways from Hamburg ( via Neumdnster)
and from Kiel meet at Rendsburg and lead
Northwards to Flensburg and Denmark , ©lelines oross the Kiel Canal and the River
Eider on bridges which are inside the townarea . A branch line leads Westwards from
Rendsburg to Husum on the North Sea ooast.

Railway Repair Shops Rendsburg ( 3)

These repair shops undertake the repair of
locomotives and goods wagons*

Chemicals and Explosives

Chemisohe Dungerfabrik Rendsburg ( 3)

The Chemisohe Dungerf abrik Rendsburg A*G*
have large superphosphate works at
Rendsburg . Their production of sulphuric
acid ( 100 per cent ) is given as 1,590 tons
per annum. In 1928 their annual output
capacity was given as 10,000 to 20,000 tons
of 100 per cent acid*

REFSLEN/
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REESLEN- BAERL ( Rhineland)

51 ° 30 * N* 6 ° 40 ' B : 295 miles ; ( 15 >000)

Repelen - Baerl is cn the left bank of the Shine 4 miles North
of Homberg . ’ Its activities are chiefly connected with coal mining*
The coal mines concerned are described under Kamp- Lintf ort and
Romberg respectively*

Reutlingen , which is 20 miles South of Stuttgart , has a large
textile industry mainly in the hands of medium sized firms * Cotton
spinning and weaving and hosiery manufacture are each represented
by several such factories , and various textile fancy goods are also
produced * There is a technical training college and research
institute devoted to the textile industry*

Reutlingen has also several engineering firms but none is
individually of great importance*

Engineering and Armaments

Ernst Wagner Reutlingen ( 3)

The Ulrich Gminden G*m*b*H* are cotton
spinners and weavers * They are one of the largest
of the textile mills in Reutlingen , and are
mentioned as an example of a large number of
similar undertakings in this town*

Rheine is situated to the extreme North of Westphalia , on the
river Ems* It is an important centre far both rail and water
transport * The I)ortmund —Ems canal passes 3 miles North - east of
the town and the Mittelland canal Joins the Dortmund —Ems canal 8
miles to the East of the town at Bevergem . Two main railway lines
cross at Rheine ; the line from Hamm and the Ruhr Northwards to Emden
and the line from Holland in the West to Osnabrttck , Hanover and
central Germany in the East*

-oOo

REUTLINGEN (Wttrttemberg)

48 ° 30 * N. 9 ° 10 * E: 465 miles ; ( 38,000)

The , Ernst Wagner Apparatebau are makers of
trucks and transporters for use in 1 >

chemicaland of metal containers , chiefly for
and dye works*

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper
/

Gminden Reutlingen ( - )

■oOo— —

RHEINE (Westphalia)

52 ° 17 * N. 7 ° 27 * E; 350 miles ; ( 35,000)

IV



KHEXNB( Westphalia ) contd*

In peace time , Rheine was a centre for the textile industry*
To- day , although there are no industries of individual importance,
there are firms engaged in metal manufacture , some spinning and
weaving of textiles , and a certain amount of repairs to rolling-stock is undertaken.

The population of Rheine has doubled itself since 1925 . This
is probably due to its excellent transport facilities together withits peace time industrial development.

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Rheine

The Rheine marshalling yards are capable of
handling 2,OCX) wagons per 24 hours*

Railway Repair Shops Rheine

There are medium sized repair shops under¬
taking mainly the repair of goods wagons.

Engineering and Armaments

Windhoff Hovestr.

(3)

(3)

(3)
The Rheiner Maschinenfabrik Windhoff A. G.
formerly manufactured various types of
railway equipment including turntables and
shunting locomotives . Underground Diesel
locomotives are also produced . It is
reported that they are now producing locomotives
and components for the Henschel factory at
Kassel and that their works have been
considerably enlarged.

—oOo-

RHEINFELDBN (Baden)

47° 35* N. 7° 50* E; 445 miles : (7,000)

Rheinfelden is on the upper Rhine and close to the Swiss frontier6 miles East of Basle . The activities are concerned chiefly with
the large aluminium works and the chemical factory.

Public Utilities

Electric Power Station Rheinfelden ( 2)

This is the oldest of the power stations of the
Upper Rhine Hydro Scheme ( see under Waldshut)
which consists of 8 existing and 5 projected
hydro - electric power stations on the river Rhine,
jointly developed by Germany and Switzerland.
It has an estimated installed capacity of 65 MW*
A weir stands across the Rhine , two miles below
the Ryburg Schw &rstadt power station , and the
Rheinfelden station is situated 1,000 yards
below the weir , approximately 10 miles East and

upstrean/
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HSBINFBLDBN ( Baden ) cantcL

upstream from Basle . The station was in
process of reconstruction and development
at the outbreak of war . There is a large
substation which contains at least fifteen
50 kV and ten 60 kV switches.
Local supply is given to the Hheinfelden
works of the Aluminium Industrie A. G-. and
to the I . G-. parben works.
One 110 kV line connects to Ryburg - Schwftrstadt
and there is a projected 110 kV line to
Eichstetten . A connection at lower voltage
passes to Augst -Wyhlen.

Non - Perroas Metal Manufacture & Fabrication

A. I . A. G. Hheinfelden ( 2)

The works of the Aluminium Industrie A. G.
occupy a large area along the northern bank
of the Rhine which -here forms the frontier
between Germany and Switzerland . They
have been considerably extended during the
war and are now estimated to have a capacity
of 30,000 tons of aluminium . Some 3,000
workers are employed , including a proportion
of foreign labour . Power is taken from the
Rheinfelden power station ( see under .
Public Utilities ) .

Ghemioals and Explosives

I . G. Parben Rheinfelden ( 3)

These chemical works ^which are adjacent to
the aluminium plant mentioned above ^have a
capacity of 25,000 tons of caustic soda
and 22,200 tons of chlorine per annum. This
plant has an estimated annual capacity of
5,000 tons of synthetic rubber . The
acetylene process is used*

/ Rheydt
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RHS YDT ( Rhineland)

51 ° 10 * N. 6 ° 50 * E : 285 miles : ( 80,000)

Rheydt is to the South of Mflnchen - Gladbach , which town it
almost adjoins * It is the railway junction of importance to the Lower
Rhineland , and there are large marshalling yards.

The most Important single undertaking in Rheydt is the Kabelwerke
Rheydt A. G. and there are several other engineering works and makers
of textile machinery . In peacetime Rheydt is , together with Munchen-
Gladbach , an important textile centre and has a large number of spinning
and weaving mills making cotton , woollen and silk products , but it is
believed that a large part of this trade was transferred early in the

111W war to the textile districts of Saxony and Eastern Germany.

Transportation

Railway Junction Rheydt ( 3)

Two important railway lines , coming from Aachen
to the South - west and from Koln to the South - east
respectively , meet in Rheydt before entering
Munchen - Gladbach ( 2 miles to the North ) where they
connect with the main route from the Ruhr to
Venlo and Holland.

Marshalling Yards Rheydt ( 3)

The Rheydt marshalling yards are capable of
i (j) handling 2,500 wagons per 24 hours.

Public Utility Services

Gasworks Rheydt ( 3)

In 1936 the municipal gasworks made 250 million cu . ft . I
of gas.

Engineering and Armaments

Kabelwerk Bonnenbroicherstr . ( 2)

The Kabelwerk Rheydt A. G. are large cable works
equipped for the manufacture of all kinds of cables,
including insulated cables for high - and low - .
tension . Some 3,500 workers are belieVed to be
employed . This company , which acquired the bulk
of the shares of the Deutsche Kabelwerke A. 0 . , controls,
in addition to the parent factory in Rheydt , large
works in Berlin - Lichtenberg ( where they adjoin the
Ariadne works ) and in Ketschendorf near P&rstenwalde.
They are among the leading suppliers of cables in
Germany.

Schorch Weike A. G. Ludwig Knickmann Str . ( 3)v

The Schorch Werke A. G. are makers of electric
generators , motors , and transformers , including
those of the largest size . They employed some
1,500 workers before the war.

/Proriep
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RHEIDT ( contcL)
Froriep G. nub . H. Egerstr.

The Jfe.schinenfabrik Froriep G. m. b . H. are makers
of lathes , boring and planing machines , and other
machine tools.

Scheldt & Bachmann Rhey &t

The Scheldt & Bachmann A. G. are makers of railway

signalling apparatus and point installations.
The products also include oil tank installations.
Approximately 1,000 workers were employed before
the war.

(3)

(5)

RIESA ( Saxony)

51 ° 20 * N . 15 ° 20 * E : 580 miles ; ( 27,000)

Riesa is 28 miles North - west of Dresden and on the left
bank of the Elbe . The main line from Leipzig to Dresden here
crosses the Elbe . Riesa is a transhipment centre of some importance
to the waterborne traffic on the Elbe . The steelworks form the

chief industry of the town . There are a number of flour mills,
but the remaining industries , which include a vegetable - oil
crushing plant , are on a small scale.

Engineering and Armaments

Stahlwerke Riesa (2)

Stahlwerke Gr &ditz (3)

The Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke A , 0 . , parent
works of which are at Riesa , is a large concern
which employed in total some 15,000 workers
before the war . In addition to the two works

at Riesa and Groditz , they have brown - coal mines,
a large electric power station , and an iron foundry
at Lauchhansner , which is dealt with separately
under the heading Senfteriberg . The Riesa works
have seven Siemens - Martin furnaces ( with capacity
for 60,000 tons per annum ) , stamping , pressing and
rolling mills , and steel tube - making plant . Among
other products they make catalyst ovens and ether
equipment for synthetic - oil plants.
The GrSditz works are 10 miles North - east of Riesa
on a branch railway to Elsterwerda . This plant
includes four Siemens Martin furnaces , rolling and
stamping mills , and an iron and steel foundry.
The products include steel plates for shipbuilding,
and railway - wagon components and wheels.

Food Stuffs

A. H&bner & Go * A,G . Riesa ( —)

Gebr . SchSnherr Riesa ( - )

The above are the two largest of seven flour tniila
in Riesa . Each of these two mills has a capacity
for 150 tons daily and large grain —storage
facilities.

oOo /Ronneburg



RONNEBURG ( Thuringia)

50 ° 50 * N. 12 ° 5 * E ; 535 miles ; ( 8,000)

Ronneburg is 5 miles East of Gera on a branch railway
leading from Gera to Meerane . There are curative springs in this
neighbourhood and Ronneburg is a small health resort . Apart froman engineering works , the industry includes a number of smalltextile mills.

Engineering and Armaments

Max Hering Ronneburg ( 2 )

The Auto - RAder <& Felgenfabrik Max Hering A. G. employed
approximately 1 , 000 workers before the war and are
important makers of motor - car wheels of both the
wire and disc types . In peacetime they were the
chief suppliers of wheels to Opels . Their works,
which include iron and steel foundries , were
enlarged in 1936,

/ROSENHEIM
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RQSENHEIM( Bavaria)

47 ° 50 * N. 12 ° 10 * E : 600 miles : ( 20,500)

Rosenheim is at the foot of the Bavarian Alps , 35 miles South¬
east of Munich and on the River Inn . Since the earliest times it
has been a trading centre of note owing to its position on one of
the historic routes from Italy via the Brenner Pass and the Inn
valley into Central Europe . It is now a railway junction of great
importance . The industries of Rosenheim are normally on a small
scale , but the rubber boat and clothing factory of Klepper G. ra. b . H.
has assumed new importance since the war . There are large brine
deposits in this region which are an important source of the German
salt supply.

Transnortation

Railway Junction Rosenheim

Rosenheim is on the main line from
Munich via the Inn valley to Innsbruck
and the Brenner Pass . A second line
diverges at Rosenheim and leads to
Salzburg and Vienna . Both of these are
highly important trunk routes . A further
branch line connects Rosenheim with*
Munich by a route to the South of the
main track , and a branch line also leads
Northwards down the Inn valley to connect
with the Munich - Braunau route to Austria.

Chemicals and Explosives

Bayerisohe A. G. Heufeld

At Kirchdorf - Heufeld 7 miles West of
Rosenheim on a branch line leading to
Holzkirchen , the Bayerisohe A. G. fhr
chemische & landwirtschaftlich-
chemische Fabrikate have a chemical
works making chiefly sulphuric acid,
for which they have an annual capacity
of 27 *000 tons.

Rubber and Tvres

Klepper Werke Rosenheim

The Klepper Werke G. nub . H. are
important producers of rubber boats
and early in 1942 obtained 3$  of a
large batch of Government orders . The
range of products includes boats for
troop transports ( including types
which can be fitted with outboard
motors ) , and boats specially designed
for work in heavy surf . They were
believed to be employing about 4,000
workers in 1943 * Klepper also makes
oilskins and waterproof clothing
generally and undoubtedly has its own
plant for rubber proofing . They are
also believed to be the chief supplier
of waterproof ( rubber ) clothing for
the German armed forces.

Textiles/
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Textiles . Rayon . Pulx > and Paper

Zellstoffwerke Redenfelden

The Aschaffenburger Zellstoffwerke
A. G. have a large mill at Redenfelden
on the River Inn 2 miles South of
Rosenheim . Cellulose for paper
making is the chief product and the
plant also includes a mill where
finished paper is manufactured.

ROSSWEIN ( Saxony)

51 ° 5 ' N. 13 ° 10 * Es 575 miles : ( 10,000)

Rosswein which is 25 miles west of Dresden , is an industrial
town on the Freiberger Mulde , a tributary of the River Mulde . It
is on a branch railway which leads from Meissen and joins the •
Riesa - Chennitz line at Dbbeln , 5 miles North - west of Rosswein . The
town *s industries include textiles , carpet making and several small-
scale engineering works as well as a ferro - alloy plant which
produces tungsten powder.

Iron and Steel

Th. Kniesche Rosswein

The firm of Th . Kniesche has a ferro¬
alloy plant which has an estimated
annual capacity of 180 tons of tungsten
powder.

Engineering and Armaments

Carl Bauch Rosswein

The Rossweiner Metallwerenfabrik
Carl Bauch - manufactures armatures
and couplings for gas and water pipe
systems and printing machinery.
Before the war some 700  workers were
employed.

ROSTOCK( Mecklenburg)

54° 5' N. 12° 10' E: 545 miles : ( 122,000)

Rostock is near the mouth of the River Wamow , which from
this point flows through a wide channel to enter the Baltic 6
miles to the North at Warnem&nde . It is one of the larger German
Baltic ports and a considerable trade with Denmark and Sweden is
handled in the harbour of Rostock itself and in Wamemthnde , which
serves as an advanced port . The Neptun shipbuilding concern is an
important builder of submarines , and these yards , together with the
principal works of the Heinkel concern , make Rostock a production
centre of the highest value at the present time . These two
undertakings form the main part of Rostock *s industry . Their output
has been considerably reduced by bombing attacks and by the transfer
of a large part of the Heinkel activities to Oranienburg.



ROSTOCK( Mecklenburg) (Conta)
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The town is on the left bank of the Warnow . The central area

is closely built and largely composed of buildings dating back to
the days of the Hanseatic League . This part of the town was heavily
damaged by bombing in 1942 .

The shipbuilding yards are on the Western outskirts of the
town , and three of the Heinkel plants are situated in the same Area
along the railway from Rostock to Wameidinde , which follows the
River Warnow approximately half a mile from the left bank . A fourth
Heinkel plant is at the Eastern end of the town near to the goods
station and the gasworks . The other industries , which include
chemical plants and a number of minor engineering works , are in the
Southern and Western quarters of the town area . Rostock is the
largest town in Mecklenburg and is the seat of a University.

Transportation

Port Area Rostock ( 3)

In peacetime Rostock ’ s trade is mainly
with Denmark and Sweden , and an important
railway link with Copenhagen is the
train ferry which runs from Warnem&nde to
GJed sen in Denmark . The larger of the
two chief docks of the port is at Warnemfinde
6 miles to the North of Rostock where the
River Warnow , after widening into a large
lagoon ( Der Breitling ) , is connected with
the Baltic by a narrow channel through the
tongue of land on which Waraemftnde is
built.

Railway Junction Rostock ( 3)

The main line connecting Rostook with
Berlin and Hamburg passes through the
principal railway station on the
Southern outskirts of the town and runs
close to the left bank of the Warnow to
Warnemfinde . A second line diverges
close to the main station and leads in
an Easterly direction to Stralsund.

Railway Repair Shops Rostock ( 3)

These repair shops , which undertake
mainly the repair of goods wagons,
are immediately South - east of the main
railway station . The goods and
marshalling yards serving the quays
and dock area are to the South of the
repair shops.

Public Utility

Power Station Rostock ( 3)

The theraal power station has an
installed capacity of 27 MW* It is
connected by j$Q kV and 80 kV lines to
the substation at Ghstrow which links
tip with the 100/150 ffl  long - distance
double - circuit line to Einow.

Gasworks Bleicherstr . 26 . ( 3)

In 1936 * the municipal gas
works made 382 million cubic
feet of gas.

Aircraft/



ROSTOCK( Mecklenburg ) ( Contd)

Aiggeats
Heinkel Marienehe

The Ernst Heinkel Flugzeugwerke are
the parent works of the company and
have four separate branches in the
Rostock area , of which the largest
is the assembly plant at Marienehe
established about 1935 ^3 miles to the
North of Rostock on the road to
Wamemftnde . ^his assembly plant
employs at least 8,000 workers,
including a large proportion of foreign
workers * Marienehe was the research
and development centre and has been
responsible for the design of a long
series of Heinkel types ( bombers,
seaplanes , transport types , etc *) *
The main type produced is the He* 111
twin - engined bomber which has been
in production in successive versions
since 1935 * ^ he He . 177 heavy bomber
has been built in small numbers since
1941 , but large - scale assembly has been
transferred elsewhere ( Oranienburg and
Arado , Brandenburg ) * Marienehe still
produces the twin - He *111 five -
engined glider -towing aircraft*

The works are on a large scale with
five assembly halls and over 20 separate
machine shops * They have been
continually expanded during the past few
years * Large - scale production of
Heinkel types was also from 1937 under *-
taken at the Oranienburg subsidiary
(He . Ill ’ s ) near Berlin and in 1942 - 43 at
the Schwechat plant near Vienna ( He *219
twin - engined dive - bomber and recently
He . 280 jet - propelled fighter ) * As a
result of the April 1942 raid on Rostock
the research sections , together with
their equipment and the wind tunnel , were
moved to Schwechat*

Heinkel Bleicherstr*

The Bleicherstrasse works , which are
in the South - eastern quarter of the city
of Rostock employ some 9,000 workers
and make aircraft metal components
mainly stamped and pressed parts,
including supports , frames and seats,
both for the Marienehe plant and for the
Heinkel assembly works in Oranienburg
(near Berlin ) and Vienna.

Heinkel Werftstr.

The Werftstrasse works , whioh are in
the Western quarter of the city between
the Neptun shipbuilding yards and the
railway line , employ 2,000 workers
and construct fuselages and wing
components . This branch specializes in
woodworking*

HeinkeV
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Heinkel Horst Wessel str - ( 3)
These works are engaged on the
construction and fitting of the
lighter parts of aircraft and on
work in conjunction with the main
assembly plant at Marienehe , one mile
to the Northwards * The Horst Wessel
Strasse works , which are the smallest
of the four Rostock Heinkel plants,
are on the Western side of the railway
near to the Werftstrasse factory.

Bachmann Ribnitz ( 3)

The Bachmann Flugzeug K. G. have a
repair works at the airfield which
is chiefly engaged on the overhaul
of aircraft of Heinkel design
(bombers and reconnaissance types ) *

Phtnitz - a further Heinkel branch in the
neighbourhood , formerly producing
cockpit , nose and other fuselage
components * Now reported that this
work has been transferred from P&tnitz
to a new works at Barth*

ag
Neptunwerft Werftstr * ( 2 )

The Neptunwerft Rostock Schiffswerft
und Maschinenfabrik G*m*b. H. is an
important shipyard , who at one time
built only merchant ships but since
1938 heve been increasingly turned
over to warship construction . In
the present war they have completed
a number of 500 -ton submarines , esoort
vessels , and 600 - ton mine sweepers*
In September 1943 the maximum figure
of 9 U- boats were under construction*
These yards can also build merchant
vessels up to 7 *500  tons and in 1943
commenced work on orders for 3000 -ton
merchant ships under the German MHansa”
programme*

The four building slips vary between
250 and 600 ft . in length and two
floating docks of 310  and 400  ft.
length are also attached to the yard.

In 1941 some 2,000 workers were
reported to be employed , including a
high proportion of foreign labourers,
the majority of whom were French*
The Neptunwerft was undertaking ship
repairs on a large scale , this side
of the yard ' s activities having been
greatly developed . They have important
machine shops and produce their own
marine steam engines , boilers and
superheaters*

RQTTWBIL/
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ROCTEIL(Wttrttembergl

48 ° 10 ' N. 8 ° 35 ' E : 450 miles : ( 12,000)

Rottweil is 10 miles North - east of Schwenningen and on the main
line from Stuttgart to Schaffhausen and Zurich . Apart from an
explosives factory the industries , "which include clock and watch
mak in g and textiles , are not on a large scale.

Chemicals and Explosives

Kbln -Rottweil A . G. Rottweil ( 3 )

This factory is operated by the Kbln-
Rottweil A. G. , who are controlled by
I . G-. Farbenindustrie . This plant
operated in the last war , producing
about 750  tons of nitrocellulose per
month . It continued operations under
the terms of the Versailles Treaty,
making a small quantity of propellant
powder for sporting anraunition , and a
considerable quantity of nitrocellulose
for artificial fibre production.

Ground reports suggest that the production
of nitrocellulose is now somewhat larger
than in the last war , and that some high
explosive , believed to be T. N. T. was
also made . Air photographs confirm the
existence of considerable nitrocellulose
capacity , but there is no evidence of a
T. N. T. unit . These photographs suggest
that the nitrocellulose capacity probably
lies between 8,000 and 10,000 tons per
annum.

RUDOLSTADT( Thuringia)

50 ° 40 ' N. 11 ° 20 ' Es 500 miles : ( 18,000)

Rudolstadt is in the valley of the Saale 10 miles North of
Saalfeld and on the railway from North to South Germany via Jena
and Bamberg . The manufacture of porcelain is the main peacetime
industry , but there are also factories making R&ntgen tubing and
other therapeutic and chemical apparatus , vacuum flasks , and appliances for
food storage . Near Schwarza , 2 miles to the South - west , where
there is an important rayon plant , is an airfield which forms a station
on the peacetime air - traffic routes.

Engineering and Armaments

Siemens - Re iniger Rudolstadt ( 3 )

The Siemens -Re iniger Werke A. G. , a
subsidiary of Siemens & Halske , are
makers of X-Ray and all kinds of
therapeutic electrical apparatus.
They have a second factory at
Erlangen in Bavaria . The Rudolstadt
factory , formerly the PhBnix
RBntgenrbhrenfabriken A. G. , specialises
in vacuum tubes for X-Ray apparatus,
and also makes glass laboratory equipment.

Isola Rudolstadt ( - )

The I sola Ges . fhr WSrme & K &lte
Isolierung are makers of vacuum
flasks and insulated food - storage
equipment . Tqgtilear
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RUDQLSTADT( Thuringia) (Contd)

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Pa-per

Zellwolle Schwarza (3)

The Thttringische Zellwolle A. G. is
one of the large rayon - producing
factories , the erection of which was
begun in 1935 as part of the Four
Year Plan . Production began in 193 6
and at the outbreak of war the
Schwarza factory was one of the
largest rayon - producing units operating
in Germany . The production capacity
was 100 tons per day . In 1938 some
1,200 workers were employed . Schwarza
is 2 miles South - west of Rudolstadt.

Ruhla is in the Thuringia Wald 6 miles South East of Eisenachand at the terminus of ’ a small branch line which connects with the
main Berlin - Frankfurt line at Wurtha , 3 miles to the North . It isa small tourist resort for visitors to the Thuringian mountains,
but has also a considerable watch and clock making industry and
a number of factories making small metal goods and fittings . The
largest of these firms , which is described below , has now been
developed into an important supplier of A. A. ammunition fuses.

The Gebr . Thiel G. m. b. H. incorporating
the Thiel and Schuchardt A. G. are
manufacturers of watches and clocks , and
also of sawing and planing machinery.A section of the works is devoted to the
making of precision tools required for
the watch making industry * Thiel are
the leading German time fuze producers,
their mechanical time fuze being the
normal design employed in German A. A.
and other shells . They have branches
in the neighbouring towns of Seebach
and MGhlhausen and probably sub —contract
a large proportion of the work on small
parts for the clockwork movements to
local firms . There are a number of
smaller watch making firms in Ruhla
which are also believed to be engagedon this work.

RtlHLAlTO- SCHWARZHEIDE(SAXONf)

(see under Senftehberg)

-oOo——

RUHLA. ( Thuringia)

50° 55' N. 10° 25 ' E * 455 miles ! ( 9,000)

Gebr . Thiel Ruhla ( 2)

oQc— <



ROHR ( RHINELANDAND WESTPHALIA.)

General

The valley of the river Ruhr lies between those of the rivers
Wupper and Lippe , and it extends through the provinces of Rhineland
and Westphalia.

The industrial targets in the area are concentrated in a narrow
strip of territory which extends East from the river Rhine and is about
30  miles long and 10 miles wide ; and which lies approximately between
the river Ruhr and the Rhein - Herne canal . The Ruhr and the adjacent
areas in Rhineland and Westphalia contain a concentration of industry
which is without parallel in Europe , An almost unbroken chain of great
industrial cities runs from Duisburg in the West through Oberh &usen,
Mfclheim , Essen , Glesenkirchen , and Bochum to Dortmund in the East.

Notwithstanding the policy of industrial dispersal and the heavy
air attacks , there has been no appreciable movement of heavy industry
away from the Ruhr to safer areas and , although strenuous efforts have
been made to develop new heavy industrial plants elsewhere , the Ruhr
area retains nearly all of its pre - war importance as the principal
centre of heavy industry in Germany.

Division into districts

For tne purpose of this report the Ruhr has been divided into 14
districts , under which headings they should be sought in the text.
These conform roughly with the district boundaries as marked on the
G. S. G. S, ( 4081 series ) maps of Germany ; a map showing these boundaries
is included in volume one . West to East these districts ares -

Duisburg
Oberhausen
Mttlheim
Bottrop
Gladbeck
Essen
Gelsenkirchen
Wanne - Eickel
Wattenscheid
Herne
Bochum
Castrop - Rauxel
Witten
Dortmund.

Localities bordering on the Ruhr area are described under their own
heading with the following exceptions : -

Herten and Oer - Erkenschwick are described under the heading
"Recklinghausen " ; Ettls under "Marl " ; Haspe , Gevelsberg and Schwelm are
under "Hagen "; Barmen and Elberfeld under "Wuppertal " ; and Hohenlimburg
under "Letmarthe ".

- 0O0
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RUMMENCHL
o o

51 15 * N. 7 30 * E : 325 miles : ( 600)

Rummenohl is 7 miles South of Hagen on a branch railway line
which follows the valley of the River Vohne , a tributary of the
Ruhr , to Brfegge in the hilly district of the Sauerland . Rummenohl
is of no importance apart from its explosives works.

a” * Explosives

Dynamit A. G. Rummenohl ( 3)

This factory made considerable quantities
of cordite propellant in the last war,
at which time it also apparently-
manufactured some nitrocellulose . There
is no evidence of activity here in the
peace years , but it is reported that
work began again in 1943 * *̂ t is not clear
whether explosives manufacture or filling
is undertaken at the present time , but
one reference to the filling of incendiary
bombs here makes it improbable ( if this
information is correct ) that explosives
manufacture would be undertaken on the
same site.

■w— »q0o ———1 —■

RUSSELSHEIM ( Hesse)
o o

50 N. 8 2D * E : 385 miles : ( 14,000)

Rhsselsheim is on the River Main 10 miles East of Mainz . It is
the site of the chief works of the Opel concern . These works , which
in peacetime were among the largest motorcar manufacturers in Europe,
have been greatly expanded during the war , and the pre - war population
of Rhsselsheim , which is given above , will now have been much increased.
The Opel works are now largely engaged on aircraft component as well as
motor transport manufacture and the number of workers have been
reported as high as kO,  000 . The town of Rttsselsheim is entirely
concerned with the Opel works , and there are no other industries of
importance.

Aircraft and A?ro Engines

Adam Opel A. G-. Rhsselsheim

Certain departments of the Opel car
works were in 1939 - 40  turned over
or expanded for aircraft components
manufacture and the present note
relates only to that side of their
work.

The heavy press capacity at Rfcsselsheim
is partly devoted to the fabrication of
Ju . 88 bomber components for supply to
the assembly plants at Bernburg and
elsewhere . These components include
the frameworks for cockpit covers , for
transparent nose units and for gun
turret covers . In addition aero - engine
bearers , cowlings and nacelles are made,
together with undercarriages and tail
wheels , all for the same type of aircraft.
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RUSSELSHEJM( Hesse) (Contd)

Adam Opel A. G. ( Contd)

In a special department airscrew
reduction gears for fitting to
Daimler - Benz aero —engines are
made and supplied to the D*B.
aero - engine factories . The
Rhsselsheim works is also believed
to be an important producer of
tools , Jigs and dies required in
other aircraft factories in Germany.

unly a proportion ( possibly 3,000)
df the total employed at RCtsselsheim
are concerned with the above aircraft
components work.

Engineering and Armaments

Adam Opel A. G. Rhsselsheim

These works , occupying a large site
West and South West of R&sselsheim,
with a quay frontage on the South
bank of the Main , at one time
produced the Opel range of cars and
lorries . They were owned by General
Motors . Their pre - war output was up
to 120,000 units annually , the works
having a productive capacity at,the
rate of 200,000 units per annum.
In 1935 , lorzy production was transferred
to a new plant at Brandenburg , many
of the components continuing to be made
at Rfcsselsheim , however . At the outbreak
of war car production was stopped and a
portion of the plant was converted to the
manufacture of air - frame components for
Junkers 88 aircraft . Aircraft propellor
reduction gearing for Daimler - Benz
aircraft engines was also manufactured.
In addition , large quantities of vehicle
spare parts continued to be made,
Rhsselsheim being responsible for
maintaining the Opel service and repairs
organisation , whilst parts were sent to
the loriy producing plant at Brandenburg.
It was reported early in 1943 that
R&sselsheim was to concentrate upon
lorry production , and several reports
concerning the manufacture of lorries
at this plant have been received . On the
other hand , several references to the
manufacture of aircraft engines have been
received in 1943 * In addition , reference
has been made to the manufacture of
armoured cars , tracked motor cycles , and
amphibious vehicles.

The number of workers has been variously
reported and the whole Rftsselsheim complex
would appear to employ 20,000 to 25,000
workers including a large number of
foreigners.



SAAIPELD ( Thuringia)

50 ° ifO* N. 11 ° 20 * E : 500 miles ; ( 20 , 000 )

Saalfeld is on the left bank of the River Saale and on one of
the North to South railway routes through the Thuringian hills*
A paper mill and a number of small iron foundries and engineeringworks constitute the main industries of Saalfeld itself * Large iron
and steel works are situated 3 miles East of the town and it is also
the headquarters of an important hydr o- electrio scheme in the valleyof the Saale*

Transportation

Railway Junction Saalfeld ( 3)

The railway line from Halle , which follows
the valley of the Saale to Saalfeld and
leads thenoe southwards through the
Thftringer Wald to Bamberg and N&mberg,
forms one of the chief North to South
railway routes * This line is Joined at
Saalfeld by a branch line from Gera , and
a subsidiary branoh line connects Saalfeld
with Arnstadt to the North West*

Public Utility Services

Hydro Scheme Saale ( 2)

With the primary object of improving the
navigation of the river Elbe in dry
periods and of preventing flood damage,
two large dams have been erected at
Bleiloch and Hohenwarte to control the
inflow of the Saale , a tributary of the
Elbe * These dams and their reservoirs,
which inpound a water volume almost equal
to the annual flow of the Saale , are
among the largest in Germany * The water
power thus created is used to serve an
important hydro scheme * The four
generating stations described below are
now fully developed , and it is probable
that plans exist for further constructions
which will greatly increase the output*

-Near Saalburg , 20 miles South - east of
S aalf eld , is the Bleiloch dam and
reservoir and its adjacent 'ft amm**?*
compensating reservoir . The generating
stations of these two have capacities of
2jQ MW and 5 MV respectively . A pump-
storage station operates between the two
reservoirs . Pour miles South - east of
Saalfeld , near the village of Kaulsdorf,
is the Hohenwarte dam and reservoir and
its adjacent Eichicht compensating
reservoir * The generating stations of
these two have capacities of 50 MW and 5
MW respectively . A pump- storage station
operates between the two reservoirs.

It/



SAALFELD ( Thuringia) (Contd)

It is planned to construct a further
pump - storage station of 368 1W capacity
using the Eiohicht compensating
reservoir as a lower reservoir and a
high level reservoir in the hills on
the left bank of the River Saale.

An indoor substation , owned by the
Thftringenwerke A#G. , Weimar , is situated
270 feet above the Bleiloch generating
station , and contains two 10/50/100 ffl
transformers of 20 Mff. capacity#

100  kV lines go to Herlasgrhn and
Hof.

A 50 ffl  double - circuit line goes to
Jena#

Local supplies are given at 10 W  and
the stations of the group are inter¬
connected at this voltage*

The planned 220  kV long - distance line
linking the power stations of the Alps
with central and eastern industrial
Germany will pass through Bleiloch via
Gebersdorf#

Iron and Steel and Ferro Alloys

Maximilianhhtte Unterwellenbom

The Eisenwerk Gesellsohaft
Maximilianhhtte , which is owned by
the Flick group , has a large iron and
steel works situated between the
villages of Unterwellenbom and RBblitz
3 miles to the East of Saalfeld # This
works comprises blast furnaces and steel
rolling mills # The capacity is estimated
to be 250,000 tons of pig iron and 250,000
tons of crude steel per annum . Some 3 *000
workers are believed to be employed # This
works utilise the ore from the mines near
the village of Gross Kamsdorf , 2 miles South
of Unterwellenbom#

Engineering and Armaments

Adolf Knoch Saalfeld

The Mhmaschinenfabrik Adolf Knoch A#G#
were manufacturers of sewing machines,
and employed some 300 workers before the
war#

Reiaamann Kaiserstr#

The August Re is smarm Masch inenfabrik
K. G# were makers of machinery for the
ceramic industry # Some $X)  workers
were employed before the war ..

Pau 3/
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Paul Auerbach Saalfeld
(- )

Franz Irmischer Saalfeld

These are two of several small iron
foundries and engineering works in
Saalfeld*

Food Stuffs

Mauxi on Saalfeld (- )

In peacetime the Schokoladenfabrik
Mauxion m*b *H. is one of the four
largest chocolate and sweet manu¬
facturing concerns in Germany*

OQO - ■ — mm

SAARBRtiCKEN( Saar)

49 ° 15 * N* 7 ° E : 350 miles j ( 130,000)

Saarbrbcken is the largest town in the Saar territory and a
most important industrial and coal - mining centre * It is near the
southern boundary of the Saar area and is on & main railway line
which follows the valley of the River Saar to Trier * Saarbrhcken
is a railway junction for several branch lines serving the industrial
regions of the Saar and of Lorraine*

The coalfields of the Saar Basin , which extend mainly to the
North of the town , are among the largest in Europe and , together with
the rich iron - ore deposits of Lorraine , they yield raw material for
the highly -developed iron and steel industry in these regions * Several
iron and steel works are established in Saarbrhcken itself * The
industries include a number of engineering works which , though
individually on a small scale , constitute in the aggregate a valuable
factor in the German war production * The industrial area extends
along the valley of the River Saar from the outskirts of VSllingen
(5 miles to the West ) to Bre bach and Neuschefidt , 3 miles to the East
of Saarbrttoken © The river Saar is navigable and is an important means
of transport for the products of this region*

Transportation

Inland Harbour Saarbrhcken ( 3)

This snail inland harbour is in the
centre of the town and consists of one
large ere scent - shaped dook on the right
bank of the river Saar * Between this
dock and the river is an area known as
the Kohlenbahnhof with railway sidings
and loading facilities for coal etc.
In 1938 inward traffic amounted to 159,000
tons and outward traffic to 333,000 tons.

Railway/
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Railway Junction Saarbrlicken

A railway runs through the northern
quarter of the town parallel with the
river Saar* The main station is
immediately North of the inland harbour*
Five important lines meet in Saarbrftcken:
from Bingen to the North-west; from the
Upper Rhineland through Kaiserslautern;
from Strassburg through Zwaibrhcken to
the South-east ; from Metz to the West;
and from Trier to the North- west of -
Saarbrhcken* Two other minor branch
lines serve the coalfields to the North
of the town* All these lines meet
inside the town area*

Marshalling Yards Sa&rbrhcken
0

The marshalling yards , of which the
largest are to the North-east of the
main railway station , have a capacity
for 6,OCX) wagons per 24 hours*

Railway Repair Shops jBurbach
These large workshops, which are on
the North-western outskirts of the
town near to the suburb of Burbach,
employ at least 1,500  workers and
undertake the repair of locomotives
and goods wagons*

Public Utility Services

Power Station Saarbr &oken

This thermal power station is thought
to have an installed capacity of 20
MV*; it now probably supplies the
town area which, until 1938, drew most
of its supplies .from the 75 MV* power
station at Wehrden*

Gas works Saarbrhoken

The municipal gasworks sold 755
million cubic feet of gas in 1936*
which they bought from the Halberger
H&tte and Burbacher H&tte coking plants*

Solid Fuels

G-rube Dudweiler Sulzbaoh

This coed mine, together with all the
other ooal mines in the Saar territory,
belongs to the German Government but is
operated by the Saargruben A*G« on
their behalf * No output figures for
this mine are available but in 1937 some
4,900 workers were employed and it can
therefore be assumed that production was
apprOx* 1,200,000 tons*

Grube/

( 2)

( 2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)
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Grab© Sulzbach Sulzbach (3)

The Sulzbaoh coal rain© had five hauling ©hafts and
in 1937  produced 1, 500,000  tons of ooal with 5,600
workers . Sulzbaoh is 9 miles to the North -east of
Saarbrucken.

Grub© Camphausen Pischbaoh (3)

The Camphausen ooal mine has five hauling shafts
and in 1937 employed some 4,500 workers . Pischbaoh
is 8 miles to the North of Saarbrucken.

Grub© Geislautem Iuisenthal (3)

The Geislautem coal mine has three hauling shafts
and in 1937 2,400  workers were employed.

Grube Gottelbora Purstenhausen (3)

The Gottelbom ooal mine has two hauling shafts
and in 1937 employed seme 2,500  workers.
Purst hausen is 4 miles West of Saarbrucken.

Halberger Hutte Brebaeh (3)

The Halbergerbutte G. m. b .H. coking plant has
35  ovens with an annual rated dry ooal capacity
of 230,000 tons . ( See also under Iron & Steel)

Burbach-Eioh -Oudelingen coking plant Saarbrttcken (2)

Owned by the Vexeinigte Hutternerke Burbach-
Sioh -Dudelingen A. G. , and situated within the
company*s iron and steel works , this coking
plant is believed to have 195 ovens in operation
with an estimated annual dry coal capacity of
747,000 tons . The plant has a total of
8 batteries comprising 384  ovens , some of which
are believed to be unaotive . In July 1942,
aerial cover revealed that during the
zeeonstruction of one of the newer batteries
of 60 Hoppers ovens , some of the old waste-
heat ovens were in operation . It is not
known whether these latter are still in
operation or not.

Iroxv̂ .
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SAAKBRUCKEH(Saar’) (Oontd)
Iron and Steel

Ver . Htittenwerke Saarbrboken ( l)
The iron and steel works of the Ver.
Hlittenwerke Burbach - ^ich -Dudel ingen
A. G-. is the largest works of this kind
in Saarbr &oken . It has 8 blast furnaces,
five 22 - ton Thomas converters and 3
open - hearth furnaces . The capacity is
estimated at 700,000 tons of steel per
annum . The coking plant adjacent to
these works is described above under
Solid Fuels . Products include light
armour - plating for tanks , steel structures,
forgings , bars , sheets , and wires . The
works occupies a large area in the Western
quarter of the town on the right bank of
the river Saar.

Halberger Hfttte Brebach ( 2)

The iron works of the Halberger Hfttte
Gr. m. b . H. is in the suburb of Brebaoh
to the East of Saarbrhckon . It has 6
blast furnaces and an estimated capacity
of 450,000 tons of pig - iron per annum.
The coking plant adjacent to these works
is described above under Solid Fuels.
These works produce iron castings , including
gas , water , and drainage pipes.

Engineering and Armaments

Dingier Karoher & Cie Neuscheidt ( 2)

The Saarl &ndische s Stahlwerk Dingier
Karcher & Cie . , C. m. b . H. are steel
founders and makers of railway equipment,
wagon and locomotive wheels and
components , gears , Joists and all
varieties of cast - steel products . They
were reported in 1943 to be employing
some 6,000 workers . Their factory is in
the outlying suburb of Neuscheidt , East of
Saarbrftoken.

Brown Boveri & Cie A. G-.

The Saar Werk Brown Boveri & Cie . A. G. ,
a branch factory of the Mannheim firm,
is a well - equipped plant which
specialises in electric motors and
brakes , and is believed to employ some
700 workers . The works is in the
suburb of St . Johann on the eastern
side of the town*

Im Helmarswald - ( 3)
St . Johann

Masohinezibat/
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Masohinenbau A. G. Lebaoherstr . ( 3)

The Masohinenbau A. G. vorm . Ehrhardt &
Sehmer are iron founders and makers of
steam engines , small Diesel motors,
compressors , pumps , and blast —furnace
equipment • They employed some 1,5 ^0
workers in ' 1939 * Their works are in the
North - western quarter of the town.

LUttgons Brtdorstr . ( 3)

The works of the Lhttgens Waggonfabrik
G. nub . Hc are in the Western suburb of
Burbaoh adjacent to the Ver . Hhttenwerke.
They are makers of railway wagons and wagon
components.

Ernst He eke 1 Graf Johann ( 3)
Str.

The Gesellschaft fttr Forderanlagen Ernst
Heokel sub . H. are makers of conveyors
and transporters , Including overhead cable
railways . Their works , which cover a
large area , are believed to employ over
1,000 workers.

— —— QQQh —•mamma

SAARLAUTERN( Saar)

49 ° 20 * N. 6° 45 * Es 3k0  milesr ( 33 *006 )

Saarlautem ( or Saarlouis ) is on the river Saar to the North - west
of and 15 miles downstream from Saarbrhcken . It is less industrialised
than other Saar towns of equal size but is the seat of a large part of
the administration of the province . There are several small
engineering works and metalware manufacturers , but none of outstanding
importance . The coal mine mentioned below is the most westerly of the
group of mines , the majority of which have been included under the
heading ”Saarbrhcken " •

Solid Fuels

Grube Ensdorf -Viktoria Ensdorf ( 3)

The Ensdorf coal mine , which together with
the other mines in the Saar territory belongs
to the German Government but is operated by
the Saargruben A. G. , is situated two miles
to the East of Saarlautem . It has four
hauling shafts and employed some 6,000  workers
in 1937 * Annual coal production is believed to
be in excess of 1  million tons.

— ——oOo*

SAGAN/



51° 40 * N.

SAGAN ( Silesia)

15° 10 * E: 665 miles; (20,000)
Sagan is in Lower Silesia close to the border between the

provinces of Brandenburg and Silesia , It is the junction for two
main lines leading from northern Germany to Breslau and Upper
Silesia , Industry consists mainly of textiles and paper - making,
which in peacetime is not on a large scale ; there have been
reports however, , of the establishment in Sagan of a new aircraft ■
factory,

Transportat ion

Hailway Junction Sagan

Two main railway lines , coming from Cottbus
to the West , and from Frankfurt/Oder to the
North - west , meet in Sagan and lead thence to
Breslau and Upper Silesia,

Railway Repair Shops Sagan

These are medium - sized repair shops which
undertake mainly the repair of goods wagons.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Pocke Wulf Sagan

A number of reports received during 1943
suggest that one of the components
departments of the Pocke -Wulf concern
which formerly had its parent works at
Bremen has been transferred to Sagan,

Reconnaissance photographs show two
possible  factories in the Sagan area
but it is not possible to ascertain
their activities.

— — - o0o —*<
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SALZGITTER ( Hanover)

52 ° 05 * N. 10 ° 32 * El 450 miles : ( 4,200)

The great iron ore deposits of Salzgitter just north of Goslar in
the Harz region and S . S . W. of Brunswick have been worked on a small
scale for many years , and , following the loss of Lorraine in 1919,
their large scale operation was discussed by German geologists and
metallurgists . According to a report published in 1934 by the Prussian
Geological Institute ( Die Eisenerzvorrate des Deutschen Reiches ) the
size of the deposits of ore that could be worked as an economic
proposition was 35  million tons while there was a further 65  million
tons of ore that would require more favourable business conditions such
as cheap freight and higher steel prices before it could be considered.

These two categories of ore were at a depth of a few feet to nearly
1,000 feet below the surface , but going to a depth of 3,500  feet at
least bOQ  million tons of ore were available . It has since been stated
that the estimate of volume of ore was much too low . Features common

to all the Salzgitter ores are their high phosphorus content , which
makes them suitable for the basic Bessemer process , and their high silica
content , which , until the discovery by Brassert of .the means of using
acid burdens in blast furnaces , rendered them unsuitable for smelting
without the mixture of other ores * The greater part of the Salzgitter
ores have an extremely low iron content but among the best grades are
some with an iron content of about 43 per cent . Before the introduction
of the Brassert process and the erection of the - Reiehswerke Hermann
Gbring , the best Salzgitter ores were mined to the extent of a few
hundred thousand tons per annum by the nearby Ilseder Hhtte of Peine,
which mixed them with the limey Peine ores , and by certain Ruhr works
which mixed them with imported ores.

Following the successful introduction in the mid - thirties of acid
burdening at Corby in Northamptonshire -where the ores are also sioilious,
the large scale working of Salzgitter ores became a practical proposition
provided a works was erected on the spot * In pursuance of its polioy
of aiming at raw material self - sufficiency the Nazi Government
therefore decided to build such a plant and to link it by a special
canal with the Mittelland Canal so as to provide cheap transport to and
from the Rtihr . In the barges bringing the necessary coking coal for
the works * own coke ovens it was planned to send back Salzgitter ore
to the Ruhr works * Thus , as a result of Government action , conditions
were created for the use of Salzgitter ores to an extent far exceeding
anything conceived by the Prussian Geological substitute*

There are now a number of iron ore mines in operation in this area.
As already indicated some are of the surface or quarry type and none
represent suitable Mobjectives ” •

■0O0—



( 17 ,000 )

SALZWEDEL(Province Saxony)

52° 50 ' N. 11° 10 * E; 490 miles;

Salzwedel is in the North of the Prussian province of Saxony
and is on a railway line leading from Berlin via Stendal to Bremen,
It is a junction for five minor branch lines serving the surrounding
district . Apart from the railway repair shops and the sugar refinery
mentioned below , there are no industries of importance . Salzwedel is
the market centre for a large agricultural area,'

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops

These are medium- sized repair shops
undertaking mainly the repair of goods
wagons.

Stuffs

Salzwedel ( 3 )

Zuckerfabrik

The Zuckerfabrik Salzwedel A. G. is a
sugar ref inery which employed some 300
workers in 1938 when its average daily
consumption of sugar beet during the
season was 60,000  quintals.

Salzwedel ( - )

SANGERHAUSEN( province Saxony)

51° 30 ' N. 11° 20 * E ; 500 miles; ( 13 ,000 )

Sanger hausen is 30 miles West of Halle on the main line leading
from Halle and Leipzig via Kassel to the Ruhr . It has a number of
iron foundries , one of which is mentioned below , and two cycle
factories . The other activities of this town are mainly concerned
with agriculture.

Engineering and Armaments

Maschinenfabrik

The Maschinenfabrik Sangerhausen A. G*
are makers of installations for sugar

Sangerhausen ( 3)

refineries , containers and apparatus for
the chemical industry , steam engines , and
pumps. They employed some 900 workers
before the war.

Mifa Sanger hausen ( 3)

The Sangerhausen works of the Mitteldeutsche
Pahrradwerke G-. m. b. H, normally manufacture
bicycles . They are now reported to be
making minor aircraft components,and to
be employing some 700  workers , including a
proportion of P ’ s/W,

ST. INGBERT/
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ST. INGBERT ( Saa r)

49 ° 15 ' N. 7 ° 5 * E : 555 miles : ( 23,000)

St . Ingbert is 8  miles North - east of Saarbrticken on the
railway line to Homburg , The town is on the Eastern outskirts
of the large coalfield which extends Northwards from Saarbrfccken.
The principal mines of this area are dealt with under the heading
Saarbrticken . Apart from the explosives works and the steel
rolling plant the industries of St . Ingbert are not on a large
scale . They include glassmaking,leather , cotton spinning , and
hosiery manufacture.

Iron and Steel and Ferro Alloys

H. A. D. J . R. St . Ingbert ( 3)

The St . Ingbert works of the Hochofen
& Stahlwerke A. G. Diff erdingen - St.
Ingb ert - Rftme1 ingen include steel
rolling mills and produce bars , sheet
metal , rails , and wire.

Chemicals and Explosives

Pulverfabriken St . Ingbert ( 3)

The Pf &lzische Pulverfabriken St.
Ingbert G. m. b. H. is mainly owned
by the Dynamit A. G» vorm , Alfred
Nobel & Co . , and produce nitro¬
cellulose and various other
explosives and chemicals , This
works was formerly the chemical
factory of the firm Gebr . Martin.

-- 0O0 -

ST. WENDEL/
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ST. WENDEL ( Saar)

49 ° 30 ' N . 7 ° 10 ' E : 345 miles : (9,000)

St , Wendel is 10 miles North of Neunkirchen in the Northeastern
comer of the Saar territory . Apart from the railway workshops
mentioned below , the industries , which include brick and tile
manufacture , are not of great importance.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops St . Wendel (3)

These are medium - sized workshops employing
some 600  workers and undertaking mainly the
repair of goods wagons.

———cOo1-

SCHKEUDITZ ( Province Saxony)

51 ° 25 ' N. 12 ° 10 ' E : 530  miles ; ( 14,500)

Schkeuditz is midway on the railway line connecting Halle with
Leipzig , being 9 miles distant from either city . There is an
airport which in peacetime served for the Halle and Leipzig traffic.
There are a number of engineering firms , one of which is mentioned
below , and an important branch factory of the Siebel aircraft works
in Halle has now been established in Schkeuditz . In peacetime the
preparation of fur clothing formed one of the town ' s main industries.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Siebel Schkeuditz ( 1)

This is a branch works of the Siebel Flugzeug-
werke Halle K. G. of Halle , The Schkeuditz
plant is mainly engaged on the assembly of
Ju - 88 ' s and imports components from the
parent works at Halle and from Leipzig . The
factory site includes a large aircraft - repair
depot where work on Ju , , F . W. , He . , and Si . types
is undertaken . More than 2,000 workers are
believed to be employed at Schkeuditz,

Engineering and Armaments

0 . Emke & Co . Schkeuditz ( 3)

The Carl Emke & Co, Spezialfabrik fttr Pumpen
& Gebl &seraaschinen manufacture all kinds of
pumps ( including deep wellpumps ) , rotary fans,
and ventilating apparatus.

- 0O0 -

SCHKOPAU( Province Saxony )

51° 20 ' N. 12 ° E : 520 miles ; ( 2,000)

The village of Schkopau is on the left bank of the River Saale
8 miles South of Halle and is 3 miles North of Merseburg and the
large synthetic - oil plant at Leuna . Schkopau is the site of the
highly important synthetic rubber plant which is described below.
The population given above is the pre - war figure and does not
include the workers ’ colonies which have now been erected.

Public/



SGHKOPAU( Province Saxony) (Gontd . )

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Schkopau

The electric power plant which supplies
current to the synthetic - rubber works at
Schkopau consists of two generating stations
with a combined capacity of 150 MW. The
station is owned by the Buna Werke G. m. b. H.
The second generating station was still under
construction in 194-2 but is assumed to be now
complete . It is probable that most if not all
of their combined electrical output is
supplied to the rubber plant , the demand of
which is probably a minimum of 125 MW with an
annual requirement of about 900 million kWh. Steam
is probably also supplied to the works . A
substation connects the plant to the ‘grid at
an operating voltage of probably 110 kV. It
is probable that one line connects to Gross
K&yna and one to Leuna.

Rubber and Tyres

Buna Werke Schkopau

The Schkopau plant of the Buna Werke G-. m. b . H,
is the largest of the German synthetic rubber
plants . The original experimental works were
begun in 1936 , and the present factory first
went into production in 1939 with a planned
fin ^l capacity of 25,000 tons per annum.
Further expansions of the works during the war
have increased this capacity to at least 50,000
tons per annum. This exceeds the present
estimated capacity of the Hhis works , the
second of the two leading German synthetic
rubber plants , which is described under the
heading Marl . The Schkopau plant produce?
the synthetic rubber from carbide , whereas
the Hftls plant operates from methane - ethane
gas . At least 20,000 workers are believed to
be employed at the Schkopau factory . There
are workers 1 colonies both at Schkopau and in
the neighbouring settlement of Merseburg , and
a large proportion of the labour travels daily
from Halle,

- - oOo

SCHLEBUSCH( Rhineland)

See under Leverkusen.

- - oOo-

SCHLTJCHSEE( Baden)

See under Waldshut.

-oOo

SCHLESWIG/
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SCHLESWIG (Schleawig Holstein)

54 ° 30 ' N. 9° 35 ’ E : 455 mile at ( 22 , 000 )

Schleswig is 20 miles South of Flensburg on the main line from
Hamburg through Flensburg into Denmark , It lies at the inner end of
the Schlei , a narrow fjord , the mouth of which is at Kappeln on the
Baltio 18 miles to the North East , There are various minor industries,
including leather working , daily produce , roof - felt and furniture
making , but the main activities are connected with agriculture.

SOHMBIDEUUHX, ( Pomerania)

53° 10' N. 16° 45' Ei 720 inilas! (42,000)
Scbneidem &hl is on the Eastern border of Pomerania close to the

former Polish Corridor , It is an important railway junction on the
main route from Berlin to the East . It is a garrison town,
Schneidem &hl ^ main activities are connected mainly with agriculture,
and there are several engineering works which manufactured agricultural
machinery . During the war m  aircraft factory has been established in
Schneidem &hl which is believed to have taken over some of the former
production of Focke Wulf of Bremen.

Transportation

Railway Junction Schneidem &hl ( 2)

The trunk line from Berlin and Northern
Germany to the East divides at Schneidemhhl
(before entering the former Polish Corridor)
into two main branches , one leading to
Danzig , Kftnigsberg and the Northern sectors
of the Eastern Front ; the second through
Thorn to Warsaw . Both of these are important
railway arteries . A branch line leads
Northwards from Schneidenluhl via Neuste -ttin
to Belgard , and another Southwards to Posen,
Two further minor branch lines serve the
districts to the North - west and South - west.

Marshalling Yards Sohneidem &hl ( 3)

These marshalling yards are capable of
handling up to 2,200 wagons per 24 hours.

Railway Repair Shops Schneidem &hl ( 3)

These are medium sized workshops
undertaking chiefly the repair of goods
wagons.

•cOo—

SCHQNEEECK/
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SCHONEBECK( province Saxonv)

52 ° N. 11 ° 45 ' E : 5 10  miles ! { 36 , 000 )

Schbnebeck is on the left bank of the Elbe 9 miles South of

Magdeburg . South of and adjoining Schbnebeck is the settlement of
Bad Salzelmen where there are extensive installations for curative
brine baths . Bad Salzelmen is included in the administrative area

of Schftnebeck.

A chemical industry had developed in this town , which owed its

origin to the brine deposits in the neighbourhood ; this industry is

now making explosives . There is also a large ammunition factory and

an aero - engine and aircraft components works of the Junkers concern.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Junkers Flugzeug & Motorenwerke Sch &nebeck ( 2)

The Junkers works at Schbnebeck occupy
a large area to the East of the town and
are believed to be still in process of
expansion . In January 1944 a- number of
now buildings were being erected . The
plant is engaged on the manufacture and
erection of control columns and engine-
bearings , under - carriages and other
aircraft and aero - engine components . Its
products are supplied mainly to the Junkers
works at Bernburg.

The Patronen Z&ndhfttchen & Metallwarenfabrik
AeG. , are makers of cartridges , percussion
caps , detpnators , and S . A. A. They have
also a section which makes machines and
machine tools for their own works . The
factory , in -which at least 2,000 workers
are employed occupies a large area to the
West of Bad Salzelmen . This company is
jointly owned by the Dynamit A . G. and
Rheinmetall Borsig.

Chemicals and Explosives

Lignose Bad Salzelmen ( 2)

This factory is operated by the Lignose
Sprengstoff G. ra. b . H. Ground reports have
suggested that the output of T . N. T . at
this plant is very large indeed . Some
reports put it as high as 60,000 tons
per annum . Examination of photographic
cover prior to the attack on the plant
early in 1944 suggests that on the basis
of the size of buildings , etc . , the T . N. T.
capacity may be of the order of 40,000
tons per annum . There are two large
T . N. T. manufacturing units which appear
to be identical , and one smaller unit of
somewhat different layout . Some new

Engineer inland Armaments

Patronen Zhndhhtchen Bad Salzelmen ( 2)

construction
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SCHQNBBECK( Province Saxonv) (Contd)

construction was then in hand , but it is not
yet clear whether this was intended for high-
explosives manufacture or not . The photographs
suggest that , in addition to T. N. T. amatol
is also prepared in this plant by ml-ring some
part of the T. N. T. production with ammonium
nitrate . This may be the explanation of the
very high figures for T. N. T. output which
have been given from some sources.

Ground sources have suggested that there are
two factories making explosives at Schbnebeck.
This is not confirmed by air photographs , and
it is suggested that the second explosives
factory reported is in fact the Patronen
Zhndh &tehen und Metallwarenfabrik , which is
a fuse - making establishment in the neigh¬
bourhood, , and which has mounded buildings
for the storage of explosives and detonators.

The high - explosives factory lies in open
country on rising ground on the south bank
of the river Elbe , about 2 km. due west of
Schbnebeck railway station , and kra. south¬
west from the river bank.

Ground reports have stated that shells are
also filled in this factory , but air
photographs do not confirm this , and it would
be very unusual practice to use an explosives
factory for filling weapons . It is probable,
however , that there is a filling factory in
the immediate neighbourhood.

The factory was almost completely destroyed
only in 1944 > probably as a by- product of the
raid of January 21/22 , 19-44 on Magdeburg.

Chemische Warke . Schftnebeck ( —)

The Chemische Warke Schftnebeck A. G. are
makers of heavy chemicals , including hydro-
dhloric acid , sodium sulphate and finished
materials for the ceramic industry.
They employed some 5^ 0 workers before the

.war.

SCHQNINGEN( Br ^ Rwick)

52° 10 ' ft . 11° E : 475 miles ; ( 10,000)

Sch &hingen is 15 miles South - east of the town of Brunswick and
is on a branch railway line leading from Magdeburg via Wolfenbhttel
to Brunswick . There .are small iron foundries and makers of *
agricultural machinery and implements including dairy equipment;
tiles and earthenware pipes are also produced.

Chemicals/
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SCHONINGEN(Brunswick) (Contd . )

Chemicals and Explosives

Bourjau 8c Co. SchBningen ( - )
The Bourjau & C0.K. G. is owned jointly
by the I . G. Farben and the Sachtleben A. G.of Homberg, Bourjau are dye manufacturersand producers of lithopone.

—0O0—

SCHRAMBERG(Wttrttemberg)

48° 15’ N. 8° 25* E; 440 milesj ( 16,000)

Schramberg is in the central area of the Black Forest 30 milesNorth - east of Freiburg . It is at the terminus of a small branchrailway from Schiltach which in its turn is connected at Hausach withthe main railway line from Offeriburg through the Black Forest toDonaueschingen . As with many similar remote towns in the Black Forest,watch and clock making is the traditional industry . In the case ofSchramberg , however , the development of the firm of Junghans has giventhe town outstanding importance in this branch . Apart from a few minorwatch makers , the activities of Schramberg are entirely concerned withthe Junghans works.

Engineering and Armaments

Junghans Schramberg ( 1)
The Gebr. Junghans A. G* Uhrenfabriken are
the largest individual firm of watch and
clock makers in the Black Forest area . In
peacetime they employed some 3>000 workersj and were capable of producing watches andclocks at the rate of 27,000  daily . The
parent works of the concern are in Schrambergand include , in addition to the large watch¬making factory , a section devoted to the
manufacture of the precision tools required vin this industry . A separate saw mill and
woodworking factory , also in Schramberg,prepares the wooden casings for the clocks . ,The works has its own hydro- electric power
plant . A branch factory in Lehengericht , 5miles North of Schramberg , makes watchsprings . There is a second smaller watch
factory in Schwenningen 15 miles to the
South East of Schramberg , and a componentsfactory in Rottenburg 30 miles to the North¬east of Schramberg.

The factories in Schramberg , which are now
said to number three separate plants , are
believed to employ some 13,000  workers and;in addition to a fairly wide range of
precision instruments , are now largelyturned over to the manufacture of fuzes.

/Together



SCHRAMBERG- ( contd . )

Junghans ( contd . )

Together -with the firm Gebr . Thiel <$T Ruhla
in Thuringia , this production of fuzes
is reported to amount to 100,OCX ) daily.
There is an apprentices * school in Schramberg
where up to 200 mechanics and watch makers
are under training . During the latter half
of 194 -3  the number of foreign workers , which
had hitherto been small , was increasing
continually , mostly Frenchmen and Ukrainians
of both sexes being engaged.

Although the firm ’ s payroll has increased
from 5 *000 to 13 *000  in the course of the
war it is unlikely that the number of
workers actually employed in the Junghans
factories has increased to ary major extent
because they were already working to
capacity before the war . It is assumed
that some 7 *000 to 8,000 workers are employed
by sub - contractors or are "home workers’ 1.

-- o0o<
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SCHW&B&CH{ Bavaria)

4.9° 20 ' H. 11 ° Es 515 miles ! ( 15,000)

Schwabach is 7 miles South of N&mberg on the main railway line
to Munich . The town has specialised for many generations in the
production of needles of all kinds , and also in the manufacture of
gold and silver leaf . The industries are in the hands of a number of
small and medium - sized firms which employ practically the whole
working population of the town , and which in peacetime did a large
export trade . The firms mentioned below are given as examples . It is
believed that their production is now largely turned over to armaments.

Engineering and Armaments

Drei - S Werk

Staedter & Uhl

The above are two examples of a number of
factories in Schw &bach making needles for all
purposes , including special needles for the
textile industry , surgical needles , and
gramophone needles . It is reported that these
plants are now producing machine - gun and
small - arms components and precision parts for
aircraft.

Hfttt linger Schwabach ( 3)

Johann Leonhard Hhttlinger is one of several
small firms in Schwabach which specialise in
making coiled and spiral metal springs and
other fine wire products.

Peter SchlUpfinger Schwabach

Fritz fionetsch Schwabach

The above are examples of a large number of
small firms and workshops in Schwabach
engaged in gold beating and the manufacture
of gold and silver leaf.

Schwabach

Schwabach
!w

SCHWABISCH- GMUED( Wftrttemberg)

48 ° 50 * N. 9° 50 * Es 48O miles : ( 22,000)

Schw &bisch -Girdhnd is 26  miles East of Stuttgart © The town specialises
in gold and silver products , the manufacture of real and imitation
jewellery , and in small metal goods of silver and silver alloys . There
is a large number of firms engaged in this trade , none of which is
individually of great importance • There is also a branch works of the

ahnradfabrik riedrichshafen A. G-. , makers of gears and gearboxes ( seeunder Friedrichshafen ) .

SCHWABISCH-HALL/



SCHWABISCH-HALL(Wfrrt+.̂ Wp)

49 5 * N. 9 45 * E : 465  miles ; ( 15,000)

Schw&bi soh - Îall is ^0  miles North - east of Stuttgart on the
line connecting Stuttgart with Nfcrnberg . It is primarily a health
resort and not ad for its curative brine baths . The industries
include production of building materials and a cotton spinning mill,
and the manufacture of electrical cooking and heating appliances . None
is of individual importance.

Engineering and Armaments

Fr . Gross Jr . A. G. Schw &bisch - Hall ( - )

The Fr 0 Gross Jr . A. G. are makers of electric
kettles , cooking utensils , electrically - heated
cushions , and similar products . They employed
2*00  workers before the war.

- - - 0Q0--

SCHWANDORF( Bavaria)

49 ° 20 * N. 12 ° 5 * E : 555  miles ; ( 11,000)

Schwandorf is on the river Nab , a tributary of the Danube , and
is 15 miles North of Regensburg . It is on the main North to South
railway line from Hof via Regensburg to Munich and is the Junction
for a branch line leading Eastwards to Furth im Walde on the former
Austrian frontier . There is an important alumina works belonging
to the Vawag and a large thermal power station . The other industries
include porcelain manufacture and the exploitation of the brown - coal
deposits in this neighbourhood.

Public Utility

Power Station Schwandorf ( 2)

The thermal power station known as the Kraftwerk
Else is situated half a mile South of the Nabwerk
alumina plant referred to under Non - ferrous Metals,
and adjacent to the brown - coal deposit from which it
draws its fuel supplies . It is owned by Bayernwerk
A. G. and has an installed capacity of 81 MW with
provision for expansion to an ultimate capacity of
180 MW. Steam as well as electricity are supplied
to the alumina works.

The station is on the main 110 - kV N- S line
connected to Chemnitz and Bbhlen in the North
and to the Mittlere Isar hydro stations , Munich,
and Walohensee in the South . An outdoor switching
and transformer station adjoins and has switchgear
for 35 kV ana 11QW*

Double - circuit long - distance llOkV lines connect
to the Bayernwerk grid at Araberg , forking there to
Ntaiberg , and South to Regensburg and Munich,
forking at Regensburg to Kachlet.



SOHWANDORF( Bavaria)  ( Conta,)

Non - Ferrous Metals Manufacture & Fabr i cat ion

Vawag Sohwandorf ( 1)

The important Sohwandorf works of the
Vereinigte Aluminium Werke A,G* , known
as the Nabwerk , has an annual estimated
capacity of 80,000 tons of alumina*
Deliveries of alumina are made by this
plant to the aluminium reduction plant
at TSging ( see under Mtthldorf ) and to
the very important new aluminium reduction
plant at Braunau am Im ( Austria ) ,

- - 0O0 - -

SCHWEIDNITZ( Silesia)

50 ° 50 * N. 16 ° 30 * E : 720 miles *. ( 35,000)

Schweidnitz is 28 miles South - west of Breslau and is on the main
railway line from Liegnitz via Neisse to Upper Silesia , A branch
line connects the town directly with Breslau * Schweidnitz is mainly
an agricultural centre , but the electrical engineering works mentioned
below is of some importance , and there is also a small textile industry.
At Saarau 6 miles North of Schweidnitz there is a small synthetic rubber
plant belonging to the Thiokol Ges . m,b,H,

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Schweidnitz ( 3)

These are medium - sized repair shops
undertaking the repair of goods wagons.
Some 800 workers are employed*

Rubber and Tyres

Thiokol Saarau ( 3)
6 miles N.
of Schweidnitz

The Thiokol Gres,m,b,H , , a subsidiary
company of the Silesia Verein Chemischer
Fabriken , has a plant in Saarau which was
erected in 1937 to produce Thiokol under
licence from the Thiokol Corporation of
America * The poly sulphide process is used
and the present annual capacity is estimated
at 1,000 tons.

Engineering and Armaments

Heliowatt Schweidnitz ( 3)

The Heliowatt Werke Elektrizit &ts A. G, ,
whose parent works are in Berlin , have
a branch factory in Schweidnitz which
before the war employed approximately
1,000 workers . This firm manufactures
electrical clocks and measuring instruments,
switch gear and radio apparatus.

FrSmbs/



SGHWE3DUIT2( Silesia ) ( Contd)

FrSmbs & Freudenberg Sdhweidnitz

The works of this firm include an iron
foundry and produce pumps , mining
machinery , boilers , stationary engines,
and machineiy for sugan factories and
for the preparation of flax . Some 400
workers were employed before the war.

SCHWEINFURT( Bavaria^

50 ° 5 ' H. 10 ° 15 ' E : 460 miles : ( 60 , 000 )

Schweinfurt is in the North - western area of Bavaria on the North
bank of the River Main , 25 miles North - west of W&rzburg . It is on the
railway route from Northern Germany to Stuttgart and on the East to
West line from Bamberg to Mainz and the Rhine valley.

The Main is already navigable for heavy barges as far as
Aschaffenburg , but it is possible that the project to connect the Main
with the Danube has already progressed upstream beyond Schweinfurt,
in which case the hitherto small inland harbour will have increased in
importance.

Schweinfurt is the largest centre of . the German ball bearing
industry and normally produces well over half the total requirements.
This manufacture is carried on mainly in four large factories which
are grouped round the main railway station on the South - western
outskirts of the town . The technical equipment and individual skill
required in this industry , on which many engineering and armament
branches depend have been developed over a long period and have made
Schweinfurt a highly specialised industrial community which it is
difficult to transplant or replace.

As a result of several bombing attacks very severe damage has
been done to the four principal factories*

Transportation

Inland Harbour Schweinfurt ( 3)

There is a small harbour on the North bank
of the River Main in the industrial district
of Schweinfurt to the West of the town centre.
This harbour , which is served by railway
sidings , is close to the V. K. F . plant.
Until 1939 only the smaller barges could proceed
up the Main beyond Aschaffenburg , but it is
possible that the Main -Danube canal project
is now sufficiently advanced for heavier
traffic to reach Schweinfurt and Bamberg.

Railway/
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Railway Junction ' Schwa inf urt ( 3)

The main railway station at Schweinfurt is
West of the town centre in the industrial
quarter and in the midst of the chief
factories which are mentioned below * The
main line down the Main valley from Bamberg
to Whrzburg passes through Schweinfurt , and
immediately West of the main railway station
an important branch diverges and leads
Northwards to Me iningen * A minor branch
leads South - east to Gerolzhofen*

.Railway Repair Shops Schweinfurt ( 3)

These are medium - sized repair shops which
undertake the repair and maintenance of
locomotives and goods wagons * They adjoin
the main railway station*

Goods Yards Schweinf urt ( 3)

Adjacent to the main railway station are a
series of goods yards and sidings which
serve the large factories grouped round
this area*

Public Utility Services

Power Stations Schweinf urt ( 3)

The three important ball - bearing firms
referred to below under Engineering and
Armaments have a thermal power station
attached to each ; the station at the Fichtel
& Sachs works has a reported installed
capacity of 20 MW* and the other two
stations a capacity of 11 MW respectively.

Substation Schweinfurt ( 3)

A substation connects the town area to
the 110 kV lines coming from the sub¬
stations at Bamberg to the S «E * and
Whrzburg to the S . W.

SCaWE DTORT/
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Engineering and Armaments

V. K. F.

When in full production the group of Schweinfurt
factories belonging to this concern formed by far
the most important unit in the German ball - bearing
industry . The V. K. F. group employed at least
30*000 workers . The chief plants are described
below . This concern extended its range of
production during the war to include taper - roller,
barrel - roller and the heaviest types of bearings.

V. K. F. Werk I ( Schweinfhrter Pr &zisions - Schweinfurt ( l ) *
Kugellagerwerke Fichtel & Sachs,
W&lzlager Abteilung)

This factory was purchased from the Schweinfurt
firm of Fichtel & Sachs in 1929 . In 1938,
3,000  to 3,500  workers were employed . It
produced all types of bearing , including the
majority of the German output of precision
bearings , and concentrated particularly on
the finishing and assembling processes,
receiving part of its requirements of semi¬
products from V. K. F . Werk II and other sources.

V. K. F . Werk II ( Deutsche Gusstahlkugel & Schweinfurt ( l) K
Maschinenfabrik A. G. vorm.
Fries & Hbpflinger)

This factory was also acquired in 1929.
It produced all types of bearings , and was
also engaged in the production of balls and
the machining of races for Werk I , where the
finishing and final assembly was carried out.
4,300  to 5 *000  workers were employed in 1938*
It is believed that the plant has been
extended since \ the war by taking ova?
neighbouring premises.

In addition to standard varieties of bearing,
these two works have also , in recent years,
taken up the manufacture of the heaviest
types of bearings , as well as taper - roller and
barrel - roller bearings . These had formerly
been imported from Sweden.

Deutsche Star Kugelhalter G. m. b . H. Schweinfurt ( 2)*

The section of the V. K. F. concern known as
the Deutsche Star Kugelhalter G. m. b . H. was
before the war engaged exclusively on the
production of ball - bearing cages . They
supplied these to the other ball bearing
factories in Schweinfurt and to the open
market . Approximately 1,000 workers ware
employed.

* The priority ratings are based on the pre¬
raid value of these objectives.

Kugelfischer/
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Kugelfischer (prate Automatische Gusstahlf &brik
vormals F * Fischer)

The Schweinfurt plant of the Kugelfisoher
Schoefer A. G-. combine is immediately North

of the railway line and main station * It
is the largest single factory in the German
ball bearing industry and produced all types
of ball and roller bearings , with the

exception of the heaviest industrial
bearings , before the war . 5,000  to 6,000
hands were employed in 1938 , but figure had

risen to 7 *000 by 1939 . The size of the
works has been much increased since the

outbreak of war . It is , therefore , the

largest individual factory in the German
ball bearing industry , and reports received
prior to the air attacks suggested that as
many as 12,000 workers were employed.

Fichtel & Sachs

The ball bearing factory belonging to this
firm was taken over by the V. K. F . and is now
Werk I of that concern as mentioned above.

The firm of Fichtel & Sachs , though possibly
now affiliated with the V. K. F . concern , still

retains its identity and continues to operate
under its own name . The works make light
weight motorcycles , motor boat engines,
ayole hubs and other motor vehicle components,
including the F & S patent clutch which is
widely used in the German motor industry . A
limited range of small ball - bearings for use

in their own products is produced in the
section of the plant retained by Fichtel &
Sachs . The works has been enlarged since
1939 and reports suggest that the new workshops
are mainly engaged on the manufacture of motor
vehicle components for the open market and
small arms components and ammunition.

Chemicals and Explosives

Deutsche Gelatine Schweinfurt ( 3)

The Deutsche Gelatine Fabriken , whose works

are North East of the main railway station,
manufacture gelatine in powder and in sheet
form for food and technical purposes . The
products include photographic gelatine for
film and paper emulsions , and a special
gelatine for use as a protecting separative for
photographic films . This firm is the best

known producer of photographic gelatine in

Germany . Soma 800 workers are employed.

* The priority ratings are based on the pre-
raid value of these objectives.

SCHWELM(W?8tfpfr^ fi)

Schweinfurt ( l +)*

Ernst Sachs ( l ) *
Sir.

See under Hagen
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SCMSKimGEN fwftrtt embark

48 ° 5 * ft . 8 ° 30 * Bs 455 miles : ( 22,000)

Schwenningen is in the South - western area of W&rttemberg onEastern side of the Black Forest . It is one of the centres of tb*atch and clook making industry which has long been a specialitythis part of Germany . The principal individual firms are mentionbelow , but a great deal of the work , which engages most of the poof Schwenningen , is carried on in small workshops dispersed throethe town , many of which are in the workers * own homes . The onlyindustry worth noting is the manufacture of boots and leggings , wis represented by four firms , one of which is mentioned below.
Engineering and Armaments

Kienzle
Schwenningen

The Kienzle Uhrenfabriken A . G. , which is
believed to employ some 1,500  workers on
its own premises and at least an equal numberin outside workshops , makes watches , clocks,and indicators and precision instruments for
aircraft , motor vehicles , and for naval purposes . '

M&ller - S ohlenker
Schwenningen

The firm of Mhller -Schlenker , which is another
example of several suoh firms in Schwenningen,
normally manufactures clocks and watches ofall kinds . A report mentions this firm as
undertaking the assembly of a type of clockwork-
operated small bomb intended to be dropped onto hostile aircraft.

Friedrioh Mauthe G. m. b „H 0 Schwenningen )

T. E . Haller G. m. b . H .
Schwenningen 3

Bftrk Sbhne K. G .
Schwenningen )

The above are tnree examples of a large
number of clock and watch making firms in
Schwenningen which in the aggregate form an
important source of supply of clockwork,
timepieces , and precision instruments requiredby the aimed forces.

(2)

(3)

(2)

heather

Jakob Bfcrk
Schwenningen

The firm of Jakob Bfcrk K. G . is one of four
factories in Sohwenningen making boots,
shoes , and leggings.

SCHWERIN/
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SCHWERIN( Mecklenburg)

53° 35 * N. 11° 25 * E: 510 miles : ( 60,000)

Schwerin is a garrison town, the capital of the former Grand
Duchy, and the present administrative centre of the Province of
Mecklenburg . It is on the Western shore of the Schweriner See,
a large lake 15 miles South of Wismar, on the Baltic . Mecklenburg
is an important agricultural area , and Schwerin is one of the
principal market centres # It is on the railway line from Wismar,
which joins the main Berlin - Hamburg line at Ludwigslust , 20 miles
to the South # In peacetime there are . no industries of note,
hut recent reports indicate that the Heinkel works of Rostock have
a branch at Schwerin which is attaining some importance.

i
Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Schwerin (3)

These are mediun- sized repair shops
undertaking the repair of goods wagons.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Heinkel Flugzeugwerke Schwerin (- )

It has been suggested that the Heinkel
works of Rostock have , in 1943,
established branch factories in
Schwerin and at Bad Kleinen at the
Northern end of the Schwerin Lake on
the railway line to Wismar. The report
suggests that a new type of heavy 4-
engined flying boat is being built#
The report has so far remained
unconfirmed#

SCHMERTE/



SCHWERTE( Westnhftlia)

51° 25 ’ N. 7 35 ’ E: 330  miles : ( 19 , 000 )

Schwerte is situated on the northern bank of the river Ruhr and at
the South - eastern extremity of the Ruhr industrial area . Included in
the district under consideration are the smaller settlements of
Wellinghofen , Benninghofen , Westhofen , Wandhofen , Lichtendorf , Holzen,
and Geisecke . Industry is mainly concerned with metal working , but
there are also railway repair shops and marshalling yards.

Transportation

Railway Repair Workshops North - east of
Schwerte ( 3)

4/5,000 workers are engaged on repairs to
heavy goods locomotives . There are , on an
average , 100/150 locomotives undergoing
repairs in the workshops.

Marshalling lards G-eisecke and
, West of Schwerte ( 2)

The marshalling yards at Schwerte lie at
Geiseoke , North - east of Schwerte , and West
of Schwerte , The Geisecke yards have the
capacity to .deal with 3,000 wagons per 24
hours , and those to the West of the town a
capacity to deal with 2,200 wagons.

Iron . Steel and Ferro -Alloys  ,

Schwerter Profileisenwerk A,G . Schwerte ( 2)

This firm is a subsidiary of the Vereinigte
Stahlwerke A. G, The works includes iron
and steel rolling mills and a bar - drawing
shop , and produces fittings , pressings and
sections for locomotives , heavy lorries,
cars , etc . The works cover an area of
about 49 hectares.

Non-Ferrous Metals and Alloys

V. D. N. Werke A,G , W. Schwerte ( 2)

The Vereinigte Deutsche Nickel Werke A. G. ,
also known as ’’Basse und Solve ” was formerly
owned by the Westf &lische Nickelwalzwerk
Fleitmann Witte & Co. The factory has an
estimated productive capacity of 150 tons
per annum, and covers an area of 60,000  square
metres . The plant comprises smelting works,
sheet rolling - mills , wire and pipe drawing
shops . Various non - ferrous alloys are

. produced as well as ’’bimetals " , i . e . metal-
clad steel sheets . The Schwerte branch
specialises in the production of nickel - clad
steel , which is of use in the manufacture of
cartridges and bullet casings . Peace - time
prodycts were bars , sheets , pipes,and wires
of niokel , copper , brass , and aluminium and
other alloys , also coin blanks and kitohen
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and tableware . Additional war- time products are
hand- grenades and steel helmets . In 1939 this
factory was said to employ some 2,000 workers.

Vereinigte Deutsche Nickelwerke A. G.
Metallwerke Wandhofen Schwerte ( 2)

This works , which belongs to Vereinigte
Deutsche Nickelwerke A. G. , adjoins the
main factory at Schwerte and is now engaged
in the manufacture of small - arms ammunition.

Engineering and Armaments

Stahlwerke BrBninghaus A. G. Westbofen ( 3)

Mining machinery and narrow -gauge railway
rolling - stock are produced here.

SENFTEIffiKRO( Brandenburg)

51° 30* No 14° E: 6O.5 miles : ( 19,000)

Senftenberg is in the extreme South of the Province of Brandenburg
close to the borders of Lower Silesia and of the Prussian province of
Saxony. Some of the surrounding villages which are mentioned below are
in Province Saxony, and Ruhland , 7 miles South West of Senftenberg , is in
Lower Silesia , Senftenberg is 20 miles South - west of Cottbus on a branch
railway from  Cottbus via Grossenhain to Dresden . It is in the centre of
the Niederlausitz brown- coal deposits , the exploitation of which forms
its main industry . In addition to the two important groups of mines
described ,be low, there are a number of smaller brown- coal pits , of which
two are described under the heading Annah&tte . Immediately North of the
village of Ruhland is an important synthetic - oil plant which is mentioned
below. Three large thermal power stations derive their fuel from the
brown- coal deposits in this area.

Trananortation

Marshalling Yards Senftenberg (3)

The Senftenberg marshalling yards are
capable of handling up to L̂.,000  wagons
per 24  hours.

Public Utility Services

Power and Gas Works Senftenberg ( 3)

The Gas- u. Elektrizit &tswerke Senftenberg
A. G. supplies electricity and gas to the
town. Electricity is purchased indirectly
from the Erica , Renate , and Marga power
stations of the Use Bergbau A. G.

Power/
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Power Station Lauchhammer ( 2)
The thermal power station belonging to thesteel works of the Hitteldeutsche StahlweikeA. G. is situated 2 miles S. E. of the Marie-Anne pit referred to under Solid Fuels . Ithas an installed capacity of 98 MW. Theoutput is mainly supplied to the steel worksand also to the Company ’s 2 other works atGroditz and Riesa . It is probable that theplaint has been considerably enlarged but norecent information is available . There are
2 and possibly 3 generator houses , and anindoor substation . A double - circuit long¬distance 110 kV line connects to Groditz andfrcm there to Riesa . There is probably a lineto the Marie - Anne and Ruhland -Schwarzhe idestations.

A local line at 15 kV connects to nearby pits.
Power Station Marie - Anne Pit

Muckeriberg ( 2)
This thermal power station is adjacent to theMarie -Anne brown - coal mine sane 6 miles west
of Senfteriberg # The plant , which is owned bythe Braunkohlen & Brikettindustrie A. G. ( Bubiag ) ,Muckeriberg , has an installed capacity of 91 MW.The plant was considerably extended in 1939
suggesting new industrial development nearby.It is probable that the greater part of theoutput is consumed by the Dr . Alex . Wacker carbideplant at Muckeriberg referred to under Chemicals& Explosives and that other undertakings sirealso supplied . The station is probably connectedto the other power stations nearby . Nothing isknown of long - distance supplies.

Power Station Ruhland - ( 2)
Schwarzheide

This thermal power plant forms part of thesynthetic - oil works at Schwarzheide near
Ruhland , referred to below under LiquidFuels . It has an installed capacity of60 MW. The generating station supplies steamas well as electricity to the works;
electricity is supplied through medium and lowvoltage underground cables and the station isprobably connected to the nearby generatingstations of Lauchhammer and Lauta.

Solid/
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Solid Fuels

BubiSLg Senftenberg ( 3)

The Braunkohlen & Brikettindustrie A.G.
(Bubiag ) own two mines in the Senftenberg
area . The first of these is the Marie -Anne
mine at Kleinleipisch 6 miles West of
Senftenberg , and the second the Karlgrube at
Zschomegosda , 5 miles South - west of
Senftenberg , These mines had an output of
4. 200. 000  tons of brown- coal in 1937* Some
3.000  workers are employed. The company owns
four briquetting plants in the neighbourhood
of Senftenberg which , in 1937* produced
1, 2*00,000  tons of briquettes,

Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke Lauchhammer ( 3)

The Mitteldeutsohe Stahlwerke A,G, have a
brown- coal mine at Lauchhammer, 2*. miles West
of Senftenberg , This mine had an output of
1. 600. 000 tons of brown- coal in 1937 and
employed some 700 workers , A briquetting
plant , which in 1937 produced 400,000  tons,
adjoins this mine. The company has a large
steel plant described below under Iron and
Steel , and its own power station mentioned
above under Public Utilities,

Liquid Fuels

Brabag Schwarzheide ( l)

The Braunkohle -Benzin A,0 , have a large
synthetic - oil plant situated between the
two villages of Ruhland and Schwarzheide,
4 miles South -west of Senftenberg . This
plant makes oil from brown coal by the
Pischer -Tropsch process . The annual
output of synthetic fuel is estimated to
be 350,000  tons.

Iron and Steel and Ferro Allova

Stahlwerke Lauchhammer (3)

The Mitteldeutsohe Stahlwerke A,Cr,, whose
parent works are in Riesa , have a branch
foundry in Lauohhanmer 5 miles West of
Senftenberg , They normally manufacture
all varieties of iron castings , and are now
reported to produce bomb and she el
components . This company also owns the brown-
ooal mine and power station which are
mentioned above under Solid Fuels and Public
Utilities , Several thousand workers are
employed at the Lauchhammer factory.

Engineering/
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Engineering and Armaments

Kfthnle , Kopp & Kausoh Senftenberg ( 3 )

The Khhnle , Kopp & Kausoh A . G-. , whose
parent works are in Frankenthal , are
reported to have erected a new factory
in Senftenberg for the production of
armaments , including shells and grenades.
More than 1,000 workers are said to be
employed.

Berg & Cie Senftenberg ( 3 )

The Niederlausitzer Eisenwerk Berg &
Cie are reported to be employing some
1,500 workers on the manufacture of A . A,
shells , particularly those of 2 . 5  cm.

Siegburg is East of the Rhine and 10 miles South - east of Cologne.
It is on the River Sieg , a tributary which flows into the Rhine
opposite Bonn , 5 miles South - west of Siegburg . Two miles to the
North - west of Siegburg is the neighbouring settlement of Troisdorf
(which had a pre - war population of 10 , 000 ; where there are works
belonging to the Klbckner conoem and a large explosives factory.

mentioned below , is largely the making of fire bricks and tiles,
furniture making and woodworking.

I yon .a^ d. ^ t ^ el arvjFqrrq Aj ^ s

The Mannstaedt works of the Klbckner Werke A. G-.
at Troisdorf include a foundry and cold - rolling
mills producing profiles , frames ( including
chassis frames ; , girders , sections , and forgings.
The iron and steel plant belonging to this works
is estimated to have an annual capacity of

This factory is operated by Dynamit A . G-. ,
and was of considerable importance in
193ii/IB . During the peace years the
factory was greatly extended , and took
over a great mary activities , apart from
the production of explosives . Not only
is nitro - cellulose made in large quantities
for the production of celluloid - type plastics,
but a variety of other plastio materials,

calibre.

-0O0- — •

SIEG -BURG- ( Rhineland^

(22,000)50  45 ’ N. 7 10 * Ej 320  miles

nmrzbeide The industry of Siegburg itself , apart from the cellulose factory

Klbckner Troisdorf ( 3 )

5O,0tX ) tons of pig iron,

Chemicals and Explosives

Dynamit AiG. Troisdorf ( l)
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among which laminated articles made from
bakelite are perhaps the most important,
are also made here . It is quite likely
that some explosive nitrocellulose is still
manufactured here , and indeed this view
is supported by the examination of air
photographs . It is difficult to estimate
what part of the nitrocellulose capacity
is available for explosives manufacture.
The total installed capacity represents
about 12,000 tons per annum, but the
majority of this will certainly be used
for plastics manufacture.

The factory is important as being one of
the largest producers of detonators in
Germany . It introduced the manufacture oflead azide detonators in aluminium caps.
Even before the war the production of these
detonators was running at the rate of about
120 million per annum, and there is little
doubt that it has been increased since . The *
factory prepares its own raw materials for
detonators , having a sodium azide plant with
an output in excess of 160 tons per annum.

The factory is situated 13 miles south - east of
Cologne.

$
Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and Pape r

Zellwolle A. G. Siegburg

The Rheinische Zellwolle A. G. are makers of
Viscose staple fibre , for which they had a
capacity of 60 tons per day . 500 workers
were employed in this factory before the war.
It is reported that these works are now
largely engaged on producing cellulose for
the explosives industry.

( 3 )

SIEGEN ( Westphalia )

50° 55 * N. 8° E : 355 miles : ( 37,000)
Siegen is situated at the Northern end of the extensive iron-

ore deposit of Siegerland - Wieder . The iron ore of this area is
among the best that is mined in Germany ; it is non - phosphoric andsuitable for the production of spiegeleisen and also contains a
proportion of manganese . In 1937 the area produced a minimum amount
of 1*517,000 tons of iron ore and employed 4,900 workmen . The outputwas mostly consumed by local blast furnaces though a little found itsway to Hhenisch —Westphalia * Siegen is also a junction for three minorbranch lines . It is at the Southern end of a line of industrial
settlements which extend , mostly along the valley of the River Lenne,from Siegen to the vicinity of Hagen , and which contain a large
number of rolling mills , wire drawing , and metal working plants , andfoundries . Siegen itself has a number of foundries specialising in the
production of rollers for steel rolling mills , and is responsible for ahigh proportion of the German requirements of this essential component.
The principal works of this kind are mentioned below . Another group 3
miles to the North of the town are dealt with under the heading Geisweid

Trans porta t ion/
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Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Siegen

These repair shops employ same 1,500
workers and undertake the repair of
goods wagons and all kinds of rollingstock.

Public Utility Services

Power station Siegen

A small thermal power station was closed
down in 1930 but has since been reported
as working . In 1941 its capacity is
reported to have been 40 MW.

Gasworks Siegen

In 1936 the municipal gasworks bought
131 mill . cu . ft . of gas from the Westfalische
Femgas A. G.

Iron , steel and Ferro - Alloys

Sieg - Lahn Bergbau A. G-. Siegen

This company owns a group of mines South -¬
west of Siegen . They produced 560,000
tons of iron ore in 1937 and employed 1,400workmen.

Gewerkschaft "Eisenzecher Zug* Eiserfeld-
Siegen

This company operates 2 mines at Ei serf eld,6 miles south - west of Siegen . In 1937 the
output of iron ore amounted to 163,000
tons and 660 workmen were employed.

Vereinigte Stahlwexke A. G-. Eisem - Siegen

This company owns 6 mines on the iron ore
deposit at Eisem , 6 miles south of Siegen.
In 1937 they had an output of 575,000tons
of iron ore and employed 2,100 workmen.

• Bergbau - u . Hu.tten - A. G-. Herdorf - Siegen

This company owns a mine at Herdorf,
producing 155,000 tons of iron ore and
employing 400 workmen in 1937.

G-rube Storch u . Schoneberg Gosehbach-
Siegen

This company works a mine at Goseribach whicn
produced 64,000 tons of iron ore and
employed 330 men in 1937.

Engineering/
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Engineering and Armaments

Kolsch - Folzer Kreuzweg ( 3)

The -works of the Kolsch - lfelzer iYerke A. G»
comprise a roll foundry and a turning plant*
They specialise in the production of
rollers for all kinds of steel rolling mills,
as well as rollers for use in the rubber
and paper industries * Pressure gas
containers and vessels for the chemical,
cellulose , soap , and sugar industries are
made* Before the war this firm employed
approximately 1,000 workers.

Gontermann - Peipers Marienbomerstr . ( 3)

The G-ontermann - Peipers A. G. fur Walzenguss
& Hutteribetrieb have a range of products
similar to Kolsch - S&Lzer . They employed
some 800 workers before the war * This firm
has also a small iron and steel works in
Eiserfeld , 3 miles South of Siegen*

Eisenbahnbedarf A. G* Wilhelmstr * ( 3)

The Siegener Eiseribahribedarf A*G*, which is
owned by the Vereinigte Stahlweike A. G. ,
have a pressing and hammer works and normally
manufacture railway wagons , railroad equipment,
and lafge metal containers . They employed
approximately 1,000 workers before the war*

riuttenwerk Siegerland Hinderiburgstr . ( 3)

The Huttenwerk Siegerland A. G* is a large
undertaking which employed a total of some
10,000 workers before the war * It belongs
to the Vereinigte Stahlweike A*G* of
Dusseldorf . The Huttenwerk owns a number of
iron smelting works and rolling mills and
expoits mai nly the iron - ore deposits of the
Siegerland * The head office and one of the
smal ler works is in Siegen , but the other
plants are dispersed over the area of the
Sieg and Lenne valleys , at Niederschelden 2
miles South of Siegen , Wissen 15 miles Wfest
of Siegen , Attendom in the Lenne valley,
Nachrodt near Hagen , and f&sten near Neheira*

Maschineribau A. G* Siegen ( 2)

The works of the Siegener Maschineribau A*G*
include an iron foundry , and employed
approximately 1,000 workers before the war*
They are now believed to be constructing
components for U—boat Diesel engines*

Dango/
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Dango & Dienenthal Siegen

This firm is one of the principal
German manufacturers of blast furnaces

and blast furnace equipment . The r̂
produce charging machines , pig casting
machines , Cowper stoves , gas valves and
a full range of accessories.

Chemicals & Explosives

Dynamit A. G< ’ Wurgendorf

This factory was operated by Dynamit
A. G. in the last war , producing about
4 per cent , of Germany 1 s cordite . It
was officially closed down after the
Armistice , but by 1933 a  trade source
reported that a number of modem
explosives buildings had appeared on
the site . It is reported to be in active
production at the present time , and to
be producing propellant powders on a moderate
scale.
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SIEGMAR- SCHONAU

50 ° 50 * N. 12 ° 55 ’ E ; 5^5 miles ; ( 19,000)

Siegmar - SchBnau , though a separata municipality , adjoins Chemnitzon the Western side and has been dealt with under the heading Chemnitz,

- - 0O0 — -

SIGMARINGEN( Hohenzollem)

48 ° 5 * N. 9 ° 19 * E : 455 miles ; ( 6,000)

Signaringen is the administrative town of the outlying Prussian
province of Hohenzollem , to the South - west of WQrttemberg , It is on
the upper reaches of the River Danube and 20 miles North of the Westernend of Lake Constance . Apart from the metal works mentioned below,
there is no important industrial development.

Engineering and Armaments

Hohenzollemhhtte Laucherthal ( 2)

The Fttrstlich Hohenzollem Hittenverwaltung
is situated in Laucherthal , a village near
to Sigmaringendorf 3 miles South - east of
Sigmaringen . The works comprise rolling mills
and a wire - drawing plant . Sparking plugs and
components for precision measuring instruments
are produced , and supplied among others to Bosch,
Mannesmann , Rheinmetall , and Junkers . These
works are reported to have attained additional
importance since 1943  as suppliers of the
highest grade anti - friction bearings,
particularly shell type anti - friction bearings,
and bearing alloys.

SINDELFINGEN ( Wftrttembergl

48 ° 45 * N. 9° E : 450 miles ; ( 8,000)

Sindelfingen is 8 miles South - west of Stuttgart and lies
immediately North of Bbblingen , which is on the main line railway
leading from Stuttgart to Schaffhausen and Zurich . Bftblingen is
dealt with separately . Sindelfingen owes its importance to the nearby
airfield and to the new Daimler - Benz works . There are also reportsthat the Heinkel concern in conjunction with Hirth have erected an
important new plant near Sindelfingen . To the North - east of
Sindelfingen , in the settlement of Vaihingen , are a number of smallworks , including a textile factory which is mentioned below.

Non - Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Ernst Frank Sindelfingen ( 3)

The works of this firm comprise an
a l uminium and brass foundry , and supply
components to Robert Bosch of Stuttgart.

Aircraft/



SDB3BLP33CEN ( Wftrttemberg ) ( Contd)

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Hirth Motoren Sindelfingen ( - )

The Hirth Motoren concern , in conjunction
with Heinkel , are reported to have built
a large aero - engine works immediately to
the South of the Sind elf ingen aerodrome*
These works are said to have been constructed
underground and to be almost invisible from
the air . They undertake the final machining
of aero - engine components and the assembly of
aero - engines . The components are said to be
supplied by a number of Stuttgart firms,
particularly Mahle and Bosch.

Daimler - Benz Sindelf ingen ( - )

The Daimler - Benz plant at Sindelf ingen,
which primarily builds motorcar bodies,
is now reported to have a series of aero¬
engine test beds where aero - engines built
in the main factory of Daimler - Benz at
Stuttgart - Unterturkheim are brought for
testing.

Daimler - Benz A. G-. Sindelfingen ( 2)

The erection of the Sindelfingen body¬
building works of the Daimler - Benz concern
was begun before the war , but it was only
in 1941  that these works developed into the
important plant which they now are.
Several thousands of workers are believed to
be now employed at this works , whioh is
known to build heavy military transport on
a large scale and is reported to be making
tank components in a*6 least one of its
workshops.

Trikotfabriken Vaihingen ( - )

The Vereinigte Trikotfabriken ( R. Vollmoeller)
A. G. are makers of hosiery and knitted goods.
They have a second factory at Herrenberg,
10 miles South -west of Sindelfingen . Some
700  workers were employed before the war.

SIHC35N ( Baden)

47 ° 45 ' N. 8° 50 ' E : 48 a miles : ( 18,000)

Singen ( Hohentwiel ) is in the extreme South of Baden olose to
the Swiss frontier and 10 miles North - east of Schaffhausen ( Switzerland ) .
It is on the main railway line from Stuttgart to Zurich and is the
German Customs Station for the traffic along this route * A branch line
leads South - east from  Singen to Konstanz 15 miles distant , where it
Joins the Swiss railway along the Southern shore of Lake Constance.
.'he principal industries of Singen are mentioned below.
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SINGEN ( Baden) (Contd)

Nn ŷ - g a rrroua Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Aluminium Walzwerke Singer (2)

The Aluminium Walzwerke Singen G . m. b . N.
are fabricators of sheet aluminium , for
which their mills have a capacity of

1,500  tons per month, They make a -wide
variety of aluminium alloys and coatings,
including many which are their own . patented
specialities . They are also producers of
aluminium foil . The works is an important

supplier of materials to the aircraft
industry and may itself undertake the
manufacture of finished aircraft components.

Engineerin g and Armaments

Georg Fischer ( Fittingwerke ) Singen ( 2)

The A . G. der Eisen & Stahlwerke vorm.

Georg Fischer are iron and steel founders
and prior to the war specialised in
fittings , connecting pieces , and joints
for metal tubing , including high - pressure
steam , gas , water , air , and vacuum pipe
systems , central heating and drainage
installations . They are a branch of the
Swiss firm of the same name in Schaffhausen,
and have another branch works in Mettmaim in

the Rhineland . The Singen works is now
partly turned over to armaments and is
producing mainly aerial bombs , mortar bombs
of all types , and artillery shells of medium
calibre . Other products include exhaust
pipes for tanks and authmobiles , and wheels
and other motor transport components . The
factory is now said to employ some 3,000
workers , a proportion of 'whom are drawn
from Schaffhausen and the neighbouring parts
of Switzerland.

These are the chief works of this concern,
which is the leading German maker of soup
cubes and flavouring essences . They are
now reported to be producing entirely
for Government requirements and to be
making food stuffs in compressed form for
use by the armed forces.

Food Stuffs

Maggi G. nub . H. Singen 0)

-o0o<
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SQEST ( Westphalia)

51 35 * N* 8 ° 5 * Ei 355 miless ( 23,000)

Soest is 15 miles South - east of Hamm and is on a main railwayline which leads from Saxony and Magdeburg to the Lower Rhineland.In addition to the large railway repair shops , the industries include
several engineering works , the manufacture of electric light bulbs,and a number of metal - working firms making nuts , bolts , and rivets.Soest is also an agricultural centre , and there are large flour mills.

Transportation

Railway Junction

The East to West railway line through
Halberstadt and Paderbom divides at
Soest , one branch leading to Hamm, andthe other to Dortmund . This line forms
an important direct route from the Ruhr
and Lower Rhineland to the Magdeburg and
Brunswick areas and to Saxony . A branch
line leads Southeast from Soest , and
other minor branch railways serve the
district to the North - west between Soest
and Hamra.

Marshalling Yard

The marshalling yard is situated across
the North border of the town , and has
capacity for handling 4 >4£X) wagons per
24 hours . It is an exceptionally busy yard,on one of the main routes to and from the
Ruhr . Next to the route through Hamm from
Berlin , the route through Soest between
Breslau , Leipzig , Swindmftnde , end the Ruhr
probably handles the heaviest traffic in
Germany * Soest is the main supply marshalling
yard dealing with traffic to and from the
Ruhr from Central and Eastern Germany and would
bear the main weight of all the Ruhr traffic
if Hamm were seriously damaged.

Railway Repair Shops Soest ( 3)

These repair shops , which are West of the
marshalling yards , undertake the repair and
maintenance of locomotives and other rolling
stock , and employ some 1,5 ^0 workers.

Public Utility Services

The Mbhne dam and hydro - electric power Gbnne , near ( - )station Soest

The Mbhne dam and its power station are
situated 6 miles South - west of Soest and
25 -miles East of Dortmund , at the North - westoorner of the reservoir known as the Mbhne
Talsperre . The dam was built to improve
the flow of the Ruhr by controlling water
Shortage in the Ruhr valley in the dry
seasons , so that the pumping stations which

provide/

Soest ( 3)

Soest ( 2)
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provide water for the Ruhr industrial
area and for the hydro - electric plants
along the river may be supplied with
water at all periods . The s even MW
hydro - electric power station is
operated by the Vereinigte Elektrizi-

. t &tswerke Westfalen A,G , ( VEW) . It is
situated immediately below the dam.
In May , the dam was breached in
an air attack , the power station was
washed away , and the reservoir , which
extended some 6 miles East and 3 miles
South - east of the dam , was drained of
its water.

Engineering and Armaments

Wilhelm Hagen Thom&str , ( 3)

The Accumulatorenfabrik Wilhelm
Hagen have their works South of the

' railway marshalling yards and are
believed to be making accunulators for
submarines,

Merkur Niederbergheimerstr , ( - )

The Gltihlampenwerk Merkur G. m. b , H.
are makers of electric light bulbs,

Grttte Grage Niederbergheimerstr , (3)

The GrUte Grage & Co,G . m. b . H. are
iron founders and specialise in the
manufacture of turntables and other
railway equipment,

- - 0O0 - -

SOLINGEN/
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SOLINGEN &, DISTRICT (Rhirmlm^

51° 10 * N. 7° 05 * Es 312 miles : ( 153,600)

The Solingen district lies across the highland separating theRhine and the Wupper valleys , and covers a total area of about thirtysquare miles . It includes the following towns and villages : -

(1 ) Solingen , with a population of 142,000 including Wald , Ohligs,Gr&frath and Hbhscheid.

(2 ) Ha&n , with a population of 11,600

Total 153,600

The city of Solingen itself lies 740  feet above sea - level in a
bend of the river Wuppier, about seven miles South of Wuppertal , Itis connected by rail with the great industrial centres of the Ruhr,but is not in itself an important railway centre.

Solingen is known as ’’the Sheffield of Germany ” on account ofits world - famous light engineering industry which is mainly concernedwith the production of cutting machines , tools , knives , scissors , andsurgical instruments . Bicycles and components for motor vehicles andsmall arms are also manufactured.

The suburbs of the city - Wald to the North - west , Ohligs to theWest , and Gr&frath , to the North - are also industrialised , and saneof the larger engineering plants are to be found in these areas , ^
The outlying settlements of the Solingen district are , for themost part , non - industrial , with the exception of Haan whose fair¬sized engineering works were mainly engaged on the production of cutlery.

Transportation

Railway Junction & Marshalling Yard Solingen ( 3)

Of local importance only , serving
the Solingen engineering industry.

Railway Junction <& Marshalling Yard Ohligs ( 3)

Of local , importance only , serving
the engineering industry in this area.

Public Utility

St &dtische Gaswerke Solingen ( 3)

The Municipal gasworks lie south of
Solingen main passenger station
adjoining the Zwillingswerk of J «A.
Henckels , No gas is actually produced
here , but the company purchased from
the Ruhr gas grid (Ruhrgas A,G . ) for
resale about 785,000,000 cubic feet
of gas in 193 &*

St &dtische/
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St &dtische Gaswerke Solingen - Ohliga ( 3)

This small municipal gas - works lies
directly to the East of Ohligs marshalling
yard and supplies gas to the suburb of
Ohligs . Its activity is included in the
above sales figure.

Engineering and Armaments

Kronprinz A. G* fftr Me tall indus trie Sol ingen - 0 hligs ( 2)

A subsidiary of MannesmannrBhren-
Werke A. G* , DUsseldorf , this works lies
North - east of Ohligs main station . It is
important chiefly for its manufacture of
components , particularly wheels , for motor-
vehicles , aircraft , tanks , etc . Other
production includes S. A. A. , and steel tubes
from 5 to 100 mm. in diameter . The number
of workers employed is believed to exceed
4,000 . It is also reported that in
addition to the above , this firm is making
undercarriages for Ju . 88 *3 , 87 *s and Me. 210 *s,
and other , mainly minor , aircraft components.

J. JLHenckels Solingen ( 2)
•

There are two branches of this firm in
Solingen . The larger of the two , which
is known as the Zwillingswerk is situated
South of and adjoining the Solingen main
station and before the war manufactured
special steels for cutlery , saws , scissors,
etc . , but is now stated to be producing
S. A. A. and small - arms components , bayonets,
and daggers . Several thousand workers are
employed.

The smaller branch of the company in the
suburb of Weyer , North - east of Ohligs , is
engaged on the production of S . A. A. , small-
arms components , and precision parts for
aircraft and instruments . The plant employs
1,500  workers,

Rudolf Rauteribach Solingen - ( 1)
Mangerburg

$

Covering a very closely built - up area
of approximately 250  square yards , this
firm ’ s plant in Solingen - Mangerburg is
considered to be the largest light - metal
casting plant in Germany and even in 1933
was believed to be engaged on war production.

Aluminium and magnesium castings are produced
here , particularly in the form of engine
components such as crank —cases , air - cooled
cylinder heads , oil —castings , cast pistons,
and piston - rings . Junkers and B. M. W. absorb
much of the engine - component output and the
firm also supplies Messerschmitt with

under car r iage/



SOUMBM & DISTRICT ( Rhinelandl (Contd)

undercarriage components and brake - drums
for Messerschmitt aircraft of which it is
the principal producer * The factory site
includes a large experimental foundry end
extensive research laboratories . More than
2,500  workers are believed to be employed.

W*K*C* Y/affenfabrik Gr. m. b . H . Solingen —Witkulle ( —)

The firm is said to possess an underground
plant in the suburb of Wittkulle , employing
more than 1,000 workers on the production
of armaments.

PatriaW . K. C. Fahrradfabrik Solingen Solingen - ( - )
Hans A^f May Qbengbnrath

Manufacture of bicycles.

Solinger Fahhradfabrik F . H . Schaaf Solingen ( - )

Situated in the North - east of the city,
this firm manufactures bicycles.

”Ariso n 0 . Arimont Sbhne Solingen - Heidburg ( - )

Manufacture of bicycles.

Metallwerke Ohligs G-. m. b . H , Solingen - Ohligs ( 3 )
(Controlled by Kronprin z  A • G-• )

Motor - vehicle and bicycle components are
manufactured at this factory , which is a
subsidiary of the Mannesmannr &hren - Werke,

, Dhsseldorf.

Oswald Forst G . m. b . H.

This factory is situated North of
Meisenburg , and is engaged on the
production of machine tools . It is
believed to employ some 400  workers.

C. G-rossmann , Eisen - u . Stahlwerk A . G-.

In the suburb of V/itkulle , this factory
produces malleable iron castings , grey
cast iron , steel castings , axle bearings,
etc.

F . Klopp Gr. m# b . H , Maschinenfabrik,Sonderwerk Solingen - Wald ( 3 )
fftr Schnellhobler

Planing machinery is the main production
of this factory , which is situated at Wald-
Itterberg . 500  workers are believed to
be employed.

Solingen ( 3)

Solingen - Witkulle ( 3 )

F . W. B eckraanr/
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F#W. Beckmann , Solinger Schleif - u. Polier - Solingen
Art ike 1 Pabrik G-. m. b . H.

lying due North - east of the Solingen
main station , this factory produces
precision machine tools and grinding
and polishing machinery . It occupies
an area of 5 >400 square metres on a
site of 13 >000 square metres.

Brangs St  Rftll Maschinenfabrik Solingen ( - )

This works lies South of the
Solingen main station and manufactures
grinding and polishing machinery
for the cutlery industry.

Th. Kieserling Sc  Albrecht Solingen ( - )
Maschinenfabrik - u. Eisengiesserei

Saws , shears , rolling - mill equipment
for the metal industry , drop stamps,
and spring swaging hammers are
produced at this factory,

Chemicals and Explosives

Durofol K. Gi» , J , Brangs Sc Co , Solingen ( - )

This works lies West of the Zwillingswerk
and the main Solingen passenger station.
It manufactures plastics.

Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Ohligser Leinen —und Baumwoll —weberei A. G. Solingen - Ohligs ( - )

In 1938 this firm employed 320 workers
on the production of webbing for driving
belts , fitter cloth , etc.

-0O0

sSmmerda/
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SOMMERDA( Province Saxony )

51 ° 10 ' N. 11 ° 10 ' E : 485 miles : ( 15,000)

SSmmerda lies 15 miles North of Erfurt on a branch railway
line leading from Sanger hausen to Erfurt . In addition to the
important branch works of the Rheinmetall - Borsig , the manufacture
of small arms and ammunition is , even in peacetime , an established
industry in Sdmmerda which has been greatly extended during the war.

Engineering and Armaments

Rhe inme t all - Bor sig Sdmmerda ( 2)

The Sflmmerda factory of this concern
in peacetime made typewriters and
calculating machines , of which
Rheinmetall was a large producer.
Motorcar driving shafts and other
components were also made . The
plant is now making bomb components,
principally light - alloy parts , fuzes,
incendiary bomb casings , delayed
action mechanisms , and electrical
components . One sectipn of the works
is making leaf springs and transmission
shafts for tanks . Over 3 >000 workers
are believed to be employed.

Selve Kronbiegel Sdmmerda ( 2)

The Selve Kronbiegel - Domheim A. G.
were prior to the war manufacturers
of detonators and sporting ammunition.
They are now important makers of
S. A. A. and are believed to have
increased the number of their workers
from 900 , which was their peacetime
complement , to over 3 >000 . The
company , which originated in Altena,
acquired the munition firms Braun &
Bloem of Dttsseldorf and Dreyse &
Collenbusch of Sftmmerda , and in 1925
transferred their headquarters and
the whole of their production to
Sftmmerda.

-oOo - -

SOMMERFELD( Brandenburg)

51 ° 45 * N. 15 ° E : 640 miles : ( 11,000)

Sommerfeld is in South - eastern Brandenburg on the railway
from Frankfurt/Oder to Breslau . It is the junction for two minor
branch railway lines . Industry is mainly textiles and is in the
hands of several small firms . There are also two large brick and
tile manufacturers . It has been reported that in the latter part
of 1943  the Telefunken Radio concern of Berlin had transferred some
of their departments to Sommerfeld and had converted one of the
textile factories for this purpose.

Transportation/
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Transportat ion

Railway Repair Shops Sonsnerfeld

These are medium- sized repair shops
undertaking the repair of goods wagons.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Tuchfabrik Sttdstr, (- )

The Tuchfabrik A. G. vorm. Fischer
Schnabel A. G. are manufacturers of
cloth for civil and military
requirements . Their weaving mill
had 96  weaving stools before the war,
when some 400 workers were employed,
They are an example of several small
textile factories in Sommerfeld.

Sormeberg is on the Southern edge of the Thttringer Wald,
10 miles North - east of Coburg . It is a tourist resort for
visitors to the Thuringian hills , and is regarded as the centre
of the manufacture of dolls and childrens toys in which , in
peacetime , a large trade is done , both inside Germany and for
export . There is a great number of firms which are normally
engaged in this industry . A woodworking firm in Sormeberg is
mentioned below under Aircraft and Aero Engines.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Hartwig Sonneberg ( - )

The firm of Robert Hartwig,normally a
woodworking and furniture - making
factory , was reported in 1942 to be
constructing gliders.

Engineering and Armaments

Siemens - Schuckert A. G. Sonneberg ( 3)

This small factory makes cartridge
detonators ^ nd a small variety of
minor electrical appliances.

Sonneriburg is 7 miles East of Ktt.str .in on a branch railway line.
It is on the southern edge of the wide stretch of marshland formed
by the River War the near to its junction with the Oder at Kttstrin.
Normally the industries are on a small scale and chiefly devoted to
woodworking , including the manufacture of clogs.

SONNEBERG( Thuringia)

50° 20 * N. 11° 10 * E: 500  miles ; ( 20,000)

-o0o

SONNENBURG( Brandenburg)

52° 35 ’ N. 14° 50 ’ E: 635 miles ; (4,000)

Engineering/



SOIEMBORG ( Brandenburg) (Contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Ammunition Factory Sonnenburg ( - )

Ground reports suggest that in the woods
near Sonnenburg there is a large explosives
dump and shell - filling factory , reported
to employ some 1,600 workers in 1942 . The
factory was accomodated in temporary
buildings pending construction of a new
plant . Railway sidings lead through the
woods to the bunkers . The whole process
of shell - filling and assembly is carried
out here for calibres ranging from 21 cm.
artillery shells to S. A. A. A proportion
of the labour consists of Russian men and
women.

-o0o - «—— -

SORAU ( Brandenburg)

51 ° 40 * N. 15 ° 10 * E : 655 miles : ( 24,000)

Sorau is in the extreme South - east of the province of
Brandenburg on the main railway line from Cottbus to Glogau and■Breslau . A branch line leads from Sorau Southwards to Gdrlitz,
The peacetime industry is mainly in the hands of a number of
medium- sized textile factories , but Sorau is one of the localities
in Eastern Germany to which a proportion of the aircraft productionof the Focke - Wulf concern of Bremen has been transferred.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Focke - Wulf Sorau ( 2)

The Focke - Wulf aircraft assembly plant atSorau is one of the last of this firm ’ s
newly - erected plants to come into
production . It is believed that the works
is exclusively engaged on the assembly of
TW- 190 *s and that components are imported
from Kottbus and Posen . Minor components
are manufactured at Sorau in six small factories
at least two of which were formerly textile
mills.

Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Mechanische Weberei Priebuserstr . ( - )

The Mechanische Weberei Sorau vorm.
F,A . Martin & Co . A. G* have a cotton
and linen weaving mill which employed
some 600 workers before the war . This
is one of several medium - si zed weaving mills
in Sorau,

Hoffmann Sorau ( - )

The Erdmann Hoffmann A. G* are cloth
manufacturers who employed some 300
workers before the war.
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SISTER ( Bavaria)

49 ° 20 ' N. 8° 23 * E: 410 miles : ( 28,000)

Speyer is in the Bavarian palatinate on the left bank of the
Rhine 10 miles South of Ludwigshafen . Apart from the aircraft
factory described below , the industries include cotton spinning,
boot and shoe manufacture , and brick and tile making . Speyer is
one of the centres of the palatinate wine trade , and there are
also a large number of cigar and tobacco factories . The inland
harbour and a small shipbuilding yard are mentioned below.

Transportation

Inland Harbour Speyer ( - )

The inland harbour of Speyer was extended
and reconstructed in 1924 and is well
equipped with loading and storage facilities.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Saarpfalz G. m. b,H . Speyer ( 2)
9

The Flugzeugwerke Saarpfalz Gr,m. b. H.
were , prior to the war , engaged on the
assembly of Klenra 35B trainer aircraft.
The share capital of this company was
increased in 1941  from 40,000 to
1,000,000 Reichsmark . The plant has
been extended during the war and since
1940 it has been engaged on repair to
Messerschmitt fighters . Some 1,300
workers are believed to be employed.

Shipbuilding

Josef Braun Speyer ( - )

This shipbuilding firm , which normally
builds barges and river craft on a small
scale , is now reported to be constructing
E- boats.

- — - 0O0-

SPREMBERG- ( Brandenburg)

51 ° 30 * N. 14 ° 23 ' Es 623  miles : ( 14,000)

Spremberg in the Niederlausitz is in the extreme South ’of
Brandenburg close to the border of Lower Silesia . It is on the
right bank of the River Spree , and on a branch railway which runs
from Cottbus , 10 miles to the North , to Gttrlitz , The chief *
importance of the town is due to its chemical factories . The
large electric power station at Trattendorf lies 2 miles South of
Spremberg , Cloth manufacture is represented by a number of
factories which are individually on a small scale but in the
aggregate provide a considerable output of textile goods.

Public/
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Public Utility Services

Power Station . Trattendorf ( 2)
This thermal power station , situated
2 miles South of Spremberg , is ownedby Elektrowerke A. G. It has an
installed capacity of 196 W.  The
station was rebuilt in 1921 and forms,with the large Lauta station 13 miles
to the South - west , the nucleus of a
group of power stations known as the
Niederlausitzer Kraf twerks -Gruppe,
The Trattendorf station is adjacent tothe calcium carbide works of the Lonza
Elektrochemische Fabriken G, m. b, H, ,referred to below under Chemicals and
Explosives . Fuel is obtained from thebrown - coal mines in this area.

A medium- voltage and 100 - kV substationis attached to the station . Medium-
voltage supplies are given to the
adjacent works , to the towns of Spremberg
nearby , Cottbus , 15 miles to the North,to the district of Hoyerswerde , 10 miles tothe South , and to the medium-voltagegrid of the Elektrowerke,

Five double - circuit 100 - kV lines connect
to Breslau , Berlin - Spandau , Berlin-
Friedrichsfelde , G-uben , and Lauta
respectively.

Chemicals and Explosives

Lonzawerke Trattendorf ( 3)
The Lonzawerke Elektrochemische Fabriken
G, m. b . H. have a carbide plant near the
electric power station at Trattendorf , 2
miles South of Spremberg , which,
together with this firm ' s Waldshut factory,has a capacity of 100,000 tons of carbideper annum.

H. Rfimraler A. G. Spremberg ( 3 )
The H. Rbmmler A. G, are owned by the Brown
Boveri & Co. , A»G> of Mannheim and are
manufacturers of plastics . They are amongthe leading German producers of tar - acidand urea resins . Before the war approximately
1,000 workers were employed at the Sprembergplant.

Textiles/
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Textiles . Ravon . Pulp and Paper

Carl Mttiler

Fr . W. Heinze G. m. b . H.

Georg Wissinger

The above are medium - sized cloth
factories given as examples of ten
similar mills in Spremberg.

Spremberg

Spremberg

Spremberg

430  miles : ( 13 , 000 )

Stade is 23 miles West of Hamburg on the railway to Cuxhaven.
It is on the Western side of the Elbe , 4 miles distant from the
river bank . A leather tannery and a rubber factory are mentioned
below , and there are several small - scale industries , including oil¬

refining , hemp and wool spinning , and the manufacture of wooden
pulley blooks.

Rubber and

Gebr . Schmidt

This factory makes various rubber goods,
particularly insulated coverings for the
cable industry , and is also believed to
make bicycle tyres.

Leather

Led erf abrik Kommandantentrich ( - )

Stade ( - )

53° 35’ N. 9° 30' B:

The Stader Lederfabrik A. G. employed some
500  workers and had a well - equipped tannery
with a pre - war capacity for 1,000 skins per
day . They manufactured sole leather and *
are known to have achieved a good scale of
production of russet leather as used by the
armed forces.

-0O0 — —

STADBLN ( Bavaria)

49 ° 30 ' N. 11 ° E : 505 miles ! ( l,200 ) .

St &deln is 3 miles North of Ffrrth near to the railway
station of Vach on the line from NBmberg to Erlangen . Its
only importance is due to the Chemical "Works mentioned below.
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Chemicals and Explosives

Dyiiamit A*G, * Stadeln ( 3 )
This factory is operated by Dynamit A, G. ,and was formerly owned by the Rheinisch-
Westf &lische Sprengstoff a,G.

pre -war reports do not suggest that the
factory was of great size , although a largearea of ground was reserved for it , A
report dated 1938  states that while over 400,000square metres of land were allocated to the
factory , only some 22,000  square metres hadbeen used for buildings at that time.

Photographic reconnaissance of July , 1942,shows that the factory has now been much
enlarged . Its chief function is plainly themanufacture of T. N. T. , and it is estimatedon the basis of size of buildings that its
output would be at least 20,000  tons perannum. It seems likely that penthrite or
tetryl are also made at this factory , andthere are certain buildings similar to thoseusually associated with the manufacture ofdetonators.

- —- 0O0-

STARGAKD(Pomerania)

53° 20 * N, 13° E: 650 miles ; (41,000)
(

Stargard is 23 miles East of Stettin and is a railway junctionof some importance to the traffic between Stettin and EasternGermany, To the West of Stargard is the Madtl See on which there isnow a seaplane base . Apart from the large railway repair shopsmentioned below there are no industries of importance in Stargard,Stargard in Pomerania must not be confused with Starogard ( orPreussisch - Stargard ) which is in the Polish Corridor 20 miles Westof Marienburg,

Transportation

Railway Junction Stargard ( 3)
The railway line , which runs from Stettinparallel with the Baltic coast through
Belgard and Stolp to Danzig , passes throughStargard , A second line diverges at Stargardand leads South - east to join the main Berlin-
Danzig line at Kreuz in the Polish Corridor,A further branch line leads South -west from
Stargard to Peyritz.

Railway Repair Shops Stargard ( 3)
These are large repair shops which undertakethe repair of locomotives and rolling stock,
and employ some 1,900  workers.

Aircraft/
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Aircraft and Aero Engines

Seaplane Base Madtt See ( 3)

The Madli Lake is 4 miles West of Star gar d
and is some 8 miles in length * At the
North - eastern end of the lake are the
hangars and hutments of a seaplane base
which uses this lake as an alighting zone.

-0O0-

STASSFURT ( province Saxony)

51° 50f N . 11° 35' Es 305 miles ; ( 16,000)

Stassfurt is 5 miles North - west of Bernburg and is the centre
of an important salt - mining district . The Stassfurt saline
deposits are the best known in the world for the supply of
potassium salts ; not only mines , however , but potash refineries
exist in profusion in the area,each of the four or five chief
producing companies having two or more factories for the production
of potash fertilizers and refined potash salts . The important
Junkers aircraft components factory at Stassfurt forms one of the
chain of Junkers plants which are grouped in this part of Germany,
The remaining industries of Stassfurt are not of particular
importance.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Junkers Flugzeug - & Motorenwerke Leopoldshall ( 2)

This Junkers aircraft components works is in
Leopoldshall , which is immediately South - west
of Stassfurt proper and is now part of the
same municipality . The works employs several
thousand workers and makes major components
and in particular control surfaces . The output
of this works is supplied to the large Junkers
final assembly plant at Bernburg , 5 miles to the
South - east which also obtains components from
Aschersleben (8  miles to the South - west ) ,
Schflnebeck (13  miles to the North - east ) ,
Halberstadt , Oschersleben , and KBthen . Dessau,
where the parent works of Junkers is situated,
lies 30 miles East of Stassfurt.

- — - — 0O0 — —

STENDAL



STENDAL ( Province Saxogv)

52 ° 35 1 No 11 ° 50 * E : 515  miles : ( 32,000)

Stendal is 60  miles West of Berlin on the main line from Berlin
to Hanover . It is an important railway junction with large
marshalling yards and repair shops . Apart from the engineering andmetal working firms mentioned below , the industry is chiefly fruit¬preserving and sugar - refining , Stendal is also the centre of alarge agricultural area.

Transportation

Railway Junction Stendal ( 2 )

Stendal is on the main East to West line
from Berlin through Hanover to the Rhineland
and to Holland , The lines from Stendal to
Wittenberge , ( on the Berlin - Hamburg route)
28 miles North of Stendal , and to Magdeburg,
30  miles to the South , form an important
direct route between Magdeburg and Hamburg.
A further branch diverges at Stendal north¬
eastward from the Berlin -Hanover line and
leads via Ulzen to Bremen and Hamburg , A
branch line connects Stendal with Tangarmftnde
on the Elbe , 7 miles to the South - east , andtwo minor branch lines serve the districts to
the North - west and North - east.

Marshalling Yards Stendal ( 2 )

The Stendal marshalling yards have a
capacity for 4 >500  wagons per 24 hours.

Railway Repair Shops Stendal ( 3)

These repair shops undertake the repair
of locomotives and goods wagons.

Engineering and Armaments

L, & C. Arnold Arnoldstr . ( - )

L. & C, Arnold are normally makers of
iron furniture , and in peacetime had a
large production of chairs and tables
which were used in outdoor cafes and
gardens . They are now believed to be
engaged on the production of armaments.

YYilhelm Schreiber Nikolaistr 0 ( -)

This firm manufactures agricultural
machinery and implements and woodworking
machinery*

Sachsenwerk Gr,m. b . H, Am Qstbahnhof ( 3)

The S&chsische Eisenbahnbedarf &
Maschinenfabrik Gr. m,b . H. Stendal are
makers of railway equipment.
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Chemicals & Explosives

Dynamit A. G. Klietz ( 3)

Near the small settlement of Klietz 10
miles to the North - east of Stendal is a
plant which is reported to be under the
control of a subsidiary of I . G-. Farben
(probably Dynamit A. G. ) . Its construction
began some time about 1936 * and it has
been constantly expanded since , The lay¬
out of the plant is so different from
British practice that it - is somewhat
difficult to interpret , but it seems
almost certainly to be engaged in the
manufacture of propellant explosives , and
probably also of finished powder . Nitro¬
cellulose and diglycoldinitrate manufacture
appear to take place , but estimates of
capacity are difficult to make . At a rough
estimate , the factory should be capable of
producing up to 20,000 tons of nitro¬
cellulose , and between 5 , 0 )0 and 10,000
tons of diglycoldinitrate annually.

— — 0O0 - - — -

STETTIN (Pomerania)
o

53 25 ' N. 14° 35 ' E : 63O miles : ( 380,000)

Stettin is at the mouth of the River Oder and is Germany ’ s
largest Baltic port . It is the nearest port to Berlin , which lies
84 miles to the South - west . It has direct rail communications with
Berlin , Frankfurt ( Oder ) , and Danzig , and through the River Oder is
joined up to the main North German inland - waterway system . It plays
an important part in the seaborne supply arrangements for the Eastern
Front.

The central area of Stettin is a compact mass composed mainly
of dwelling houses and offices . The industrial area extends along
the river from the dock area in the south - eastern quarter of the
city northwards along the left bank to Gutzlow . Most of the
important industrial plants are in this area.

The main industry of Stettin is connected with its shipyards.
No large vessels are built here , but there is considerable activity
in the building and fitting - out of submarines , minesweepers , naval
escort vessels , and tank landing craft *. The shipyard area is in
the neighbourhood of Grabow , which is on the left bank of the river
one mile to the North of the main railway bridge * The Vulkan
shipyards have been considerably extended during the war . Opposite
the shipbuilding yards is the Bredow Werder , a large island in the
channel of the Oder , which is in process of being converted into
an industrial area and naval base . At the South end of this island
a large dock basin has been excavated . The port or dock area is on
the right bank of the Oder immediately North of the marshalling yards,
and in the neighbourhood of the dooks is a large concentration of
warehouses , timber yards , oil depots , and small factories.

w
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In Ponmierensdorf , a southern suburb of Stettin , there are
chemical works and a large electric power station , which aredescribed below.

An important factory lying outside the general industrial area
is the Stoewer Werke A. G-. , which is situated to the West of the townin the suburb of Westend.

The outlying district of Pblitz , 8 miles to the North of Stettin,contains an important synthetic - oil plant and an electric
generating station . These are included with Stettin in the listbelow.

The town of Altdamm , which lies to the South - east of Stettin,is dealt with separately.

Transportation

Port Area Stettin ( 2)

The port and dock area are opposite the centre
of the town on the right bank of the Oder.
There are two harbours with rail sidings which
lead from the marshalling yards immediately to
the South East . The Freihafen , one of the docks
immediately opposite to the city centre , has
some of the largest dock warehouses in Europe,
including a large grain elevator . The whole
dock area , including the island known as the
Silber - Wiese , at the point where the main
railway crosses the Oder , is closely built
with warehouses , timber yards , saw mills , oil
storage depots , and small factories.

Stettin is an important transhipment centre
for the Upper Silesian coal which is conveyed
in barges down the Oder direct from the
coalfields.

Railway Centre Stettin ( 2)

The main line from Berlin , which continues
beyond Stettin north - eastwards parallel with
the Baltic coast , forms a direct route from
Berlin to Danzig . Other lines radiate from
Stettin north - westwards to Str &lsund , south¬
wards to Ktistrin , and northwards via Gollnow
round the Eastern side of the Stettiner Haff
to Swinemflnde . Three other minor branch lines
serve the agricultural districts to the West
and South - west of the town.

Marshalling Yards Stettin ( 3)

The marshalling yard has a capacity for handling
2,500 wagons per 24- hours . It is connected
with the chief goods station which handles
traffic arriving on the Oder for despatch to
Berlin , and goods from Berlin and Breslau for
shipment to the Baltic ports . It is also the
clearing station for the eastern coastal
districts of the Baltic.

Public/
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Public Utility Services

power Station Pommerensdorf ( 1)

The Oderkraftwerk thermal power station is
owned by M&rkisches Elektrizitfttswerk A. a.
(MEW) and has an installed capacity of 200 MW*
It is situated in the Southern suburbs of
Stettin , near the left bank of the Western
branch of the Oder * The station is unique
in its construction * Built shortly before the
during the war , it is designed to afford the
greatest possible concealment and protection
against air attack and is built into the edge
of a cliff with part of the plant underground.
The open - air switching station is situated about
100 yards to the West ; several overhead lines
are connected to it and though their routes
are not known it is assumed that one at least
connects to Stettin*

Power Station Altdammerstrasse ( 2)

This thermal power station is situated in the
S- E suburbs of Stettin on the river Paraitz , a
tributary of the Oder ; it is owned by the
Grosskraftwerk Stettin A. G. ( controlled by the
Stettin Corporation ) , and has an installed
capacity of 91 MW* Stettin and district
receive electricity supplies mainly from this
station via the transmission system of the
M&rkisches Elektrizit &tswerk ( MEW) , which owns
several generating stations in this area
including the Oderkraftwerk at Pommerensdorf*
Districts supplied include Greifenhagen , 12
miles South ; prenzlau , 30 miles West ; and the
district round the river Randow , 16 miles North.

An open - air substation connects the station to
the 100 kV transmission system * Lines at this
voltage are believed to connect to Pasewalk,
Stargard , the Oderkraftwerk , and pftlitz.

Power Stations pftlitz ( 1)

The two thermal power stations , Pftlitz I and II,
form part of the synthetic - oil plant situated
about 8 miles North of Stettin ; they belong to
the Hydrierwerke Pftlitz A. G. and have a
combined installed capacity of 300 MW* Pftlitz
I , the most southerly , has an installed capacity
of 225 MW; Pftlitz II , 250 yards to the North,
was completed in 194-3 and has an installed
capacity of 75 MW. The estimated requirements
of the synthetic - oil plant are 300 MW, with an
animal consumption of about 2 million kWh;
these are supplied by medium and low voltage
underground cables * Steam is also supplied to
the plant*

A large open - air substation is situated in the
Western area of the works , to which at least 2
high - voltage overhead lines are connected ; one
of these probably connects to Stettin , and the
other to Steinstrasse*

Gasworks/



STETTIN (Pomerania ) ( Contd)

Gasworks Stettin ( 3)

The municipal gasworks I are situated to the
S. of the town near the left bank of the
R. Oder , on the main Berlin railway line.
Gas is bought from the coking plant of the
Hochofenwerk Lubeck A. G. at Kratzwiek , but
most of the supplies are made in the ordinary
way . In 1936 , sales were 800 mill , cu . ft,,
of which 260 million were purchased.
Gasworks II are adjoining the Zabelsdorf
Railway Station to the N. of the town.

r
Solid Fuel s

Hedwigshutte Gotzlow ( 3)

The Hedwigshutte Kohlen - & Kokswerke A. G,
has a large briquetting plant at Gotzlow
on the left bank of the Oder , 4 miles
North - east of Stettin . These works , which
have their own quay and loading facilities,
employed some 900 workers before the war.

Hochofenwerk Kratzwieck ( 3)

The coking plant of the Hochofenwerk Lubeck
A,G . at Kratzwieck ( see also below under Iron
& Steel ) has 162 ovens and an annual rated
dry coal capacity of 400,000 tons.

Liquid Fuels and Substitutes

Kydrierwerk Politz ( l)

This important synthetic - oil plant belongingto the Hydrierwerk Politz A. G. covers an
area of approximately three - quarters of a
square mile . The Bergius process is used,
and the Pblitz plant has an estimated annual
capacity of 600,000 tons of oil . The plant
has its own power supply , which is describedabove under Public Utilities . Construction
of the Politz oil plant began in 1938 and
oil production commenced in 1940 . The plant
was working to its full capacity for the
first time in 1943.

Oil Storage Stettin ( 3)

There are several oil - storage installationsin the dock area and on the bank of the
River Paraitz . These are estimated to have
a storage capacity of approximately 100,000
tons in total.

Iron/



STETTIN (Pomerania) (Contd . )

Iron and Steel and Ferro Alloys

Hochofenwerk Kratzwieck ( 2)

The Hochofenwerk Lilbeck A. G. , the parent
works of which are in Lttbeek , have a branch
works in the suburb of Kratzwieck , 4 miles
North of Stettin , on the left bank of the

'Oder . The Kratzwieck plant comprises iron
and steel works , a copper refinery , and a
coking plant with 162 ovens . The iron and
steel works have an annual capacity of
150,000 tons of pigiron , and the copper
refinery of 3,000 tons of copper per annum.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Stoewer Werke Falkenwalderstr . ( - )

A section of the Stoewer Werke A. G-. , which
is described below under Engineering and
Armaments , is reported to be building aero¬
engines of the Jumo 211 type . The report
has so far remained unconfirmed.

Shipbuilding

Stettiner Oderwerke A. G-. ftlr Schiff u . G-rabow ( 1)
Maschinenbau

These important constructional engineering
and submarine building works are situated
on the left bank of the Oder one mile North
of the town , at the south end of the important
group of shipbuilding yards and engineering
works which include the Vulkan yards and
G-ollnow works . The firm has been engaged on
the building of M- class minesweepers and
repair and maintenance work on other naval
units since the war . Submarine building
was begun late in 1941 when one of 500 tons
was laid down ; the building of these U- boats
was carried on in 4 open slips , the U- boats
being concealed in camouflaged cradles . Other
shipbuilding equipment consists of extensive
workshops , 6 floating docks weighing from
700 to 3 *000 tons , two floating cranes , ferry
installations for the production of ocean and
river craft , passenger and cargo vessels , up to
4 *500 tons , ice breakers,and tugs . Steel
castings , forgings , and boilers are also
produced . Some 5 *000 workers are employed.

Stettiner/



STETTIN ( Pomerania ) ( Contd)

Stettiner Vulkan - Werft A. G. Bredow
»The shipbuilding yards of these works lie

directly north of and adjoining the Stettiner
Oderwerke , in the centre of the important
shipbuilding and engineering group on the
left hank of the Oder , The yards were closed
hy the Versailles Treaty and reopened in 1938,
Submarine building began in 1942 . 500 - ton
submarines were constructed in 4 open slips,
concealed in camouflage cradles . There are
11 slipways , from 90 to 680 ft . in length,not all of which are in use . There are 2
floating docks of 150 ft . and 520 ft . in length.
The yards also build and fit out seagoing and
river craft , merchant vessels up to 17,000 tons,
icebreakers , floating docks , tank landing craft.

Merkurwerft , G. m. b . H. Grabow

The former Merkurwerft G. m. b . H. which adjoinsthe Stettiner Oderwerke to the south is now a
naval dockyard and is used for the fitting outof naval vessels.

Engineering and Armaments

Gollnow & Sohn Stettin
Zullchow

J . Gollnow & Sohn are metal construction
engineers with an output in peacetime of
2,200 tons of constructional steelwork
per month . In 1938 a new department ms
opened for the construction of steel pylons.This firm had contracts for the reconstruction
of steel bridges in Russia and Poland . Before
the war grenade throwers were manufacture for
the Wehrmacht . The production of these is
believed to have been discontinued , but the firm
is probably engaged on other types of armament
manufacture . Some 3,000 workers are employed.

Frister & Rossmarm A. G. Stettin

This firm , which formerly manufactured sewing
machines , went into liquidation some years
before the war . A recent report states that
their works have now reopened and are
producing military bicycles and machine guns.
Some 3,000 workers are said to be employed,
the majority of whom are wcmen . The firm is
given under the above title as no details ofthe new owners are available.

Stoewer/
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Stoewer Werke Falkenwalderstr , ( 2)

The important works of the Stoewer Werke
A. G. are in the Western quarter of Stettin
in the suburb of West end . The factory is
divided into two sections . The main plant

produces motorcycles and A. F . V. 1 s , A
subsidiary section , which is reported to
be building aero —engines , is mentioned
separately above . Some 3,000 workers were
employed in these works before the war,
but a recent report states that this figure
has now been doubled.

Auto Union Altdammerstr . ( - )

The Auto Union A. G» , the parent works of
which are in Chemnitz , are reported to
have established a large repair shop in

Stettin , undertaking the repair of motor
engines , tractors and armoured cars * The
plant is believed to employ some 350  workers.

Chemicals and Explosives

Zellstoffwerke Oderattnde ( 2)

The Feldmtthle papier - & Zellstoffwerke
A. G. have a factory at OderraBnde , 6 miles
North of Stettin , on the left bank of the
River Oder . This factory employed some
3 . 000 workers before the war and manufactured
alkali , sulphur trioxide , sulphuric acid,
superphosphates and cellulose etc . It is
estimated to have an annual capacity of
15 .000  to 20,000 tons of alkali ; 3,000 tons
of sulphur trioxide , and 3,800 tons of
sulphuric acid . The company has also a
branch factory at Hohenkrug , 3 miles to the
East of Altdauan , which used to employ some
400 workers.

Union Kratzwieck

Union Bredow Werde

The Union Fabrik Ghemischer Frodukte has
two plants in the Stettin area . The first

is in the northern suburb of Kratzwieck,
the second immediately opposite the ship¬
building yards of the Oderwerke , on the
Bredow Werde an island in the River Oder.
This compary employed some 300 workers before
the war , but this number is believed to have

been greatly increased . The Kratzwieck plant
alone is now estimated to have an annual

capacity of 3,400 tons of sulphur trioxide
and 4,000 tons of sulphuric acid.

(3)

Chemischex^



STETTIN(Pomerania) (Contd . )

Chemischen Fabriken A. G-, Pommerensdorf (3)

The chemical factory of the A*G, der'
Chemischen Produkten - Fabriken manufactures
superphosphates , acids , and various types
of fertilisers . In 1928 they had an annual
capacity of over 20,000 tons of acid.

On the left bank of the Oder , immediately
opposite to the docks , there is a grain
silo with a storage capacity of 43 >000 tons.

The above are two vegetable - oil crushing
plants and refineries . The Stettiner Oelwerke
has a capacity of 130,000 tons and Stahlberg
40,000 tons per annum. The Stahlberg plant
employed some 300  workers before the war.
The site of the Stettiner Oelwerke includes
the plant of the Tbpfer ’ s Oelwerke and the
annual capacity figure of 130,000  tons is
for both works.

Stockstadt am Main is 4 miles West of Aschaf f enburg . Apart
from a rayon factory , there are no factories of individual importance.

Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and paper

The As chaff enburger Zellstof fwerke A. 0. ,
the parent works of which are in
Aschaffenburg , have a large factory in
Stockstadt producing paper pulp and rayon
pulp . This concern , which is
also an important producer of cellulose
for paper -making has since 1937 greatly
extended its pulp for the manufacture of
viscose rayons.

Food Stuffs

Grain Silo Unterwieck ( - )

Stettiner Oelwerke A. G. Zttllchow

Pommerensdorfer str,P, J . Stahlberg

- - oOo—

STOCKSTADT( Bavaria)

50 ° N. 9 ° E:  420 miles ; ( 3,000)

Zellstoffwerke Stockstadt ( 3)
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STOLBERG- (Rhineland)

50° 45 * N. 6° 15 * E: 280 miles * ( 30,000)

Stolberg lies 7 miles East of Aachen on a branch railway line
•which joins the main Cologne - Aachen line one mile North of the
town . It is the centre of a zinc mining district , and the indus¬
tries include zinc smelting and non - ferrous metal fabrication , end
a chemical works . The principal factories are mentioned below.

Railway Repair Shops Stolberg (3)

These are medium sized repair shops under¬
taking the repair of goods wagons.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

The Stolberger Zink A. G, ffir Bergbau &
Hftttenbetrieb , whose head office is in
Aachen , own a number of zinc and lead mines
in the Rhineland , and have their three
principal smelting works close to Stolberg,
at Mftnsterbusch , Binsfeldhammer and Birkengang,
The Mftnsterbusch plant has a capacity of
30,000 tons of zinc , and the Binsfeldhammer
plant a capacity of 42,000  tons of lead per
annum. The capacity of the Birkengang plant
is estimated at 16,000  tons of zinc per annum,
but the plant is believed to be inactive.
This concern employed some 6,000 workers
before the war of whom some 4,000  worked at
the Stolberg group of factories . There are
chemical factories connected with these two
plants , which are mentioned below.

Engineering and Armaments

Wilhelm Prym Zweifallerstr . ( 2)

The Wilhelm Prym company is an old established
firm of brass and copper fabricators . The
works include a foundry and rolling mills,
and employed some 2,500  workers before the war
when the principal products were brass and
copper fittings and semi - finished products.
The plant has been enlarged in the course
of the war and is now engaged mainly on the
production of ammunition and armaments
components.

Stolberger Zink M&nsterbusch
Binsfeldhammer
Birkengang

/Von Asten



STOEBERG( contd . )

Von Asten und Lynen G. m. b . H. Stolberg ( 3 )
This is a fim . of copper and brass fabricators
and brass founders which normally has a
similar range of products to the fiim of
Wilhelm Prym mentioned above.

Chemicals and Explosives

Schwefelsaurefabrik llUnsterbusch ( 3)
Binsf eldhammer ( 3 )

The Schwefelsaurefabrik Munsterbuseh G. m. b . H.
is owned by the Stolberger Zink A. G. (mentioned
above under Non- Ferrous Metals ) . The chemical
plants which are operated by this company andattached to the two Non - Ferrous Metal plants
(mentioned above ) , produce sulphur trioxide and
sulphuric acid . The estimated annual cap¬acities of the two plants are : Mttnsteibusch-
35,000 tons of sulphur trioxide and 42,500
tons of sulphuric acid ; Binsfeldhamraer - 15,500
tons of sulphur trioxide and 19,000 tons of' sulphuric acid.

Kali - Chemie Stolberg

The . Kali - Chemie A. G. have a branch factory at
Stolberg , producing soda ash.

— - oOo- —

(3)
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STQLP (Pomerania)

54 ° 50 ’ N. 17° E: 745 miles : (48,000)

Stolp is 50 miles West of Danzig on the railway frcm Stettin
to Danzig . It is a Junction for many of the coastal settlements
on this stretch of the Baltic . Stolp is principally the marketing
centre for the surrounding agricultural district . It contains
several firms producing agricultural machinery and equipment for
the distilling industries . There are also a number of furniture
factories.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Stolp (3)

These are small railway repair shops
which undertake the repair of goods
wagons and passenger coaches.

Engineering and Armaments

Gustav Denser Stolp ( - )

This firm manufactures agricultural
machinery and equipment for the
distilling industries . In peacetime
sane 150 workers are employed.

Vetzki Stolp ( - )

The Maschinenfahrik Vetzki K. G. are
makers of all kinds of agricultural tools
and implements.

STRALSUND(Pomerania )

54 ° 20 * N. 15° 5 * E: 585 miles : ( 55,000)

Stralsund is 85 miles North - west of Stettin on the coast
of the Baltic opposite to the island of Rhgen . It is chiefly an
agricultural marketing centre for North -western Poerania . There
are also a number of factories specializing in the canning and
preserving of fish . Stralsund is on the railway line leading to
the train - ferry service to Sweden from the island of Rugen.

Transportation

Railway Centre Stralsund ( 3)

Three direct railway lines lead from
Stralsund to Rostock , Neubranderiburg,
and Stettin respectively . North¬
eastwards the railway crosses by means'
of a bridge to the island of Rugen and
to Sassnitz , the terminus of a train
ferry to Trelleborg , which forms an
important link with Sweden.

Public/



STRALSUND( Pomerania) (Contd * )

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Stralsund

The municipal power station is of the
thermal type and has a capacity of 30  MW*

STRAUBING ( Bavaria ’)

US°  55 ' N. 12 ° 35 ' E : 590 miles : ( 28,000)

Straubing is on the right bank of the Danube , 23 miles East
of Regensburg , and is on the railway line from Regensburg to
Passau and Austria * It is a market for the surrounding agricultural
district * The industries , which include bricks and tiles , the
manufacture of agricultural implements , and brewing , are not of
outstanding importance*

- - 0Q0 - —

STRIBGAU ( Silesia)

50 ° 55 ' N. 16 ° 20 ' E : 715 miles : ( 15,000)

Striegau is 20 miles South - east of Liegnitz on the railway
from Liegnitz to Neisse and Upper Silesia * The principal activity
of the town is connected with the granite quarries in this
neighbourhood * The other industries , which are on a small scale,
incline hosiery , gloves , and furniture manufacture , and a few
small engineering works chiefly making agricultural machinery and
implements*

STUTTGART/



ST PTTGART ( Wttrttegfeerg)

48 ° 45 * N. > 9 ° 10 * E : 450 miles; (600,000)

Stuttgart , the capital of Wttrttenberg , is the most important
industrial town in Southern Germany . It lies in a valley
surrounded by wooded hills which open out in the East into -the
valley of the river Nectar , The town has grown in size consider¬
ably since the end of the last century , the development being
due mainly to the engineering industry consisting principally of
light and electrical engineering . Together with the adjoining
suburb of Zuffenhausen , Feuerbach forms one of the chief industria¬
lised quarters of the Stuttgart district . The second industrial
area is in Cannstatt and MBnster , which are to the North of the
city centre and on the left bank of the river Neckar . This area
includes an important ball - bearing works , the town ’ s electric
power station , and several precision - engineering works . A third
industrial district is Bast of the city centre and on the right
bank of the river , extending Southeastward from Untertthrkheim
up the river valley to Bs si ingen . The highly important main plant
of the Daimler - Benz concern is in Untert &rkheim , which also
contains large marshalling yards and railway - repair shops . Halfway
between Untertttrkheim and Esslingen are the w Index ” works of
Hahn & Tessky , one of Germany * s leading makers of machine tools.
The manufacture of machine tools and measuring instruments is a
highly - developed industry in Stuttgart and also in the neighbouring
settlements of Esslingen , 4 miles to the South - east . It is
characteristic of Stuttgart , as indeed of the whole of Wftrttemberg,
that in normal times industry tends to remain in the hands of a
large number of medium - sized or small firms . This is particularly
the case with machine tools , and it is , therefore , not possible
to include all the numerous firms which in the aggregate make
Stuttgart a vital factor in the German engineering industry.

Stuttgart is an important railway centre and is on the main
routes from the North to Zurich and from Munich to Karlsruhe
and France.

Tr anspor tat ion

Railway Centre
Stuttgart (2)

The main railway station is situated in the
centre of the town and is one of the largest
terminal railway stations in Germany , Stuttgart
lies on two important trunk routes , from
North Germany to Zurich , end from Munich to
Karlsruhe and France , Two branch lines lead
East and West to S c hw&b is ch - GmBrd and B 5b 1 in gen
respectively , and several minor branches serve
the neighbouring industrial settlements,
including Sindelfingen , Kornwestheim and
Ludwigsburg.

Marshalling Yards
Untertterkheim ( 3)

These marshalling yards are capable of
handling up to 2,200 wagons per 24 hours.

Goods Yards
Stuttgart

The principal goods yards occupy a large
area to the North - east of the main railway
station end have extensive storage facilities.

(3)

/Goods Yards
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Goods Yards Bad Canstatt ( 3 )

Extensive goods yards lie on the Western
side of the large railway - repair shops
South of the suburban station of Bad
Cannstatt on the right bank of the Neckar.

Railway Repair Shops Stuttgart ( 2)

There are railway - repair shops at Bad
Cannstatt and Stuttgart - Noid . At Bad
Cannstatt the repair of all kinds of
rolling stock , including passenger
coaches , is undertaken , and at S tut t gait-
Nord the repair of goods wagons . Some
2,000 workers are employed in Bad Cahstatt
and 500 in Stuttgart - Nond repair shops
alone . In addition to the above there are
also repair shops employing some 900
workers at Esslingen.

Public Utility Services

Power Station Stuttgart ( 2 )

This thermal power station is situated
in Mfinster , a northern suburb of Cannstatt.
It is owned by the Stuttgart Corporation
and has an installed capacity of 87 MW. In
addition to the general town supply , power
is delivered for railway traction . There
are no important long - distance supplies.
An adjacent 6/110 kV substation is owned by
Slektrizittts - Versorgung Wlirttemberg A. G.
and provides supplies for traction locally
and via a 110 - kV transmission line through
Plochingen to Pasing to serve the electrified
Stutt gart - Ulm- Augsburg - Munich railway line
(single - phase circuit ) .
A substation for 3/10 kV transmits supplies
locally . Medium - voltage lines connect to
Degerloch and Obertdrkheim.

Power Station Marbach ( 2)

The Marbach plant consists of a large theimal
station , begun in 1938  a **! completed since the
outbreak of war , and a small hydro station,
and has an installed capacity of 108 MW. It
is situated on the river Neckar about 10 miles
North of Stuttgart and this relatively remote
location was probably chosen mainly as an
air - raid precaution . It is believed that
practically the whole electrical output is
supplied to the grid at the 220 -kV Hoheneck
substation and the 110 - kV Obertdrkheim sub¬
station from whence a part is transmitted to
Stuttgart . The small hydro station has an
installed capacity of 3 MW.
An outdoor substation contains 4 double - circuit
110 - kV lines , of which one , possibly two,
connects to Obert &xkheim and two to Hoheneck.

/Substation
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Substation Koheneck

This important substation is situated 2
miles South - west of the Marbach generating
station . It is being extended and
identification is therefore uncertain . The
station is on the 220 —kV ( planned 380 —kV)
long - distance line which links the water-
power stations of the mountainous regions
on the southern frontiers of Germany with
the Ruhr industrial area.
There are three adjoining sections for
220 kV, 110 kV and 60 kV respectively.
Each section has duplicate busbars.
Two 380/220 - kV circuits connect to Rheinau
and two to Herbert ingen.
One 220 - kV circuit connects to Ellwangen.
Two ( possibly ) 110 - kV circuits connect to
Pforzheim and two ( possibly ) to Heilbronn.
Two double 110 - kV circuits are under
construction to Marbach station.
Two 60 - kV circuits go to Heilbronn , two to
Pleideslheim , and one to Enzberg.
It is believed that there are transformers
for voltages lower than 60 kV.

Gas Works * Stuttgart

The municipal gas works made 3,100 million
cubic feet of gas in 1936 . Supplies are
given to a large number of localities
around Stuttgart.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture  and Fabrication

Leichtmetallbau G. m. b . H. Feuerbach
Siemens str.

The Leichtmetallbau G. m. b . H. manufacture
fuel and oil containers , pilot ’s seats,
and other light - metal components and
accessories for aircraft.

Heinrich Ritter ' Esslingen
Ulmers tr.

Before the war this firm manufactured &
variety of light - metal products . It is
now engaged on the manufacture of light-
metal aircraft components of unspecified
type , but is believed to ŝupply the
Messerschmtt and Focke —Wulf companies.

V

Gebruder Heller Maschinenfabrik Nurtingen

factory is reported to be producing
hand drills ranging from 1 nw, -to 10 in
diameter , automatic lathes of a new model
used for the manufacture of shells and
aerial bombs , planing machines , circular
saws emery grinding molds , milling machines
and hydraulic units for other machine tools
were also produced . About 400 workers are
believed to be employed.

/Aircraft
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Aircraft and Aero - Engines

Albert Hirth A. G. Zuffenhausen ( 3)
The Zuffenhausen works of this company is
mainly engaged on experimental work , whichis carried out on behalf of its holdingcompany , the Heinkel aircraft concern . The
research and experimental work is chieflyconnected with the development of low-
powered aero - engines , aero - engine components,and , in particular , crankshafts.
The Hirth Motoren G. m. b . H. occupies the
same site , and works . in close co- operationwith the above firm . The ground reports
suggest that since early 1940  approximately1,000  workers have been employed at the
Zuffenhausen factory , and there are indicationsthat , in addition to research and experimental .work , a small range of aero - engine componentsmanufactured here,

Elektronmetall G. m. b . H. Bad Cannstatt ( 3)
This firm specialises in the manufacture of
pistons and piston rings , brakes , and shock
absorbers for the aircraft industry . Other
products include light - metal components
for aircraft instruments , particularly radioequipment,

Leichtmetallbau G. m. b . H. Bad Cannstatt ( 3 )
It is believed that this firm employs
3/400  workers on the manufacture of air¬
craft components , in particular shock
absorbers and components for aircraft
undercarriages , brakes , and other aircraft
equipment.

J . Eberspficher Esslingen ( 3)1

This - factoiy has been considerably enlarged
since 1939 , and has acquired at least oneof the neighbouring factory sites , apartfrom erecting two new workshops adjacent
to its old premises . It is believed to be
engaged mainly on the manufacture of air¬craft components and cylinder - baffling
silencers , air filters , and other aero - engine
components . Other products of the fiira are
components for flame throwers , and reports
suggest that a number of other firms in
Esslingen supply Ebersp &cher with major andminor components for flame throwers,
indicating that assembly of flame throwersis likely to be undertaken by them.

/Daimler - Benz
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Daimler - Benz A. G. ' Unteriulrktedm ( l ) »*

The principal pre - war activity of this
company was the manufacture of motor vehicles,
and it is believed that the major part
of the very extensive old Daimler - Benz works
at Untertiirkheim is still employed on work
connected with the motoi -̂vehicle industry.
This aspect of the Daimler - Benz production
is dealt with below , under "Engineering and
Armaments " , and the following relates
exclusively to those parts of the works
which are believed to be engaged on aero¬
engine work . Hob
For several years prior to the war the Daimler-
Benz company undertook the development of
aero - engines , and prototypes were built and
tested at this works . It is thought that up
to 1939 no large - scale production of aero¬
engines was undertaken , except at the branch
factories at Genshagen and Marienfelde , near
Berlin . Reports suggest that these two
factories were supplied with components
from Untert (irkhelm . It is not definitely
known when the complete construction of aero¬
engines at Unt ertdrkheim commenced , but it
seems probable that it was during the early
part of 1942 . Up to the end of that year
aero - engines erected at Untertdrkheim were
transported to Sindelfingen for testing,
but since then the Unterttirkheim works has
been very greatly extended , and it is clear
from reconnaissance photographs that most of
the sections are connected with the production
of aero - engines , which is now taking place
at Stuttgart on a large scale . Several series
of engine test - beds have been erected , and
it is believed that Unterttirkheim now represents
one of the principal production centres for
Daimler - Benz engines.

Engineering and Armaments

Daimler -Benz A. G. Unterttirkheim ( l)

„ Owing to its interests in other industries
(particularly the aero - engine industry - see
aoove ) the Daimler - Benz company is the
largest motor - vehicle concern in Geimany.
In terms of output the Unterfcttrkheim plant
is second only to Opel , its 1938 production
figures being 20,000 passenger cars and
6,000 commercial v̂ehicles . There is reason ^iss
to believe that the manufacture of commercial
venicies , particularly lorries , has increased
considerably in the course of the war , and
that there has been a corresponding decline
in the output of cars , production of which
is confined mainly to militaiy types . Several
sections of the Unterttirkheim plant are
engaged on the manufacture of components for
motor vehicles , which are partly supplied to

/their
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Daimler - Benz A. G. ( contd . )

their branch works at Gaggenau and
Sindelfingen . No definite -informationregarding the number of workers at
present employed at Untertdrkheim is
available , but ground reports suggest
that the total is approximately 20,000,including the very large number of
workers employed in the aero - engine
sections described above ( under "Aircraftand Aero - Engines ” ) .

Robert Bosch A. G.

The principal works of this firm is at
Feuerbach , a suburb of Stuttgart . Asecond works in this area is in the
middle of Stuttgart ( west of the main
railway station ) but although it hasbeen repeatedly extended since 1939 itis not as important as the Feuerbachworks.

The outstanding value of the Bosch worksto the German armament industly is theirvery large output of fuel injection
pumps , magnetos , sparking plugs , andbatteries , as well as the usual Boschrange of electrical accessories for
internal combustion engines . In additionthe Feuerbach and Stuttgart works makea wide range of other electrical
appliances such as components for search¬light s , head - lamps,etc . , but t here are,of course , only of secondary importance.Bosch operate a subsidiary factory atKlein -Machnow near and also an affiliated
factory in German occupied territory butit is estimated that the Stuttgartfactories of Bosch still account for more
than half of Germany *s total requirementsof fuel injection pumps , magnetos , sparkingplugs , and other electrical accessoriesfor internal combustion engines.It is estimated that the Feuerbach works
employs some 20,000 workers and that a
further 10,0 *30 hands are engaged at Stuttgart-Militftr Str.

Zeiss Ikon ( Contessa ) Dornhalderstr . ( 2)
The Stuttgart works of the Zeiss Ikon A. G.of Dresdeh are known as the Contessa Werke.
This branch specialises in the manufactureof cameras and photographic appliances ofall kinds . It is now believed that their
range of products has been widened to Includethe grinding and polishing of optical lensesand a wide range of optical instruments.
Some 2,000 workers were reported to be em-

b ) Stuttgart-
Militdr Str.

ployed in 1942,
/Fortuna Werke
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Fortuna Werke Pragstr . ( 3 )

The Fortuna Werke Spezialroaschinen-
fabrik A. G. , whose works are in Bad
Cannstatt , are makers of sawing , planing
and grinding machines ( including
universal ' grinders , internal grinders,
ball and race grinders ) , and also of
measuring apparatus . They employed
sane 950  workers in 1939.

H. LStngerer Stuttgart ( 3 )

This film manufactures radiators,
including aircraft radiators , and
was formerly known as Kdhlerfabrik
Lingerer & Reich A. G.

Adolf Zaiser Bahnhofstr . ( 3)

The Adolf Zaiser Maschinenfabrik G. m. b . H.
employed some 2*00  workers before the war,
and were makers of elevators and framed
steel structures.

Adolf Friz G. m. b . H. Haldenstr . ( 3)/

The firm of Adolf Friz G. m. b . H. , whose
works are in Cannstatt , produced machinery
for the woodworking industry before the
war but are reported now to be making the
moveable parts of watertight compartments
for submarines on a large scale and are
also said to be assembling steering - gear
components . The reports suggest that sane
300  workers were employed in 1943 .

J . C. Eckardt A. G. Pragstr. (3)
Carl Mahr Plichingerstr. (3)
Julius Ortlieb Mettingenstr. (3)

The J . C. Eckardt A. G. , whose works are in
Bad Cannstatt , are makers of pressure
gauges for use in submarines , manoneters
and pressure indicators , and thermometers
for use in aircraft . Before the war they
employed some 200 workers . The two other
firms mentioned above , whose works are
both in Esslingen , have a similar range of
products and are approximately equal insize.

/H &nni & Co,
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H&nni & Go . G. m. b . H. . Olgastr.

Wizemenn & Go . Xm Schwenkrain

These two firms , whose works are in Bad
Carmstatt , are makers of manometers,
pressure indicators and gauges , and
measuring instruments of all kinds,principally for use in aircraft and
submarines.

G. Lufft
Neue #veinsteige

The G. Lufft Me tallbdrometerfabrik G. m. b . H.
make altimeters , recording barometers , andother meteorological instruments.

C. Haushann Borsigstr.
R. Stahl Ulmerstr.

The above two firms are makers of lifts,
cranes , weighbridges , escalators and
bucket elevators . They are among the
leading German firms in this branch.

Wilhelm Grupp Hofenerstr.

The Wilhelm Grupp Eisengiesserei G. m. b . H.have an iron foundry in Bad Cannstatt and
are reported to supply castings to theBosch concern.

Kolbenbolzen Fabrik Rotebdhlstr.

The Stlddeutsche Kolbenbolzen Fabrik
G. m. b . H, are believed to employ some 800
workers and to manufacture piston rings
for internal combustion engines . They
are important suppliers of these products
to the aero - engine industry.

Alfred Knecht Haldenstr.

This firm , whose works are in Bad Gannstatt,
manufactures small components for motor
engines and specialise in petrol filters.

Kreidler ' s Me tall - & Drahtwerke Zuffenhausen

This is the parent works of Kreidler *s Metall-& Drahtwerke G. m. b . H. , who are important
producers of pressed and drawn rods , bars andsections in light and heavy metals as well
as of profiles in * all forms.

/G . Boley
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G. Boley

This fiirn makes lathes and grinding machine
tools , and prior to the war employed seme
350  workers.

Forma Cannstatt

The Forma Corapagnie G. m. b .H. , which is
owned and operated by the Vereinigte
Kugellagerfabrik A. G. , is the largest
German ball -bearing works outside
Sehweinfurt . These works specialise in
the production of the smaller sizes of
ball bearings , such as are used in peace¬
time in textile machinery , and particularly
in small precision bearings for magnetos,
for which the Forma is the principal
supplier to the Bosch works . This factory
is also responsible for a large proportion
o*  the bearings used in aircraft controls,
predictors and other instruments . The
Forma plant has been greatly extended in
recent years . Several thousand workers
were employed in 1943*

Esslinger Maschinenfabrik Esslingen

The Esslinger Maschinenfabrik A. G. are
important makers of locomotives , including
main - line locomotives ( of which their out¬
put has been reported as 15  per month ) ,
stationary steam engines , boilers , pumps,
compressors , refrigeration plant , tank
wagons , and constructional steel products.
They employed some 3,000 workers before
the war and it is believed that this number
has now increased . Ground intelligence
suggests that a number of new departments
were opened in the course of 1942 and are
specialising in the manufacture of components
for the standard —type locomotive.
The works occupy a large area situated
between the railway line and the right bank
of the river Neckar , midway between Unter-
tttrkheim and Esslingen.

A. E. G. Bad Cannstatt

The Stuttgart works of the A. E . G. produce
mainly electrical tools , generators for
water turbines , electrical motors of all
types , switchboard gear and transformers.

Pr . Hesser Maschinenfabrik ^ Olgastr.

The Pr . Hesser Maschinenfabrik A. G. , whose
works are in Bad Cannstatt , are makers in
peacetime of automatic packing , folding,
weighing and labelling machines . A large
proportion of their machines were exported*

/Before
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Fr . Hesser Maschinenfabrik Olgastr.

The Fr . Hesser Maschinenfabrik
whose works are in Bad Canstatt , are
makers in peacetime of automatic
packing , folding , weighing and labelling
machines . A large proportion of their
machines were exported . Before the war
they employed some 800 workers . It has
been reported that the factory is now
engaged on the manufacture of components
for submarine and tank engines.

Wagner & Eisenmann Esslingerstr.

The factory of this firm is in Oberttlrkheim
and prior to the war made boilers for steam
engines and locomotives . It is now reported
that they are concentrating on plate for
armoured vehicles and are working in
conjunction with the Daimler - Benz concern*

M. Streicher Lindenstr.
Bad Cannstatt

This firm manufactures municipal vehicles,
including road - sweeping , washing aai
sprinkling machines , and refuse - collecting
vehicles.

Mahle K. G. a ) Bad Cannstatt
b ) Waiblingen
c ) Fellbach

The Mahle K. G. , with which the Stuttgart
branch of the Elektronmetall G. m. b . H. is
amalgamated , are among the leading German
makers of under - carriages , brakes , wheels,
pistons and other components for aircraft
and aero - engines . They are believed to
supply a large percentage of the total
German requirements . Other products made
by this firm on a large scale are bomb
components , fuze bodies , components for
incendiary projectiles etc . Some 3 .*000
workers are engaged in the above three
plants . The factories at Waiblingen and
Fellbach have both been constructed since
the outbreak of war , and in July 1543 "the
Waiblingen works were still in course of
erection.

Hahn & Tessky Esslingen
Stuttgart

The Hahn & Tessky Indexwerke K.  G. are among
the leading German makers of machine tools,
and are in particular the le a ding German
makers of capstans . Their range of other
machine tools include lathes , drills , presses,
boring and grinding machines , ( including
deep - hole borers ) , lapping machines , and

/centreless
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grinders , milling and thread - cutting
machines , and jigs of all kinds . Other
specialities are high - speed automatic
screw machines used in the production
of certain components for aircraft , tanks,
bomb fuses , guns , and radio equipment.
Approximately 2,000 were employed at the
Esslingen plant before the war but ground
intelligence suggests that the number has
risen to over 3,000 by mid - 1943 « Hahn &
Tessky also have a small branch assembly
works in the centre of Stuttgart , adjacent
to their administrative offices . Seme
300 - 600 workers are believed to be employed
at the Stuttgart works*

Robert Schenck Stuttgart ( - )

The Robert Schenck Wagenfabrik manufactures
trailer vehicles and is one of the smaller
firms in Germany for this type of vehicle.

Chemicals and Explosives

Hauff Feuerbach ( 3)
Adolf Hitler Str.

The Hauff A. G. manufacture photographic films,
chemicals and dyestuffs . Sane 1,300 workers '
were employed in 1939*

Leat her

Mercedes Bad Cannstatt (3)
Friedrich Ettwein Str,

The Mercedes Schuhfabrik A. G. are one of the
leading boot and shoe manufacturers . They
employed some 2,000 workers before the war
and in 1942 they were reported to be producing
1,500 pairs of military boots daily , in
addition to an output of 1,100 pairs for
civilian requirements . Reports suggest that
extensive use is being made of synthetic
materials . The works was reported in 1943
•£0 be working to full capacity.

Textiles

Rohtex A. G. fttr Textilrohstoffe Unterttlikheim ( 3)

Reports suggest that a large stock of
textile raw materials are stored here.
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SUHL ( Saxony)

50 ° 35 * N. 10 ° 40 * E : 475 miles : ( 23,500)

Suhl lies in the Thuringer Wald and the railway line between
Gotha and Coburg passes through it . Before the war , the main industry
of the town was the manufacture of small arms and bicycles and bicycle
components . Today , production of small arms has largely increased,
and the town is now an important source of supply to the armed forces
of rifles , pistols , and machine guns . It is probable that the
manufacture of bicycles etc . has practically ceased.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Suhl ( 3)

These are medium - sized repair shops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons.

Public Utility

Gasworks Suhl ( 3)

The gasworks of the Gasversorgung Th&r . Wald
G. m. b. H. made 106 million cubic feet of gas
in 1936.

Engineering and Armaments

Haenel Suhl ( 2)

The C. J . Haenel Waffenwerk are makers of
machine - pistols , rifles and other types of
automatic weapons . They are reported to
have a weekly output of 700  machine - pistols and
250 rifles , and to employ some 4,000 workers.

Gustloffwerke Suhl ( 2)

The Berlin - Suhler Waffen - & Fahrzeugwerke
(Gustloffwerke ) are one of the largest of
the small - arms manufacturers in Suhl . This
company has three factories . The first is
2 miles North of the town , the second mid - way
between Suhl and the small village of
Heinrichs , 2 miles to the West , and the third
in Heinrichs itself . Each of these three
plants employs several hundred workers on
the manufacture of light and heavy machine
guns , rifles , pistols , and small —arms ammunition.
The company has its parent works and head
office at Weimar.

Sauer/
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Sauer & Sohn

The firm of J . P. Sauer & Sohn has a
similar range of products to the
Gustloffwerke mentioned above , and
is reported to have a weekly output
of 750 machine - pistols . Some 4,000
workers are reported to be employed.

Suhl ( 2)

Ammunition Factory Suhl ( - )

It is reported that a new underground
ammunition factory , probably a shell - filling
depot , has been built to the North - east
of Suhl railway station . Some 2,500
workers are said to be employed.

Krieghoff

In 1942 the firm of Heinrich Krieghoff
was reported to be employing some 1,200
workers and to be producing machine
guns and pistols.

Suhl ( 3)

G-reifelt & Co. Lauwetter )

Franken & Lttnenschloss

Dornheim A. G.

J
Mfthlplatz )

)
Suhl ) ( 2)

Ernst Kerner & Co.

Stotz & Goessel

The above are five of the larger of
many firms in the Suhl area producing
small arms, . including rifles , pistols,
and machine guns . It is believed that
several hundred workers are employed by
each firm.

- —0O0-
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SWINEMUKDE( pomeraniaj

53 ° 55 ' N. 14 ° 15 * E : 625 miles : ( 27,000)

Swinemtlnde is 30 miles North of Stettin on the isthmus betweenthe Baltic and the Stettiner Haff , & large lagoon at the mouth of theRiver Oder . It is directly connected by rail with Stralsund and withAuklam, and a third line leads from Swinemtlnderound the Eastern side
of the Haff to Stettin . In peacetime Swinemtlnde is a holiday resortand a fishing port , but since the war it has attained considerable
importance as an auxiliary naval and seaplane base , and two new
shipbuilding yards which are now in full operation are building largenumbers of armed drifters and other small naval craft.

Transportat ion

Port Area Swinemtlnde ( 3)
The port area lies to the South of the
town . There are three main docks known as
the Winterhafen , Kahnhafen , and Kohlenhafen.
A petrol depot , the small municipal gasworks,
a seaplane wharf , and barracks lie in the
South - western corner of the port area.

Liquid Fuels

Oil Storage Swinemtlnde ( 3)

The oil - storage tanks , of which there are
several in the port and in the town itself,
are reported to have a total storage capacity
of 104,000 tons.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Seaplane Base Swinemtlnde ( 3)

A seaplane base and an adjacent aerodrome areon the Eastern bank of the River Swine to the
South of the town . There is also a small
seaplane wharf in the extreme South West
corner of the main port area.

Shipbuilding

Movenhaken ' Swinemtlnde ( 3)

The Swinera &nde shipbuilding yards are knownas Movenhaken - Ost and Movenhaken - West . The
first of these yards is on the right bank
of the River Swine opposite the port area.
The second yard includes a large area of land
also on the right bank of the River Swine
between the aerodrome and the river . This
area appears to have been reclaimed and well
camouflaged . In 1942 the yards began
constructing large numbers of armed drifters.
These are of typical fishing - boat design and
each boat mounts two guns of 75 an & 20 mm.
(or 37 mm. ) respectively . In 1943 21 drifters
had been completed and 18 were on the slips.

TABA&Z/
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TABARZ( Thuringia)

See Waltershausen

—oOo<

TEICHWOLgRAMSDCeF( Thuringial

50° 45* N. 12° 15* 54° miles ; ( 2,000)

Saxony) . Apart from a large spinning mill , there is no industrial
development.

Textiles . Ravo n . Pulp and Parer

The C.F. Windisch A.G. are cotton spinners
who are reported to have taken over the
production quotas of several other textile
mills which have been closed down during
the war. In October 1942 the number of
workers employed at these works was stated
to be 3, 200, chiefly women, although in
1938  only 800 workers were employed.

TENINGEN(Baden)

48° 45* N. 7° 55* E: 425 miles ; ( 2,500)

Teningen is 4 miles North of Freiburg on the main railway
between Karlsruhe and Freiburg . The only industry of importance

The Aluminium Werk Tscheulin G. nub.H.
are manufacturers of aluminium tubes and
special aluminium ft>il for radio
condensers . The number of workers
employed has been reported to exceed one

51 45 ' N. 11 5* E: 48O miles : ( 14,000)

Thale is 5 miles South -west of Quedlinburg on a branch railway
leading to Blankenburg . It is a tourist resort at the Eastern end
of the Harz Mountains and at the entrance to the Bodethal * The only
industry of note is the large iron and steel works.

Teichwolframsdorf is 5 miles South - west of Gerdau ( which is in

Windisch Teichwolframsdorf ( 3)

■0O0—

in Teningen is the large aluminium plant.

Tscheulin G-. nub.H.
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THALS ( Province Saxony ) ( contd)

Iron .and Steel

EisenKiittenwerk Thale A .G. Thale ( 2)
The Eisenhuttenwerk Thale A. G-. are old-
established iron and steel works which in
1936 celebrated the 250th anniversary of
their foundation . The works are in the
southern quarter of the town at the entrance
to the narrow gorge of the Bode valley.
They include three open - hearth and two
electric annealing furnaces , sheet - metal and
cold - rolling mills , an iron foundry , and
welding plant . In peacetime the products
included sheet metal , cast - iron enamelled ware,
and containers of all kinds for the chemical,
brewing and distilling industries . They claim
to be one of the largest producers of
enamelled ware in Europe . These works are now
reported to be turning out torpedo components,
buoys and floats for mine sweeping and
barrage nets , and steel components for con¬
tact mines . Some 4 >000 workers were employed
before the war.

Tilsit , on the River Memel , lies on the borders of East
Prussia and the Manual territory . It is the most northerly town
in Germany and is the marketing centre of an important
agricultural district . Tilsit lies on the railway line from
Insterburg to Memel which crosses the River Memel at Tilsit,
but which is of no target priority . Amongst other food products
it is noted for Tilsiter cheese . There is a considerable timber
industiy and the only important single factory in Tilsit is
the Zellstoff - Fabrik of the Waldhof concern . There is a second
plant of this firm at Ragnit which lies six miles South - east of
Tilsit.

Chemicals & Explosives

1 ) The Tilsit factory of the Zellstoff - Fabrik Waldhof
A. G-. of Mannheim is an important producer of
sulphuric acid . The plant also produces sulphur
dioxide for sulphite pulp . In 1928 the annual
capacity of sulphuric acid ( 100 per cent , acid)
was given as ” large , — over 20,QOQ1 tons ” ,

2) A second plant of this firm is situated at
Ragnitz , 6 miles South - east of Tilsit , but there
is no information as to its capacity , though it
is known to be smaller than the Tilsit works.

TnglT ( East Prussia)

55 ° 5 * N . 21 ° 55 ' E : 945 miles : ( 58,000)

Zellstoff - Fabrik Waldhof A. G. 1 ) Tilsit
2) Ragnitz

TODTNAU/



TODTNAU( Baden)

47 ° 50 * N. 7° 55 1 E : 440 miles ; ( 2,300)

Todtnau is 15 miles South - east of Freiburg in the southern area

of the Black Forest . In peacetime the manufacture of brooms is a

speciality of the town . A recent report suggests that a new
explosives factory has been erected in the vicinity of Todtnau.

Chemicals and Explosives

Hermann Gdring Todtnau ( - )

A recent report states that a new
explosives factory has been erected
by the Hermann Gfiring concern in the
vicinity of Todtnau . The works , which
are stated to be well camouflaged , are

reported to employ some 2,900 workers,

TORGAU( province Saxony)  .

51 ° 35 ' N. 13 ° E : 5^5 miles ; ( 15,000)

Torgau , on the River Elbe , is on the railway from Leipzig to
Cottbus . It is a junction for a branch connecting with the main

Leipzig - Berlin line . In peacetime Torgau is mainly an agricultural
marketing centre . In addition to the agricultural - machinery factory
there is a small glassworks . In Elsnig , a small town 5 miles North¬

west of Torgau , there is an important branch of the WASAG explosives
concern.

• *

Engineering and Armaments

Wilhelm Stoll Torgau ( - )

The Wilhelm Stoll Maschinenfabrik made

agricultural tools and implements . Some
300 workers were . employed before the war,

Chemicals and Explosives

WASAG Elsnig ( 3)

The Westf &lisch - Annhaltische Sprengstoff
A. G. have an important factory in Elsnig,
This plant has an estimated annual capacity
of 32,000 tons of sulphuric acid . A recent
report states that approximately 500 tons
of T. N. T. are produced monthly . The Elsnig
works have presumably replaced the plant at
Reinsdorf.
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TRKB3XN ( Brandenburg)

52 ° 15 ’ N. 13 ° 15 ' E : 570 miles ; ( 4,000)

Trebbin is 20 miles South of Berlin on the railway to Leipzig.
In peacetime it is a small market - gardening centre . Its present
industrial significance is due to the erection of a new aircraft
factory , which is mentioned below.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Aircraft Factory Trebbin (

Several recent reports state that a new
aircraft factory has been erected in the
vicinity of Trebbin . It is said to be in
the pine woods to the East of the town and
to employ some 4,000 workers . No
satisfactory confirmation of the reports
has as yet been received.

— - - 0O0 — - -

TRIER ( Rhineland)

49 ° 45 * N. 6° 40 1 E : 320 miles ; ( 80,000)

Trier is on the River Mosel close to the border of Luxembourg,
and on the railway which follows the Mosel valley from Koblenz
to Metz . It is an important garrison and army training centre , and
there are several large barracks , mostly grouped in the North¬
eastern quarter of the town . Trier is a market centre for the wine¬
growing district of the Mosel valley . Apart from the large railway-
repair shops , the only industries are a few small engineering plants.
A large engineering works is located in the small town of Konz-
Karthaus , 4 miles South - west of Trier.

Transport at ion

Railway Repair Shops ^ Trier ( 2)

These large railway workshops are in the
southern quarter of the town on the left
bank of the River Mosel . Some 1,300
workers are employed on the repair and
maintenance of locomotives , passenger
coaches and goods wagons . This area also
includes marshalling yards and goods
sidings.

Public Utility Services

Power station Trier ( 3)

The thermal power station is owned by
the R. W. E. ; in 19M its installed
capacity was reported to be 35 MW.

Gasworks Trier

The municipal gasworks in Trier made
155 million cubic feet of gas in 1937*

Engineering/

(3)



TRIER ( Rhineland) (Contd . )

Engineering ; and Armaments

Zettelmeyer
Konz-Karthaua

The engineering works of* Hubert Zettelmeyer
are in Konz-Karthaus , 4 miles South - west of.
Trier , which forms part of the municipal area*
A recent report states that more than
1,000 workers are now employed . These
works manufacture gun tractors and tractors
for agricultural purposes , most of these
being powered by diesel engines of the 4-
cylinder type.

- - oOo- -

TROSTBERG- ( Bavaria)

48 ° 5* N. 12° 35 f E : 610 miles ? ( 3,500)

Trostberg is 20 miles North - east of Rosenheim and 10 miles
North of the Chiemsee . It is on a branch railway which runs from
Traunstein on the main Rosen he im- Salzburg line to Mlihldorf on the
river Inn * Trostberg is important as the site of the chemical
works of the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke A. G* It is on the river
Alz , which *is utilised for part of the Inn - Alz hydro - electric scheme

Public Utility Services

Inn -Alz Hydro Scheme Trostberg

The Inn -Alz hydro - electric scheme includes
four stations along the valley of the River
Inn , which are dealt with under the heading
"Mtlhldorf rt, and four stations along the
valley of the River Alz , a tributary of the
Inn , which are as follows ? Trostberg ( 2 Wf)P
Tac her ting ( 8 MIT) , Margaret henberg ( 17 MS'; ,
and Holzfeld ( 35 MW) . Trostberg and Tacherting
are owned by Bayerische Stickstoffwerke A. G.}
Margaret henberg by Bayerische Kraf twerke A*Or* j
and Holzfeld by Alzwerke G. m. b. H. , Munich.
These stations utilise the water power of
the River Alz along a 20-mile stretch from
Trostberg to Holzfeld near the influx of the
Alz into the Inn . A diversionary canal 5
miles in length is cut from near Margaret henberg
to Holzfeld . These power stations serve the
various carbide/cyanamide plants in this area.
The Holzfeld station serves the plant at
Burghausen , which is described under the
latter heading , and the plant at Steiner am
Hart , which is described under the heading
"Mfihldorf ". The Mar gar et henb er g station
serves the Steiner am Hart and Trostberg
plants . The Tacherting and Trostberg
stations serve the plants at Schalchen and
Trostberg , The stations are interconnected
by a high -voltage transmission network.

Chemicals/
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TROSTBERG- ( Bavaria) (Contd)

Chemicals and Ex plosives

S ticks t of fwerke
Trostberg

SchalchenS ticketoffwerke

The Trostberg plant of the Bayerische
Stickst of fwerke A . G. produces , in
conJunction,with the Piesteritz works
of this concern , 125,000  tons of nitrogen
annually . Calcium cyanamide is also
produced , and in 1957  their output of
this chemical was 30,000  tons . Formerly
some 600 workers were employed in the
Trostberg plant , but this number has
probably been increased . The Schalchen
plant , which is at Tacherting 4  miles
North of Trostberg , produces calcium
carbide for supply to the Trostberg

TfepKSH ( wftrttemberg)

48 ° 30 * N . 9 ° 5 > E : 4 © miles ! ( 30,000)

Tftbingen is on a branch railway line 20  miles South of
Stuttgart . The town , which lies on either side of the river
Neckar , is a marketing centre for the surrounding fruit - growing
and agricultural district . Apart from an electrical - engineering
firm , the remaining industries , which include textiles , furniture,
and surgical instruments , are on a small scale.

These are medium - sized railway workshops
undertakihg the repair and maintenance of
goods wagons.

The Himmelwerk A . G . are makers of electric
motors of small horse - power , particularly
for driving machine tools . The plant has
been extended during the war , and it is now
reported that the number of workers is
approximately 1 , 000 *

factoiy.

- 0 O0 --

Railway Repair Shops Tubingen (3)

Himmelwerk Thbingen (3)

—— o0 o — ■

TUTTLINGEN/



TUTTLIMGEW(Wftrttemberg)

48 ° N. 8 ° 50 ' Es 47 O miles : ( 30 , 000 )

Tuttlingen is in the valley of the upper Danube on the main

railway from Stuttgart to Schaffhausen and Zurich . The chief

industries are the manufacture of surgical , dental , and laboratory

instruments , and also boots and shoes . Both these industries are

represented by a number of factories , many of which , particularly

the shoe factories , are on a small scale.

Engineering and Armamaffifca

A . (r. fCir Feinmechanik Tuttlingen

The A . G-. f $ r Feinmechanik vorm . Jetter &

Scheerer are manufacturers of many

varieties of surgical , dental , and laboratory

instruments , and are the largest of a number
of similar firms in Tuttlingen . Before the

•war they employed some 1,700  workers.

Armaments Factory Tuttlingen

A recent report states that a new factory
has been ereOted to the North - west of the

town near the railway to Stuttgart . Some

2,000  workers are said to be employed.
The products include tank components for

supply to the Magirus plant in Ulm.

Carl Henke

Rieker & Go.

J . G-. S tenge lin

The above are among the large number

of firms in Tuttlingen making all varieties

of boots and shoes , including special types

such as ski - boots . They are known to be

supplying military footwear.

(Pomerania)

53 ° 53 * N. i 3 ° 15 * E : 585  miles : ( - )

The small village of Tutow is 9 miles East of Demmin on the

road to Swinenfinde . Its only importance is due to the assembly
plant of the Arado aircraft concern.

llbhringerstr . )

Bahnhofstr . )

Balingerstr . )

AiggntfV
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TUT Off(Pomerania ) ( Contd)

Aircraft ajntLAgEQ ffnaiireg

Arado Tutow

The Arado Flugzeugwerke Gr.m. b.H#, the
parent works of which are in Brandenburg
an der Havel , have a large assembly plant
at Tutow. It was originally a repair and
testing station , and is believed to have
been inactive during part of 1943#
probably for the purpose of conversion of
many of the existing installations . In
the course of 1943 the final assembly of
BV/. 190*s was taken up and has since reached
a considerable scale . After damage to the
Arado components factories at Waroemfinde
and Anklam, it is believed that Tutow has
taken over part of the work formerly done

, at Marienburg . Components are probably
drawn from Kreising and Posen , which
formerly supplied Marienburg , as well as
from the reconstructed plants at Wamenfinde
and Anklam. Aero- engines are imported from
Berlin*

—- oOo—

(i)
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UEGKER̂faCE ( Pomerania)

53 ° 45 ' N. 14 ° 5 * E : 635 miles : ( 8,OCX))

Ueckermunde lies 15 miles Sout —east of Anklam at the
mouth of the small river Uecker , which flows into the estuary of
the Oder * It is at the terminus of a branch line which
leaves the Stettin - Stralsund line 10 miles of Ueckexm &nde*
Its industries are of little importance , and include an
iron foundry , brick making , and a small fishing harbour*
It has , however , been reported that a new factory has
been built during the war , which is making special
electrical equipment for submarines and other naval craft*

Engineering and Armaments

New Factory Ueckermunde

A new factory is reported to have been
completed at UeckerraUnde by September 1942,
and to be making electrical equipment for
submarines and other naval craft . The
report has not yet been definitely confirmed.

UELZEN ( Hanover)

52 ° 55 ' N. 10 ° 35 * E : 470 miles : ( 14,000)

Uelzen is on the Eastern side of the Luneburger Heide,
55 miles North - east of Hanover , and at the intersection of the
two important railway lines frcxa Hamburg via Luneburg to Hanover,
and from Berlin via Stendal to Bremen * It is the centre of an
agricultural area and of the exploitation of the siliceous earth
in this nei ^ ibourhood , which is largely used for asbestos
preparations * There are several engineering works , which
in peacetime are on a minor scale , but it is reported that the
Rheimettal - Borsig concern has now established an ammunition
works at Uelzen.

Engineering and Armaments

Eheinmettal - Borsig Uelzen

An ammunition factory at Uelzen , belo ngi ng
to the Rheinnettal - Borsig is reported to
have gone ihto full production in the
autumn of 1942 , and to be employing some
5,600 workers * Definite confirmation of
the report has not yet been obtained*

Kliefoth Uelzen

The Asbest <3fe Kieselgurwerke Kliefoth
& Co * K. G-. are makers of asbestos
insulating material , and exploiters of
the siliceous earth of fossil meal
deposits found in this part of the
Luneburger Heide*



TO5gpiICE10agHE (Rhineland)

51° 23' N. 6° 30' EJ 285. milea: ( 15,300)

Uerdingen lies to the North-east of the city of Krefeld along
the western bank of the River Rhine. Although a distance of some
4? miles of fairly open country lies between Krefeld and Uerd ingen,
the latter was incorporated in 1929  and the city of Krefeld became
kncrvoi as Krefeld -Uerdingen.

Besides extensive harbour facilities , Uerd ingen is important
for its chemical, engineering , and foodstuff industries.

TraasuQrtaUtti

Hauptbahnhof Uerd ingen ( 3)

Main passenger and goods station , about
half a mile from and parallel to the
river Rhine.

Uebergabe Bahnhof Uerd ingen

This is a terminus goods station
situated about one mile South West
of the main station.

Uerdingen-Hafen
Rheinhafen
Osthafen

These three harbours on the western
bank of the River Rhine are situated
North, South , and S. S.W. of the town.
Just North of the Rheinhafen is the
Adolf Hitler Brftoke, a road bridge
across the Rhine. The Uerdingen harbour
lies directly north of the chemical
works, and the Osthafen is divided from the
Rheinhafen by a small rail bridge . All
three ports are complete with the usual
harbour installations and storage
facilities and the total tonnage of goods
handled in 1938 amounted to 1,190,000 tons
of which 778,000 were outward bound and
603,000 inward bound.

Uerdingen
Uerdingen
Uerdingen

(3)

Versohiebebahnhof Hohenbudberg ( 2)

These large marshalling yards lie 2 miles
North East of Uerdingen main station.
They have a capacity of 6,700  waggons per
24 hours.

Public Utility

Oasanstalt Uerdingen

The Uerdingen municipal gasworks is
situated in the south- eastern corner of
a large park to the north- west of
Uerdingen main station . Tn 1937  it
purchased some 62 million cubic feet
from the Ruhrgas A.G-. W&aaarwwrka/

( 3)



mamGm/BHim (Rhineland! (Contd)

UerdingenWasserwerke

The town waterworks lie to the south
of the municipal gasworks and abattoir
in the same complex*

Iron and Steel and Ferro-AllffiiCS

Hheinhold sh &tte Uerdingen

This steel works is a branch of
S tahlwerk Becker A*G* of Willioh*
In 1934 , both the Willioh works and
the Rheinholdsh &tte were leased to
the Deutsche Edelstahlwerke A*G-* This
latter company has been controlled by
the Vereinigte Stahlwerke A*G* since
1937 * The works lie on the west bank
of the River Rhine one and a half miles
South - east of Uerdingen main station and
directly north of and between the
Osthafen and the river , thus affording
easy transport of coal , ore and finished
goods to and from the plant * It is
possible that production at this plant is
linked with that of the main Deutsche
Edelstahl works about 5 miles to the South
West of it*

Liquid Fuslfi
Deutsche Risinus Oelfabrik Uerdingen
Boley & Co*

Dying approximately half a mile to the
south - east of Uerdingen main station
and directly along the west bank of the
Rhine , this plant produces mainly castor
oil*

Enginttftr -incr and Anwunwwtn

Bfettner —We rke A*G* Uerdingen

The site of this firm forms a fairly
extensive triangle of 89,862 square
metres the base of which lies along
the western side of the main railway
station and the apex of which practically
meets the city waterworks in the south¬
east comer of a park * The plant itself
covers an area of 66,223 square metres and
comprises machine shops , assembly halls,
foundry with 3 ovens , loading , storage
and administrative buildings * Also a
sma ll  power station * Industrial drying,
cooling and vacuum installations are
produced and in 1938 , the workers
numbered some 1,000*

Waggonfabrik/
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UERDIICTN/RHIKE (RhinelanrO ( Contd)

Waggonfabrik Uerdingen A. G. Uerdingen ( 2)

Lying about half a mile north of the
main railway station and covering an
area of approximately 37 acres on a
site of 153  acres , this plant comprises
large assembly , finishing , iron working,
wood - working , forge and machine shops
for the production of railway coaches,
springs and shock absorbers . Variable
pitch air screws are also said to be
produced but there is no firm evidence
to this effect . A 1943 report gives the
number of workers as %000  and production
as 3- 4 wagons , and 2 tank wagons per day.
(The pre - war capacity of this works for
20 tons standard wagons is estimated at
3 . 000 wagons per annum and the estimated
number of workers - also pre - war - is
1 . 000 to 1,2000 . )

This works was formerly known as the
Chemische Fabrik Weilerter -Meer . It has
an estimated annual capacity of between
10- 20,000  tons of 10($ sulphuric acid . It
is also engaged in the production of N
dyestuffs and other chemicals . The plant
commences directly to the North - east of the
tnA-in  railway station and follows the west
bank of the river Rhine for about a quarter
of a mile , at the same time extending inland
also for about a quarter of a mile.

Guano - Werke A. G. Uerdingen - Linn ( 3)

Covering an area of 36,600  square metres
on a site of 110,567 square metres , this
plant is one of the most modem of its
kind in Germany . It lies along the
southern side of theOsthafen approximately
j mile from the main railway station of
Uerdingen and south - west of the Rheinholds-
hfctte and is engaged on the production of
fertilizer and sulphuric acid of which some
20,000 tons are produced per annum.

Chftmirtala and ExfalosiVfiS

I . G. Farbenindustrie A. G. Uerdingen ( 2)

SLasljJLaa/
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DBKDBKEN/iiHIHE( Roland ) ( Conta)

£££&UL&£i
Rheinische Kunstseid®A. G. UsrdingeR-Linn (3)

This plant lias Just to the west of
the Rhainhafan and approx. mile south
of the main railway station . It is
reported that some extensions have been
carried out and it is believed that the
works are now engaged solely on the
production of parachute silk . A further
report from August 1943» mentions "a very-
large factory " which is said to have been
built Just west of the Rheinfeafen and is
believed to have "something to do with
chemicals"® It is possible that there is
a connection between the new extensions
made to the Rheinische Kunstaeide plant and
this "new factory " , though aerial cover
dated 19¥> shows no indication of a) a new
works nearby the Adolf-Hitler Bridge over
the Rhine, or b) extensions to the Rheinische
Kunstseide works.

Foodstuffs

Holtz u. Willemsen Gr.m. b»H. Uerdingen (3)

This works, situated on the west bank of
the River Rhine Just north -west of
Uerdingen main station , is engaged on the
production of edible oils and prior to the
war had an annual oil seed crushing capacity of
40,000 tons.

/UJM
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UliM (W&rttemberg )

48 ° 25 * N. 10 ° E : 500 miles : ( 68,000)

Ulm is the second largest town in Wurtteniberg . It lies
on the left hank of the Danube and on the main railway line fron
Stuttgart to Augshurg and Munich . It is the Junction for an
important branch line leading South to Priedrichshafen , and
for three minor branch lines serving the surrounding district.
The central area of the town is dominated by the famous
"Munster " which is believed to be the largest Gothic
Cathedral in the world ; its steeple is 528 feet high
and it is thus the highest steeple in Europe . The most
important industrial undertaking in Ulm is the Magirus A. G.
This fiim specialises in fire - fighting equipment , but has now
also attained a high degree of importance as a producer of
A. F. V' s and heavy armoured vehicles . There is a non - ferrous
metal fabricating plant , which is described below , and several
other engineering works , some of which are working exclusively
for Magirus . There is also a small textile and leather
industry . The Messerschnitt aircraft assembly works at Leipheim
10 miles east of Ulm, are included in the list given below.

Transportation

Railway * Centre Ulm ( 2)

The main railway line frcra Stuttgart enters
Ulm from the North - east and , after curving
Southwards , passes through the main railway
station , which is on the western side of
the central city area , crosses the Danube
and leads in an easterly direction to
Augsburg and Munich . A branch line from
Signaringen and South - western Wurtteniberg
enters the city area from the North -west
and Joins the Stuttgart line immediately
north of the main railway station . The
direct line from Ulm to Priedrichshafen
diverges from the Munich route between
the main station and the railway bridge
and leads south - westwards along the
left lead from Ulm North - east to
Heidenheim and South along the River Ille
to Memmingen.

Marshalling Yards Ulm ( 3)

The chief marshalling yards are to the
North - west of the main railway station
and inside the main curve made by the
railway line from Signaringen before it
enters the central city area . They are
capable of handling up to 2,400 wagons per
24 hours . There is a large goods
station adjacent to these marshalling
yards and a second smaller goods station
half a mile to the East alongside the
line to Stuttgart.

Railway Repair Shops Ulm ( 3)

The railway repair shops , which are at
the Eastern end of the marshalling yards,

are
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ULM ( continued)

are "believed to undertake the repair
of goods wagons and other rolling
stock . It has however been reported
that they have now been considerably
extended and were expected to begin
the construction of rolling stock
during the winter 1942 —43.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Ulm ( 5)

This thermal power station , built by
the city of Ulm and now belonging to
the Obersehw &busche Elektrizitatswerke
A. G. , is connected with the grid of the
R. W. E. and is believed to have been
increased in capacity from 25 MW to
60 MW. It is on the river Blau , a

’ small tributary stream which flows
through the city and joins the Danube
near the Ulm railway station . An
indoor substation connects the station
by a 55 - kV long - distance line to the
RWE substation at Herbertingen for the
main purose of importing rather than
exporting electricity.
Supplies axe given locally to consumers
in the Ulm area.

Gasworks Ulm ( 3)

The municipal gasworks made 217 million
cubic feet of gas in 1931.

Non- ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Wielandr -Werke Wielandstr ( l)

The Weiland -Werke A. G. Metallwerke are
brass founders and non - ferrous alloy
fabricators . Their works which are to
the East of the Central area , include
copper and brass rolling -mills , and they
are also known to make anti - friction and
bearing alloys . They are important
suppliers of duralumin and other light-
alloy components to the German aircraft
industry . Sane 3,000 workers are
believed to be employed.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Messerschmitt Leipheim ( 2)

The Messerschmitt assembly plant at
Leipheim , 10 miles to the East of Ulm,
is believed to work in conjunction with
the Prfifening and Obertraubling plants
at Regensburg . It is believed to

/have
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ULM( continued)

have concentrated on the assembly
of large gliders ( Me. 323 *s ) and
possibly also other Messerschmitt
types * In 1943 the output at
Leipheim was reported as 10 Me.
323 *s per month , and in addition the
repair of an average of three gliders
per week * Same 1,500 workers were
said to be engaged in June 1943 , but
later reports suggest that this
number had been increased . Reconnaissance
photographs taken at the end of April
1944 showed considerable bomb damage
and for the first time Me. 262 fighters
were identified at this works . No
definite indication as to whether they
had been assembled at Leipheim can as
yet be given.

The Magirus Werke are , together with
Metz of Karlsruhe , the chief German
specialists in fire - fighting vehicles,
ladders and heavy and auxiliary equip¬
ment * In 1936 the firm was taken over
by the Klockner - Humboldt - Deutz concern
and the former Magirus company was
liquidated * It is , however , still usual
to refer to the works in Ulm as the
Magirus Werke . In addition to their
normal fire - fighting equipment , they are
now believed to have taken up the
production of A*F. V *s or tanks on a
large scale , and a number of reports
indioate that Magirus has become a
highly important supplier of heavy
armaments*
Magirus have two works in Ulm proper
(WerkI and Werk II ) and a third large
plant has now been established in Neu
Ulm , the quarter of the town which lies
on the right bank of the Danube.
The works referred to as Werk I are in
the Schillerstrasse close to the
railway bridge across the Danube . The
second works are in the Bl ^ubeurenstrasse
in the Western suburb of Soflingen.
They occupy a large area South of the
Western end of the marshalling yards
and are bisected by the small stream
know as the Blau which flows through
the town and into the Danube near the
railway bridge.
There are several other factories
(saw mills , roof - felting makers , a rayon
mill , and a fertiliser factory ) grouped
round the Magirus works area . It is

/thought.

Engineering and Armaments

Magirus Werke Ulm ( Werk( l)
Ulm ( Werkll)
Ulm ( Werklll)
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HIM(continued)
Magirus ( contd . )

thought probable that these two
original works ( Werk I and Werk II)
are still mainly engaged on the
production of fire - engines and
equipment , particularly in view of
the severe damage to Metz of Karls¬
ruhe , and that the A. F. V ' s or tank
production is carried out mainly
by the new works in the Neu Ulm area.
One report , however , indicates that
some of the tanks are assembled at
Werk II . Other products of this
Ulm factory are reported to be Diesel
engines , lorries , light transport-
column vehicles , tractors , smoke¬
screen devices , propellers and
shafts and other components for
midget submarines . Reports suggest
that in 1945 chenillettes , small
tracked vehicles for reconnaissance,
were being turned out . Reports state
that up to 1944 the new works mainly
built semi - tracked armoured cars,
but that the serial production of
tanks was expected to begin shortly.
The number of workers employed by
Marigus has been variously reported,
and is certainly well over 15,000
in total.

Ulmer Schraubenfabrik Blaubeurenstr . ( 3)

The Ulmer Schraubenfabrik . Fervor
(Max Steraweiler & K. Rauch ) are

manufacturers of screws , and are
now reported to be working entirely
for the Magirus concern . Their
works are close to the Magirus
Werk II.

Karl Kassbohrer Ulm ( 3)

The firm of Karl Kassbohrer is
one of the leading German
manufactures of trailer vehicles.

Gebr . Bberhardt
Seestr ( 3)

The Gebr . Efoerh &rdt ( Sud » & Walther
Bberhardt ) were prior to the war
makers of ploughshares and
agricultural implements . Their
factory is in the North - eastern
quarter of the town and is now
believed to be working for the
Magirus concern.

Gebr . Braun
Blaubeurenstr . ( 3)

This firm manufactures roof - felting
and bituminous products . Their
works are adjacent to and North¬
east of the Magirus Balubeurenstrasse
plant and are reported to have been
taken ever by that company.
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ULM( continued)

Steiger A. Deschler Soflingerstr ( 3 )

The cotton and rayon spinning and
weaving mills of this firm are
immediately to the South of
Magirus Blaubeurenstrasse works*
In addition to this firm there are
several other small textile works
in Ulm making knitted goods , shirts
and hosiery , which , according to
ground reports , have all been taken
over by Magirus.

UNNA ( Westphalia )

51 ° 30 ' N. 7 ° 40 * E : 355 miles : ( 20,000)

Unna is 10 miles East of Dortmund on the milway line
leading to Soest . Coal mining and the metal - working plants
mentioned below constitute the main industries of the town*

•

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Unna ( 3 )

The Unna marshalling yards are
capable of handling up to 3,000
wagons per 24 hours*

Solid Fuels

Alten Hellweg Unna ( 3 )

The coal mine of the Gewerkschaft
des Steinkohlenbergwerks Alten
Hellweg has one pithead , and in 1937
had an output of 300,000 tons of
hard coal * There is a briquetting
plant attached to this mine which
produced 100,000 tons of briquettes
in 1937 . Approximately 1,000 woxkers
are employed*

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Messingwexke Unna Unna ( 3 )

The Messingwezke Unna A. G-. employed
seme 400 workers before the war.
They are manufacturers of seamless
pipes , sections , and other articles
in copper and brass*

Iron and Steel and Ferro Alloys

Westig Unna ( 3)

The Stahlwezk Westig A. G-. employed some
300 workers before the war . Their steel¬
works have a cold - rolling mill and wire¬
drawing plant*

•0O0—
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VAGHA( Thuringia)

50 ° 50 * N. 10 ° E : 460 miles ; ( 4,000)

Vaoha lies 15 miles South - west of Eisenach and on a "branch
railway line which leaves the main ErfUrt - Franfurt ( Main ) track
at Berka 10 miles West of Eisenach and follows the valley of the
river Werra to Meiningeiu There are a number of basalt quarries
and ceaent works and a works making agricultural machinery , but
the only industry of importance is the cable works mentioned below#

Engineering and Armaments

Kabelwerk Vacha ( 3 )

The Kabelwerk Vacha A. 0 # employed some 600
workers before the war and are manufacturers
of rubber - insulated cable and wire*

>

VAKEL ( Oldenburg)

53 ° 25 * N. 8 ° 10 * E : 375 miles : ( 8,000)

Varel is 10 miles South of Wilhelms haven on the main railway
line between Wilhelmshaven and Oldenburg * It is at the inner end
of the Jade Busen , the wide estuary of the River Jade * The Jade Busen
is a shallow bay which is not navigable for heavy craft beyond
Wilhelmshaven * Varel has no industrial development , apart from the
aircraft works mentioned below*

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Motorenwerke Varel Varel ( 3 )

The Motorenwerke Varel G. irub . H# in addition
to the manufacture of aero - engine components,
are reported to undertake the over - haul of
aero - engines*

VELBERT ( Rhineland )

51 ° 20 * N* 7° 5 * E : 310 miles : ( 32,000)

Velbert is a small industrial town , 14 miles N. E. of Dusseldorf.

The town has several metal - working plants and its chief industry
is the manufacture of locks of all types . Before the war more tha7
200 factories and workshops were engaged on this , but nearly all of
these are believed to be closed down and the industry has been
concentrated in eight factories which are solely engaged on the production
of 25 different types of locks principally for motor vehicles*

The most important factories are listed below : -

Public Utility Services

Gasworks
Velbert (3)

The namicipal gasworks draws its supply from
the Thyssen grid ; in 1936 it sold 140 million cu * ft.

ENGINEERING. AND ARMAMENTS/
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Engineering and Anaaments

Bergisch - Maxkisches Eisenwerk Velbert ( 5 )

This fiim is reported to be manufacturing hand-
grenades , shells , and tread plates for armoured
vehicles , and to have employed 480 workers in 1942.

Eisenwerke Franz Metzger

This firm has two factories at Velbert : -
1 ) Manufacturing Bessemer converters , couplings

for tank - tracks and A. A. shells . Output in
1942 was reported to be 1,000 couplings and
700 shell cases per 8 - 10 hour shift . Some 700
workers were employed in 1941 since when the
factory has formed part of the Herman Goring
concern.

2 ) Ground reports suggest that some 200 workers
are employed at this works on the manufacture
of small grenades . One small section of the
factory is said to be still engaged on the
manufacture of locks and keys.

The Yale & Towne Mfg . Co . Velbert ( 2)
(B . K. S . Handelsgesellschaf t m. b . H,)

Prior to the war this well - known firm employed
some 1,800 workers at Velbert . Ground reports
suggest that the factory is fully engaged on
high - priority armaments work and in view of its
importance has been able to retain a large
proportion of its original workers.

Stanley Wexke Velbert ( 3 )

Prior to the war this firm was mainly engaged
on the manufacture of safety locks and keys and
employed approximately 1,000 workers . It is
reported to have been fully active in 1945 but
little is known regarding its present range of
products.

Ernest W. Vellener K. G. Velbert ( 3 ) •

Known as the V. K. G.
( Veit ener Kommandit Ge sellschaf t ) •

Manufacturers of roller - type chains suoh as
Pull - lifts , chain -blocks and lifting gear . This
firm employed about 450 workers in 1938.

VEL1EN ( Brandenburg ) /

l ) Hixelzstr.

(3)

2 ) Hohenzollem
Str.
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VTCT/TKN( Brandenburg)

52 ° 40 * N . 13 ° 10 ’ E: 570 miles : ( 9,000)

Velten is 15 miles North - west of Berlin on the railway to 5
Neuruppin . It is 3 miles to the West of the River Havel , with
which it is connected by canal . In peacetime Velten ’s industry fi
includes the manufacture of tiled stoves and fire - bricks , ^
linoleum , and iron and steel products . Since the outbreak of war LenJ
the existing factories in Velten have been considerably extended
and new factories have been erected , particularly to the South - west
of the town * jg

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Xkaria Berlinerstr . ( 3 )

The Ikaria Werke G. nub . H. are manufacturers of
aircraft accessories , including aircraft weapons
and gun mountings*

Engineering and Armaments

Bergaann & Co * Velten ( 3 )

The Velten works of the Theodor Bergmann & Co.
K# G. are the parent works of this concern which
also has factories at Bernau and Suhl * They are
the leading German producers of tracer ammunition,
and for many years before the war held a leading
position in this field of special ammunition
production * In 1938 the Velten works employed
about 500 workers # They are reported to be still
engaged on the production of machine pistols and tracer
ammunition , but no recent output figures are known.

The Veitener Ofen & Keramik A. C* are manufacturers
of refractory bricks for industrial furnaces,
earthen and stone tiles , ordinary tiles , and other
roofing materials . Before the war some 600
workers were employed , and in 1938 extensions
to the works were planned and there were indications
that the con $ >any was extending its range of
production.

) ' V el tag Velten ( - )

Chemicals and Explosives

Cham * Fabrik Stockhausen Velten (- )

The Chemische Babrik Stockhausen K. G. formerly
manufactured all varieties of household and
industrial soaps.

VIER5EN ( Rhineland ) /



VIERSEN ( Rhineland)

51 ° 15 * N. 6° 25 * E : 280 miles : ( 35,000)

Viersen lies 9 miles South - west of Krefeld on the railway linefrom Krefeld to Venlo in Holland * Viersen is the Junction for a
line running South - east to Mlinchen - Gladbach . The industry ofViersen is mainly textiles , and the largest firm is mentioned below*

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Pons & Zahn Sittarderstr ( - j

The Pons & Zahn Textilwerke A. G. are cotton
spinners and makers of cotton and artificial-
silk fabrics and prints * They employed some
5,000 workers before the war . There is a branch
works of this firm in Bochum , Ground reports
suggest that the firm is now inactive.

VIELINGBN ( Baden)

48 ° 5 ' N. - 8 ° 25 ' E : 450 miles ; ( 16,000)

Villingen lies on the Eastern side of the Black Forest . It is
4 miles West of Schwemningen ( in Wurttemberg ) and on the railway
line through the Black Forest from Offehburg to Bonauesohingen andKonstanz . Villingen is a centre for the manufacture of precision
instruments and for imetal working . The principal firms are describedbelow , but a great deal of the work , which engages most of the
population of Villingen , is carried on in small workshops dispersed
throughout the town , many of which are in the workers ’ own homes.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Villingen ( 3)

These are mediim - sized workshops undertaking
the repair of goods wagons . They are adjacent
to the railway s tation.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Messingwerk Villingen ( 3)

The Messingwerk Schwarzwald A. G. are owned
by the Wieland Weike A. G. of Ulm , important
suppliers of duralumin and other light alloy'
components to the Geirnan aircraft industry . The
Messingwerk Schwarzwald A. G. are brass founders
and non - ferrous metal fabricators . Before the
war they employed some 300 workers . The works
are in the South of Villingen between the railwayand the River Brizach.

Engineering and Armament s/
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VHUHxEN(ooxrtd)

Engineering and Armaments

Saba Werke Villingen ( 3 )

The Sohw&rzw&ld Apparatebau-Anstalt August
Sdbnrer & Sfihne G. m. b . H* are radio manufacturers*

They specialise in acoustic instruments and
W. T. transmission and receiving sets for the
German armed forces . 1 , 200 workers are reported

to be en^ loyed . The factory is in the North¬
western quarter of the town.

Kienzle Villingen ( 3 )

The Kienzle Apparate A. G. manufacture and assemble

precision instruments of all kinds . Before the war
some 350 workers were employed . In 1943 they were

reported to be producing ’'Sehausender " for submarines at

the rate of 300 per month . High -pressure regulators
for aircraft are also reported to be included among

their products , with an output of 1 ,500  per month.
Approximately 1 , 000 workers were enployed in 1943*
This film is associated with the Kienzle TJhrenfabrik

A. G. of Schwenningen.

Jo Kaiser Villingen ( 3 )

The Uhrenfabrik Villingen J . Kaiser G. nub . H. are

well - known manufacturers of clocks and precision
instruments . Approximately 1 , 000 workers are
believed to be enployed.

Binder Villingen ( 3)

The Maschinen ^ & Elect ro «̂ pparatefabrik Wilhelm
Binder , who normally manufacture components for

motorcars , are now believed to be specialising
in searchlight components.

Chemicals and Explosives

Explosives plant Villii ^ en ( - )

It is reported that a new explosives plant
has been constructed in the vicinity of
Vi ll i ngen . These works are said to have

gone into operation in May 1941 aid to be
eoploying sane 2,000 workers . The plant is
well camouflaged and is partly underground.

VOCKERODE( AxfcaltV
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VOCKERODB (Arihdlt)

51 ° 50 * N* 12 ° 20 * E : 535 miles : ( 2*00)

Vookerode lies 3 miles East of Dessau on the left bank of the
Elbe , and on a branch railway between Dessau aid Coswig . This
small village has no importance apart from the large electric power
plant described below.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Vookerode (1

The Elbekraftwerk , which is owned by the
Elektrowerke A .G. of Berlin , is a thermal
generating station which went into operation
in 1939 * and is now believed to have been
extended . It is thought that the original
intention was for this new station to replace
the older G-olpa -Zschornewit z  power station.
The installed capacity of the Vookerode station
is 175 MW.

A 110 -* V line is known to oonneot the station to
Golpa -gschoraewitz , and it is probable that
additional lines connect to Piesterits , to reinforce
the supply to the carbide - cyanamide works , and to
Dessau.

vftTirr.niCT.Tj fR. Ar)

49° 15 * N. 6° 50 » E: 345 miles * (44,000)

VOlklingen lies 3 miles West of Saarbrftoken on the Northern bank
of the river Saar . It is on the Western edge of the coal - mining
district , the principal mines of which are described under the
heading Saarbrftcken . The chief industry of Vblklingen is the large
Rftchling iron and steel works . There are two important electric
power stations to the East and Southwest of Vftlklingen.

Public Utility Services

Power Station Fenne ( 2)

This thermal power station is situated on the left
bank of the Saar some 3 miles from Saarbrftcken and
a mile East of Vblklingen . It was built as a French
station in 1926 , and is now owned by the R&chling ‘ sche
Eisen u . Stahlwerke G. nub . H. Its installed capacity
is at least 79 W  with a layout designed for an
ultimate capacity of 185 MW. Fuel is supplied from ad¬
jacent coal fields.
An indonr substation adjoins the generator hal l . Main
switching is at 35 kV anl cables at this voltage
oonneot to Louisenthal , Wehrden , Hfthnerfeld , Sprengen,
and Gerslautem.
No loug - distance supplies are given.

Power Station/
V
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VOIKLINGBN(contd . )

Poirer Station Wehrden ( 2)

Thi « thermal power station is situated on the left
bank of the Saar 2 miles West of the Fenne power
station , in Wehrden , which adjoins VBlklingen to *
the West . It is owned by the Kraftwerk Wehrden , falclfs
G. nub . H. , an operating company in which the
RBchling *sche Eisen u. Stahlwerke G. m. b . H. own
25> of the oapital , and has an installed capacity 03
of 60 MW.
There are two substations . One, the main substation , ¥*
connects with local supplies at 5 . 25 kV and 55 kV,
The other , a special substation for 6. 25 kV, 10 kV
and 55 kV, is associated with one of the low- pressure
turbo - generators which is leased to the Vereinigte
Saar Elektrizit &ts A. G. , a company which controls the
general distribution of the town of Saarbrucken.
Half of the output of the station is delivered to the
iron and steel works of the RBchling *ache
Eisen u . Stahlwerke . There are 55 kV- lines to
Gerslautern , Feme , and Saarbrucken but no long¬
distance supplies.

Solid Fuels

RBchling VBlklingen ( 2)

The coking plant belonging to the iron and steel
works of the RBchling *sche Eisen & Stahlwerke G.nub . H.
has 216 ovens and an annual rated dry - coal capacity
of 1,100,000 tans.

Iron and Steel

RBchling VBIklingen ( l)

The works of the RBchling *sche Eisen & Stahlwerke
G. m. b . H. & Edelstahlwerk RBchling occupy a large
area in the centre of the town . They include 7
blast furnaces , 1 electric furnace , and 5 basic
steel furnaces . The capacity of the plant is 1
650,000 tons of pig iron and 750,000 tons of crude ftarMt
steel per annum. It also has a large output of »larg«j
special steel . The works produce armour plate , foterpoi
girders and rails , sheet iron , and wire . There is
also said to be a small production of shells , spare Mic ffi
parts for aircraft and steel for tool making . In
1942 some 7,500 workers were reported to be employed . tyfc

»—oO o—————



WALCHENSEE(Bavaria ’)

47 4̂ * N. 11° 20' £: 590 miles : (- )
Walchensee is a small village on the Western shore of the

Walchen See, 45 miles South of Munich in the Bavarian Alps. Thereis an important hydro electric scheme at Walchensee.
Public Utility Services

Ifydro Scheme Walchensee

The Walchensee hydro scheme, which was built
in 1924, uses the water power of the Walchen
See and the Kochel See, one mile to the North.
There is a 670  ft . head between these two lakes.
The natural inflow of the Walchen See is augmentedby obstructing part of the water of the river Isar
by means of a diversionary canal from Krtfan6 miles
South of Walchensee to the Southwestern corner of
the lake . Between the two lakes the water flows
for J mile through a tunnel . The penstock leading
into the Kochel See is 1,430 ft long and comprises
6 pipe lines tapering in diameter from 7-g- ft . at
the top to 6 ft at the bottom. The installed
capacity of this hydro- electric station is 124 MW.
It contains special generating plant for supply to
the German State Railways, as well as plant for
general supply . Water supply is at a maximum
in spring , when the snow melts , and at a m-irvirnnin
during the frosts of winter.

- 0O0—-

WA L D E C K (Hesse Nassau)

51° 10* N. 9° 5* B: 410 miles : (1,000)
Waldeck is 20 miles South-west of Kassel in the valley of the

River Eder. Immediately to the South of the village is the Edersee,
a large reservoir made by damning the River Eder, which provides the
water power for the important hydro electric scheme described below.
Public Utility Services

Hydro Schema Waldeck 0
This electric power scheme is based on the damming
of the River Eder , an undertaking which was first
put into operation in 1914* The dam near Waldeck
impounds 202 million tans of water in the Edersee,
and serves three main purposes , namely: to store
water for improving navigation on the River Weser,
to control flood waters , and to supply power for
electricity . There are 4 generating stations.
The Hemfurth I station near the Edersee dam has &
capacity of 14 MW. Hemfurth II , one mile downstream,
whi ch is equipped with pumped- storage plant , has a
capacity of 18 MW. To compensate for the irregular
flow through the turbines of the two Hemfurth stations,
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W A L D E C K ( Continued)

& weir , the Affoldern , 3 miles downstream , has been
built to create a compensating reservoir . The
generating station at Affoldera has a capacity of
5 MW. Finally , in 1933 , a large pumped - storage
station was built on the bank of the Affoldera
compensating reservoir which was used as a lower
reservoir , the upper reservoir being artificially
constructed on the flat top of the Peterskopf
Mountain in the Bringhausen Forest . This generating
station , known as the Bringhausen station , has a
capacity of 120 MW and is used for meeting peak
loads emergencies . The Bringhausen pumped-
storage system is one of the largest of its kind.
The upper reservoir is 980 feet above the generating
station , and has an effective water content of
760,000 tans . The penstock consists of two parallel
pipes 3,150 feet long , tapering in diameter from
8 feet at the top to 7 feet at the bottom . There is
an adjoining table railway.

The Eder dam was breached by air attack in May 1943
and the reservoir largely depleted of water , while
the power stations escaped serious damage . The reservoir
has since been drained as part of the reconstruction
work now in progress.

IALDENBUBG( Silesia)

50 ° 46 *N. 16 ° 15 * E : . 710 miles : ( 65,000)

Waldehburg lies 40 miles South - west of Breslau on a railway
line leading from Breslau via Slats through the Southern corner of
Lower Silesia to Czechoslovakia . Waldehburg is the chief mining
centre in the Lower Silesian coalfield . The deposits cover a wide area
extending to the West as far as Oppau , and to the South - east as far as
Wttnschelburg on the former Czechoslovakian frontier . The two
principal firms exploiting these deposits are mentioned below * There
is also a che mica l  works connected with the coking plant belonging to
these min es which ves closed in 1952 , but which may have resumed
operations . The thermal electric —power plant belonging to the
Niederaehles ische Bergbau A. G. is described below under Public Utilities.
The other industries of Waldehburg are chiefly the manufacture ofglass and porcelain.

Public Utility Services

GlQckhilf Nieder Berms dorf ( 2)

The Glttckhilf thermal electric - power station
is situated in Nieder Heims dorf , a South - western
suburb of Waldehburg . It is owned by the
Niederschlesische Bergbau A. G. , whose coal mines
are mentioned below . This power station has
a capacity of 74 MW.

It is known that a cable was laid to connect the
station to the projected 220 —kV line at Tschechnitz.
The line is planned to ran from the industrial area
of Silesia via Trattendorf and Golpa to link up
with the main 220 —kV line between Berlin and the
Rohr . A 100 - kV line runs from Glftokhilf to

/Liegnitz



WALDMBUSG(Continued ')

Liegnitz.

:s  Waldenburg

The Gaszentrale Niedersohlesian G. m. b .H. has
its main distributing centre at Waldenburg . It
.draws gas from the coking plant s of the
Niederschlesisohe Bergbau A. G. , and supplies
Waldenburg and some 20 other plaoes . Total
sales in 193 & were 1,050  million ou . ft.

Solid Fuels

Niederschlesisohe Bergbau JUG-. Waldenburg

The Niederschlesisohe Bergbau A. G. are the
largest coal - mining concern in the Waldenburg
area . They own several pits ip the district
the majority of which are grouped to the North¬
west of the town . They are as follows ! the
Fuchsgrube at Weissstein to the North - west , the
Davidgrube in Konradsthal , the Seegen Got tea
Grube in Altwasser , the Gliiokhi lf - Friedenshoffnung
in Nieder - Hermsdorf to the South - west , ( this pit
has its own power station described above under
Public Utilities ) , and the von KuLmizgrube in
Dittesbach to the South - east . The company owns
three coking plants , of which the largest is at
Nieder - Hermsdorf . The total output of all the
above mines was 3 ,200,OCX) tons per annum in
1937 . The coking plants have an annual rated
dry- 00 al capacity of 650,000  tons . Some 11,000
workers were employed by the Niederschlesisohe
Bergbau A. G. in 1937.

Waldenburger Bergwerks A. G. Waldenburg

The Waldenburger Bergwerks A. G. , with which are
incorporated the pits of the former Furst von
Pless concern , own three coal mines to the South¬
east of Waldenburg . These are the Ffirsteiner,
the Hflns- Heinrich , and the Marie - Schacht mines.
The Fursteiner mine includes a coking and by¬
products plant . The output of these three mines
was 1,500,000 tons in 1937 . The coking plant
has ah annual rated dxy- coal capacity of 210,000
tons . Some 4,700 workers were employed by  the
Waldenburger Bergwerks A. G. in 1937*

Engineering and Armaments

Carlsh &tte G. aub . H. Waldenburg &
Altwasser

The Carl shut te Maschinen - und Stahlbau Gesellschaft
m. b .H. are makers of coal - cleaning and coal¬
grading plant • The firm is associated with
nSokner -Humboldt - Deutz A. G. of Koln - Deutz . The
number of employees before the war was 1 , 000 .
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Chemicals and Explosives
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Anorgana Waldenburg ( - )

A chemical plant employing the N. E. C. process
■was erected at Waldenburg by the Furst von Pless
TT>’irrir »£  administration ( now known as the
Waldenburger Bergwerks A. G. ) to utilise their
surplus coke - oven gas . The original capacity
of this plant was 23,000 tons of nitrogen per
annum. These chemical works , which were renamed
the Anorgana Chemische Handels ges . , were
purchased in 1932 by the I . G-. Farben and the
Deutsche Ammoniak Vexkaufs - Vereinigung , and
the plant was closed down . It may now have
resumed production.

— — - oOo- —-— -

WALDS HUT ( Baden )

47 ° 35 * N. 8° 15 * E : 465 miles : ( 7,000)

Waldshut lies on the Upper Rhine close to the Swiss border,
approximately halfway between Schaffhausen and Basle . Waldshut
occupies a central position in the chain of electric power
stations which form the Upper Rhine hydro scheme . A second
hydro scheme utilises the water of the Schluchsee , which lies
12 miles North of Waldshut . Both these electric power stations
are described below under Public Utilities.

Public Utility Services

Hydro Scheme Upper Rhine ( l)

The Upper Rhine hydro scheme utilises the
water -power resources of a 90 -miles stretch
of the River Rhine between the Schaffhausen
Rhine falls and Basle . This scheme embraces
a system of 15 hydro electric power stations
of which some are under Swiss control.
Waldshut lies geographically in the centre
of this chain of stations . The German-
controlled stations are Rheinau ( 35 MW) ,
Eglisau ( 35 M ) , Reckingen ( 36 MY) , Waldshut-
Kadelburg ( 37 Mf) , Albbruck - Dogem ( 72 MW) ,
Lauferiburg ( 68 MW) , S&ckingen ( 45 - 75 MW) ,
Riburg - Schw &rstadt ( 104 MW) , Rheinfelden
(65 MY) , and Augst - Wyhlen ( 51 MW) . The Swiss-
controlled stations are Schaffhausen ( 16 MW) ,
Rheinfall ( 100 MY) , Beznau ( 25 MW) , Klingnau
(35 MW) , and Birsfelden near Basle ( 50 MW) .
Special features of this hydro scheme are the
unusually constant flow of Lake Constance,
and the fact that the maximum flow is in

and the mi nimu m in February , owing to
the freezing in winter of the higfr Alpine
water sources which feed this part of the

It is thus possible to maintain a
high electrical output all the year round,
with a maximu m value in summer , when most •
other hydro schemes are obliged to operate
with reduced output.

/The



WALDSHUT( contd . )

Hydro Scheme ( contd . )

The scheme has "been jointly developed by
the German and Swiss Governments . The total
installed capacity is 447 Mff, of which the
German share is 224 and the Swiss 223 Mtf.

Hydro Scheme Schluchsee ( i)

The Schluchsee hydro scheme in the Black
Forest is designed for an ultimate capacity
of approximately 400 MW. When fully
developed it will use the 1,970 ft . head
between the Schluchsee lake and the
River Rhine at Waldshut , a distance of 12
miles . The work was planned in three stages.
Stage one included the damming of the
Schluchsee , creation of a reservoir of
108 million tons capacity , and the building
of a pumped - storage station at HHusern for
a head of 660 ft . Stage two was the building
of a pumped - storage station at Witznau
for a head of 930 ft . Stage three , which is
still projected , is the building of a pumped-
storage station at Waldshut for a head of
380 ft . Below Hhusem and Witznau generating
stations there are two reservoirs of 1 . 3 and
4 . 5 million tons capacity respectively , to

» serve as daily and weekly storage basins.
In 1929 construction was begun on the first
stage ( Hausem ) and on a provisional compensat¬
ing station at Eichholz . This work was completed
in 1935 , the installed capacity of the
generating plant at Hauserh being 104 MW.
and at Eichholz 30 MW. In 1958 construction
was begun on the second stage ( Witznau ) , the
intention being to close down Eichholz when
this was completed . It is believed that this
work was finished in 1942 , the installed
capacity of the generating plant at Witznau
being approximately 176 MW, and the total for
the scheme as then developed 280 MW. The
scheme provides for maximum output in the
winter months , and is designed to compensate
for the reduced output of the Upper Rhine
stations when the Alpine water supplies are
frozen . The projected pumped -storage station,
which has yet to be built at Waldshut , is
planned to have a capacity of 100 MW.

Substation Tiengen ( - )

The precise position of this important sub¬
station is unknown . It is the main collecting
point for the surplus output of the Upper
Rhine and Schluchsee water - power scheme , and
is also the terminus of the 380/220 kV long¬
distance line connecting the hydro —electric
stations ,of the Upper Rhine and Vorarlberg
to the Ruhr industrial area via Herbertingen,
Hoheneck , Rheinau , Kelsterbach , Koblenz , and
Brauweiler substations , a distance by this
route of 360 . miles . Three 110 kV lines
connect to Albbruck - Bogern , and two connect
possibly to Klingau , two to Hdusem power
station , and two possibly to Berau switching
station.

/Chemicals
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Chwn 'iftals and Explosives

- 699  -

Loxiza Waldshut (3)

The Lonza Elektrochemische Fabriken G-. nub . H.
are a subsidiary of the Swiss company of the
same name at Gampel . These works manufacture
carbide and cyanamide . The cyanamide capacity
in 1938/39 was 20,000 tons of nitrogen.
The production in 1938 was estimated at lif,000
tons of nitrogen . This factory has also been
reported as manufacturing liquid for flame¬
throwers . The works is located 2,500 yards
East of the Waldshut railway station . Some
1,500  workers are believed to be employed.

M
ofHaiK
Sal# ]
to*

andco]
belof.

' Aircraft and Aero Engines

Aircraft Works Wutoschingen ( - )

It has been reported that at Wutoschingen,
7 miles to the East of Waldshut , an air¬
craft - component s works has been erected.
The number of workers engaged there has been
stated to be as high as 5,000 . It seems
probable that this report , which has not
been confirmed , refers to the non - ferrous
metal plant , described below.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Al uminium  Walzwerk Wutoschingen ( 2)

The Alumi .n1 um Walzwerk Wutoschingen G-. m. b . H.
are important manufacturers of a variety
of light - metal alloys and aluminium products,
including sheet , strip , circles , sheet
sections , and drawn sections , rods , wire,
rivets , shaped sections , forgings and blooms.
Reports suggest that a variety of semi¬
finished aircraft components are produced.

-0O0 - - -
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WALSRODE( Hanover)

52 ° 45 * N. 9° 35 * E : 420 miles : ( 6,000)

of Hanover , on a branch railway line naming North from
Hanover to join the Stendal - Bremen line , 6 miles North
of Walsrode . Walsrode is the junction for a second minor
branch line running from Verden to Soltau . It is a
market centre for the surrounding agricultural district
and contains the important explosives factory described
below.

Chemicals and Explosives

Wolff & Co . Bomlitz ( 2)

This factory is operated by Wolff & Co.
K. G-. a subsidiary of the I . G. Farben
concern . It produced nitro - cellulose
during the 1914 - 1918 war ( at the rate of
369  tons monthly ) and was allowed to
continue the manufacture of explosives,
concentrating on the production of
smokeless powder . From 1938 onwards
considerable extensions have been made
to the plant and to the number of persons
employed there . A variety of reliable
reports puts the 1943 pay - roll at between
13 . 000 and 15,000 . On the assumption
that this is primarily a propellant-
powder plant , a production of about
40 . 000 tons a year is indicated . The
factory is situated at Bomlitz , 5  miles
N. N. E. of Walsrode.

Walsrode is in the Luneburger Heide , 35  miles North

-0O0
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WALTERSHAUSEN( Thuringia)

49 ° 55 * N. 10 ° 55 *E : 470 miles : ( 10,000)

Waltershausen lies 8 miles West of Gotha on a branch
line which leaves the main Erfurt - Prankfort/Main line 2
miles North of the town * In peacetime , like Sonneberg,
Waltershausen specialises in the making of dolls and other
toys , and this forms the chief industry . There are , however,
factories making woven hosepipes , which are now of some
importance*

Rubber and Tyres :

Schlauchweb erei Waltershausen ( 5)

The Thuringer Schlauchweberei & Ginrmiwerke A. G.
are manufacturers of woven fire - hoses and
other rubber articles * Before the war they
employed sane 400 workers*

Adloff Tabarz ( 3)

The C*A. Adloff Gurt Schlauchweberei &
Gummiwarenfabrik have a range of products
similar to the f ina mentioned above*
Tabarz , which has 2,000 inhabitants , lies
2 miles South - west of Waltershausen.

WANNE- BICKEL ( Westphalia)

51 ° 50 * N. 7 ° 10 * E : 310 miles : ( 89,000)

The area here covered is roughly the administrative
district of Wanne- Eickel * The southern boundary lies about
25- miles North - west of Bochum and the area extends to the
Rhine - Heme canal * Gelsenkirchen adjoins it in the West
and Herne in the East*

Industry in this area is almost entirely concerned with
the mi ning of coal and the production of coke*
There are also a synthetic oil and a synthetic ammonin  plant*
There is a large marshalling yard North -east of Wanne.

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Wanne ( 2)

These yards lie immediately to the North¬
east of Wanne station and extend about
1 mile in length ; their capacity is
5,200 wagons per 24 hours*

Twin locks Rhein - Heme Canal ( 3)
♦

This is the 5th set of twin locks on
the Rhein - Heme canal . They are located
li  miles off Wanne station.

/Public Utility
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WANWE- EICKEL ( contd . )

9

Public Utility Services

Hannibal Power Station Eickel

This power station is located at the
Hannibal Colliery lj miles South - east
of Wanne station . It is owned by
Krupp Treibs toffwerke G. m. b . H. and its
principal function is to supply current
to the nearby synthetic - oil plant,
(see under "Liquid Fuels ” ) . The
capacity of the plant is estimated at
39 MW.

Hanover Power Station Hordel

Owned by Fr . Krupp , the power station is
situated adjoining the Hanover coking
plant , lg - miles South of Wanne station.
The capacity is estimated at 20 MW.

Gasworks Wanne- Eickel

The V. E. W, gasworks draws supplies from
the Krupp coking plant at Bochum - Hordel.
In 1936 it sold 125 million cu . ft.

Solid Fuels

Hanover coking plant Hordel

Situated ij miles South of Wanne
station , the plant is owned by Fr . Krupp
A. G-. There are 73 ovens having an
estimated annual dry coal capacity of
434,000 tons . Gas is supplied to the
Ruhr gas grid . The plant supplies
metallurgical coke to Krupp *s works
at Essen.

Shamrock 3/4 coking plant Wanne

Situated J mile East of Wanne station
and adjoining the Shamrock colliery , the
plant is owned by Bergwerkgesellschaft
Hibernia A. G. There are 100 coking
ovens having an estimated annual dry
coal capacity of 710,000 tons . Gas is
supplied to the Ruhr gas grid.

Hannibal coking plant Eickel

Owned by Fried . Krupp A. G. the coking
plant adjoins the Hannibal colliery

miles South -east of Wanne station.
There are 100 ovens having an estimated
annual dry coal capacity of 290,000
tana.

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

'(

(3)

(3)

/Shamrock 3/4



1ANNE- EIGKEL ( oontd . )

Shamrock 5/4 Colliery Wanne

The Colliery is owned by Bergwexk-
gesellsohaft Hibernia A. G. and is
situated adjoining the coke ovens
5  mile Hast of Wanne station . In
1957 the output of hard coal amounted
to 1,028,000 tons.

Hannibal Colliery Eickel

Situated at Eickel miles South - east
of Wanne station , and adjoining the
synthetic oil plant , it is owned by
Fr . Krupp A. G. In 1957 the output
of hard coal amounted to 1,060,000
tons.

Liquid Fuels

Krupp Synthetic Oil Plant Eickel

This Fischex -̂Tropsch synthetic - oil
plant is owned by Krupp Treibstoffwerke
G. nub . H. and is situated adjoining
the Hannibal power station and coking
plant , Miles South - east of Wanne
station . Capacity is estimated at
150 . 000 tons of oil products per annum,
and storage capacity at 14,500 tons.
The products of the plant are petrol,
gas - oil , and lubricants.

Engineering and Armaments

Wilhelm Knapp Wanne- Eickel

Masohinenfabrik Wilhelm Knapp G. nub . H.
produces pneumatic tools and machines,
and also ventilation equipment for
mines.

Chemicals and Explosives

Hibernia synthetic - ammonia plant Holster - hausen

The synthetic —ammonia plant is owned by -
Bergweikgesellschaft Hibernia A. G. and
is situated l §f mi l es East of Wanne station.
The Mont Cenis process is used ; hydrogen
is obtained from coke - oven gas  and nitrogen
from the air by the Linde process . The
capacity of the plant is estimated at
40 . 000 metric tons of nitrogen per
Power is obtained from the R. W. E. grid.

— — — oOo— — —
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WAKEN(Mecklenburg^

53° 30* N* 12 40* Es 560 miles : (16,000)

Waren is on the railway from Berlin to Rostock, 20 miles
North-west of Neustrelitz . It is on the Northern shore of the
Maritzer See, and is a marketing centre for the surrounlixg
agricultural district * Apart from a few minor engineering
works, the only firm of note is the non-ferrous metal plantdescribed below*

Non-Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Metallwarenfabrik Waren (2)
The MeakleriburgisoheMetallwarenfabrik m«b*H*
have a branch works situated immediately to
the South of Waren* The plant is of modern
construction and is believed to employ some
2,000 workers on the manufacture of duralumin
products * The works include a foundry and
a large rolling mill*

- oOo—

WAHSEmBnDB(Mecklenburg^

54° 10* N. 12° 5' E! 545 miles : (11,000)

Warnemunde is 6 miles North of Rostock, where the river
War now, after widening into a large lagoon (Der Breitling ) ,
is connected with the Baltic by a narrow channel through the
tongue of land on which Warnemunde is built * Warnemunde serves
as an advance port for Rostock, and in peacetime is a holiday
resort * The important train -ferry service operates between
Warnemiinde and G-jedser in Denmark* Prior to the war it parried
200,000 persons ana 250,000 tons of goods per annum; this service
is now being used to maintain the armed forces in Norway and .
Finland*

The port area is in constant use by minor naval units
and  other light craft as a base for exercising in the Baltic*

The branch factory of the Arado Flugxeugwerke is situated
to the south of the town*

Transportation

Train -ferry raiding Wamemuiae ( 2)

The t arvH ngr  consists of 2 berths eaoh with
a draw-bridge and rai sing gear to convey
trains on to the ferries # There are 3
special train - ferry ships , of approximately
1, 600, 2,800 and 3,200 tons respectively*
The length of the route is 40 km, and the
time of crossing 2 hrs 10  mins*

/Aircraft
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WARNEMSkDE(Mecklenburg ) ( contd . )

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Arado Wamemunde ( 2)

The latest available information on this
branch works of the Arado Flugzeugwerke
G. nub . H. , the parent factory of which is at
Brandenburg an der Havel , indicates that
the chief present activity is the manufacture
of engine frames and cowlings and the
mounting of B. M. W. 801 engines for shipment,
as complete power units , to the final
assembly plant . In addition fuselage work,
which had ceased as a result of bomb
damage , has been resumed . The plant was
formerly mainly engaged on the Aroda 196 and had
a monthly output of 15 aircraft , but there is
now evidence ( still somewhat conflicting ) that
the present fuselage work is connected
with FW. 190.

■0O0——

WASSERAIPINGEN(Wurttemberg)

48 ° 50 * N. 10 ° 5 ' E : 480 miles : ( 5,000)

Wasseralfingen lies in the Eastern part of Wurttemberg,
30 miles East of Stuttgart , and on the railway from
Stuttgart , to Nordlingen.

Huttenwerke G. nub . H. Wasseralf ingen ( 3)

The Schwabische Huttenwerke G. nub . H. are iron
founders and specialise in the manufacture
of slow - combustion stoves . The firm is
associated with the Outehoffnungshutte of
Oberhausen , and has several branch works
in Southern Germany . Before the war a
total of same 1,800 workers were employed.

- 0O0- — —

WATTENSCHEID(Westphalia)

51 ° 50 * N. 7° 05 * E : 310 miles : ( 62,000)

The district of Wattenscheid is bounded in West by Essen,
in the North by Gelsenkirchen , and in th ^ East by Bochum.
Industry here is mai nly concerned with the production of
coal and coke.

/Solid Fuels
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WATTENSCHEID( Westphalia) (contd . )

Solid Fuels

(2) Centrum - Morgensonne coking plant Wattenscheid ( 3 )

Owned by Rheinische Stahlwerke A. G. the
coking plant is situated adjoining the
Centrum pit , 1  mile East of Wattenscheid
station * There are 43 ovens having an
estimated annual dry coal capacity of
206,000 tons * Gas is supplied to the
Ruhr gas grid.

Hheinische Stahlwerke Collieries Wattenscheid ( 3 )

Centrum Pits 1/3/8 are situated about
d 1 mile East of the station and Frohliche

Morgensonne about i  mile South of the
station ; both are owned by Rheinische
Stahlwerke A. G. The combined output in
1936 amounted to 1 , 206,000  tons of
hard coal*

Holland 3/4 Colliery Wattenscheid ( 3 )

Owned by Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks A. G.
The colliery is situated 1 mile North¬
west of the station . In 1936 the output
of hard coal amounted to 1 , 211,000  tons.

er6) Liquid Fuels

Centrum tar distillation plant Wattenscheid ( 3 )

b (3) Owned by the Rheinische Tahlwerke A. G.
the plant is situated adjoining the
colliery ( see above ) . Output is
estimated at 11,000 tons of tar
distilled per annum.

-0O0-

WEXDA ( Thuringia)

50 ° 4 y  N . 12 ° 5 * E « 530 miles : ( 12,000)

Weida is on a branch railway line 8 miles South of Gera.
The manufacture of leather goods is the chief industry
of the town , and there are also a number of small textile mills.

EasMi Leather
D<
f 0 . & A Dix A. G.

Franz Prasse.

The above are the two largest of four leather
factories in Weida , making chiefly upper leather,
equipment and saddlery leather , box calf , and
side and fancy leathers . Dix employed some
700 and Prasse some 300 workers before the
war.

Schlo s smuhlenwe g )
(- )

Pfortenstr . )

-0O0
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W B X D E N ( Bavaria)

49 ° 40 *- N. 12° 10 ' E: 555 miles : ( 28,000 ) ”

Weiden lies in the North of Bavaria on the main line from Hof to

Regensburg . It is the junction , for a branch line leading North - westwards
to Bayreuth . The principal industries are glass and porcelain , but
apart from the firm mentioned below , none is individually of importance.
There are iipportant railway - repair shops.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Weiden ( 3 )

These large railway - repair shops are
North of the main railway station.
They employed some 1,200 workers in
1958  and undertook the repair and
maintenance of locomotives , passenger
coaches , and goods wagons.

Engineering and Armaments

Detag Weiden ( - )

The Deutsche Tafelglas A. G. ( Detag ) ,
the parent works of which are in
Pttrth , have a large branch factory
in Weiden which makes various kinds
of sheet glass . This company , which
has also branch factories in
Niederlausitz and the Ruhr , employed
approximately 1,000  workers before the
war.

- - 0O0-

WEIMAR (Thuringia)

51 N. 11 20 * E : 500 miles : ( 58,000)

Weimar lies on the main railway line from Berlin to Frankfort/
Main via Halle and Erfurt . It was formerly the capital of a small
principality and is now the chief town of the Province of Thuringia.
The Fritz Sauckel Werke , which are described below , are large
producers of armaments , and their expansion in recent years has given
Weimar a high order of importance to the German war machine . There
are a number of other engineering works which normally make machinery
for the textile and chemical industries , electrical apparatus , and
fire - fighting equipment . There is also a large uniform factory.
Several of the industries , including the Fritz Sauckel works , are
situated close to the main  railway station in the Northern quarter
of the town.

/ Engineering
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Weimar ( contd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Fritz Sauckel Weimar

The Berlin - Suhler Waffen - A Fahrzeugwerke
(Fritz Sanokel Werke ) are Important
makers of small arms and of armoured
military transport , such as self - propelled
gun carriages . Their plant has been
greatly expanded during the war and 6,000
workers are now reported to be employed.
The works are situated on the Northern
side of the town immediately East of
the main railway station.

Among the equipment reported as being
built in Weimar are rotary êxcavators,
heavy projecting apparatus for rocket
torpedoes , and a caterpillar - tracked
armoured vehicle carrying 6 rocket
•WurfgerAte ’* and one A. A. gun.

Motoren A Masohinenbau Weimar

The Motoren A Masohinenbau G. m. b . H. are
makers of textile machinery , vacuum
pumps , carburettors , and high - pressure
compressors . Their works are on the
Western side of the main railway station.

Bflhring A. G» Weimar

The Apparatebau A. G-. Bdhring are makers
of machinery for the textile and chemical
industries . Their factory is near the
railway station on the Western side of
the Motoren A Masohinenbau Q*m. b. H.
mentioned above.

%

Dittmann Sohwanseestr.

The . Waldemar Dittmann Masohinenbau A
Vertrieb are makers of fire - fighting
pumps , A. R. P . equipment , paint sprays,
and similar apparatus.

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

UnifOrm - WerkstAtten Weimar

The Weim&rer Uniform —Werkst At ten Gr»m»b . H»
are manufacturers of all kinds of
military uniforms . Their factory employed
several hundred workers before the war*

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

-oOo-
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WEINHEIM (Baden)

49 ° 35 ’ N. 8° 40 • E : 410 miles : ( 18,000)

Weinheim lies on the railway which runs throu ^ i the fruit - growing
district on the Western slopes of the Bergstrasse from Darmstadt via
Heidelberg to Karlsruhe . The industries are chiefly connected with
the leather and rubber industries , and also include glass and porcelain
works and a small soap factory.

Leather

Carl Preudenberg Weinheim ( 2)

The Carl Freudenberg Simmerwerke are
specialists in leather and artificial
oil - seals and washers . They also make
upper leather . A second factory in
Weinheim belonging to this firm makes
artificial sausage skins . The company
is reported to enploy some 3 >00Q
workers.

Hirsch Gkm. b . H. Weinheim ( 3)

The Lederwerke Sigmund Hirsch Gr. ra. b . H.
manufacture box calf , chrome , and
horse - hide leather products . They
employed some 500 workers before the
war . Hirsch is an affiliated company
of Garl Preudenberg.

Rubber and Tyres

Weisbrod & Seiffert Weinheim ( 3)

The Weinheimer Gummiwarenfabrik
Weisbrod <& Seiffert m. b . H. produce
conveyor and driving belts , and all
kinds of industrial hose . They
are also producers of cycle tyres.
Normally some 300 workers are employed.

-oOo— -

WEISSENFELS ( Province Saxony)

5^ 10 ’ N. 12 ° E : 550 miles : ( 41,000)

Weissenfels is on the main line from Berlin to Frankfurt am
Main via Halle and Erfurt , and the junction for a branch line
leading to Zeitz . Weissenfels is in an important brown - coal
mining district , and the principal mines are mentioned below . The
Gross - Kayna mines provide fuel for the adjacent thermal power
station . The other industries of Weissenfels include boot and
shoe manufacture , flour milling , iron ware , and a few small
engineering works*

/ Transportation
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on

Marshalling Yards

These marshalling yards are capable of
handling up to 2,400 wagons per 24
hours*

Railway Repair Shops

These are medium - sized repair shops
undertaking mainly the repair of goods
wagons.

Solid Fuels

Michel & Vesta

These two open - cast brown - coal mines
belong to the Michel - Werke of Halle*
The combined output in 1937 was
2,650,000 tons and the briquetting
plant had an output of 800,000 tons.
Some 1,500 workers were employed.

Leonhardt Mine

The Leonhardt brown - coal mine of the

Michel - Werke had an output in 1937
of 500,000 tons and the briquetting
plant of 100,000 tons . Some 400
workers were employed.

Gutahof f nung Mine

The Gutehoffnung brown - coal mine of
the Michel - Werke had an output in 1937
of 600,000 tons and the briquetting
plant of 160,000 tons . Some 500 workers
were employed.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power ‘Station

This thermal power plant , which is the
main station of the Elektrizit &tswerk
Sachsen - Anhalt A. G* , has a capacity of
56 MW, and is in the small town of
Gross Kayna , 5 miles North of
Weissenfels . The fuel used is brown
coal , which is obtained from the
adjacent open - cast mine . Power is

/ supplied

Weissenfels

Weissenfels

Gross Kayna

Neum&rk

Rossbach

Gross Kayna



WEISSENFELS(contd . )

supplied to a large briquetting plant
which adjoins this station , and it is
thought probable that the large
chemical and synthetic -oil plants at
Leuna near Merseburg ( 5 miles North
of Gross Kayna ) also obtain power
from this station.

Engineering and Armaments

Hoddick & R6the G. m. b . H. Weissenfels ( - )
This firm manufactures pumps and
compressors , and in peacetime
employed 100 workers.

Weissig lies 5 miles East of Riesa on the railway line fromRiesa to Dresden . It is the railway station for Ntknchritz , asmall settlement on the right bank of the Elbe with 3,000
inhabitants before the war , where there is a branch factory ofthe von Heyden chemical works of Radebeul.

Chemicals and Explosives

Von Heyden JUG* Ntinchritz ( 3)

This branch works of the Chemisehe Pabrik
von Heyden A»G. of Radebeul , which is known
as the wWerk Weisseg " , was erected in 1901
as a sulphuric - acid plant . The works was
reported in 1943 to be producing phenol forsynthetic resin.

Leather

Emil Blasig A. G* Weissenfels ( - )
The above is an example of a number of
small firms manufacturing boots and
shoes . The Emil Blasig A. G. employed
150  workers before the war.

— — 0O0—

WEISSIG

51 ° 20 ' N. 15 ° 25 ' Si  580 miles : ( 1,000)

-o0o-
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WEISSTEIN ( Silesia)

50 ° 45 * N. 16 ° 15 * E ; 710 miles ; ( 17,000)

Weisstein lies on a branch railway 5 miles North - west of
Waldenburg and is in the coal - mining are of Lower Silesia . The
principal coal mines in this district are dealt with separately
under Waldenburg . The only industry in Weisstein is the making
of boots and shoes . There are no firms of individual importance.

WENZENDORF( Hanover)

53 ° 20 * N. 9° 45 * E: 440 miles : ( 500 )

Wenzendorf is a small village 14 miles to the South - west of
Hamburg and 3 - miles North - west of Buehholz , a station on the
Hamburg- Bremen line . It gives its name to the adjacent G. A. F.
airfield . The aircraft section of the Blohm & Voss shipbuilding
concern is reported to have established a storage and components-
assembly plant at Wenzendorf.

— - — o0O'

WERDAU (Saxony)

50 ° 45 * N. 12 ° 25 * E : 545 miles : ( 22,000)

Werdau lies 6 miles West of Zwickau and on the main railway
line from Leipzig to Plauen . It is the Junction for a branch line
which leads via Zwickau to Chemnitz . The manufacture of measuring
and precision instruments is a speciality of the town and Werdau
has become a production centre of some importance in this branch.
The two principal works are described below , but there are also a
number of smaller firms engaged in the industry which are estimated
to employ approximately 1,000 additional specialist craftsmen . A
factory making textile machinery and other examples of the
engineering works in Werdau are also described below . Werdau has
a considerable textile industry represented by some 20 mills which,
though individually of small size , made up a large aggregate
production before the war . Their present activity is not known
but it is believed to be very limited.

Transportation

Railway Junction Werdau ( 2)

Werdau is in the centre of the highly-
industrialised district of Saxony , and is
the Junction for two important lines . It
lies on the main North to South route via
Leipzig , Werdau , Plauen and Hof . A branch
line leading from Dresden via Chemnitz and
Zwickau Joins this main route to the South
of Werdau forms & direct connection
between Dresden and Bavaria . Two minor
branch lines lead Westwards from Werdau.

/Railway
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WERDAU ( contd . )

Railway Repair Shops
Werdau (3)

These are medium - sized repair shops

undertaking the repair of goods wagons.

Engineering and Armaments
jiiimi raaawao—P— — ———

Maffa Werk Bismarckstr . ( 3 )

The Maffa Werk m. b . H, Werkzeugfabrik
are makers of precision instruments,
micrometer gauges , draughtsmen ’ s imple¬
ments and compasses , spring measures,

spirit levels , and all kinds of
measuring equipment . In 1935 they
built and occupied new factory premises.

They employed 1,000 workers before the
war.

Mass Industrie Zwickauerstr . ( 3 )

The Mass Industrie G. m. b . H. have a

similar range of products to the Maffa
Werk mentioned above . They employed

approximately 1,000  workers before the
war , and maintained a special training
establishment for apprentices.

C. E . Schwalbe Zwickauerstr ( 3 )

The C. S . Schwalbe Spinnereimaschinen-
fabrik & Eisengiesserei are makers of

machinery and apparatus of all kinds
for the spinning industry . Before the
war they employed some 500  workers
and produced largely for the export
market.

Schumanns , m. b . H. Werdau ( - )

The Fahrzeugbau Schumann G-. m. b . H. is

one of the leading German manufacturers
of trailer vehicles.

Textiles , Rayon . Pulp and Paper

0 . G. Sch8n A. G. Grimmit — )
scbauerstr . )

Richard Walther Konigswald-
erstr,

The above are examples of some 20 small

spinning mills in Werdau * Approximately
100 workers were employed at each of
the above mills before the war.

•0O0

/WERDER



(10,000)
WERDER( Brandenburg)

52 ° 25 ' N. 12 ° 25 ' E : 560 miles:

Werder , on the River Havel , is 20 miles South - west of
the centre of Berlin , Normally its main activity is connected
with the canning and preserving industry , particularly of the
fruit grown in this neighbourhood . Several of the firms engaged
on this work are now supplying the armed forces . New works for
the manufacture of plastics have recently been erected in Werder.
To the South - west there is an aerodrome , which has been extended
during the war.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Martin Schmid Werder ( - )

The Vulkanfiber - Fabrik Martin Schmid,
the headquarters of which are in Berlin,
have erected a branch factory at Werder
which is now reported to be making
aircraft components of plastics . Some
300 workers are said to be employed.

-0O0 — — —

WERDOHL( Wesphalia)

51 ° 15 * N. 7° 50V E : 345 miles : ( 13,000)

Werdohl is one of a chain of industrial settlements along
the valley of the river Lenne , which are engaged in steel - rolling
and metal - working of all kinds . The three larger plants in
Werdohl are described below , x There are in addition several
smaller factories and workshops engaged in wire - drawing , nail¬
making , and other light metal - work.

Engineering and Armaments

Bruninghaus A. G-. V/erdohl ( 2)

The Stahlwerke Bruninghaus A. G-. are important
producers of steel springs , in particular for
railway rolling - stock . This company , which is
a subsidiary of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke A. G.
of Dusseldorf , employed some 1 , 500 workers
before the war , but is now thought to have
been considerably enlarged . A recent , report
states that these works are one of the three
most important suppliers of these products,
the others being the Hoesch plant at Hohen-
limburg and Dittmann —Neuhaus at Herbede . These
three factories are believed to supply the
German railways with practically their entire
requirements of springs.

Thomee A. G. Werdohl ( 3)

Friedrich Thomee A, G. , a subsidiary of the
Vereinigte Stahlwerke A. G. of Diisseldorf,
manufactures girders , iron and steel con¬
structions , profiles , banks , and wire
products . The factory , which comprises a
large rolling - mill and wire - drawing plant,
employed some 500 workers before the war.

/V . D. M.



WERDOHL( contd . )

V. D. tt. Werdohl (3)

The Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke
A. Gr. whose headquarters are in
Frankfort/Main , have branch works at
Werdohl which include a foundry and
rolling mills processing non- ferrous
metals and produce sheet metal,
profiles , rods and bands . The Werdohl
plant is believed to be the smallest
of the V. D. M. works.

-oqo - — ■

WERNIG55RODE (Province Saxony)

51 ° 50 ' N. 10 ° 45 * E : 470 miles : ( 23,000)

Wemigerode lies on a branch line from Halberst &dt to
Goslar , 10 miles South - west of Halberstadt . It is normally
an agricultural marketing centre , but has now attained some
importance through the development into a large - scale under¬
taking of the metal working plant described below.

Non - Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

R. Rautenbach Wemigerode ( 2)

The main works of the *Rudolf Rautenbach
G,m,b . H. are in Sol ingen . The Wemigerode
plant was originally built as a shadow
factory with a complement of 800 workers
employed on the manufacture of light - alloy
castings . This factory has , however , been
greatly extended during the past few years,
and is now reported to employ some 4,000
workers . Among the products of these works
are crankcases for B. M. W. aero - engines.
It is believed that the crankcases are sent
to the main works of this firm at Solingen.
The Wemigerode plant includes three Siemens
electric melting furnaces , and 30  smaller
furnaces.

Kupferwerk Ilsenburg A. Gr. Ilsenburg - Harz ( 3)
Wemigerode

This company own smelters and refineries
used chiefly for the treatment of scrap.
Their refinery capacity is estimated at
10,000 tons per annum for electrolytic
refining and 14,000 tons per arymim for
fire - refining.

- — —oOo
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WERTHEIM( Baden1

49 ° 45 * H. 9 ° 30 * E : 450 miles : ( 4,000)

Wertheim lies on the River Main in the extreme Northern
part of Baden and 20 miles West of Wurzburg . Apart from the
explosives factory mentioned below , there is no industry of
importance*

Chemicals and Explosives

Hasloch Wertheim ( 5 )

The factory of the Pulverfabrik Hasloch
G-. m. b . H. made sma ll quantities of nitro¬
cellulose powder for military purposes in
the last war and was licenced to continue
manufacture of sporting powders in the
peace years at the rate of 49 tons per
month . It is fairly reliably established
that the plant was making 10 tons of nitro¬
cellulose daily in 1942 . This large
increase of output suggests that this
production is now used for military purposes.

WESEL ( Rhineland)

51 ° 40 * N. 6° 40 * E : 290 miles : ( 25,000)

Wesel lies on a railway line leading from the Ruhr to Holland.
It is a junction for Munster , Osnabruck and Bocholt . Wesel is
an important agricultural marketing centre . There are a number
of small engineering works , of which none is of individual import¬
ance.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Wesel ( 3)

These repair shops undertake mainly
the repair and maintenance of goods wagons.
Adjacent to the workshops are goods and
marshalling yards.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Wesel ( ")

The Kraftwerk Niederrhein , also , known as
the Wesel & Obeighofen power stations , is
of the thermal type and has an installed
capacity of 15 MW.

- 0O0 --
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WESSELING- ( Rhineland)

50 ° 49 ' N. 7 ° E : 280 miles : ( 6,000)

Wesseling lies 8 miles South of Cologne on the left bank of
the river Rhine . It is on the railway line between Cologne and
Bonn . The *normal industries of the town included some light
engineering , leather , and chemicals . The harbour on the Rhine is
a coal - loading station for the brown - coal mines in the vicinity.
The synthetic - oil plant is a wartime development and is the
principal industrial establishment in the Wesseling area.

Public Utility Services

Power Station Wesseling ( 2)

This thermal generating station forms part
of the synthetic - oil plant of the Union
Rheinische Br aunkohlen - Kraftstoff A. G. It
has an installed capacity of 60 MW but it is
believed that this capacity will be doubled
by 1944/45 . ( See also under Liquid Fuels ) .

Liquid Fuels

Synthetic Oil Plant Wesseling ( 2)

The Union Rheinische Bruunkohlen - Kraftstoff
A. G-. hydrogenation plant lies one mile due
East of V/esseling on the left bank of the
Rhine . The Berguis process is used . The
plant is believed to have come into production
in 1941 and it was then credited with an
annual production of 25,000 tons . Maximum
capacity , believed to be of the order of
200 . 000 tons per annum is believed to have been
achieved in 1942 but in the course of 1943
a number of circumstances are believed to have
been responsible for a decline in output to
100 . 000 tons per annum. 1944 estimates rate
the plant as again working at full capacity
i . e , 200,000 t , p. a.

Engineering and Armaments

Feldmuhle Papier & Zellstoffwerke A. G-. Wesseling ( 2)

The Wesseling branch factory of this large
concern is considered to be one of the
principal German manufacturers of aluminium-
oxide abrasives including paper acid cloth
abrasives . The factory is known as Werk
Koholyt —Wesseling and covers an area of
156,670 square metres on a site of 419,210
square metres . It has its own switching and
transformer station obtaining power from the
R. W. E. grid.

Baunswerke A. G* Wesseling ( 3)

This firm is reported to build bridges and
components for narrow - gauge locomotives.

/Chemicals



WESSELING ( contd . )

Chemicals and Explosives

Chemische Fabrik Wesseling A. G. Wesseling ( 3)

Sulphuric acid and various ferro - cyanide
and ferric oxide compounds are manufactured
here particularly for dyestuffs . Bleaching
powder is also produced . The firm owns a
second plant in Neuss.

- —OQO“ - -

Y/ESTERLAND( Schleswig Holstein)

54 ° 50 ' N. 8 ° 20 ’ Es 420 miles ; ( 4,000)

Wester land is on the Island of Sylt off the West coast
of the Danish Peninsula , and is connected with the mainland
of Schleswig - Holstein by the Hindenburg railway dam. In
peacetime Wes ter land is chiefly a health resort . There are
reports that an important aircraft - repair station is now
established at Westerland.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Repair Works Westerland ( 3)

A large aircraft - repair station is
established at Westerland which in 1942
was reported to be employing 1,500
workers.

— - o0o — —

WETZLAR( Hesse Nassau)

50 ° 35 * N. 8° 30 ’ E ; 380 miles ; ( 26,000)

Wetzlar , which is in the valley of the river Lahn 7 miles
West of Giessen , is an important town in the German opt i cal-
instrument industry . The Leitz concern which , next to Zeiss,
is the largest unit in this branch , has its parent works in
the town , and there are several smaller works also making
optical instruments and components . As is the case with Jena,
this industry , which demands a high degree of training , has
produced an unusually large concentration of skilled workers
in one town , Wetzlar has also an iron and steel industry,
several engineering works , and a spinning and weaving mill.

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Wetzlar ( 3)

The marshalling yards and goods station
are in the Northern quarter of the town
adjacent to the Karolinenhutte steelworks.

/iron and Steel



WETZLAR( contd . )

Iron and Steel

Sophienhutte Wetzlar

The Buderus ' ache Eisenwerke A. G. are an
important iron and steel concern owning
iron - ore mines , iron and steel works , and
numerous foundries in Central Germany*
The Sophienhutte , the parent works of this
concern , are in the Northern quarter of
Wetzlar , and include three blast furnaces
with a capacity of 140,000 tons of pigiron
per annum.
The adjacent steelworks of the Stahlwerke
R8chling - Buderus A. G. , which is owned
Jointly by the Buderus concern and the
EdeIstahlwerke Rochling A. G. of Volklingen
(Saar ) , have four Martin and three electric
furnaces with rolling mills and hammer works.
The plant is of modern construction and it
has been reported that these works have now
undertaken the manufacture of shell cases,
gun barrels , and tracks for tanks and heavy
transport vehicles . The number of workers
has been reported to be as high as 3,000.

Karolinenhutte Wetzlar

The steelworks and rolling mills of
H. Jung <& Co. , Karo linenh &tte G. m. b. H,
are adjacent to , and probably work in
conjunction with the Sophienhutte
worics described above.

Ernst Leitz G. m. b. H. Laufotoferweg

Next to the Carl Zeiss concern , the
Ernst Leitz G. m. b . H, are the leading
German makers of optical instruments
and lenses . Their parent factory at
Wetzlar is a large complex of multi¬
storeyed buil d ings of modern construc¬
tion in the centre of the town . There
is also a subsidiary factory in Wetzlar,
and a branch in Rastatt/Baden . Leitz
undertake the production of the complete
range of optical instruments , including cameras
r ange - finders , binoculars , and periscopes
and also finish their entire requirements
of lenses . In peacetime some 8,000
workers were employed , and it is probable
that this number has now been largelyincreased.

/Hensoldt



WETZLAR( contd . )

Hensoldt S5hne Moltkestr.

The M. Hensoldt S6hne A. G. are the leading
German makers of binoculars and periscopes,
and employed approximately 1,200 workers
before the war.

A. G. ffir Optik & Mechanik
A. DBlling Adolf Hitler Anlage

Otto Seibert der Jimgere Frankenstr.

Georg Kremp A. G. Braunfelsenstr.

The above are three of a number of smaller
undertakings in Wetzlar making optical
instruments and components . Bach of these
three firms employed some 200 workers
before the war.

Hercules Werk Wetzlar

The Hercules Werk G. m. b. H. vorm . W. Momma
are manufacturers of bending and pressing
machines . They normally employ some 120
workers.

Berkenhoff u. Drebes A. G. Asslar

This is a firm of brass and copper
fabricators including brass foundry.
They make a variety of small components
for the local instrument works.

Textiles . Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Spinner ei Wetzlar

The Spinnerei & Weberei Wetzlar K. G.
have a spinning and weaving mill
with 5,010 spindles and 12V weaving
stools . The factory is reported to
have been inactive since 1941.

- - oOo
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WIESBADEN ( Hesse Nassau)

50 ° 5 * N. 8° 15 ' Ej 380 miles : ( 166,000)

Wiesbaden lies 2 miles from the right bank of the Rhine
opposite Mainz . It is connected with Mainz by a branch railway
which terminates at Wiesbaden . A second railway leads Northwards
from Wiesbaden to Limburg , and a minor branch line connects the town
direct with Frankfort/Main . Wiesbaden itself owes its importance
mainly to its development as a health resort of European reputation.
The industries , which chiefly consists of engineering and chemical
works , are grouped in the outlying suburb of Biebrich , which lies
2 miles South of the town on the banks of the Rhine . The list
below also includes the villages of Bierstadt to the East , Dotzheim
to the West , and Schierstein to the South - west . The village of
Oestrich , which lies some 10 miles further down the Rhine , and
includes a chemical plant , is dealt with separately.

Public Utility Services

Power station Wiesbaden ( 3)

The municipal power station at Wiesbaden
has an estimated installed capacity of
18 MW. Tts output in 193 & was 26 million
kWh. it works in conjunction with the
Mainz plant of the Kraftwerke Mainz-
Wiesbaden A. G.

G-asworks Wiesbaden ( 3)

The Wiesbaden municipal gasworks draws
its supplies from the works of the Kraft¬
werke Mainz - Wiesbaden A. G-. In 193 6 sales
were 450  million cubic feet.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

Glyco Metallwerke Dotzheimerstr . ( - )

The Glyco Metallwerke Delaen & Loss
G,m, b. H. are manufacturers of solders
and metal - plating compositions.

i

Engineering and Armaments

Linde A. G. Hilda Str . ( 3 )

The G-esellschaft fur Linde ’ s Eisraaschinen
A#G. are the largest German specialists in
regrigerating and cooling equipment . They
have several branch works in other parts
of Germany making refrigerating plant , and
machinery and apparatus for the chemical
industry , a factory in As chaff eriburg making
Diesel motors , and cold - storage plants in
several large cities . Wiesbaden is the
headquarters of the concern , and contains
the administrative offices , a research lab¬
oratory , and an experimental plant . At
Kostheim on the North bank of the Rhine , 2

/miles



WIESBADEN( contd . )

Linde A*G. ( contd . )

miles upstream from Biebrich and opposite
Mainz , is the factory of G. H. Walb & Co . ,
which is owned by Linde and manufactures
refrigerators for domestic use.

Rheinh &tte G. m. b. H. Rheingaustr.

The Rheinhutte G. m. b. H. vorm. Ludwig Beck
& Co . manufacture fittings and apparatus
for the chemical industry . They employed
some 300  workers before the war.

Machinenfabrik Rudolfstr.

The Maschinenfabrik Wiesbaden A. G. are
manufacturers of steel radiators , cranes,
and lifts * They employed some 300
workers before the war.

Buchold Keller Nauroderstr.

The Buchold Keller G. m. b. H. , whose works
are in Bierstadt , an Eastern suburb of
Wiesbaden , manufacture piston rings and
various kinds of boring machinery . They
employed some 150 workers before the war.

Chemicals and Explosives

Kalle & Co . ( i . G-. Farben ) Biebrich

The Kalle St  Co . A. G. are the leading German
makers of cellophane and cellulose products
and -, accounting for approximately 75 per
cent of the total German output , they are
also important makers of dye - line paper.
These dye - line papers are considered sup¬
erior to the normal blue - print paper . It
is probable that this firm , in conjunction
with the synthetic resin plant of Albert,
is also making resin - impregnated papers
now used as substitute insulating materials
in the electrical industry . The company,
which is owned by the I . G. Farben , employed
some 3,000 workers before the war . Their
works occupy a large area in the suburb of
Biebrich , between the railway station and
the Rhine.

/Albert A. G,



WIESBADEN( contd . )

Albert A. G. Amoneburg (3)

The Chemisohe Werke Albert A*  ft. are an
amalgamation of the two firms formerly
known as H. <£ E. Albert and Dr.Kurt Albert
G-. m.b .H. H. A E. Albert are makers of
pharmaceuticals and of chemical fertilisers
and insecticides . Dr.Kurt Albert Gr«m. b.H.
manufacture synthetic resins and plastics.
These works are in Amoneburg, which is
regarded as a suburb of Mai ns  and is on the
Northern bank of the Rhine immediately Hast
of and adjoining Biebrich*

Glisoma Werk Schieratein ( -)

The Glisoma Work Willy von Enoop is in the
South-western suburb of Sohierstein and
manufactures mica and other insulating
materials.

Hassia Rudesheimerstr . ) , \
I ŷasia Walkauhlenstr . )

The Chemisohe Fabrik Hassia A.Hupfner & Co.
and the lyasia Werke Chemiseh-Pharmazeutisehe
Produkte G-.m.b .H. are makers of pharmaceuticals . '

Seek & Alt Rheinganstr . ( - )

The Chemisohe Fabrik Biebrich voim, Seek &
Alt are makers of roof - felting , tar - spraying
fluids , and other bituminous products.

- - cOo- -

WILDELECKEN(Bavaria)

50° 20* N. 9° 55' E: 445 miles : ( 600)

Wildfleeken lies in the extreme North -west of Bavaria , 15
miles South - east of Fulda . It is in the Rhon Mountains and at
the terminus of a branch line which leaves the Fulda -Wurzburg
line 15 miles to the South West, A large munition works has
been established in the vicinity.

Engineering and Armaments

Ammunition Factory Wildfleeken (- )

A. large ammunition dump and shell - filling
factory is reported to be situated 4 miles
North -west of Wildfleeken . The factory is
said to be well camouflaged in a wooded
area , and is heavily defended with A. A. guns.
It is reported that some 1,500 workers are
engaged , mostly Polish and Czechoslovakian
women. The workers live in hutments near
the dump, which are also well concealed in
the woods.

oOo-
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WILHELMSHAVEN( Oldenburg)

53 ° 32 * N. 8° 7 * Bs 375 miles ; ( 140,000)

Wilhelmshaven lies on the North Sea coast at the mouth'
of the small river Jade which flows into the sea a few miles
West of the Weser . It is 40 miles North - west of Bremen and
is at the end of a branch railway from Bremen via Oldenburg.
It is the Eastern terminus of the Ems- Jade Canal and thus has
access to the Dortmund —Ems Canal system . Wilhelmshaven is one
of Germany *s largest naval bases and is the headquarters -of
the North Sea Western Group and North Sea Coastal Defence Commands.
The naval shipbuilding yards of Wilhelmshaven ( the Kriegsmarine
Werft ) have built many famous German warships , including the
35,000 ton battle - cruiser Tirpitz . In the past few years,
however , the port has chiefly concentrated on the building of
submarines , mainly of the 500 - ton class . The yards at Wilhelmshaven
also undertake the repair and maintenance of E- boats and other
light craft of a similar type . There are a number of oil - storage
depots without the port area , described below under Liquid Fuels,
but apart from the one firm listed under Engineering and Armaments,
Wilhelmshaven contains no other industries of importance;

Transportation

Port Area Wilhelmshaven ( 2)

Wilhelmshaven has an extensive system of
docks which extend for 5 miles along the
Northern shore of the Jade Busen , the large
bay at the mouth of the river Jade . These
docks are all enclosed and are entered
through three lock gates at the Eastern end.
The dock system is in course of expansion
to the Northwards.
The yards of the Kriegsmarine Werft are
situated in the Bau - Hafen which lies to the
East of the town . It is the innermost of
the harbours and has access to the sea via
the Ausrustungshafen.
The Grosser - Hafen is the chief coaling and
commercial port and lies immediately South
of the town . It includes extensive quay
and loading facilities , oil - storage plants,
and rail sidings . Immediately to the West
is the Zwisohen - Hafen which contains one
large and two small floating docks . The main
coal - loading quays are in the Zwischen - Hafen.
Further West is the West - Hafen which includes
the yards of the Deutsche Werke A. G. On the
long sea - wall which divides the main docks
from the Jade Busen are a number of oil - storage
installations and the seaplane base which is
mentioned below under "Aircraft and Aero Engines ’*.
The Ems- Jade Canal enters the port from the
West , passes through the Kanal - Hafen ( a
channel with loading facilities which extends
along the landward side of the dock system ) , and
terminates in the Grosser - Hafen.
In the last few years reclamation work has been
tn progress immediately to the North —east ^of the
main port area where the coastline curves round
to the North »o* a # and it is reported that a new
dock , outer port , and other harbour installations
are in process of construction.

/Public
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WILHELMSHA.VEN ( contd . )

Public Utility Services

power Station Bau -Hafen

This thermal power station , which is in
two sections , is situated in the Naval
dockyard (Kriegsmarine Werft ) . It has a
total installed capacity of 34 MW.

/

Gasworks

The municipal gasworks made 210 million
cu. ft . of gas in 193&.

(3)

(3)

Liquid Fuels

Oil Storage Depots Wilhelmshaven ( 3)

There are numerous oil - storage depots
in the port area , the principal group of
which is on the sea wall which divides
the main dock system from the Jade Busen.
These tanks have an estimated total
capacity of 127,000 tons . There are other
tanks alongside the Grosser Hafen , in ,
the area of the naval dockyard in the Bau
Hafen , and in the Verbindungshafen area.
The estimated total storage capacity of
these tanks is 44,000 tons . It is not known
to what extent the storage facilities are
being utilised.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Seaplane Base Grosser - Hafen ( 3)

The Jade Busen serves as a seaplane alighting
zone . The buildings of the seaplane base
are built on the sea wall enclosing the
Grosser - Hafen.

Shipbuilding

Kriegsmarine Werft Bau - Haf en ( l +)

The yards of the Kriegsmarine Werft are
at the Western end of the Bau- Haf en. Before
the war this highly - important shipbuilding
centre was one of the principal naval yards
for the construction of the German capital
ships . Among many famous vessels built
in these yards were the 35,000 ton battle¬
cruiser "Tirpitz " , sister ship of the
wBis mar ck H, the 26,000 ton battle - cruiser
"Scharnhorst * , and the two 10,000 ton
pocket - battleships "Graf Spee " and “Admiral
Scheer ”. Since the outbreak of war the
Marine Werft has been almost completely
turned over to the production of submarines,
chiefly of the 500- ton class.
There are six graving docks , of between . 360
and 630 feet long , and two hui .ici .Lng slipways
of 500 feet length . The yards are capable
of building up to 12 submarines simultaneously.
In September 1943 H U- boats were reported as
under construction and two submarines afloat
and fitting out . The workshops serving these
ships lie along the Western and Southern sides

/of



WILHELMSHAVEN( contd . )

of the Bau - Hafen.
The yards , which also include two large
floating cranes , are extensively served
by rail sidings and have their own power
supply described above under ‘'Public
Utilities . "
In 1941 ten thousand workers were employed
in these yards and this figure is believed
to have increased to approximately 12,000
by the end of 1942.

Deutsche Werke A. G-. West - Hafen ( 2)

The shipbuilding yards known as the
Deutsche Werke A. 0. are on a small scale
compared with the Kriegsmarine Werft but
have been extended and modernised since
the war . They are now mainly used for the
repair and servicing of E- boats and
submarines.

Commercial Dockyard Zwischen - Hafen ( 2)

The Zwischen - Hafen contains three floating
docks , of which the largest is of 15,000
tons . On the quays surrounding this basin
there are a number of commercial shipyards
which are now devoted to naval purposes and
carry out mainly the repair and servicing
of destroyers , torpedo - boats , submarines and
naval auxiliaries.

Engineering and Armaments

Franz Kuhlmann Rustringen ( 3)

This firm which is situated in the Western
suburb of Rustringen , formerly manufactured
drawing office equipment and measuring
instruments of all kinds . They are now report¬
ed to be making gauges and special apparatus
for U- boats.

—- oOo-

WISMAR(Mecklenburg)

53° 54 ' N. 11° 28 * B: 515 miles : (35,000)

Wismar lies on the Baltic coast 35 miles East of Lubeck.
It is at the end of a branch railway connecting with the main
line from Lubeck to Rostock . It is a market centre for the
neighbouring agricultural district . The chief industrial
importance of Wismar is now due to the assembly plant of the
Norddeutsche Dornier Werke aircraft concern , which is described
below. There is also a large firm of railway - wagon builders.
The shipbuilding industry is also represented , and there are
other minor general engineering works.

/Aircraft
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WISfcSAR( contd . )

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Domier Werke Wismar ( 2)

The Norddeutsche Domier Werke G. m. b . H,
are an important subsidiary of the Domier
concern , which has factories in Berlin-
Reinickendorf , Wismar , and Lttbeck , They
have one main and 2 small subsidiary-
factories in Wismar . The main works , which
is situated on the airfield , is engaged on
the assembly of Domier 217 long - range
bombers and Domier 24 transport aircraft
and imports components from the nearby
subsidiary works . The work of fuselage
centre - section and wing inner - section
assembly , which was formerly carried out
at "Die Werffc ” , is now reported to have been
transferred to Neustadt - Glewe . Of the
smaller works making components in Wismar,
Werk I , which is in the Southern outskirts
of the town , consists mainly of machine shops
with lathes and presses . Werk II is in a
group of old buildings to the South - east of
the Industriehafen . Wo details are known
of this plant , which appears to be on a
small scale . It has been reported that as
many as 6,000  workers are employed in the
Wismar group of Domier factories.

Shipbuilding

Ship Yard Wismar ( 3 )

There is a small shipbuilding yard at Wismar
which is reported to undertake the construction
and servicing of E- boats and other small
craft . In April 1943 2 E- boats were building.
There was also a cargo steamer undergoing
repairs . The name of the yard is not definitely
known.

Engi neering and Armaments

Waggonfabrik Wismar A. G. Wismar ( } )

The Triebwagen & Waggonfabrik Wismar A. G-.
are makers of railway goods - wagons and
passenger coaches . They can also undertake
the construction of electric locomotives,
street - cars , lorries and trailers . Some
2,000  workers are reported to be employed.
The majority of the shares of this coarpary

' are controlled by the Eisenbahn Verkehrs-
mittel A. G. of Berlin.
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WITTEN ( Westphalia^

51 ° 25 * N. 7 ° 20 * Es 320 miles : ( 76,000)

The area considered here extends from Herbede and Herdecke on
the river Ruhr northwards , including Witten , Annen , and Kruckel to
Hombruch and Langendreer : it excludes the Langendreer marshalling
yard which is described under ”Bochum ” *

Witten lies at the South -eastern end of the Ruhr industrial area,
6 miles South-east cf Bochum* The area contains the Herdecke hydro
scheme , three small steelworks , various engineering works , and a
factory making chemicals*

Transportation

Railway Workshops Witten ( 3 )

The railway - repair workshops are situated immediately
North of Witten station * The workshops are of medium
size and employed 970  workers before the war*

Public Utility Services

Herdecke Hydro Scheme

The Herdecke hydro scheme is based upon the
Henfesteysee , an artificial reservoir created by
damming the river Ruhr below its confluence with
the Lenne , and consists of 3 hydro - electric stations
and an important substation * The scheme has an
installed capacity of 12*j6 MW* and is owned by the
Rheinisch - /̂estfalisches Elektrizitatswerk A,G . ( RWE. )
Essen*

Hengstey I & II Power Stations * Hengsteysee ( 3 )

These two power stations are part of the Herdecke
Hydro scheme*

Hengstey I , a flow station of 3 MW* capacity , is on
the weir at the end of the reservoir * Hengstey II , a
similar station also of 3 MW- capacity , is on the
river Ruhr a mile below Hengstey I , from which it is
controlled * Both stations are of local importance*
only*

Koepohenwerk Hengsteysee ( 1)

This is the third and by far the most inport ant
of the stations which comprise the Herdecke hydro
scheme*

The Koepohenwerk is a punped - storage station of
1 J*jO MW* capacity ; it is situated on the North bank
of the Hengsteysee , 6 miles E. S *E* of Witten * 540
feet above the station is the upper storage reservoir,
a smaller reservoir which is filled with water from
the lower reservoir by pumps situated in the generator
hall below * Pour large pipe lines arranged in pairs
connect the upper reservoir with the station ; these
made a conspicuous landmark but since the war have
been heavily camouflaged*

In/



WITTEN(ooxsfcd)

In the power house are 4- turbines , 4- alternators , and 4
pun5>s« During low - oonsum^ tion periods on the R«W,E,
grid , the punps , operated by the alternators , replenish
the upper reservoir * The station is for peak load
atm*  emergency use ; its great importance lies in that
when the upper reservoir is full , it oan produce up
to 140 MW* almost instantaneously*

Substation

The substation is adjacent to the power station;
it has been developed since the war into a key
switching station for the Ruhr industrial area,
second in importance only to Brauweiler*

The station ms designed for eight 220 - kV lines and
twoilO -W lines * Single - circuit 220 -kV lines go to
Leithe via Hattingen , Gersteinwerk (Stocfcum) , Brauweiler,
Kruokel ; double - circuit lines to Letmathe and Kreuztal*

No definite information is available about the 110-KV
lines ; connections possibly go to the Cunowerk and
Hattingen stations*

Cunowerk Power Station Harkortsee

The Cunowerk thermal power station - named after a
director of the owning company - is situated 3 ndles
South - east of Witten , on the Harkortsee , a reservoir
on the river Ruhr ; it is owned by the Kaanunales
Elektrizitatswerk Mark A.G. Hagen , and has an installed
capacity Gf 85 MW* It is also known as the Herdeoke
therm ! power station * It is a base - load station and
has been considerably extended since it was opened in
1908 * A heat - supply system is associated with the
station * An open - air sub station *with a number of
10/30 W and other transformers and switches is situated
in the western area of the works*

Long-distance supplies may be given at 100 kV via the
Koepdhenwerk station ( see above ) , 2 miles to the East*
3 lines at 50 kV connect to Gevelsberg and Sobwerte,
and via Schal k  smuhle to the Elver si ngen station , 16
miles to the South - east , which is also owned by the
ocn^>any*

Local supplies at 10 kV are believed to be given,
including a supply to the Acoumulatorenfabrik Hagen
A*Gr« 3 miles to the South - east*

R*W*E* Power station Kruokel

Owned by Rheirdsdh ^Westfalisches Elektrizit &ts-
werk A. G-, the power station is situated 3 miles
North - east of Witten * It has an installed capacity
of 4-1 MW* and contains a substation for 10/50 kV# It
serves the surrounding industrial area*

Gasworks/
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Gasworks Witten

The municipal , gasworks draws its supplies
from the Gerthe coking plant of the Bergbau -A. G.
Lothringeru In 1936 it sold 150 million cu . ft,

Solid Fuels

Neu - Iserlohn Coking Plant Sambom (3)

The coking plant is owned by the Harpener Bergbau
A. G. and is situated 3j miles North of Witten
station and Just South of the village of Sambom.
The plant has 80 ovens with an estimated annual
dry coal capacity of 175,000 tons.

Owned by the Ruhrstahl A. G. group of Vereinigte
Stahlwerke A. G. , the steelworks are situated adjoin¬
ing and South - west of Witten station . There are
seven open - hearth furnaces having an annual estimated
capacity of 150,000 tons of crude steel . The works
comprises a forge containing 2 presses and 6 other
large hammers ; 1 heavy mill for rolling ingots and
2 lighter mills * for bars and sections ; a wire -mill
producing wire rope ; and 8 modern heat - treatment
furnaces for special steel.

Annener Gusstahlwerk Annen ( 3)

Owned by the Ruhrstahl A. G. group of Vereinigte
Stahlwerke A. G. the steelworks are situated about Si¬
miles North - east of Witten station . There are two
open -hearth furnaces having an estimated annual
capacity of 50,000 tons of crude steel . The works
produces mainly structural steel.

Stahlwerk Mark Wengem ( 3)

Stahlwerk Mark Wengem A. G. is a subsidiary of
Vereinigte Stahlwerk . There are two separate but
adjacent works situated on the Southern bank of
the river Ruhr about miles South - east of Witten.
There are 3 open - hearth furnaces and rolling mills.
The works produce heavy steel forgings including
parts for blast - furnaces and transformers , etc.
In 1938 there were 650 workers.

Engineering and Armaments

Soeding & Co. Witten ( - )

This firm is situated 1 mile North - east of Witten
station in the built - up area of the town . The works
produced machine tools before the war.

Iron and Steel , and Ferro -Alloys .

Guss tahlwerk Witten Witten (3)

Mannesmannrohren - Werke A. G. /
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WITTEN (contd)

Mannesmannrohren-WerkeA. G. Witten (2)

Situated about 1 mile North - east of -Witten
station , in the built - up area of the town , these
works are believed to supply all the contact ovens
used in the Fischer - Tropsch process of synthetic
oil production . In addition light - alloy tubes for
aircraft are made.

Demag Wetter (3)

These large works of the Deutsche Maschinen-
fabrik A, G. are situated on the North bank of the
river Ruhr at Wetter , 4 ^ miles South - east of
Witten , The works make cranes , suspension cranes,
double - acting hoists , and other products of a
similar nature.

Dit tmann - Neuhaus 0 st - Herbede ( 3 )

The works of Dittmann - Neuhaus & Gabriel Bergenthal
A. G. are situated 2g- miles W. S. W. of Witten on the
North bank of the river Ruhr . These works , which
are of medium size , produce springs of all types,
and supply large quantities to the Reichsbahn for
rolling stock,

K, Korfmann Jr . Witten ( 3 )

These small works are situated in the built - up
area of the town , about 1 mile North - east of Witten
station . They specialise in the production of
mining machinery including conveyors.

Chemicals and Explosives

Markische Seifenindustrie Witten ( - )

These works are situated miles North - east of
Witten station in the built - up area of the town,
and cover 60,000 sq . metres . Soap and glycerine
are produced and there are reported to be about
700  workers.

-oOo-
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WITTENBERG- ( Province Saxony)

51 ° 55 * N. 12 ° 40 * E : 550 miles : ( 20,000)

Wittenberg is on the river Elbe and on the mai n railway
line from Berlin to Halle . A branch line leads from Wittenberg
Westwards to Rosslau , and a second line South - eastwards to
Uebigau . The most important industry in Wittenberg itself is
now the aircraft works mentioned below . The large fertilizer
and chemical plant at Piesteritz , 5 miles from Wittenberg , is
dealt with separately under the heading Piesteritz . Included in
the list below is the nitro - cellulose plant at Reinsdorf 2 miles
to the North - west . The other industries of Wittenberg are of
no great size and include a chocolate factory , several slipper
manufacturers , a number of small chemical works and engineering
plants , and a margarine factory at Pratau , 3 miles to the South¬
west.
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Trans port at ion

Railway Repair Shops Wittenberg

These are medium - sized repair shops under*
taking the repair of goods wagons.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

Ar ado Wittenberg

(3)

(2)
The Wittenberg branch of the Arado Flugzeug-
werke G,m. b . H. , whose parent works are in
Brandenburg , is believed to employ more than
1,500 workers . Aircraft components , including
fuselages and centre sections for Ju . 88 *s,
He . 111 *s  and Ar . 95 *s , are made at this large
components works , the layout of which resembles
that of the Brandenburg plant.

Engineering and Armaments

A. Wetzig Wittenberg (3)

This firm manufactures water turbines,
milling machinery , and grain - silo
installations . Some 400 workers were
employed before the war.

Chemicals and Explosives

Sprengstoff A. G. Reinsdorf (2)

This factory is operated by the Westfalische
Anhalt i sc he Sprengstoff A. G. During the
last war it manufactured almost the whole
range of military explosives , including
T. N. T. , nitrocellulose , picric acid , nitro¬
glycerine , dynamite , and propellant powders.
There is a certain amount of ground inform¬
ation regarding its present activities,
which is fortunately supplemented by ex¬
cellent air photographs , dated May , 1943.

/The
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WITTENBERG( contd . )

Sprengstoff A. &.- ( contd . )

The present lay - out of the plant agrees
reasonably well with its ground plan at
the end of the last war , with the
significant difference that the T. N. T.
manufacturing unit has been removed.
The nitrocellulose and nitroglycerine
plants do not appear to have been much
altered , and there appears to be some
capacity for the manufacture of finished
propellant powders . In 1938 it was
reported that the Reinsdorf factory
produced 15,000 tons of nitro - cellulose
per annum , which is a little below the
estimate of capacity made by the Armistice
Commission in 1919 . Examination of air
photographs taken in May , 1943 , suggests
that the nitrocellulose capacity might
be about 25,000  tons per annum at the
present time . Nitroglycerine , or
diglycoldinitrate , plant appears to be
installed , and the capacity may be very
roughly estimated at about 6,000 tons
per annum.

-o0o

WITTENBBRGE( Brandenburg)

53 H. 11 45 * E : 515 miles : ( 40,000)

Wittenberge is on the main railway line midway between
Hamburg and Berlin , A branch line diverges at Wittenberge
and leads via Stendal to Magdeburg . There are large railway
workshops , an important engineering works , and a cellulose
factory , which are described below . The other industries
include several minor engineering firms and smal l chemical
plants . Wittenberge is an important centre for a large
agricultural district.

Transportation

Railway Repair Shops Wittenberge ( 3)

These large - scale railway workshops repair
and maintain Diesel locomotives and goods
wagons . The plant , which includes a
research laboratory , is believed to employ
some 2,300 workers.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Wittenberge ( - )

This thermal power station , which is owned
by the Singer works mentioned below , has
a capacity of 15 MW.

Gasworks Wittenberge ( - )

The municipal gasworks made 140 million
cu . ft . in 1936.

/Engineering
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WITTENBERGE( oontd . )

Engineering and Armaments

Singer A. G. Wittenberge ( 3)

The German Singer company have their
headquarters in Berlin , and branches in
various other parts of Germany . The
Wittenberge plant , which before the war
manufactured sewing machines and employed
some 2,000 workers , is now reported to
have been considerably extended and to have
been partly turned over to the production
of radiolocation equipment.

Chemicals and Explosives

Kurmdrkische Zellwolle Wittenberge ( 3)

The Kuraflrkische Zellwolle & Zellulose
A. G. , whose headquarters are in Berlin,
have a branch factory in Wittenberge
which is believed to be engaged on the
manufacture of viscose staple fibre.
It is estimated to have a daily capacity
of 120 tons.

- ~.~o0q- -
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WOLSKNBflTTEL( Brunswick)

52 ° 10 * N. 10 ° 30 * E: 460 miles : ( 20,000)

Wolfenbttttel lies on a branch railway line 8 miles South
of Brunswick . It lies at the foot of the Harts Mountains in
the valley of the river Oker and is chiefly a garrison town
and the market centre of the surrounding agricultural district.
Wolfenbttttel contains a number of small industries , including
engineering , textiles , furniture and soap manufacture . Apart
from the firms described below , none is of Importance.

Engineering and Armaments

Gebr . Welger Wolfenbtlttel ( - )

This is the largest of a number of small
engineering firms in Wolfenbttttel , of
which the main products are agricultural
machinery and Implements and farm carts.

f

ife-'
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WOLFENBUTTEL( contd . )

Textiles , Rayon , Pu lp and Pap^

Rav ensb erger . Wolfenbuttel ( - )

The main works of the Bavensberger
Spinnerei A. G-* are in Bielefeld*
The branch works at Wolfenbuttel
specialise in flax spinning , and the
mill has 10,400 spindles * The
factory is now probably inactive*

WOLERATSHA.USEN ( Bavaria)

47 ° 55 • N. 11 ° 25 * E : 570 miles : ( 3,000)

Wolftatshausen lies on the railway line between Munich
and Bichl , 15 miles South of Munich and immediately to the
East of the Staraberger See * The town has no industrial
development apart from the large explosives factory
described below*

Chemicals and Explosives

JDynamit A*0 . Wolf rat shausen ( 3)

This is an extranely large plant which
has been built during the war . Both
powder manufacture and the filling of
weapons has been reported , but the
evidence of air - photography suggests
primarily a powder - incorporating
plant # It is perhaps significant that
the press houses seem adapted for
making powder in unusually large sizes,
which evidence may be related to a
report from a ground source that the
factory is engaged principally in
making explosive charge for rocket
projectiles.

■oOo— •
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WORMS(Hesse)

49° 40 * N* 8° 20* E: 395 miles : ( 52,000;

Worms, which is 12 miles North of Mannheim, is on the
railway which follows the left bank of the Rhine from
to the Upper Rhine valley . It is an important centre of
leather manufacture . Other industries , which are on a minor
scale , include engineering , chemicals , and furniture making.
Woms has a small inland port.

Transport at ion

Inland Port Worms ( 3)

There are two harbours in the Eastern quarter
of the town, the Handelshafen and the KLosshafen.
These docks are perved by rail sidings , and
there are warehouses and storage depots in
the area.

Public Utility Services

Gasworks Worms ( 3)

The municipal gasworks made 200 million
ou. ft . in 1936.

Leather

Cornelius Heyl A. G. Worms (3)

This important firm is believed to be one of
the largest German manufacturers of leather,
including box calf , patent chrome side , calf
and russet , and also all fancy leather wear.
The factory employed some 3,200 workers
before the war.

Heyl *sche Lederwerke G.m.b .H. Worms ( 3)

The Heyl ' sche Lederwerke Liebenau vorm.
Cornelius Heyl Werk Liebenau G.m. b. H.
are important producers of upper , side,
and box- calf leather and employed some
1,200  workers before the war.

Doerr & Reinhart G. m.b .H. Worms ( - )

This firm, ' which has a similar range of
products to those mentioned above,
employed some 500  workers in 1939.

Pood Stuffs

Zuckerfabrik Rheingau Worms ( - )

The Zuckerfabrik Rheingau A.G. , which is
owned by the Sflddeutsche Zuoker A. G.
Mannheim, employed *200 workers before the
war.

Flour Mills Port Area ( - )

There are several flour mills in the neigh¬
bourhood of the inland port with a total
estimated daily milling capacity of 400  tons.

—oO©————



WUPPERTAL (Rhineland)

51 15 * N. 7 15 * E : 318 miles : ( 411,000)

Wuppertal was formed in 1929 by the amalgamation of the
towns of Elberfeld and Barmen . It lies on either side of the
river Wupper and stretches up the fairly narrow Wupper valley from
Vohwinkel in the West to Langerfeld 10 miles to the East.
Industry in Wuppertal is mainly textile , but there is also the
large chemical works of I . G. Parbenindustrie and several
engineering firms of which one is an important producer of ball¬
bearings.

The principal means of internal transport is the
famous Wuppertal - Schwebebahn , a monorail suspension railway over
the river 'which operates over a distance of eight miles with 30
stations between Ober - Barmen and Vohwinkel

Transportation

Marshalling Yard Vohwinkel ( 3)

This yard , situated 3 miles West of
Elberfeld , has capacity for handling 2,900
wagons in 24 hours . It is at the junction
of the main line to Essen.

Public Utility

Stadtische Elektrizitatswerke Elberfeld ( 3)

The municipal thermal power station is
situated in the western area of the town.
It has an installed capacity of 20 MW.
and is a peak - load and standby station,
used mostly fbr town heating supplies.

Kraftwerk Barmen Barmen ( 3)

The municipal thermal power station has an
installed capacity of 20 MW. It is
situated below the Barmen - Neubruch railway
station.

Stadtische Gasanstalt Elberfeld ( 3)

The municipal gasworks are situated in the
western outskirts of the town area
adjoining the railway to Vohwinkel . They
supply the whole of Wuppertal . In 1936 the
municipality sold 1,900 million cu . ft . of
gas of these sales 750 million cu . ft . were
manufactured , and 1,150 million cu . ft . were
purchased from the Tbyssen and Ruhrgas grids.

Non - ferrous metals .

Julius & August Erbsloh Metallwerke A. G. Barmen ( 3)

The large site occupied by this firm is in
the centre of Barmen . It is a metal works
producing aluminium wrought alloys and
wrought - alloy products , mainly sheets,
rectangles , sections , rods , wire , and tubes.

/Engineering
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‘Engineering and Armaments
G-, & J . Jaeger . Elberfeld

This firm manufac tures heavy roller and
heavy ball bearings including aero - engine
bearings . The works has a floor space
of 607,000 sq . ft . on a site of 43 acres.
Number of workers are estimated at 1,500.
The factory is thought to be specially
important for the manufacture of tank
bearings for turrets and other heavy
applications.

Prazisionswerkzeugfabrik Svenssen . Elberfeld

This firm , with some 200 workers,
manufactures precision machine tools and
milling machinery.

Metalldraht G. m. b . H. Elberfeld

Just North of the city ' s main marshalling
yards , this firm occupies a large site
which extends both sides of the river
Wupper . It is believed to be engaged
mainly on the production of fine wire for
the electrical industry.

Karl Walter Elberfeld

This works occupies a fairly large site
to the South - west of a group of industrial
buildings lying North of the city ’ s main
marshalling yards . It was engaged on the
production of machinery for the textile
industry but is now probably producing
essential war goods.

Vorweik & Co . Barmen

This film has two large plants in Barmen.
One of these , to the S . W. of the city , is
described under "Rubber ” . The other is
divided into two .sections , one part
described under "Textiles *’ • The second
part ( described here ) is concerned with
the production of gear - wheels and wheels
and machinery for the chemical industry.
The total number of workers in the second
plant is estimated at some 800.

Hermann Leimbach . Barmen.

Precision machine tools and milling
machinery are produced by this firm
with some 100 workers.

Maschinenfabrik Rheinwerk G-. m. b . H. Ober - Barmen

This firm manufactures compressed air
containers and machinery components , also

/wood - gas
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WUFEERTAL( contd . )
Engineering and Armaments ( contd . )

wood - gas generators * 400 workers are
employed

C. Albert & Co . Barmen (3)

Before the war , this firm was mainly
engaged on the production of pressed
parts for motor vehicles and motor-
vehicle accessories . Its production
of iron and steel drawn , die —cast,
and pressed parts and rolled and
concave profiles is now utilized in
all probability for essential war
products other than or in addition
to motor - vehicles.

Barmen Maschinenfabrik A. G. Barmen (3)

Textile machinery and special machines
for the rayon industry are produced , with
some 400 workers , by this firm , which is
owned by Bereinigte Glanzstoff - Fabriken
A. G. , Elberf eld.

Emil Linde Maschinenfabrik . Barmen ( 3 )

This plant covers a fairly large site to
/ the Northwest of Barmen and specializes in

machine * tools and presses.

Franz Durholdt . Barmen ( 3)

Comprising a metal foundry and workshops,
the works occupy a fairly large site to
the west of Barmen . Castings , joinings
and fittings for chemical and textile
factories are produced.

Emil Kehleribach . Barmen ( - )

This firm produced textile machinery
before the war and occupied a fairly
extensive site to the extreme West
of Barmen , North of the Guterbahnhof-
Barmen . Its present activity is not
known.

Br . Schmidt & Apelt K. G. Barmen - Langerfeld (3 ) ,

This firm is one of Germany *s main
manufacturers of furnaces for the
steel industry . It makes electric
furnaces and accessories and  annealing
and hardening furnaces.

Chemicals & Explosives

I . G. Farbenindustrie A. G. Elberf eld . ( 1)

This plant of the I . G. Farben comprises
an oxygen works , and works for the
production of dyes and colours , and
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations

/including
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WUPPERTAL( contdL )

I , G. Farbenindustrie ( contd . )

including quinine . It is situated at
the western end of the town of Elberfeld,
and stretches over both sides of the
River Wupper and its overhead railway.
Immediately to the West and East of
the plant respectively are the
municipal gasworks and the Elberfeld
power station . Workers are estimated
to number some 4,000 . The plant
also included one of the most important
of the I . G. research units , particularly
for research on tropical diseases , and
physiological and pharmacological
laboratories.

Ferdinand Gebhard Elberfeld ( - )

Although aerial cover shows that this
plant has been extended since the out¬
break of war and covers a large area
to the West of the main passenger
station , nothing is known of the
details of production nor the
number of workers . It is believed,
hpwever , that pharmaceuticals are
being manufactured.

Chemisohe Pabrik Einergraben,
Dr. L&hmann & Co. Barmen . ( - )

This plant covers a very extensive
site , but it is not known to what
extent the buildings are active or
what is being made , except that in
1938 this firm was said to have a
sulphuric - acid works in Wuppertal-
Barmen . It is possible that since
the war the concern has been taken
over by I . Gr. Farben*

Textiles . Rayon . Pulp and Paper .

Frowein & Co . A. G. Elberfeld . ( - )

This firm were manufacturers of band
cord twine and artificial silk before the
war . Their present activity is not known.

Blberfelder Textil - Werke A. G. Elberfeld . ( - )

This plant has 3,000 looms and is
mainly concerned with the weaving of
combed yarn . Workers in 193$
numbered 740. It is now inactive.

Kunstseiden A. G. y Barmen . ( - )

Owned by the Vereinigte Glanzstoff-
Fabriken A. G. Elberfeld , this firm
was concerned with the refining,
processing , and weaving of rayon.
Workers numbered 1 ,000  before the
war , but the works is believed to
have been largely inactive since
1940.

/Vorwerk
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WUPPERTAL( contd . )

Vorwerk & Co . Barmen , ( - )

This section of the second Vorwerk
plant in Barmen is the largest
manufacturer of carpets in Germany.
Rugs and linoleum are also produced.
(For workers see "Engineering and
Armament ". )

J . & P . Bemberg A. G. Langerfeld/Oeli &e * ( 3)

This large rayon plant , situated
to the South - east of Barmen , is
controlled by the Vereinigte
Grlanzstoff - Fabriken A. 0 . , Elberfeld.
capacity was 11,000 kg , per day of
cuprammonium rayon before the war.
The works cover an area of 31 >220 sq.
metres on a site of 41 >038 sq . metres.
The number of workers was 4,500 in
1938 ® The plant has its own power
station with a capacity of 3,800 kW.
but is believed to have been largely
inactive since 1942.

—■— 0O0 —
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WURZBURG( Bavaria)

49 ° 48 * N. 9 ° 55 * 33: 460 miles : ( 107,000)

Wurzburg is 55 miles North - west of Nurriberg , and is the
administrative centre of the Bavarian district of Lower Franconia.
It is on the river Main , and the town is built mainly on the right
bank . Wurzburg is an important railway centre , and two trunk lines
pass through the town from Frankfort/Main to Nuramburg , and from North
Germany to Stuttgart . The main railway station and goods yards are to
the North of the central area of the town , which is a closely - built
area enolosed by a belt of gardens which have taken the place of the
former city walls . North - west and North - east of the central area are
large barracks , which up to the outbreak of war were occupied by
armoured and motorised divisions.

W&rzburg is in the midst of a large agricultural district , and
is an important flour - milling centre , the industry being in the hands of
a number of medium - sized undertakings . Wine and fruit are largely grown
in Franconia , and Wurzburg has also three large breweries which did a
big export trade in peace - time.

The other industries are varied , and although none of the
individual firms is large , engineering , textiles , varnish and dye
manufacture , and furniture - making are all represented and in the
aggregate give Wxirzburg considerable industrial importance . The
industries are mainly grouped in the northern and eastern quarters of
the town.

West of Wurzburg there is an important link station on the 110 kV
transmission line between the Bayemwerk and the R. W. E.

There is also a small inland harbour on the northern side of the
town on the river Main.

Transportation

Inland Harbour Wurzburg ( 3)

The small inland harbour is on the right bank of
the Main to the West of the main railway station.
It is served by rail sidings and includes several
warehouses and storage depots.

Railway Junction W&rzburg ( 3)

The main railway station is immediately North of
the central town area . The railway line from
Frankfort/Main and the Rhine valley to Southern

* Germany enters W&rzburg from the North - west , and ,
immediately Bast of the main railway station
divides into two branches , of which one leads to
Nuremberg and Regensburg , and the second through
Ingolstadt to Munich . Wurzburg is also on the main
line which runs from Berlin and Magdeburg through
Erfurt and Wurzburg to Stuttgart and South - western
Germany.

Railway Repair Shops/



WURZBURG(contd)

Railway Repair Shops Wurzburg

The railway —repair shops are adjacent to the
main railway station . They undertake the repair
and  maintenance of goods wagons.

Marshalling Tarda Wurzburg

The marshalling yards , which also adjoin the
main railway station , can handle up to 2,000
wagons per 24 hours.

Public Utility Services

Bayernwerk Unterdflrrbacher
Landstr.

This is an important switching station on the
220 - kV line between Nuremberg and Frankfort/Main,
and an important link on the 110 - kV transmission
line between the Bayernwerk and the R. W. E.

Gasworks Wdrzburg

The municipal gasworks are adjacent to the main
railway station in the Northern quarter of the
town . They made 425 million cu . ft . in 1936.

Liquid Fuels and Substitutes

Oil Storage Wfcrzburg

There are a number of storage tanks , chiefly
grouped to the East of the main railway station,
in the neighbourhood of the Aum&hle . The total
storage capacity is estimated at 10,000 tons.

Non- Ferrous Metal Manufacture and Fabrication

W, Stecher Blasiesgasse

Ruckert & Co. Kaiserstr.

The above are two firms of tin - founders and
manufactures of tinware.

Shipbuilding

Paul M. Stuhler Alte Kasera Str.

Stuhler & Hupp Seiler str.

The above are two small firms building mainly
river craft and small barges.

Engineering and Armaments. /
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Engineering and Armaments

Georg Noell Number gstr . (3)

The Georg Noell & Co. , Maschinen & Biseribahribedarfs-
Fabrik und Brhckeribau - Anstalt are makers of railway
signalling installations and industrial weighing
machines . They manufacture complete railway point
systems , and also coal - conveying plant
travelling platforms , and bridge constructions . In
peacetime this firm employs some 600 workers.

Kbnig & Nauer Friedrich Konig Str . ( 3)

The Schnellpre ssenfabrik Konig & Bauer A. G. are
an old - established firm manufacturing printing
machinery , who claim to be the pioneers of the high¬
speed printing press in Germany . In peacetime they
employed some 1,300 workers , and were important makers
of all types of printing machines , including high¬
speed news presses . According to ground intelligence
the works was converted in 1939 to make small arms and
a variety of unspecified armaments.

Sturtz Beethoven Str . ( - )

Before the war the Universitats - Druckerei H. Sturtz
A. G. were an important firm of book - printers and book¬
binders . They employed some 600 workers before the
war and the works had an engineering section with
machine shops etc . presumably for the repair and
maintenance of printing installations.

Bohn & Herber Horst Wess el Str . ( - )

The Bohn & Herber Maschinenfabrik & Eisengiesserei
are manufacturers of printing presses.

Gebr . Hofmann Bibelstadt ( - )

The Gebr . Hofmann Landmaschinenfabrik & Eisengiesserei
are makers of agricultural and flour - milling machinery,
canning machines , and wine presses . Their works are
at Bibelstadt on the right bank of the Main , 4 miles
upstream from Wurzburg.

Sirch & Sotan Semmelstr . ( - )

This firm , which employs several hundred workers
in peacetime , manufactured industrial weighing
machines and safes . Their present activity is
not known.

Ernst Stenz Schwe infur ter str . ( - )

The Franken Industrie - Werke Ernst Stenz are makers of
sheet metal , wire netting , and hardware.

A. Obermeier Reuerergasse ( - )

This firm manufactured refrigerators for industrial
and domestic use.

Chemicals and Explosives/
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WURZBURG(Contd)

Chemicals and Explosives

Bavaria Hindenburgstr . ( - )

The Chemisohe Pabrik Bavaria are small
manufacturers of pharmaceuticals,

H' ilmann Nachfolger Oswaldspitalgasse ( - )

The Heilmann Nachf . In , Ver . are makers of
paints and varnishes.

Friedrich Woesch Wredestr , ( - )

Before the war this firm manufactured fireworks.

Textiless Ravon . Pulp and Paper

L. & 0 . Meyer Martinstr . • » ( - )

Eugen Plurschfets Bruderhof

The Werkstatte Kunstgewerblioher Wollwaren L, & G.
Meyer and the firm of Eugen Flurschutz are makers of
hosiery and knitted and woven goods.

Leather

Schiibel & Co . ' Bohnesmuhlgasse ( - )

This firm manufactures driving belts and
similar leather goods.

Pood Stuffs

Franconia Zeppelnistr , ( - )

Prior to the war the Franconia Schokoladenwerke
A. G. manufactured cocoa , chocolate , and
confectionery , and employed some 300  workers.

Adam Schulz Muhlenstr . ( - )

V. Hoffmann

The above are believed to be the two largest of
several flour mills in the Wiirzburg area.

WURZEN( Saxony)

51 ° 20 * N. 12 ° 45 * E : 555 miles ( 19 , 000 )

Wurzen lies 15 miles East of Leipzig on the main railway to Dresden.
There are several small engineering works in the town and a number of
firms making electric - light fittings , which have become a speciality
of Wurzen . Wurzen is an agricultural market centre ; and there is also
a biscuit factory , which is described below.

Engineering and Armaments/



WURZEN(contd ) .

Engineering and Armaments

Schntz Wurzen ( 3 )

The firm of G„A. Schutz manufacture vacuum pumps,
filters , and air and gas compressors * Some 300
workers were employed before the war.

Senior Werk Wurzen ( - )

The Senior Werk Busse are manufacturers of
agricultural machinery and implements . 150  workers
were employed before the war.

F. A. D&mich

Tftrk & M&ller

Paul Gitte

Wurzen

Wurzen

Wurzen

The above are three examples of several firms in
Wurzen producing all kinds of electric lamps and
light fittings*

( - )

Food Stuffs

Biscuitfabrik Wurzen ( - )

The Wurzener Kunstmuhlenwerke & Biscuitfabriken
vorm * F. Krietsch A. G. are biscuit makers who
employed some 300  workers in peacetime.

— —. .oQa _ —

WUSTERMARK( Brandenburg)

52° 35 * N. 12° 56 ' B: 5^5 miles : ( 1,000)

Vustermark is a small country town 16 miles West of Berlin , in
the vicinity of the large military training area and town of D&beritz.
It has no industries , but is of considerable importance as a railway
centre , from its situation on the main line from Berlin to the Ruhr
and to Paris , Brussels and Rotterdam via Stendal , and Hanover . Goods
traffic for Hamburg and the northern ports proceeds via Wustermark
where it is turned north to Join the main northern line at Nauen.

Transportation

Marshalling Yard Wustermark ( 2)

The marshalling yard has capacity for handl ing
3,800 wagons in 2k  hours.

.. -oQo— - -

WYHLBN( Baden )/



WYHLEN (Baden)  '

47° 35' N. 7° 55' E: 445 miles: (3,000)

Wyhlen is 4 miles East of Basle and is on the Upper Rhine
close to the Swiss frontier . It is approximately halfway between

Basle and Sheinfelden . The hydro - electric station at Augst -Wyhlen
is dealt with under the heading "Waldshut ".

Engineering and Armaments

Eisenbau Wyhlen A. G. Wyhlen ( - )

The Eisenbau Wyhlen A. G. are constructors
of bridges and steel frame buildings * They
have a factory in Wyhlen which employed some
300  workers before the war.

/ZEITZ
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Rhine
t̂on*

(■)

ZEITZ ( Province Saxony)

51 5 * N. 12 10 * Ej 530  miles : ( 35,000)

Zeitz lies 8 miles North of Gera on the railway to Leipzig . It
is the junction for a branch line leading to Weissenfels . It is one
of the administrative centres for the exploitation of the browncoal
deposits in this area . An important synthetic - oil plant at
Troglitz , 3 miles North - east of Zeitz , obtains its raw material from
these browncoal deposits , which also supply the fuel for the thermal
power station attached to the works . The industries of Zeitz
itself include several engineering works , of which the largest are
mentioned below , and several manufacturers of pianos , which in
peacetime is a speciality of the town.

Transportation

Marshalling Yards Zeitz ( 3)

The marshalling yards , which are situated
in the Northern part of the town , are capable
of handling 2,600  wagons per 24 hours.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Troglitz ( 2)

This thermal power station , which is 3
miles North - east of Zeitz , forms part of
the synthetic - oil plant owned by the
Br &unkohle - Benzin A. G. , mentioned below
under Liquid Fuels . The power plant
has a capacity of 175 MW. , and obtains its
fuel from the adjacent brown - coal mines.

Solid Fuels

Riebeck Zeitz ( 3)

The A. Riebeck *sche Montanwerke A. G.
exploit a number of large brown - coal
deposits in the district South of Halle,
and Zeitz is their administrative centre
for the group of mines situated in the
area to the North and North - east of the
town . This group of mines , some of
which are deep pit mines , had a total
output of 4 , 200,000 tons of brown - coal
in 1937 * There are a number of
briquetting plants which in 1937
produced 1 , 300,000  tons.

Liquid Fuels

Braunkohle - Benzin A. G. Troglitz ( - )

This synthetic - oil plant of the
Braunkohle - Benzin A. G. is situated in
the small village of Troglitz , 3 miles
to the North - east of Zeitz . It was
estimated to have an annual capacily of

/ 320,000  tons



ZEITZ ( Province Saxony ) continued.

320,000 tons of synthetic fuel and
employ about 5 >000 workers but recently
suffered very severe bomb damage and is
now completely out of action * In view
of the improbability of industrial plant
being available it may be assumed that
this works will remain inactive at
least until early 1945.

Engineering and Armaments

Eisengiesserei Zeitz

The Zeitzer Eisengiesserei & Maschinenbau
A. G. are makers of special machinery and
equipment for the brown - coal industry.
They also produce pumps and crushing
machinery ® Before the war some 600
workers were employed.

Naether A. G. Zeitz

The E. A. Naether A,G , specialise in the
manufacture of perambulators of which
they are one of the leading German
suppliers . In peacetime they employed
some 1,300 workers . The firm is
reported to be fully active but its
present range of products is not
known*

A* F&hr Zeitz

Hupfer A Comp. Zeitz

Schmidt & So tan Nachf. Zeitz

These are three of several firms
in Zeitz which before the war
manufactured pianos.

——0O0 — —

ZET.TA- MSHLIS ( Thuringia)

50 ° 40 * N. 10 ° 40 * Es 470 miles ; ( 30,000)

Zella - Mehlis lies in the Thuringer Wald , 3 miles North
of Suhl * The industries are mainly concerned with the
manufacture of small arms . Zella - Mehlis is industrially an
off - shoot of Suhl, ' which is an important centre for this
branch of industry . There are also several firms in Zella-
Mehlis which specialise in all kinds of bicycle and motor¬
cycle components.

/Engineering



ZELLA- MEHLIS ( continued)

Engineering and Armaments

Germania Waffenwerk A. G. Zella - Mehlis

The J . G-. Anschutz Germania Waffenwerk A. G.
are important manufacturers of rifles,
pistols , machine guns , and S. A. A. They
are reported to employ up to 5,000 workers.

Carl WaltLer Zella - Mehlis

This firm produces automatic pistols and
rifles , and in peacetime specialises in'
various types of office machinery . They
are now said to be the leading German
manufacturers of signal pistols . It is
reported that the works have been
considerably extended during the war,
and that in addition to infantry weapons,
they are now making locomotive bogies and
possibly also aircraft components.

Mercedes A. G. Zella - Mehlis

The Mercedes Bdromaschinenwerk A. G. have
two factories in Zella - Mehlis . In peacetime
this company manufactured a variety of office
equipment , including typewriters and
calculating machines , and one section of
the firm is still believed to be devoted to
this type of work . The rest of the plant
has been mainly turned over to the
production of small - arms components , and it
is believed that the number of workers has
been increased to at least 4,000.

H. Wisner A. G. Zella - Mehlis

The Metallw &renfabrik vorm . H. Wisner A. G.
make bicycle components , including bells
brakes , pedals , axles , and wheels . This
firm , which has two plants in Zella - Mehlis,
is reported to employ some 2,000 workers.

K. Pfestorf Zella - Mehlis )

Moritz & Gerstenberger Zella - Mehlis S

H. Weihrauch Zella - Mehlis )

The above are three of several
smaller firms in Zella - Mehlis which
are now manufacturing automatic
pistols , revolvers , and rifles.

G. Hubing

A. Jopp

K. Reich

Zella - Mehlis (

Zella - Mehlis J

Zella - Mehlis J
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ZELIA- idEHLIS ( continued)

The above three examples of a large number
of firms making all kinds of small components
for bicycles and motorcycles.

Rotm Ges . Zella - Mehlis ( - )

The R$ hm Gesellsehaft makes machine tools,
chiefly for use in the small - arms factories.
This firm employed some 300 workers before
the war.

- — ~o0o - —

ZEUIEKRODA( Thuringia)

50 ° 40 * N. 12° E : 530 miles : ( 13,000)

Zeulenroda lies 25 miles East of Saalfeld . The town has
developed a specialised industry in the manufacture of knitted
and woven rubber goods . Other industries include the
manufacture of machine tools and furniture . The principal
firms are described below.

Engineering and Armaments

Adolf Lang Zeulenroda ( - )

The Adolf Lang Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik are
manufacturers of all kinds of lathes . The
firm was formerly known as Baumann & Falck
Gr. m. b. H. 350 workers were employed before
the war.

Carl Roth Bleichenweg ( - )

This firm specialises in machine tools
for the rubber industry.

Rubber and Tyres

Roapler Zeulenroda ( 3 )

The Julius Rompler A. G. are the largest
of the rubber - wear manufacturers in
Zeulenroda .' They specialise in rubber
weaving and knitting , and their products
include rubber stockings , body - belts,
corsets , bandages , and sports wear.
They employed some 800 workers before
the war.

Paul Lotter K. Gr. Zeulenroda j
August Pfuller Zeulenroda ) ( - )

J. Zorn & Co . G-. m. b . H* Zeulenroda )

The above are three of several firms in

/Zeulenroda



Zeulenroda ( Continued)

J . Zorn ( contd . )

Zeulenroda specialising before the war
in the manufacture of rubber stockings
and other knitted and woven rubber
goods.

— - 0O0 — -

ZITTAU ( Saxony)

50 ° 55 ' N. 14 ° 5 ' E : 650 miles ( 40,000)

Zittau is on a branch railway line 30 miles South - east
of Bautzen and close to the former Czechoslovak frontier.
The chief industry of the town comprises a number of textile
mills , of which the engineering works , of which one has
attained some importance during the war . To the North¬
east of Zittau is a brown - coal mining district , which
provides the fuel for a large thermal power plant described
below under Public Utilities.

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Plant Hirschfelde ( 1)

This thermal power plant belongs to the
A. G. Sachsisohe Werke and has an installed
capacity of 2A9 MAT. Fuel is obtained from
the adjacent brown - coal mines , which are
described below . The power from this
plant is supplied to a number of local
lines and also direct to Bresaen - SM,
Gdrlitz , and to the Niederwartha pumped-
storage station (see Radebeul) . The
power - station site also includes the first
large scale Lurzi gasworks to be built in
Germany.

Gasworks Zittau ( 3)

The Zittau municipal gasworks which made
110 million cm. ft . of gas in 1936 , now
obtain their supplies for distribution
from the Lurgi gasworks at Hirschfelde.

Solid Fuels

Braunko hlenwer k Hirschfelde ( 3)

The open - cast brown - coal mine of the
Braunkohlenwerk Hirschfelde is 3 miles
to the North - east of Zittau . The
output in 1938 was 2,000,000 tons.
The briquetting plant belonging to
this mine had an output of 160,000
in 1938 , when workers were employed.

Engineering and Armaments

Ph&nomen Zittau ( 3)

The Phanomen - Werke Gustav Hiller A. G.
produce bicycles , motorcycles , and
lorries . They are now supplying these



ZITTAU( Coatinusd)

these to the armed forces , and it is
reported that the plant is now building
the K. F. Z. 31 under licence from the
Auto - Union . 1,000 workers were
employed at this plant before the war,
but it is believed that this number
will have been considerably increased.

Maschenfabrik Zittau ( - )

The Zittauer Maschinenfabrik A. G-. are
the largest of a number of factories in
Zittau specialising in the manufacture of
machinery for the textile industry . Some
300  workers were employed before the war.

Chemicals and Explosives

Slektrochemische G. m. b . H. Hirschfelde - Zittau ( 3 )

This firm is a subsidiary of Chemische
Fabrik von Heyden A. G. , Radebeul , and
Elektra A, G> Dresden . They own an
important carbide plant at Hirschfelde
and in 1936 had an estimated capacity
of 10,000 tons p. a. They also
manufacture cyanamide , the capacity
for which in 1938 .1s estimated to have
been 2,000 metric tons as nitrogen.

- - — 0O0—

/Z0EP0T



ZOPFOT ( Danzig)

54 ° 25 ® N. 17 ° 35 ® S : 805 miles ; ( 25,000)

Zoppot lies in the former Free State of Danzig on the Western
shore of the Danziger Bucht , 5 miles North - west of Danzig . It is a
residential suburb of Danzig , and is mainly a holiday resort . There
are no industries of importance.

- - ooo - —

ZSCHOPAU ( Saxony)

50 ° 45 ’ N. 13 ° 5 * B : 570 miles : ( 9,000)

Zscbopau lies on a branch railway line 12 miles South of
Chemnitz . A large works belonging to the Auto - Uhion of Chemnitz is
established in Zschopau and has now become the most important industrial
undertaking in the town . Apart from this there are a number of textile
firms.

Engineering and Armaments

D. K. W. Zschopau ( 2)

The D. K. W. works are a branch of the Auto - Union
A. G. of Chemnitz . They are in the Southern quarter
of the town on the Eastern bank of the Zschopau
river . These works have been greatly enlarged since
1939 and are now believed to employ a total of 6 ,500
workers . The main products are A. F,V *s . No details
are available as to the type of A. F . V. which is made

.or the rate of production.

Textiles , Rayon . Pulp and Paper

Baumwollspinnerei Zschopau ( - )

The Zschopauer Baizowollspixmerie A. G. are the
largest of several textile mills in Zschopau . Their
cotton spinning mill employed approximately 1,000
workers before the war.

oQo —- .

49 ° 15 ® N. 7° 20 * Ej 365 miles : ( 28,000)

Zweibrhcken lies 15 miles East of Saarbr £taken on the railway
leading from Karlsruhe and the upper Rhine valley to the Saar
territory . It is largely an administrative centre for the Western
section of the Bavarian Palatinate and is a market for the surrounding
agricultural district . In addition to the engineering works mentioned
below there are two small weaving mills and a boot and shoe factory*

Engineering and Armaments/
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ZffEIBHUGKSN (contd * )

TSwfH nearing and Armaments

Dinglerwerke
Zweibrttcken (2)

The Dinglerwerke A . C. are makers or high - pressure
containers , pumps , gas holders , mining equipment,
road construction machinery , and equipment and

installations for synthetic - oil plants * The  fiira

is one of the principal German manufacturers of
blast furnaces and blast - furnace equipment and

produces complete installations with all accessories*
Before the war some 1,500 workers were employed*

Lanz A . G-. Zweibrttcken ( 3)

The parent works of the Heinrich Lanz A*G. are in
The Zweibrttcken branch works manufacture

mainly agricultural machinery and implements.

Zwickau lies on the railway from Chemnitz to Flauen and is the

junction for a branch line leading to Aue . It is in the centre of the

Saxon hard -coal mining district , of which the three largest mines are

mentioned below * There are large railway repair shops and a number

of engineering works , including the Horch and the Audi works,
important makers of military transport * The textile industry is

represented by several medium - sized cotton and worsted yam spinners*

Transportation

Bailway Repair Shops Zwickau ( 2)

These are large railway workshops which undertake
the repair and maintenance of locomotives and goods
wagons * Some 5,500 workers are believed to be
employed * These works are also reported to be

constructing mobile railway - repair units for use
on the Eastern front*

ZWICKAU ( Saxony)

50 ° 45 ’ N. 12 ° 30 * E : 550 miles ; ( 85,000)

Public Utility Services

Electric Power Station Zwickau (a)

The Zwickau thermal electric power station ha s
a capacity of 35 MW.

Gasworks Zwickau (3)

The works of the Landesgasversorgung Sachsen A *G*
draw gas from the two largest coking plants
mentioned below and distribute it to the town of

Zwickau and some 25 other neighbouring places.
In 1936 they sold 600 million cu * ft*

Solid Fuels/



ZWICKAU(oonfcd)

Solid Fuels

Erzgebirgischer A.V. Bockwa

The  Erzgebirgischer SteinkohleiWOctienverein
is the largest coalnaining undertakii ^ in the
neighbourhood of Zwickau . Their pits , which
have 5 pitheads , are grouped in and around the
South - eastern suburb of Bockwa , aid in 1938
produced 800,000 tons of coal . Their coking plank
has an annual rated dry coal capacity of 130,000
tons . Sane 4,500 workers were employed in 1938.

Morgens tern Pohlau

The pits of the G-ewerks chaft Morgenstern are situated
near the Eastern suburb of Pfthlau . There are 9 pit¬
heads . This group of mines in 1938 produced 6l 0,000
tons of coal . The coking plant has an annual rated
dry - coal capacity of 100,000 tons . The briquetting
plant produced 24,000 tons in 1934 # Some 3,000 workers
were employed in 1937*

Oberhohndorfer Oberhohndorf

The A. G-. Zwickau - Oberhohndorfer Steinkohlehbauverein
has a coal mine with 3 pitheads immediately to the
South - east of Zwickau . In 1938 some 250,000 tons cf
coal were produced . There is a small ooking plant.
In 1937 seme 1 , 500 workers were employed.

Aircraft and Aero Engines

G-ebr . Basser K. G-. Zwickau

This firm has erected an aircraft repair depot
during the war on the airfield which lies to the
South -west of Zwickau . The works , which are on a
large scale , specialise in the repair of F.W. 190 *s.
In February , 1944,94 aircraft were seen on this
field , of which the majority were FW. 190 *s.

Engineering and Armaments

Horah August -Hor oh Str.

Audi  Werke Hinderiburg Str.

These two plants are owned by the Auto -Union A. G-.
of Chemnitz * They produce all types of military
transport , including six -wheeled armoured oars.
Audi is reported to manufacture various types of
engines under licence from Hor oh and Adler . Horbh
are stated to be manufacturing the K.F . Z. 17 , K. F . Z. 12,
and SIR 76 under licence from Steyr . The Audi plant
deployed some 3,000 and the Horch some 4,000 workers
before the war.

Friemann & Wolff G-. m. b .H. /
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ZWICKAU(contcL )

Friemann & Wolff G. m. b . H. Reichenbacherstr . ( - )

This firm manufactures machine tools , accumulators,
M. T. components , and miners * safety lamps.

Gebr . Jacob Seilerstr . ( 3)

The Gebr . Jacob G. m. b . H. are manufacturers of
domestic and industrial gas appliances . They
employed some 500 workers before the war.

Maschinenfabrik Reicheribacherstr . ( - )

The Zwickauer Maschinenfabrik A. G. are manufacturers
of pumps , compressors , high - pressure containers , and
other equipment for chemical works and synthetic - oil
plants . Before the war they employed some 200 workers.

Hoftaann & Zinkeisen Reicheribacherstr . ( - )

The Hoftaann & Zinkeisen G. m. b . K. are makers of mining
machinery , machinery for brickworks , and ore - crushing
apparatus . Their works include a small iron foundry,
and employed some 200 workers before the war.

Herzig <& Heymann Schneebergerstr . )
) (- )

C. Kohler Adolf Hitler Ring )

The above are two examples of a number of firms in
Zwickau which specialise in the manufacture of all
kinds of weighing machines.

Chemicals and Explosives

Louis Blumer Zwickau ( - )

The firm of Louis Blumer is one of the chief German
manufacturers of tar - acid resins . The chief products
of their factory are Diphen and Laccain ( tar - acid
resins ) and they also manufacture Duxol , Duxalkyd,
Makopal , Resenoplast , Tallalkyd ( Glyptals ) .

Textiles , Rayon , Pulp and Paper

Kammgmi Spinnerei Pblbitzerstr . ( - )

The Zwickauer Kammgam Spinnerei A. G. and their
subsidiary firm the Baumwollspinnerei Zwickau A. G.
have two adjacent spinning mills , each of which has
50,000 spindles . Approximately 1,000 workers were
employed before the war.

—*— o0o - —
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INDEX A

Alphabetical index of towns described in Parts I and II.

Pages 1 to 421 comprise Part I:

Pages 422 to 757 comprise Part II.

Town Province Page
Aachen Rhineland 1

Aalen Whrttemberg 4

Ahlen Westphalia 5

Aken Saxony (Provinz) 5

Albbruck ( near Waldshut) Baden 5,

Allendorf Hesse - Nassau 6

Allenstein Bast Prussia 6

Alsdorf Rhineland 7

Altdamm Pomerania 8

Altena Westphalia 8

Alteriburg Thuringia 10

Altana Schleswig - Holstein 303

Altbtting Bavaria 10

Amiberg Bavaria 10

Aramendorf Saxony (Provinz) 11

Andemach Rhineland 11

Andreashhtte Silesia 12

Anklam Pomerania 13

Annaberg Saxony 13

Annah&tte Brandenburg 13

Ansbach Bavaria 14

Amimswalde Pomerania 8

Amsberg Westphalia 14

Arnstadt Thuringia 15

Aschaffenburg Bavaria 15

{
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Town Province Essi
Aschersleben Saxony (Provinz) 18

Aue Saxony 18

Auerbach Saxony 20

Augsburg Bavaria 20

Augustenthal Westphalia 23

Baden - Baden Baden 24

Bad Godesberg Rhineland 2V

Bad Homburg Hesse Nassau 24

Bad Kreuznach Rhineland 25

Bad Oeynhausen Westphalia 25

Bamberg • Bavaria 26

Barmen Westphalia 737

Basdorf Brandenburg 26

Bautzen Saxony 27

Bayreuth Bavaria' 28

Belgard Pomerania 28

Benrath Rhineland 179

Bensberg Rhineland 29

Bensheim Hesse 29

Bergedorf Hamburg 29

Bergheim Rhineland 30

Bergi sch - G-ladbach Rhineland 31

Berlin Brandenburg 32

Berriburg Anhalt 59

Be tzdorf - Siegthal Rhineland 60

Beuel Rhineland 60

Beuthen Silesia 61
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Town

Bielefeld

Bingen

Bitterfeld

Blechhammer

Bocholt

Bochum

BBblingen

Bbhlen

BBmlitz

Bonn

Bottrop

Bans

Brackwede

Brandenburg

Braubach

Braunsberg

Braunschweig

Brebach

Bremen

Bremerhaven

Breslau

Brieste

Bruchsal

Brdhl

Brunswick

Buer/Ruhr

Bunzl &u

Burbach

Burg

Province Page

Westphalia 65

Hesse 68

Saxony ( Provinz ) 69

Upper Silesia 75

Westphalia 76

Westphalia 76

WUrtteraberg 84

Saxony 428

Hanover 354

Rhineland 85

Westphalia 86

Saar 87

Westphalia 87

Brandenburg ' 89

Rhineland 91

East Prussia 91

Brunswick . 91

Saar 593

Free City 97

Hanover 103

Silesia 105

Brandenburg 619

Baden H2

Rhineland H2

Brunswick 91

Westphalia 260

Silesia H 3

Saar 593

Saxony ( Provinz) 113
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Burghausen Bavaria 114

Burgs tadt Saxony 114

Burscheid Rhineland 114

Cassel Hess e- Nassau 381

Cas trop - Rauxel Westphalia 115

Celle Hanover 117

Chemnitz Saxony 118

Claus thal Zellerfeld Hanover 124

Coblenz Rhineland 593

Coburg Bavaria 124

Cologne Rhineland 596

Cos el Silesia 414

Coswig Anhalt 124

Coswig Saxony 125

Cottbus Brandenburg 125

Criraraitschau Saxony 126

Cuxhaven Hanover 126

Danzig Free city 127

Danas tadt Hesse 151

Datteln Westphalia 154

Deggendorf Bavaria 155

Demain Pomerania 135

Deschowitz Upper Silesia 136

Dessau Anhalt 137

Detmold Lippe 159

Dillingen Saar 139

Dinsl &ken Rhineland 1(52



k

414

U1

U4

155

155

156

13?

15S

15S

162
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Dittersbaeh Silesia 695

Dobeln Saxony 141

Donauw&rth Bavaria 141

Doroagen Rhineland 141

Dortmund Westphalia 142

Dreetz Brandenburg 154

Dresden Saxony 154

Duisburg Rhineland 162

D&Lken Rhineland 176

DGLren Rhineland • 176

Dunebe rg-Kr&nmel Schleswig -Holstein 177

D&sseldorf Rhineland 179

Ebersw&lde Brandenburg 193

Ebingen Wttrttemberg 195

Ehrang Rhine province 195

Eileriburg Saxony 196

Eisenach . Thuringia 197

Eiseriberg Thuringia 198

Eiserfeld Westphalia 623

Eisleben Saxony 198

Elbing East Prussia 199

Elmshom Schleswig -Hols tein 200

Elberfeld Westphalia 737

Elsnig Saxony 672

Baden Hanover 200

Ecanendingen Baden 201

Emmerich Rhineland - 202
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Town Province Page

Emsdetten ■Westphalia 202

Erfurt Saxony 202

Erkenschwick Westphalia 562

Erlangen Bavaria 204

Eschwege Hesse - Nassau 204

Eschweiler Rhineland 205

Essen Rhineland 207

Ess1ingen Wdirttemberg 657

Euskirchen Rhineland 218

Falkensee Brandenburg 219

Falkenstein Saxony 219

Fallersleben Hanover 219

Ferndorf Westphalia 220

Pinkenheerd Brandenburg 221

Finnentrop Westphalia 221

Pinsterwalde Brandenburg 221

Flensburg Schleswig - Holstein 223

Porbach Baden 224

Porst Brandenburg 224

Portuna Rhineland 3°

Prankenberg Saxony . 225

Prankenthal Palatinate 225

Frankfurt/am/fe/Iain Hesse Nassau 227

Prankfurt/oder Brandenburg 243

Prechen Rhineland 244

Freiberg Saxony 244

Freiburg Baden 244
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202

Freising Bavaria 246
202 Freit &l Saxony 246
562 Freiburg Saxony 246
2Q4 Friedberg Hesse 247
204 Fri edrichs f eld Baden 247
205 Friedrichshafen Wurttemberg 248

20? Fulda Hesse Nassau 252

657 Fttrstenhagen Hesse Nassau 253

218 Fttrstanwalde Brandenburg 253

Fttrth Bavaria 255

215

215

Furtwangen Baden 256

215 Gaggenau Baden 257

220 Gaxmisch Bavaria 257

221 Geislingen Wlirtteniberg 257

221 Geisweid Westphalia 258

221 Gelsenkirchen Westphalia 260

223 Genshagen Brandenburg 267

224
Genthin Saxony 267

224
Gera Thuringia 268

30
Gevelsberg Westphalia 292

225
Giessen Hesse 271

225
Gladbeck Westphalia 271

111
Glatz Silesia 272

243
Glauchau Saxony 272

244
Glausig Anhalt 416

» Gleiwitz Silesia 272

244
Glogau Silesia 276
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GSppingen WHrttemberg 276

Gftrlitz Silesia 278

Goslar Hanover 279

Gotha Thuringia 281

Gftttingffli Hanover 284

Greifferiberg Silesia 285

Greifswald Pomerania 285

Greiz Thuringia 286

Grevehbroioh Rhineland 287

Gronau Westphalia 287

Gross Kayna Saxony (Provinz) 710

Grttnberg Silesia 288

Guben Brandenburg 289

Gumbinnen Bast Prussia 289

Gummersb&oh Rhineland 290

Gftstrow Mecklenburg 291

G&tersloh Westphalia 291

Hagen Westphalia 292

Hainichen Saxony 298

Halbersta &t Saxony (Provinz) 298

Halle Saxony ( Provinz) 299

Hamburg Free city 505

Hameln Hanover 528

Hamm Westphalia 529

Hanan

Hannover

Has slingh &us en

Hesse Nassau

Hanover

Westphalia
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Town Province Page

Hattingen Westphalia 76

H&usem Baden 697

Heidelberg Baden 343

Heidenau Saxony 344

Heidenheim Whrtteniberg

Heilbroim W&rttemberg 345

Helms tedt Brunswick 348

Hemfurth Hesse Nassau 694

Henric henburg Westphalia 115

Herbom Hesse Nassau 350

Herford Westphalia 351

Heme Westphalia
«

352

Hersfeld Hesse Nassau 354

Hettstedt Saxony 198

Heylebreck Silesia 355

Hidden Rhineland 355

Hildesheim Hanover 355

Hlndenburg Silesia 357

Hirschberg Silesia 360

Hirschfelde Saxony 752

H5chst/Main Hesse Nassau 227

Hof Bavaria 361

Hohenliniburg Westphalia 42)8

Hohenst e in - Sms t thal Saxony 362

Hcraberg Rhineland 363

Hamburg Saar 364

Hoppecke Westphalia 364

Hbrselgau Thuringia 365
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Hftxter Westphalia 365

Kohtf1
Httrth Rhineland 396

Kolscl
Httls Westphalia 473

Kolte:

Ibbenbttren Westphalia 366
K&lni

K&nig
I dar - Ob ers t e in Rhineland 366

Kftnig
Ilmenau Thuringia 367

Konst
Ilseriburg Saxony (Provinz) 367

Konw
Ingolstadt Bavaria 368

Kosel
Insterburg East Prussia 368

K6sli
Iserlohn Westphalia 369

Itzehoe Schleswig - Holstein 370
Kosvd

Jauer Silesia 371

Koswi

Kottt

Jena Thuringia 371
Kbth<

Kachlet Bavaria 374

lm\

Kreff

Kaiserslautern Palatinate 374
Krim

Kamp- Lintfort Rhineland 376
m

Karlsruhe Baden 377 Siupr

Kassel Hesse Nassau 381
Kftst:

Kehl/Rhine Baden 385
Lahr

Kelsteifcaclylfein Hesse 227

Kempten Bavaria 386 land

Klausthal Hanover 124 land

Kiel Schleswig - Hols tein 387 land

Kleve Rhineland 393 Iang

Knapsack Rhineland 393 Iang
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Koblenz Rhineland 393

%wj Kohlfurt Saxony 394

If! Kolscheid Rhineland 205

Kolberg Pomerania 394

355 K61n am Rhein (Cologne) Rhineland 396

355 Kbnigsberg East Prussia 408

557 Kbnigshuld Silesia 412

557
Konstanz Baden 413

555
Kornwestheim Wtlrttemberg 413

355
Kosel Silesia 414

355
Kftslin Pomerania 415

573 Koswig Anhalt 124

Koswig Saxony 125

571
Kottbus Brandenburg , 125

571
Kbthen Anhalt 416

Kraiburg Bavaria 482

574
Krefeld Rhineland 417

374
Kriramitschau Saxony 126

575
Krbramel Schleswig -Hols tein 177

577
Kruppambhle Silesia 419

551
Kttstrin Brandenburg 420

355 .
Lahr Baden 422

227
Landau Bavaria 422

585
Landsberg Brandenburg 422

124
Landshut Bavaria 423

587
Langehbiela Silesia 423

$5

555
Langenfeld Rhineland 424
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Town Province Page

Langerfeld Rhineland 757

Lauban Silesia 424

Laucherthal Hohenzollem 627

Lauenberg Pomerania 425

Lauta Brandenburg 425

Lechfeld Bavaria 426

Lehrte Westphalia 427

Leipheim Bavaria 683

Leipzig Saxony 428

Leopoldshall Saxony 643

Letmathe Westphalia 438

Leverkusen Rhineland 439

Liegnitz Silesia 441

Limbach Saxony 442

Limburg Hesse - Nassau 443

Lindau Bavaria 443

Lippstadt Westphalia 443

Lbbau Saxony 444

Lbrraeh Baden 444

Lhbeck Schleswig - Holstein 445

Lucicenwalde Brandenburg 449

L&denscheid Westphalia 449

Ludvrigsburg Wtirttemberg 450

Ludwigshafen Bavaria 450

Ludwigshafen Bavaria 463

Llineburg Hanover 451

Lbnen Westphalia 142

Lunow Brandenburg 451
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Lftttringhausen Rhineland 570
1

4
Lyck East Prussia 452

1
Magdeburg Saxony (Provinz) 453

it Mainz Hesse 459
it Malapane Silesia 461
it Malchin Mecklenburg 462

it Male how Mecklenburg 462

tt Mannheim Baden 465

it Mansfeld Saxony 198

to Marburg Hesse Nassau 472

ffi Marienburg East Prussia 472

it Marl Westphalia 473

Mayen Rhineland 474

ill Mechernich Rhineland 474

Meerane Saxony 475

Meiningen Thuringia 475

i Meissen Saxony 476

i Melle Hanover 476

$ Memmingen Bavaria 477

- Menden Westphalia 477

$ Merseburg Saxony (Provinz) 477

« Methnann Rhineland 478

0 Meuselwitz Thuringia 479

0 Minden Westphalia 479

it) Mittweida Saxony 480

0 Moers Rhineland 480

i Mfthne Bam Westphalia 650
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Town Province ism
Mosbach Baden 481

Mhhldorf Bavaria 482

MBhlhausan Saxony (Provinz) 483

IdlhlheiiVkuhr Rhineland 484

Mihlheim Rhineland 486

Mlnehen (Munich) Bavaria 487

MlncheVG -ladbach Rhineland 497

Minster Westphalia 498

Naumburg Saxony (Provinz) 499

Neckarsulm Ydirttemberg 345

Neheim Westphalia 499

Neisse Silesia 499

Neubrandenburg Mecklenburg 500

Neu Isenburg Hesse 500

Neumttnster Schleswig Holstein 501

Neunkirchen Saar 501

Neuruppin Brandenburg 503

Neusalz Silesia 503

Neuss Rhineland 504

Neustadt Bavaria 508

Neos tadt - Clewe Mecklenburg 508

Neustettin Pomerania 508

Neustrelitz Mecklenburg 508

Neuwied Rhineland 509

Niedennarsb erg Westphalia 509

Nieriburg a . d. Weser Hanover 509

Niesky o/Lausitz Silesia 510

Nordenham Oldenburg 510
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•
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Nordbausen Saxony (Provinz) 511

Nordhorn Hanover 515

NtLrriberg Bavaria 514

Oberhansen (Rhineland) 521

Ob erriburg/Main Bavaria 526

Obemdorf Whrttemberg 526

Obernkirchen Hanover 527

Oberscheld Hesse Nassau 527

Oberursel Hesse Nassau 528

Oels Silesia 528

Oelsnitz Vogtland 529

Oestrich Hesse - Nassau 529

Offenbach am Main Hesse 529

Offehburg Baden 534

Oldenburg Oldenburg 534

Opladen Rhineland 535

Op pau Baden 463

Oppeln Silesia 536

Oranienburg Brandenburg , See Berlin 32

Ortelsburg Bast Prussia 537

Oschersleben Saxony (Provinz) 537

Osnabrtick Hanover 538

Os temieriburg Anhalt 541

Osterode East Prussia 542

Paderbom Westphalia 543

Panchim Mecklenburg 543

Passau Bavaria KAA
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Passau Bavaria 574

Peine Hanover 544

Peiskretseham Silesia 545

Petersdorf Silesia 545

Pforzheim Baden 546

Piesteritz Saxony (Provinz) 548

Pillau Bast Prussia 549

Pinneberg Holstein 550

Pizmasens Bavaria 550

Pima Saxony 551

Planitz Saxony 551

Plauen Saxony 552

Plettenburg Westphalia 553

Porz Rhineland 396

Pbssneek Thuringia 553

Potsdam Brandenburg 554

Premnitz Brandenburg 554

Prenzlau Brandenburg 555

Quedliriburg Saxony (Provinz) 556

Radeberg Saxony 557

Radebeul Saxony 557

Ragnit East Prussia 671

Rastatt Baden 559

Rasteriburg East Prussia 559

Rathenow Brandenburg 560

Ratibor Silesia 561

Ratingen Rhineland 179

Rauxel Westphalia 115
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Ravensburg Wftrttemberg 562

Recklingbaus en Westphalia 562

Regensburg Bavaria 566

Reiehenoach Saxony 569

Reichenbach Silesia 569

Reigersfeld Upper Silesia 75

Reins doi *l* Saxony ( Provinz) 672

Raascheid Rhineland 570

Rendsburg Schleswig - Hols tein 574

Repeln - Baerl Rhineland 575

Reutlingan Whrttembei ĝ 575

Rheine Westphalia 575

RheinfeX &en Baden 576

Rhey&t Rhineland 578

Riesa Saxony 579

Ronnebuzg Thuringia 580

Rosenheim Bavaria 581

Rosswein Saxony 582

Rostock Mecklenburg 582

Rottweil W&rtteraberg 586

Rudolstadt Thuringia 586

Ruhla Thuringia 587

Ruhland -Schwarzheide Saxony 619

Ruhr Rhine lan d/ 'H es tphalia 588

Rummenohl Westphalia 589

R&sselsheim Hesse 589

Saalfeld Thuringia 591

Saaibrftcken Saar 592

Saa riant em Saar 597
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Sagan Silesia 598

Salzgitter Hanover 599
Salzwedel Saxony (Prcvinz) 600

Sangerhausen Saxony (Provinz) 600

St * Ingbert Saar 601

St . Wendel Saar 602

Sohkeuditz Saxony (Provinz) 602

Sohkopau Saxony (Provinz) 602

Schlebusch Rhineland 603
Schluchsee Baden 603

Schleswig Schleswig Holstein 601,.

Schneidemfihl Pomerania 604

Schbnebeck Saxony 605

Schoningen Brunswick 606

Schramberg Wttrttemberg 607

Schwabach Bavaria 609
Schwttbisch^Smttnd Wttrttemberg 609
Schwfibis ch-̂ iall Wttrttemberg 610

Sdhwandorf Bavaria 610

Schweidnitz Silesia 611

Schweinfurt Bavaria 612
Schwelm Westphalia 615

Sohwezmingen Wttrttemberg 616
Schwerin Mecklenburg 617
Sohsrerte Westphalia 618

Senfteriberg Brandenburg 619
Siegburg Rhineland 622

Siegen Westphalia 623
Siegmar - Sohttnau Saxony 118, 627
Sigmaringen Hohenzollern 627
Sindelfingen Wttrttemberg 627
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Singen Baden 628

Soest Westphalia 630

Solingen Westphalia 632

ScmmerdS. Saxony (Provinz) 636

Sazanerfeld Brandenburg 636

Sanneberg Thuringia 637

Sonneburg Brandenburg 637

Sorau Brandenburg 638

Speyer Bavaria 639

Spremberg Brandenburg * 639

Stade Hanover 641

Stadeln Bavaria 641

Stargard Pomerania 642

Stassfurt Saxony (Provinz) 643

Stendal Saxony (Provinz) 644

Stettin Pomerania 645

Stocks tadt Bavaria 652

Stolberg Rhineland 653

Stolp Pomerania 655

Stralsund Pomerania 655

Straubing Bavaria 656

Striegau Silesia 656

Stuttgart W&rttemberg 657

Suhl Saxony (Provinz) 667

Swinemfinde Pomerania 669

T&barz Thuringia 701

Teichwolframsdorf Thuringia 670

Teningen Baden 670

Thale Saxony ( Provinz) 670

Tilsit East Prussia 671
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Todtnau Baden 672

Torgau Saxony (Provins) 672
Trebbin Brandenburg 673
Trier Rhineland 673

Trostberg Bavaria 674

Tubingen Wurttemburg 675

Tuttlingen V/urttemburg 676
Tuttow Pomerania 676

Ueckermunde Pomerania 678

Ueizen Hanover 678

Uerdirgen -Rhine Rhineland 679
Ulm H

Wurttemberg 683
Unna Westphalia 687

Vac ha Thuringia 688
Varel Oldenburg 688
Velbert Rhineland 688
Velten Brandenburg 690
Viersen Rhineland 691
Villingen Baden 691
Vockerode. Anhalt 693
Volklingen Saar 693

Walohensee Bavaria 694
Waldeck Hess Nassau 694
Waldenburg Silesia 695
Waldshut Baden 697
WaIsrode Hanover 700
Walt ershausen Thuringia 701
Wanne Eickel Westphalia 701
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Town Province E2S£

Waren Mecklenburg 70k

Warnemttnde Mecklenburg 704

Wasseralfingen Yftlrttemberg 705

Wattenscheid Westphalia 705

Weida Thuringia 706

Weiden Bavaria 707

Weimar Thuringia 707

Weihheim Baden 709

Yteissenfels Saxony (Provinz) 709

Weissig Saxony 711

Weisstein Silesia 712

Y/enzen&orf Hanover 712

Y/er&au Saxony 712

Werder Brandenburg 714

Werdohl Westphalia 714

Wernig erode Saxon y (Province ) 715

Wertheim Baden 716

Weael Rhineland 716

Yfesseling Rhineland 717

Westerland Schleswig Holstein 718

Y/etzlar Hesse Nassau 718

Wiesbaden Hesse Nassau 721

V/ildfledken Bavaria 725

Wilhelmshaven Oldenburg 724

Wismar Mecklenburg 726

Witten Westphalia 728

Wittenberg Saxony (Previns) 752

Y/itteriberge Brandenburg 733

Wolferihftttel Brunswick 734

Wolfratahausen Bavaria 735

Wolfratshausen Bavaria 487



Town

Worms

Wuppertal

Wtirzburg,

Wurzen

Y/usteimark

Wyhlen

Zeitz

Zella - Kehlis

Zeulenroda

Zittau

Zoppot

Zschopau

Zweibrtieken

- 779  -

Province

Hesse

Rhineland

Bavaria

Saxony

Brandenburg

Baden

Saxony (Provinz)

Thuringia

Thuringia

Saxony

Danzig

Saxony

Bavaria

Saxony

Index A.

Page

736

737

742

745

746

747

748

749

751

752

754

754

754

755Zwickau
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INDEX  B

Alphabetical index of suburbs and outlying localities.

Pages 1 to 421 comprise Part I:

Pages 422 to 757 comprise Part II.

m Locality Town & Province Page

w Abtnaundorf Leipzig , Saxony 452

n Achterwehr Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 589

Adlershof Berlin , Brandenburg 45
57

n Ahlem Hanover , Hanover 555

n
751 '

Allach Munich , Bavaria 490
491

751
Alima nsweiler Friedrichshafen , Wtlrttemberj 248

75!
Alten Dessau , Anhalt 157

75!
Altenbauna Kassel , Hesse Nassau 582

75!
Alt ends rf Chemnitz , Saxony 118

Altenstadt Geislingen , W&rttemberg 257
755 , ■ 258

Altessen Essen , Rhineland 217

Altona Hamburg 505
507
508
511
514
521
525

• 526

Alt Salbke Magdeburg , Saxony 458

Altw &sser WaJLdenburg, Silesia 696

Amftneburg Mainz , Hesse 460
also Wiesbaden 725

Am RadeXand Hamburg 519

Am Seeberg Gotha , Thuringia 282

Am Stadthof Rathenow , Brandenburg 560

Bielefeld , WestphaliaAm Stadholz 66
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Locality Town & Province E*BZ Jg

A, d *Schnei &gfflfihXe Danzig 130 Ba:

Azmahof Berlin , Brandenburg 44 3K

Annan Witten , Westphalia 730 B®

Amimsmlde Altdama , Pomerania 8 B®

Asslar Wetzlar , Hesse - N&ssau 720

Aue Eschweiler , Rhineland 206
Be:

Auehammer Aue , Saxony 19
Bei

Aufkirohen Munich , Bavaria 489
Be:

Augst - Wyhlen Walds hut , Baden 697
Be:

Babelsberg Berlin , Brandenburg 44 Bel

Bad Camstatt Stuttgart , Wflrtteoaberg 658
660
665 Bej
666
666a Bit

Badenstedt Hanover 340 Bit

Bad Salzetaa® Schftnebeck , Province Saxony 605 Bi

Baesweiler Aachen , Rhineland 2

Bahrenfeld Hamburg 519 Bi
314
317
320 Bi

Baieibrunn Munich , Bavaria 491 Bi

Baldeney Essen , Rhineland 211

Bambeck Hamburg 305
Bi

307 Bi
308
316 BL
320
321 HI,
323

X)J»'

Barmen Wuppertal , Rhineland 737 BI

738
759 Bi740
741

Bo'
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Ito
Locality Town & Province Page

i
Bars inghaus an Hanover 336

Bayenthal Kftln , Rhineland 403
750

Beeckerwerth
*

Duisburg , Rhineland 164
S

Benrath Dttsseldorf , Rhineland 180
n 186

189
% 191

15 Bergeborbeck Essen , Rhineland 215

*9 Bergedorf Hamburg 321

557 Berghausen Ressscheid , Rhineland 572

Bergkaman Dortmund , Westphalia 145
149

II Bettenhausen Kassel , Hesse - Nassau 382
384

555
555

385

555
555 Beyehburg Hagen , Westphalia 297

555s Bickandorf KBXn, Rhineland 405

555 Biebrich Wiesbaden , Hess e- Nassau 721

605 Billbrook Hamburg 309
322

2 323

515 Billwlrder Ausschlag Hamburg 304
311
un

308
w
320 Bingerbr &dk Bingen , Hesse 68

(51 Binsf eldhsmmer Stolberg , Rhineland 653
654

211
Birkengang Stolberg , Rhineland 653

505
507 Bischofsheim Mainz , Hesse 459
B
Ilf Bleihof Danzig 128

520
521 Bleiloch Saalfeld , Thuringia 591

523
Ble *:en Nordenham , Oldenburg 510

757
511

IS
u Bliedinghausen Reiascheid , Rhineland 572

574
7(0
7(1 Blimenthal Bremen , Oldenburg 98

101

Bobrek Beuthen , Silesia 62
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Locality Town& Province ?*S2.

Bobrek- Karf, Beuthen, Silesia 61
62

Bockau Breslau , Silesia 103

Bockenheim Frankfort/Main , Hesse Nassau 231
236
239

Bockwa Zwickau, Saxony 756

Bohlen Leipzig , Saxony 429
431

Bohlitz Leipzig , Saxony 434

Bomlitz Walsrode, Hanover 700

Borniig Herne, Westphalia 333

Borbeck Essen , Rhineland 211
212
214
215

Borken Kassel , Hesse Nassau 382

Borsigwalde Berlin , Brandenburg 47
51
53
54

Bostelbeok Hamburg 319

Brambaner Dortmund, Westphalia 167
168

Rraunsfeld K$ln , Rhineland 399
402
405
406

Brauweiler KBln, Rhineland 398

Brebaoh Saarbx&oken, Saar 595
596

Bre&ow Stettin , Pomerania 650
651

Bredow Werde Stettin , Pomerania 651

Brink Hanover 337
338

Britz Berlin , Brandenburg 33a
45
57

Buohberg Munich, Bavaria 493



INDEXB

Locality Town & Province Page

Buckau Magdeburg , Saxony 454
456
457
458

Budenheim Mainz , Hesse 46l

Buderich - Heerdt D&sseldorf , Rhineland 185

Buer Gelsenkirchen , Westphalia 260
261
263
264

Burbach Saarbr &cken , Saar 594

Burgkhararner Sa&lfeld , Thuringia 591

Burgweide Breslau , Silesia 111

Canstatt Stuttgart , Wurttemburg 665

Charlottenburg Berlin , Brandenburg 53o
35
36
38
49
52
54

* 57

Oosel Breslau , Silesia 108

Curslaok Hamburg 309

Dalhausen Bochum, Westphalia 77

Danischburg L&bedk, Schleswig Holstein 448

Delbrttok Hinderiburg , Silesia 358

Delitzsch Leipzig , Saxony 429

Dellbruck K$ln , Rhineland 406

Delstem Hagen , Westphalia 296

Derendorf D&sseldorf , Rhineland 179
183

Deme Dortmund, Westphalia 144
147
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Locality Town & Province Page

Deutz K51n, Rhineland 397
399
400
401
402
403

, • 406
407

Devau Kbnigsberg , East Prussia 410

Diesdorf Magdeburg, Saxony 455

Dinslaken Duisburg , Westphalia 166
168
169

Doelzschen Dresden , Saxony 157
161

Dogern Waldshnt , Baden 697

Dbhren Hanover 340

DSlau G-reiz , Thuringia 286

Dollbergen Peine , Hanover KAA«/xc

Dcmbrowa Beuthen , Silesia 63

Dorstfeld Dortmund, Westphalia 143
145
146

Dortmunderf eld Dortmund, Westphalia 143
152

Durlach Karlsruhe , Baden 379
380

Eberstadt Darmstadt , Hesse 132

Ecicemf &rde Kiel , Schleswig Holstein 392

Eglisau Walds hut , Bavaria 697

Ehrenfeld Cologne , Rhineland 399
400
402
403
404

Ehringhausen Remscheid , Rhineland 573

Eibach Herbom , Hesse - Nassau 350

Eibelstadt Wttrzburg, Bavaria 744
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Locality Town & Province Page

Eichioht Saalfeld , Thuringia 591

Eichholz Waldshut , Baden 698

Eidelstadt Hamburg 322

Eifeltor Cologne , Rhineland 396

Eiserfeld Siegen , Westphalia 624

Eisem Siegen , Westphalia 624

Sitting Munich , Bavaria 489

Elberfeld Wuppertal , Rhineland 737
738
739
740

Elanig Torgau , Province Saxony 672

Bsipelde Hanover 339

Ensdorf Saarlautem , Saar 596

Erkner Berlin , Brandenburg 51

Erkrath Dilsseldorf , Rhineland 187

Espenh &in Leipzig , Saxony 430

Ess1ingen Stuttgart , Wurttemberg 659
660
663
666

Eutritz Leipzig , Saxony 432

Eving Dortmund, Westphalia 143
1A4
145
148

Fechenheim Frankfort a/Main , Hesse - Nassau 234
237
238

Fellbach Stuttgart , Wurttemberg 666

Fenne Volklingen , Saar 693

Feuerbach Munich , Bavaria 495

Feuerbach Stuttgart , WUrttemberg 659
662
666a

Finkenwarder Hamburg 315
X1 -7



INDEXB

Locality Town& Province &ge
Finow Eberswalde , Brandenburg 193

194

Finsing Munich, Bavaria tf9

Fischb &ch Saarbrucken , Saar 595

Flernbruder See Kiel , Schleswig Holstein 389

Flemhude Kiel , Sohleswig Holstein 389

Flingem Dtlsseldorf , Rhineland 180
185
187

Freimann Munich, Bavaria 488
491

Friedenau Berlin , Brandenburg 52
56

Friedewalde Breslau , Silesia 110

Friedrichsfelde Berlin , Brandenburg 37

Friedrichshain Berlin , Brandenburg 42

Friedriohsort Kiel , Schleswig Holstein 391
Friedrichstadt Dresden , Saxony 155

Frillendorf Essen , Rhineland 213

Frintrop Essen , Rhineland 210

Fuhlabuttel Hamburg 320
Furs tenhausen Saarbrucken , Saar 595

Gaarden Kiel , Sohleswig Holstein 390
391

Gandau Breslau , Silesia 107
Gars Muhldorf , Bavaria 482
Gartenfeld Berlin , Brandenburg 46
Gebersdorf NUremburg, Bavaria 515
Geisecke Schwerke, Westphalia 618
Gendorf Mtotting , Bavaria 10

Ge or gs-Mar ien Hutte Osnabr&ok, Hanover 539
540
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Gereon Cologne , Rhineland 397

Gersthofen Augsburg , Bavaria 20

Gerthe Boehm , Westphalia 78
80
83

Gerthe - Heide Boehm , Westphalia 78
83

Gesmdbruimen Berlin , Brandenburg 33c

Gevelsberg Hagen, Westphalia 293
295
296
297

Giesing Munich, Bavaria 493

Gliesmarode Braunschweig , Brunswick 96

Goldschmi eden Breslau , Silesia 110

Golpa- Zschornewxt z Bitterfeld , Province Saxony 69
74

Gonsenheim Mainz , Hesse 460

Goseribaeh Siegen , Westphalia 624

Gotzlow Stettin , Pomerania 648

Grabow Stettin , Pomerania 649
650

Grasbrook Hamburg 309
312
313

Gremberg KBln, Rhineland 397

Griesheim Frankfort a/Main , Hesse ~Hassau 231
234
240

Grbditz Riesa , Saxony 579

Gross Borstell Hamburg 317

Gross Used© Peine , Hanover 544

Gr* Kuhnau Dessau , Anhalt 138

A. d, Gr#MBhle Danzig 130

Grosszschocher Leipzig , Saxony 432

Grttnau Berlin , Brandenburg 44
48



Locality

Grttnewald

Gttnne

Gustavsburg

Guteaoor

Haddehbaoh

Hallendorf

Hamborn

Hamb om -Alsum

Hamme

Hapsburger Ring

Harbke

Harburg

Harkortsee

Haselhorst

Hasp©

Hassee

H&stedt

Hasten

Town & Province

Berlin , Brandenburg 33a

Soest , Westphalia 630

Mainz , Hesse 460

Hamburg 305
307

Ranscheid , Rhineland 573

Braunschweig , Brunswick 92
93

Duisburg , Rhineland

\

164
165
166
167
168
173
175

1

Duisburg , Rhineland 165
169

Bochum, Westphalia 79
80

Kiel , Schleswig -Holstein 592

Helmstedt , Brunswick 349

Hamburg 304
312
522
323
524
526
326
527

Witten , Westphalia
0

729

Berlin , Brandenburg 54

Hagen, Westphalia 293
294
297

Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 391

Bremen, Oldenburg 98
99

101

Ranscheid , Rhineland 571
573
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Si Hattingen Bochum, Westphalia 77
79

if 82

5! Hausern Wald shut , Baden 698
Stf Haverrauhle Eschweiler , Rhineland 206

Heddemheim Frankfort a/hiain , Hesse Nassau 232
m 235

M Heerdt D&sseldorf , Rhineland 180«
S! 184

187
181 189
jiX 191
its
1 Neuss , Rhineland 507

I
is?

Heessen Hamm, Westphalia 331

If!
Hi

Heidburg Solingen , Rhineland 634

16
Heinholz Hanover 334

IS Heinrichshall Gera , Thuringia 269

IS
6

Heissen M&lheim (Ruhr) , Rhineland 464

■■ Heiterblick Leipzig , Saxony 432

us Hellbrook Hamburg 316

sn
Hemelingen Bremen, Oldenburg 99

SIS Hengstey Hagen , Westphalia 293
SSI
m

728
m

SSi
IK

Hengstey see Witten , Westphalia 728

22S
MJ

Hennigsdorf Berlin , Brandenburg 48
m

Henricheriburg Castrop - Rauxel , Westphalia 115
73S Dortmund, Westphalia 143

5i Herdorf Betzdorf , Rhineland 60

2SJ Herdorf Siegen , Westphalia 624
SSi
$ Herrenhausen Hanover 335

340
SSI

SS
ss

Herrenwyk Lubeck , Schleswig - Holstein 446

Hermh &tte Nuremburg, Bavaria 514
101

Heufeld Rosenheim , Bavaria 581

>1
»1 Hilbersdorf Chemnitz , Saxony 118

Hiltrop - Wanne Bochum, Westphalia 78
80
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Hirsehfelde 2iitiau , Saxony 752
753

Eochfeld Duisburg , Rhineland 166
171
172
173
174
175

Hoohlarmark Recklinghausen , Westphalia 564

Hochst Frankfort a/Main , Hesse Nassau 231
241

Hohenbudberg TJerdingen- Rhine , Rhineland 679

Hoheneck Stuttgart , Wurttemberg 659

Hohenwarte Saalfeld , Thuringia 591

Hollriegelskreuth Munich , Bavaria 494
495

Der Holm Danzig 129

Hois te rnausen Wanne Eickel , Westphalia 703

Holtenau Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 387

Holzfeld Trostberg , Bavaria 674

Holzwiokede Dortmund, Westphalia 144

Horde Dortmund, Westphalia 144
147
150

Horde! Wanne Eickel , Westphalia 702

Horrem Koln , Rhineland 404

Horst Gelsenkirchen , Westphalia 261
264

Huckarde Dortmund, Westphalia 146

H&ekingen Duisburg , Rhineland 166
170
172

Hflls Marl , Westphalia 473

Hundsfeld Breslau , Silesia 109

Hunscheidtsfeld Bochum, Westphalia 83

Hurth Cologne , Rhineland 398
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Iii Iekem Gastrop - Rauxel , Westphalia 115

'!]

iii
11aauburg- Harz Wemigerode , Province Saxony . 715

1 Irani grath Langenfeld , Rhineland 424

Hi
11
Hi•

Im Schwmkmin Stuttgart , Wurtteroberg 661

Isartal Munich , Bavaria 488

%

91
11 Johannisthal Berlin , Brandenburg 33b
(Tfl 42
1(1 45

#

1

Johanna tadt Dresden , Saxony 156

tt
11• '

Kabel^ Hagen , Westphalia 296
19

11

X '

Kadelburg , Waldshut , Baden 697

Kftfertal Mannheim , Ba den 467

Karlowitz Breslau , Silesia 110
Oft

Kalk Cologne , Rhineland 396
HI 401

402
HI
HI
W

405

KaXschauren Cologne , Rhineland 405

11 Kemen Dortmund , Westphalia 145
* 147

Ut
Kappel Chemnitz , Saxony 118

20
2H Karlowitz Breslau , Silesia 110

Hi Karnap Essen , Rhineland 210
213

Iii
11 Kaufbeuran Munich , Bavaria 494

111 Kelheim Regensburg , Bavaria 568

11) Kelatexfcach Frankfort aAfeln , Hess e- Nassau 230

10 Kenton Bergheim , Rhineland 31

S) Ketschendorf Furstenwalde , Brandenburg 254

i
255

Kirchlinde Dortmund , Westphalia 148

Kirchweyhe Bremen , Oldenburg 97

Klafeld Geisweid , Westphalia 259
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Klausthal Goslau , Hanover 280

Kleiner Grasbrook Hamburg 305

Klein Ktthnau Dessau , Anhalt 137

Kle in - Machnow Berlin , Brandenburg 44

Klein - Witteriburg Piesteritz , Province Saxony 549

Kletteriberg Cologne , Rhineland 399

Klietz Stendal , Province Saxony 645

Klingeriberg Berlin , Brandenburg 55

Kohlscheid Eschweiler , Rhineland 205

Kbnigsdorf Marieriburg , East Prussia 472

Konz- Karthaus Trier , Rhineland 674

Kbpenick Berlin , Brandenburg 56
57

Kraftbom Breslau , Silesia 105

Kraiburg M&hldorf , Bavaria 483

Kratzwieck Stettin , Pomerania 648
649
651

Kray Essen , Rhineland 213
214
217

Kruckel Witten , Westphalia 729

Kuchen Geislingen , Wurttemberg 258

Kulkwitz Leipzig , Saxony 450

Kummersdorf Hirschberg , Silesia 361

Kupferdreh Essen , Rhineland 210
211

Laatzen Hanover 336

Laband Gleiwitz , Silesia 275

Lamme Braunschweig , Brunswick 94

Langelsheim Goslau , Silesia 280

Langeribockum Recklinghausen , Westphalia 564
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Locality Term & Province Page■ 11■rrrwM

Langendreer Bochum, Westphalia 77
79
83

Langenfelde Hamburg 305

Langerfeld Wuppertal , Rhineland 739
741

Langfuhr Danzig 130

Langenhom Hamburg 319

Lauanthal Danzig 128

Laucherthal Signaringen , Hohenzollexn 627

Lanchhammer Senfteriberg , Brandenburg 620
621

Laufenburg Waldshut , Baden 697

Lauwetter Suhl , Saxony 668

Leegetor Danzig 128

Leinhausen Hanover 335
339

Leisewitz Hanover 338

Lemwerder Bremen, Oldenburg 100

Leopoldshall Stassfurt , Province Saxony 643

Leuna Merseburg , Province Saxony 477
478

Leutzsch Leipzig , Saxony 451
432

Lederheide Bremenhaven , Hanover 103

Leipheim Ulm, Wurtteraberg 684

Lichteriberg Berlin , Brandenburg 33c
33d
38
39
40
42
46
50
51
54
55

Liebschwitz Gera, Thuringia 2.68

Lierenfeld DISsseldorf , Rhineland 182
186
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Locality Tovm & Province
Page

Linmer Hanover 540

Linde Bochum, Westphalia 85

Linden Hanover 354
356
557
559
340

Lindenau Leipzig , Saxony 437

Lindenhorst Dortmund, Westphalia 145

Limi Uerdingan , Rhineland 681
682

Lippholthaus en Dortmund, Westphalia 151

Jena , Thuringia 373

Loewentbal Friedrichs hafen , Wurtteraberg 248

Lohausen Dttsseldorf , Rhineland 188

Lokstedt Hamburg 321
Luisenthal Saarbrfteken , Saar 595

Ltlsdorf - Porz Cologne , Rhineland 402
Lftnan Dortmund, Westphalia 144

147
148
151
152

L̂ ttrindmusen Remscheid , Rhineland 571
573
574

Luzehberg Mannheim, Baden 466

Msinkur

Maxell

Marhach

Frankfort a/Main , Hess e- Nassau 259
240

Stargard * Pomerania 645

Solingen , Rhineland 655

Eislehen , Saxony 196

Fr&e&richahafen , Wurttemberg 249

Stuttgart , Wurfctemfoerg 658

Trostberg , Bavaria 674
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Mari endorf Berlin , Brandenburg 40
i ■ 51

52
i 56
ft
ft Merienehe Rostock , Mecklenburg- 584
ft
Jn Marienfelde Berlin , Brandenburg AS
“SI 55
it Maid enwerder Hanover 3A1
ft Meiderich Duisburg , Rhineland 165

168
SSI 169
SSI 170

151 l&echowitz Beuthen , Silesia 63

15 Milspe Hagen , Westphalia 295

US Misburg Hanover 336

iss .
339

Mittelf eld Kassel , Hessa -Nassau 384
521

Moabit Berlin , Brandenburg 33b
525 36

402 Mbcskau Leipzig , Saxony 432
433

144
Iff Molbis Leipzig , Saxony 430
ISS
151 Mombach Mainz , Hesse 461

152 Monheim Cologne , Rhineland 399

571
573 .

Monkeberg Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 389

574 Moorfleth Hamburg 317

4SS Moosach Munich , Bavaria 492

Mora Homberg , Rhineland 363

Muckenberg Senffcenberg , Brandenburg 620

259 Mundenheim Mannheim , Baden 466
240

Munsterbusch Stolberg , Rhineland 653
543' 654

555 Mulheim Cologne , Rhineland 400
).m

<01!
•

A07

(
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INDEXB
Locality Town& Province Page
Neckerau Mannheim, Baden 464

468
46  9

Neckasulm Heilbroon , Wurttemberg 346
Neu&ubing Munich, Bavaria

OCo

Neubabelsberg Berlin , Brandenberg
Neuendorf Brandenburg, Brandenburg 90
Neufehrwasser Danzig 128
Neu Freiraann Munich, Bavaria 469
Neuhof Hamburg 306

325
Neu-Isenburg Frank fort/Main , Hesse-Nassau 2if0
Neukirchen Moers, Rhineland 2t80
Neukolln Berlin , Brandenburg 33c

38
39
k3
51
55

Neumark Weissenfels , province Saxony 710
Neunuhlen Hamburg 307
Neumuhlen Kiel , Schleswig-Holstein 391

392
Neu Schultenhof Duisburg, Rhineland 164
Neuscheidt Saarbrucken, Saar 596
Neustadt Bremen, Oldenburg 98

101
Neustadt Magdeburg, Saxony 455
Neuweide G-leiwitz , Silesia 273
Nied Frankfort/Main , Hesse-Nassau 227
Niederaussem Bergheim, Rhineland 30
Niederfinow Eberswalde, Brandenburg 193
Nieder Heunsdorf Waldenburg, Silesia 695
Niederrad Frankfort/Main , Hesse-Nassau 240
Niedersedlitz Dresden, Saxony 156

158
Niederschioneweide Berlin , Brandenburg u

53
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Niederwartha Radebeul , Saxony 557

Niedcrzwehren Kassel , Hesse - Nassau 584
ill

Niehl Cologne , Rhineland 397
« 405
\$

Niendorf
*

Lftbeck , Schleswig -Holstein 446
12 Nievenheim Dttsseldorf , Rhineland 185
H 191

12 Nippes Cologne , Rhineland 397
404

111 406

% Nothberg Eschweiler , Rhineland 205
35 NVinchritz Weissenfels , Province Saxony 711

1 •
Nttrtingen Stuttgart , Wurttenfberg 659

33c
38
35
13
51
55

Obengftnrath Solingen , Rhineland 654

Oberaussem Bergheim , Rhineland 30

Ober -Banaen Wuppertal , Rhineland 738

HD'• Oberbilk Dhsseldorf , Rhineland 184
185

PI ■ 186,188,189 ,191

351
|2

Oberhohndorf Zwickau , Saxony 756

Obericassel Dftsseldorf , Rhineland 184
ft 189

# Oberlahnstein Koblenz , Rhineland 394

58
101 Oberpfaffenbofea Munich , Bavaria 490

491

155- Oberrad Frankfort/Main , Hesse - Nassau 236

223 Oberschlema Aue , Saxony 19

221■ Oberschttneweide Berlin , Brandenburg 57a
41

P 42
46

« 47
51

855; 55

If  ; Obertrahbling Regensburg , Bavaria 567

158! Oberwies enf eld Munich , Bavaria 490
158’ 492

*1 Ochsenzoll Hamburg 319

i
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INDEXB
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Odermunde Stettin , Pomerania 651
Oelide Wuppertal, Rhineland 741
Oer-Erkenschwick Recklinghausen, Westphalia 563

565

Oespel Dortmund, Westphalia litfj
Ohligs Solingen , Rhineland 632

633
634
635

Oker Goslau, Hanover 280

Oliv&er Tor Danzig 127
Oppau Mannheim, Baden 468

Oppum Krefeld , Vineland 417
Oranienburg Berlin , Brandenburg 44

58
Orianiendamm Berlin , Brandenburg 45
0 s1ebshausen Bremen, Oldenburg 98

99
Osterfeld Oberhausen, Rhineland 521
Osterraoor Hamburg 313
Ost-Herbede Witten , Westphalia 731

Palve * Konigsberg, East Prussia 408
Pankow Berlin , Brandenburg 33c
Baunsdorf Leipzig , Saxony 429

433
Feute Hamburg 310
Pfersee Augsburg, Bavaria 22
Pfronibach Munich, Bavaria 489
RLeschen Dresden, Saxony 156
KLagwitz Leipzig , Saxony 435

437
Plotzensee Berlin , Brandenburg a
Pohlau Zwickau, Saxony 756
Pohlitz Gera, Thuringia 269
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% INDEXB

s!

ij
Locality Town & Province Page

Politz Stettin , Borne rani a 647
to

648

% Boll Cologne , Rhineland 403

555 Bonmerensdorf Stettin , Pomerania 647
652

Ijl
<!)

ft

Porz Cologne , Rhineland 4° 2

t»
Plreyersmuhle Remscheid , Rhineland

¥53
¥ >4

572

25C Prufening Regensburg , Ba vaiia 567

127

&

41/ Quadrath Bergheim , Rhineland 30

14
IV!

Quorum Braunschweig , Brunswick 94
JO

45
Quirll ' s J& ile Osnabruck , Hanover 5U

55
55

5a Rackwitz Leipzig , Saxony 430

515 Radbod Hamm, Westphalia 331

751 R§hnit z- Heller au Dresden , Saxony 158

Rangsdorf Berlin , Brandenburg 44

Rasselstein Neuwied , Rhineland 5O9

ific Rath Dusseldorf , Rhineland 180
183

55c
184
187
189

425 191
455

510 Ratingen Dusseldorf , Rhineland 187
188

22
190

Ratshof KSnigsberg , East Prussia 409
p)

Rebstock Frankfort a/Main , Hesse -Nassau 235

697

US
til

Reckon gen ■Waldshut , Baden

Redenfelden Rosenheim , Bavaria 582

t Reick Dresden , Saxony 156
158

?5< *

Reigersfeld Blechharaaer , Upper Silesia 75

20
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INDEXB

Locality Town & Province Page

Reiribeck Hamburg 520

Reinickendorf Berlin , Brandenburg 41
42

45,50,55

Reinsdorf Witteriburg , Province Saxony 752

Reinshagen Remscheid , Rhineland 575

Reisholz Dttsseldorf , Rhineland 181
182
186
189
191

Rheinau Cologne , Rhineland 405
407

Rheinau Mannheim, Baden 464
466
469
470

Rheinau Waldshut , Baden 697

Rheinhausen Duisburg , Rhineland 165
166
169

Rheinfelden Waldshut , Baden 697

Ribnitz Rostock , Mecklenburg 585

Rickenbach Lindau , Bavaria 445

Riehl Cologne , Rhineland 404

Riemke Bochum, Westphalia 76
82

Rttdelheim Frankfort a/Main , Hess e- Nassau * 258
259

Rodleben Dessau , Anhalt 157

Rohibach Heidelberg , Baden 345

R&Llinghausen Recklinghausen , Westphalia 563
565

Rosenthal Breslau , Silesia 111

Rossbach Weissenfels , Province Saxony 710

Rossberg Beathen , Silesia 65

Rosslau Dessau , Anhalt 158
159

Rothe Erie Aachen , Rhineland 4

Rothenburgsort Hamburg 304
309
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Locality Town & Province Page

Rothenditraold Kassel , Hesse - Nassau 384:
i!

Rothensee Magdeburg, Saxony 454
% Si 455

456

?!| Rottluff Chemnitz , Saxony 124

5?| Ruhland Senftenberg , Brandenburg 620

11
i ' Ruhrort Duisburg , Rhineland 163

Ifc
165M

1# 168
«S
151

170

j/ii Rummelsburg Berlin , Brandenburg 33c
nu 56
1 41

48
til 58
til
40
fl! Rftstringen Wilhelmshaven , Oldenburg 726

55? . Ryburg- SchwfSrs tadt WalcLshut, Baden 697

155
155
155

55?
Saale Saalfeld , Thuringia 591

Saaran Schweidnitz , Silesia 611
555

Sackheim KBnigsbeig , East Prussia 411
445̂

S&ckingen W&ldshut , Baden 697
404

Salbke Magdeburg, Saxony 454
?5 457

52. 458

255 St *Johann Saarbr &cken , Saar 596

259
St *Lorenz - Sftd LfSbeok, Schleswig - Holstein 447

13?
Sch&lchen Trostberg , Bavaria 674

675
515

Schalke Gelsenkirchen , Westphalia 260
JCJ 261
555 265

111 Scheib enhar dt Karlsruhe , Baden 378

710 Sehelbnfthl Danzig 128

S3
130

155 Schildesche Bielefeld , Westphalia 67

155 Schluchsee Waldshut , Baden 698

1
Schlutup Lttbeck , Schleswig - Holstein 448

501
509

Schmidthorst Duisburg , Rhineland 164
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Locality Town & Province Page

Schmiedefeld Breslau , Silesia 109

A*d*Schneidemihle Danzig 130

Schomberg Beuthen , Silesia 61
62

Schonau Chemnitz , Saxony 119
121

Sch$nau Leipzig , Saxony 1 437

Schonebeck Berlin , Brandenburg 44

SchSneberg Berlin , Brandenburg 37a
38
40
49

SchBnefeld Berlin , Brandenburg 44
45

SchSnefeld Kassel , Hesse - Wassau 383

SchSneweide Berlin , Brandenburg 33b

Schulau Hamburg 307
313

Schwarza Rostock , Mecklenburg 587

Schwarzheide Senftenburg , Brandenburg 620
621

Sohwelm Hagen, Westphalia 295
297

Schierstein Wiesbaden , Hesse - Nassau 723

Schwelzem Duisburg , Rhineland 164

Schwetzingen Mannheim, Baden 1&.
466

Sebaldsbrftok Bremen, Oldenburg 98
101

Seckbach Frankfort/Main , Hesse - Nassau 236

Seegeritz Leipzig , Saxony 433

Seelze Hanover , Hanover 334

Sendling Munich , Bavaria 493

Siegmar Chemnitz , Saxony 118
119
121

Siems Lubeck , Schleswig - Holstein 445
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INDEXB
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Siemenstadt Berlin , Brandenburg 46
lie . 47

ts
52

1
ft Sinsen Marl , Westphalia 473

U) ' Sodingen Herne , Westphalia 353
1!! 354

« Sorrbom Witten , Westphalia 730

Sonnehberg Chemnitz , Saxony 118

Ji. sBrneeitz Meissen , Saxony 476
1
1C Sosnitza Grleiwitz , Silesia 273

ii; Spand &u Berlin , Brandenburg 33
37

i a
15 42

43
1] 47

52
531 56

» ■
ill

Speldorf Mulheim (Ruhr ) , Rhineland 484

Spindlersfeld Berlin , Brandenburg . 57
M ■

Sporhitz Dresden , Saxony 157
la .
(21• St &belwitz Breslau , Silesia 111

255 ' Steglitz Berlin , Brandenburg 52
25!

Steigerforst Erfurt , Saxony 204
ID

Steiner am Hart Muhldorf , Bavaria 483
%

Steimrarder Hamburg 315
316

$ 317

38 ' Steele Essen , Rhineland 217
in '

Stellingen Hamburg 305
tf .

320

L« Sterkrade Oberhausen , Rhineland 523
W ; 524
))i ; Sterkrade - Holten Oberhausen , Rhineland 521
ia: 522
ID 523
118

524

113 StSckon Hanover 338

Hamm, WestphaliaStockum 330



INDEXB

Locality Town & Province Page

Strausberg Berlin , Brandenburg 45
56

Suchsdorf Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 387

Sulsbach Saarbrttcken , Saar 594
595

Suderwieh Recklinghausen , Westphalia 563
565

Tabarz Walt ershaus en, Thuringia 701

Tacherting Trostherg , Bavaria 674

Taucha Leipzig , Saxony 433

Tegel Berlin , Brandenburg 39
45

Teltow Berlin , Brandenburg 43

Tempelhof Berlin , Brandenburg 33a
40
43
49
51
53
54
55
58

Teufelsbruck Mfihldorf , Bavaria 482

Tiefstack Hamburg 305
308

Tiengen Waldshut , Baden 698

TBging MBhldorf , Bavaria 482

Trattendorf Spresnberg, Brandenburg 640

Treptow Berlin , Brandenburg 33d
49

TrBglitz Zeitz , Province Saxony 748

Troisdorf Siegburg , Rhineland 622

Troyl Danzig 129

Tschechnitz Breslau , Silesia 105



INDEX B
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frbach- p&l erib erg Aachen, Rhineland 2

tfbek Berlin , Brandenburg , 44

TJhterbilk Dusseldorf , Rhineland 180
189

Unt erdiirrb acher Wurzburg, Bavaria 743

Unterspree Berlin , Brandenburg 37a

Unterturkheira Stuttgart , Wurttemberg 657
661
666a

Unterwellehborn Saalfeld , Thuringia 392

Unterwieck Stettin , Pomerania 652

Uppenbora Munich, Bavaria 489

Veddel Hamburg 326

Vegesack Bremen 100

Vaihingen Sindelfingen , Wurttemberg 628

Veltenhof Braunschweig , Brunswick 92

Vieringhausen Remscheid, Rhineland 372
573

Vohwinkel Wuppertal , Rhineland 737

Vorhalle Hagen, Westphalia 292
294

Yossbrook Kiel , Schleswig -Holstein 389

Waggum Braunschweig , Brunswick 94

Wahn Cologne , Rhineland 404

Wahren Leipzig , Saxony 429
435

Waihlingen Stuttgart , WUrttemberg 666

Wald Sol ingen , Rhineland 634

Waldau Kassel , Hesse -Nassau 382

Waldhof Mannheim, Baden 467
468
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INDEXB

Locality Town & Province Page

Walters &orf Berlin , Brandenburg 44

Waltrop Dortmund, Westphalia 143
146

Wambel Dortmund, Westphalia 151
152

Wambelerhols Dortmund, Westphalia 145
149

Wanheim Duisburg , Rhineland 172
174

Wahheimerort Duisburg , Rhineland 169
174

Wandsbeck Hamburg 319
314
323
324

W&sser - Alfingen Aalan , Wurttemberg 4

Wasserburg Muhldorf , Bavaria 432

Wedau Duisburg , Rhineland 163

Weddigenring Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 391

Wedding Berlin , Brandenburg 33c
33d
57

Wehr&en Volklingen , Saar 693a

Weidenau Geisweid , Westphalia 259

Weissensee Berlin , Brandenburg 50
51

Weisweiler Bschweiler , Rhineland 206

E®Weitm&r Bochum, Westphalia 78

Welheim Bottrop , Westphalia 86
87

Wellingdorf Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein 390

Wengern Witten , Westphalia 730

Wentsendorf Hamburg 316

Werne Bochum, Westphalia 77
79
80

Wesermfln&e Bremerh&vea , Hanover 104
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Westhaussn

Westhofen

Wetter

Wik

Wil &an

Wilhelmsburg

Wilmersdorf

Wittenau

WittkuHe

Witznau

Wohlgelgen

Wolf artsweier

Woifen

Wolfswinkel

Wulfel

Wurgendorf

Wust ergiersdorf
n

Wutoschingen

Town & Province

Dortmund, Westphalia

Schsrerte , Westphalia

Witten , Westphalia

Kiel , Schleswig - Holstein

Berlin , Brandenburg

Hamburg

522
524
525
326
527

Berlin , Brandenburg 37
52
56

Berlin , Brandenburg 53d
42
45
47

Solingen , Rhineland 654

Waldshut , Baden 698

Mannheim, Baden 469

Karlsruhe , Baden 579

Bit t erf eld , Province Saxony 69
70
73
74

Eberswalde , Brandenburg 194

Hanover 359
342

Siegen , Westphalia 624

Langenbielau , Silesia 425

Waldshut , Baden 699

146

619

751

588

44
48

504
507
511
512
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Zaborze Hinderiburg , Silesia 357

Zehlendorf Berlin , Brandenburg 57
Zollstock Cologne , Rhineland 402

Zsohachwitz Dresden , Saxony 159
Zsohornewitz Bitterfeld , province Saxony 69

74

Zuffenhansen Stuttgart , Wurttemberg 66o
664

zSllohow Stettin , Pomerania 650
652

Zweckel Gelsenkirchen , Westphalia 262

Zwotzen Gera , Thuringia 0CM
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